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When this book appeared in 1895, it was the first of its kind to
present facts about minerals in a manner which was interesting
to the amateur. It was widely accepted then and continued in
popularity through half a century even though no major revision
was made during that time. With the ever inpiifcasing interest
in mineralogy, it seemed desirable to bring the bot^ up to date.
Although much of the book has been rewritteS an effort has

been made to maintain the same point of view foi-^e same reader,
the beginner in mineralogy. The sections on Crystallography and
Physical Mineralogy cover much the same ground as previously,
but the chapters on Chemical Properties of Minerals and The
Use of Ike Blowpipe have been somewhat shortened while still
retaining the essentials necessaiy for the beginner. The chapter
on The Description of Mineral Species has been completely re-
arranpd and rewTitten. The minerals are arranged according to
the almost umversally accepted chemical classification, and the
description of each species follows a common pattern to make the
pertinent data more accessible. In the original edition the
minerals that are compounds of the same metallic element were

ITZZ
the change, but it was felt desirable for thestudent to begin his study of minerals n-ith the same classification

e aould most surely use if he were to go on to advanced work
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CHAPTER I

Minerals

and Mineralogy

We are to learn about minerals and how to study them, but,
before we begin, we must understand clearly what substances may
bo called minerals and what specimens rightfully belong in the
collection that everyone who wishes to become a mineralogist must
make.

It is essential at the outset that we undei-stand that minerals
are the materials out of which the earth is built. Although we
live and move upon the earth, we know little about it by actual
contact or direct observation. It is possible, however, to measxire
its size and shape, to determine its density as a whole, and to study
Its surface featums and the changes they have undergone; but of
the materials of which it is made we can know little beyond those
that form the surface upon which we walk. The miner digs down
a little distance, the oil-well driller reaches down still deeper, and
we may examine the materials that their work brings up. Per-
haps we can go down with the miner and see the rocks in place, but
the deepest mines reach to depths of less than two miles. Al-
though this seems very deep to one who is let down a shaft in a
cage, it is only a little way compared to 4,000 miles, the distance to
the center of the earth. Even the deepest oil well reaches down to
a depth of only a little over three miles.
Our knowledge, to be sure, is increased a little by the fact that

we find now on the surface of the earth rocks made, we have reason
to believe, of materials brought up in a molten condition from
gj^t depths below. Igneous rocks such as form the Palisades
a ong the Hudson River as well as the lava thrown out by volcanoes

1



2 Minerals and Mineralogy

had their origin many miles below the present surface of the earth.

A careful study of these rocks gives us some idea of the kinds of

matter and the conditions under which they e.\ist in depth.
Furthermore, the fact that the astronomer has weighed the entire

earth and found its density to be nearly twice as great as that of

the rocks on the surface suggests the heavy nature of the mineral

material that must make up the interior.

Thus the mineralogist is limited to the study of the upper part

of the earth’s crust which he can reach with his hammer. He
cannot extend liis collection much beyond this unle.ss, indeed, he

includes some of those rare visitors from outer space—called

metenrites—which occasionally fall to the earth.

What do we learn from a study of this hard rocky material of

Avhich the earth, so far as we can examine it, is made? Wo find,

in the first place, that it consists of different kinds of rocks, a few

of which have familiar names, such as granite, marble, sand, .sand-

stone, trap, and slate. On clo.sor examination we find that each

rock consists of difTerent substances, each having certain peculiari-

ties or properties of its own by whicli it can be recognized. It is

to these individual substances that the name mineral is given.

Thus, more particularly, the sand of the sea.shore can be sepa-

rated without much difficulty into various kinds of grains. All

the grains of each kind are chemically alike with certain properties

of baldness, density, luster, and color, which enable us, after a

little practice, to distinguish the difTerent kinds with comparative

ease.

Most of the grains are of one kind, clear and glassy, hard enough

to scratch glass, and, as we learn to know them better, we call

tliem quartz. I'liere are also black grains; .some of these are

heavy and jump to a magnet, and often they are sorted out by the

waves into little rifts on the wliite siind; these are called magnetic.

'There are other black grains, too. which the magnet does not at-

tract; these may bo ilmenitc. Perhaps some are red and gla.ssy

and are fragments of garnets. Tliere may be still others, depend-

ing upon where the sand comes from and what kind of rock htis

been ground up by nature’s mill and sorted out by the water to

make the .sand.

If a piece of granite is examined closely, hero too it is possible

to distinguish several kinds of minerals, though not quite so easily.
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There are hard glassy grains w’ith irregular surface which, like the

greater part of the sand grains, are quartz. There are white or

j’ellow or pale flesh-red fragments, also hard, though not so hard

as the quartz, but which show one or two smooth surfaces of

fracture; these are feldspar. Then there is the tnica, more easily

recognized, which is either white and silvery, or shiny black (in

some granites both kinds are found), and which with a touch of

the knife blade separates into very thin scales or leaves. Besides
these there may be a little coal-black tourmaline, some bright red
garnets, and smaller amounts of other kinds which we shall learn
later. If a cavity or open space can be found in the granite, it is

often possible to find in it the same minerals, only in larger and
more distinct form and commonly in regular shapes called crystals.

If, instead of a coarse-grained rock like granite, we examine one
that is fine and compact such as the traprock of the Palisades on
the Hudson or a lava flow from New Mexico, it will probably
appear to be quite uniform to the eye. However, if we crush some
of it to powder, the magnet wiW pick out some magnetite, as from
the seashore sand. Or the skillful mineralogist may make a slice
thin enough to be transparent, so that he can study it under the
microscope and then recognize a variety of different minerals. In
seams and cavities in these rocks other minerals are often found
which differ from those in the massive rock.

In places we find a rock like the white marble of Vermont which
examination shows is made entirely of the same chemical substance
and which has throughout the same properties of hardness, density’
and color. It is a mineral itself, calcile, and is caUed a inonj-
mxneral^ rock, unlike most rocks, which are a mixture of different
minerals.

These different kinds of substances, then, which make up therocky material of the earth’s crust, and into which we can separatethe se^hore sand, the granite, and most other rocks, are railed

M “ “‘'emical element or com-pound. Moreover, if well erystallked, each has, in addition ashape of its oivn by which it may be distinguished. It has alsocertain properties of hardness, density, luster, color, and transparency. Berause to it belong aU these different properties whichdistinguish It from other kinds, it is caUed a
IS the work of the mmeralogUt to study all these different
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minerals and to learn the properties of each; how they are classi-

fied and distinguished from one another; how they occur in nature,
and something about their practical uses.

All the knowledge that the many mineralogists have gained
after long years of patient observation and study, both in the field

and in the laboratory, has been arranged in systematic form and
makes up the science of minciology.

Since mineralogy includes not only the description of minerals,
but also the way in which they occur, the minerals with which they
ai'e associated, and ultimately their origin, it bears a definite
relation to the broadei' science of geology. Geology' treats of the
history of the earth and all the changes through which it has gone
as read in the record of the rocks. It is essential, therefore, that
the geologist know something about minei’alog^v; and at the same
time it is desirable lor tlie mineralogist to know something about
geology.

1 here i.s also a profitable exchange of knowledge between the
ch(‘mist and the minerahigist. With the exception of the gases
of the afmospheie, minerals are the source of all the chemical
elements; and the chemist learns from the mineralogist in what
minerals, at \\hat l(jcaliti(>s, and in what amounts they are to be
found. A chemical classification of minerals is considered by most
professional mineralogists to be the best. It is from the chemist
that the mineralogist learns not only how to arrange Ids minerals
in chendcal groujjs but also how to make chemical analyses to

determine one of the most fundamental properties of mineiuls

—

the chenii<-al c<)mposif ion.

It is not to b(‘ infejic'd that, before one should undertake a study
of miiKuals, he must fiist be a geologist and a chemist, although,

foi- advati<-ed work in ndneialogy, a farniliaj-itj' with those related

sciences is almost essential. I'or the beginner the revej'sc may be

true, an<l he will discover after a short while that he is leartdng

some g(‘olf)gy and chemistiy as a by-product of his study of

min<*rals.

On the foreg(»ing pages some of the properties of minerals have

been pointed out in an effort to build a picture of a mineral in

genei’al terms. Hefore proceeding further we shouUl formulate a

rnc»re sp(*cific <lefirdtion. I’he word niinerol has today several

<li(Terenl meanings, but to the mineralogist it is any nnltirnlly

occurring chcniictil cletncnl or compound formed as a product of

inorganic processes, d'he earlier defitdtion of mineral was not so
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restricted, for anj'thing that was dug from a mine was called a

mineral. Most mines produce not single substances but mixtures

of many things and vastly dilTcrent things at different localities.

The term mineral has gradually taken on more specific meaning
until at present the mineralogist uses it only for those substances

that answer the above definition.

Let us consider the implications of the definition. We find

that a mineral must occur in nature; anything made by man, no
matter what its physical and eliemieal properties, cannot be a
mineral. Thus the many beautiful kinds of salts made by the
chemist are not minerals. The rock salt or sotlium chloride which
is mined in fine clear cubical blocks is the same sodium chloride
which, as the table salt of everyday life, is so commonly used.
But the table salt obtained from evaporating sea water or the
brines of salt wells, or from the solution of crude rock salt, though
in crystals as fine as or finer than those found in the rocks, is not
a mineral because it was not made by nature alone. So, too, the
fine crystals of copper sulfate (see p. 64) made in the laboratory
do not find a place in a mineral cabinet, though the much less
perfect specimens of the same material found in some of the
Arizona mines do.

It must be pointed out, moreover, that many specimens made
in the laboratory are very minute and much less beautiful than
those of nature. The chemist in the laboratory has only a limited
time for his experiments, whereas nature works gently with un-
limited time.

However, m recent years many attempts have been made in
the laboratory to imitate the processes of nature and produce
“artificial minerals.” As a result, many minerals have synthetic
counterparts that rival or even excel the natural substances in
perfection of development. An outstanding example is the manu-
facture of rubies and sapphires that, when cut into gemstones, are
difficult if not impossible to distinguish from natural stones.
The restriction that a mineral must be a chemical element orcompound means that its composition can be expressed by achemical formula. Thus all mixtures, even if they are quiteuniform and homogeneous, are eliminated. In the past mineralnames have been given to certain apparently homogeneous sub-

to fine-grained mixturos or aggregates*
Finally, a mineral must be formed as a product of inorganic
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processes. Any substance, therefore, resulting directly from plant
or animal life, even if it closely resembles natural inorganic ma-
terials, cannot be called a mineral. For this reason, the miner-
alogist usually excludes from his collections many substances such
as the pearl of the oyster and the shell itself, the lime of the bones
of animals, and the opal-like form of silica secreted by the gro\vth
of plants, such as the tabasheer found in the joints of the bamboo.
In general, such substances formed immediately by the processes
of animal or vegetable life are not called minerals.

Unfortunately, the term mineral is not used in the restricted

sense by everyone; when the economist speaks of the mineral
resources or the mineral wealth of a country, he refers not only to
the minerals of the mineralogist but also to coal and petroleum,
which are organic in origin.



CHAPTER II

Some Preliminary Hints

on How to Study Minerals

We have seen that a mineral has certain properties of form,
hardness, density, luster, and color which collectively characterize
it and frequently enable us to separate it from other minerals
These are knowm as its physical properties. The most important
property of a mineral, however, is its chemical composition, and
dependent directly upon it are its chemical properties. These two
sets of properties will be described in some detail in subsequent
chapters; but first it is necessary to describe briefly how to study

possible about each species
with the least effort.

The student must first of all use his eyes and other unaided
senses m studying minerals; in other words, he must gain all thei^ormation he can about minerals by looking at them and handlingtW If he learns to do this wisely, he wiU be surprised to findhow keen his senses become and how much he can teU by merely

e*^**^® experience, he^^e that thK method carries him only to a certain point, andhe recognizes the importance of confirming his firat conclusionsy more positive tests. The appearance of specimens of even the

astray. The old saying, “all that glitters is not cold ” andnames fool s gold" and “false galena,” express the conclusion thatthe ^n^ unassisted may readily be deceived.
the trained eye of the mineralogist will show him at a <rio«

U ^ geometrical shape of a 0^X1*It tviU show han also whether the mineml has the natuL^^^^
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smooth fracture of many ciystalline substances, called cleavage,

or only a rough irregular fracture. It will tell him the color, and
whether it is transparent or opatpie. as well as the peculiarities

of luster that may be characteristic of a given mineral.

The touch will indicate whether the “feel” is greasj^ as is true
of talc and a few other verj’ soft minerals. When one “hefts”
a mineral, one may recognize at once that it is heavy or light as
compared to familiar substances of the same appearance. The
common minerals, quartz, feldspar, and calcite, have nearly the
.same density, and one can easily become so accustomed to them
that a piece of gypsum seems light and a piece of barite seems
heavy. Similarly, a piece of aluminum or, more particularly,

magnesium seems ver>' light becau.se it is instinctively compared
with apparently similar but much denser metals which we are more
accustomed to handle.

The taste in some minerals is a distinguishing characteristic; the

odor is occasionally a useful property, such as the clayey odor given

off by some minerals when tl*>}' are breathed upon. It does, how-
ever, require some study and experience befoi*e the senses are so

alert that all the properties to be noted are perceived at once and

rightly evaluated. To this end everyone should strive, for one

of the great benefits to be derived from the study of mineralogy is

that it cultivates and stimulates the powers of obsei^'ation.

When the sen.ses have gleaned all that is pos.sible, simple tests

to aid them should be used. Touching the smooth surface of a

mineral with the point of a knife sen'es to show whether it is

relatively soft or hard. The color of the powder obtained by rub-

bing a mineral acro.ss a plate of unglazcd porcelain, or scratching

it with a knife, is called the streak; if the streak is quite different

from the color of the surface, as it is in some minerals, it constitutes

a very important property.

If inspection of the specimen or the tests already mentioned fail

to identify a mineral, more careful tests must be made. These

include the den.^^ity or specific gravity; the use of the blowpipe;

and a number of simple chemical tests, to show the presence of

certain elements. After these are made there ai*e still others,

which include the refined methods of the trained mineralogist with

his precision goniometer for measuring ciystal angles, the polarizing

microscope for tlie study of optical properties, x-ray analysis for

the study of th<* internal structure, and the accurate quantitative
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chemical analysis. With these metliods and others that are con-
stantly being developed, most of nature's secrets may be learned
and the properties of each mineral may be thoroughly studied.

SUGOESTIONS ON MAKING A MINERAL COLLECTION

A very important part of the study of minerals is the student’s
own collection, for everjmne who wishes to learn mineralogy must
have a collection of his own to examine and experiment upon. It
is very desirable that the school or college have a larger cabinet
for reference and study, but such a cabinet does not take the place
of the individual collection, which will be studied, arranged, labeled,
and handled over and over again until every specimen is perfectly
famjliar.

Furthermore the student shoxild obtain his specimens as far as
he can by collecting for himself, and thus see the minerals in their
natural surroundings. Even if he lives in a region that does not seem
at first to afford many, he can find something that is worth keeping
until he obtams better. Occasionally he will have the opportunity
to make trips to some of the noted localities, where he can find
a great variety of minerals. There is nothing more delightfully
mstructive and refreshing than to spend a day in the open air
with a good hammer in hand, a bag for the specimens, and plenty
of soft paper to ^\Tap them in.

>

The hammer should be of hard steel that antU not chip on the

h u K a the face

Sam wUhir^h T should beSharp the back m the form of a wedge, as seen in Fiir i

* ~ ts.tr**,''
“ " —

but in generaUhe crystal is most bte^tinf ""u™m its own surroundings. The seller of
"''’™

this, and it is unfortlatelv n^ discover

localities for the locarotJfor
eroise his ingenuity by mounting a loose cryil mlL 0^™!
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in which it never belonged, thus to increase the value of the

specimen and deceive the unwary purchaser.

The student is not advised to spend a great deal of money on

buying specimens, particularly at any one time, for today man^’’

mineral localities are accessible by automobile from almost any

Frci. 1. Hammer
and Cold Chisels.

point in the I’nited States, where it is possible

to see minerals in place and to collect fine speci-

mens of manv minerals.

However, a little monej* is by no means
thrown away if judiciously expended from time

to time, for it will ser\'e to buy a few small

characteristic specimens of the common spe-

cies and pure fragments for blowpipe tests.

Fine specimens, especially of the rarer spepies,

are now ^•ery e.xpensivc. Fortunately, suffi-

ciently good specimens of the minerals that it is

impt)i tant for the student to know well may be

obtained for veiy little money.

It is better to collect, as far as possible, small sijecimens rather

than large, .such as will fit in a little paper tray 2 inches square, or

2 by .3 inches, or at most 3 by 3 inches. These trays ai’c inexpensive

and are very useful for the arrangement and preservation of a

collection. If the specimens are placed loose in a drawer, it can

be opened only a few times without throwing them into confusion

and separating them from their labels; sooner or later they will

be badly injured. A depth of half an inch is .sufficient for the tray,

but the drawers, if possible, should not be loss than 2J^ or 3 inches

deep. .\ll the specimens in a collection should be carefully labeled,

particularly as regaixls locality.

Even if considerable care is exerci.sed, specimens will become

separated fiom their labels. In order to prevent permanent

separation, it is well to paint a number directly on the specimen

as soon as it is actpiiied. The number with the locality and other

pertinent rlata should be entered in a catalogue to which reference

can 1)0 made. A good way to insure permanence of the number is

to paint on the mineral in an inconspicuous place a small area of

white enamel and, when this is dry, to write the number on it in

Irulia ink.

I^argc*, well-crystalliz<'<l mineral specimens are usually not avail-

iil)le to (he average collector because of their scarcity, and such
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specimens of many minerals ran be seen onlj'- in museums. Tliere

is a rule, liowevcr, (o wliich there are few exceptions, that the

I’lG. 2. Biiioculnr Microscope and Microinouat.

Fia. 3. ^lugniHcd Allcroinount.

smaller the crystal the better it is formed and the more faces itpo„ Because of thU fact, some eollectom seamh for s^aUnell-co-stalhsed specunens that can be seen well only through a
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microscope. Tlic.sc are mounted individually on pedestals which
in turn are cemented to the bottom of small boxes or trays. Figure
2 shows a micromonnl in position to be observed with a microscope.
Figure 3 is a picture of the same micromount magnified twenty
times. When viewed in this manner, these tiny specimens rival

or even surpass in beauty and perfection of development larger
specimens of the same minerals.



CHAPTER III

Crystals

and Crystal Habits

The principal properties of minerals, by which one species
IS distinguished from another, have been briefly alluded to in the
preceding chapter. It is now necessaiy to study some of these
properties more fully.

First the physical properties will be considered. These include
crystal form and habit, cleavage, fracture, hardness, tenacity
el^ticity, density, color, luster, degree of transparency, and a few
others. The present chapter is limited to a discussion of crystals
their forms, habits, and aggregates.

^

THE GENERAL NATURE OF CRYSTALS

If we examine the specimens of the different mineral species in agood colleetmn we see that many of them are regular solids withsmooth faces which, as we study the subject further, we find tobe characteristie of each mdividual species. These regular formsare caUed cryslak. The cubes of fluorite (Fig. 4) or galena, theSK-sided prisms of quarts (Fig. 5), the twelve-sided, tirenty-four-
eided, or even more complex forms of garnets are comTonamples of ciystals. Although these minerals may show othererys aJ face^ it is their “habit” to ciystallize in the foiUticated. Thus crysua habit means the common and charac-teratio form assumed by a mineral including the general shaneand irregulanties of growth. Even when a sDenlmf.T, a

^
^ow a r^Iar eternal form, there is usuaUy a definite c^shUIme structure which may be shmvn in the e^, amooth Sut

13
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called cleavaqe, such as that of calcite or fluorite. How is this

r(‘gularity of form to he explained?

d'hc physicist, as the i-esult of his studies of the structure of

difTerent kinds of matter, has concluded that cvciything is built

up of minuf(* particles calUal atoms, which are much too small to be

Ki<i, -I. Fluorit*-. ('iri>up of C'uhic-

<Ty,sfHls.

soon (*von l)y tlu^ strongi'st microsvopo. In a solid body, as a

iumj) of iron, ice. or sulfur, he thinks of these atoms grouped into

molecules an<l Ixmded togethei' by a strong force of attraction called

c»)lH*sion, s(i tljat it I’cciuiresa hard blow orgs-oat pressure to change

its shaj)e. In a liquid bo<ly he thinks of molecules as free to move
oi- roll ovei- (*ach other, so that the licpiid takes at once the shape

of flu* vessel in which it is contained, whatever that may be. In a

gas, he b(*li(‘ves that the molecules are sepai’ated from each other by

a long distaiu-e cornpai-ed with their size, and that they are darting

about \’ery rapidly, collitling with each other and any confining

surface. Conse(|uently the gas at once fills entii-ely a vessel into

which it is introduced and presses against its sides. The pressure

t»f the external air, for example, is shown by the collapse of the

< heeks wlu'ii the air within the mouth is drawn away.

'J’he relatioji between these molecules explains the condition of

a substance as solid, litjuid, or gaseous: for example, the distinc-

tion between ice, water, and steam.

When a liquid turns into a solirl because the temperature falls,

as wlu'U watc'i- fi(‘ez(*s, or licpiid sulfui- or molten iron haidens on
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cooling, the force of cohejsion comes into play to bind the particles

together into a rigid mass. Likewise, when by slow e\'aporation

from a solution, as of salt or alum in water, the dissolving liquid

is removed, the substance in solution passes back into the solid

form under the action of this same force of cohesion. Thus the
solid is formed from the licpud by the action of the forces acting
between the.se little particles. Further, if all the atoms aie of one
kind, as in a given cliernical element, and if theie are no hindering
causes, these atoms build themselves up according to some regular

Fig. 6. Siam- C'ryslaU.

pattern, and the external result is the geometrical form that is
called a crystal. It is somewhat as if the atoms wore little build-
ing stones, built up into a solid structui-c by forces acting between
them and causing them to arrange themselves after a definite
manner when they are free to do so.

This regular building of the atoms not only takes place as has
just been shown when a solid is formed from a'liquid but also when
a solid is formed directly from a gas. Water vapor in the air, if
cooled .sufficiently, is arranged in the form of a solid snowflake.
Ihe little snow crystals that fall silently through the atmosphere
and that we catch on our coat sleeves on a cold winter day have
wonderful regularity and beauty. Figure G shows some of themany forms of snow crj'^stals.

It IS not always easy to make good crj'stals. whether we startfrom a liquid or from a gas, partly because we cannot give the time
required for the perfect process, partly because there are othermdering conditions. Some ciystals, however, can be grown in a

P- 03); gi O'vth of an oetahedml
ciystal of alum can be watched from day to day, and a large andfine ciystal may be the reward of skill and patience.
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In natures laboratory the conditions ai'e more favorable, par-
ticularly because there is never any time limit, and the many
beautiful and complex ciystals of minerals with brilliant faces
show the lesult. Even here, however, the building process often
cannot go on freely, and imperfect crj'stals, oi' perhaps a mass of

only a confusetl crystalline aggregate without distinct external
form, may bo all that is produced.

"I he quartz, the feldspar, and the mica in the rock called granite
have usually formed in such a way that they interfere with each
other, and none of the minerals has had an opportunity to build

itsell up into perfect cj-ystals. In spite of this the student who
understands the optical study of thin sections of a rock in polarized

light can jjrove that each grain, formless though it may be ex-

ternally, is crystalline and has the internal atomic structure of a
crystal. In a cavity in the granite we are not surprised to find

crystals of cjuartz and feldspar, perhaps also of mica, as the

existence of the cavity means that each mineral lias had an op-

portunity to exeicise its tendency to build itself regularly with some
of the fjvcdom that a peifoct crystal requires.

Another familiar example of crystallization is the ice covering a

pond, which is as truly crystalline in structure as the perfect snow
crystal; but hero there are no individual ciystals. The slow dis-

section of the mass, however, under the melting action of the sun

reveals something of the regularity in the building, and the same
regulaiity is proved by an examination in polarized light. Often

in the freezing of a little pool of water on a sidewalk the formation

of the slender crystalline ribs of ice may bo watched as they shoot

out, forming a framewoik which may soon lose its distinctness as

the entire .surface is frozen.

We learn, then, that a crystal is the geometrical form assumed

by a chemical sub.sfance, if it is free to form without interference

wh(‘n if passes into the solid state from that of either a liquid or a

gas. The crystal is, therefore, the outward expression of the orderly

intci'nal arrangement of atoms. For this reason, crystal form is

the most important of all the physical properties of a given species

and (he one tliat in general most definitely characterizes it. Since

it is possible for us to grow crystals in the laboratory, it must be

pointed ovit that not all crystals am minerals but only those that

nafiut? alone has produced.

Most minerals, even though no crystals are visible, am crystal-
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line, but a few maj' be omorphous. A ciystalline substance is one
in which there is an orclei-Iy internal atomic arrangement even if

tliere is no outward sign of it, whereas an amorplious substance
lacks this orderly stnictui-c. The ditference is somewhat like that
between a pyiamid built of bricks laid in regular rows and one in

wliich the bricks am tumbled in without order. Thus a piece of
clear quartz is said to be ciystalline, and a piece of glass which the
eye alone could not distinguish from the quartz is amorphous. If

the quartz wem fused an<l allowed to cool, a quartz glass would
result with exactly the same chemical composition but the atoms
in the glass would not have arranged themselves into the orderly
array of the cr>'stal and would thus be amorphous.
How then are we to tell whether or not a massive mineral is

crj'stalline? Cleavage, as explained later, is, like ciystal faces,
an expression of the orderly atomic arrangement. If cleavage is

present, we can say with certainty that the mineral is crystalline.
If no cleavage is present, an examination in polarized light will
help in making a decision. For example, the bright colors seen
in a thin fragment of a quartz crystal in polarized light show at
once, to one who understands the subjects of optics, that it is

crj'stalline. The fused quartz on the other hand will show no
such colors. If the mineral is opaque, it may be necessary to
take an x-ray photograph. A crystalline substance will give a
regular pattern recorded on a photographic film, whereas an
amorphous substance will give no pattern.

Another method, known as etching, aids the skillful mineralogist
in determining an ordered atomic structui-e. He allows some liquid
(or gas) that has the power of dissolving the substance to act upon
a smooth surface for a short time. Then it is removed, and the
surface is cleaned and examined under the microscope. Often a
multitude of little cavities or pits are found on the surface, the
shape of which shows clearly how the structure is built up The
process of etching is as if the stones of the pyramid spoken ofwere so smooth and closely fitted that no joints were visible and
the mason should pull out a number of bricks tUl he could see the
pattern. Figure 7 shows the figures etched by hydrofluoric acidon the faces of a crystal of quartz; the variations reveal the com-
plex structure of this mineral.

In general it can be said that although many minerals are massivethey are usually ciystalline and the amorphous state is the ex-
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ccption. There are, however, certain minerals or varieties of

minerals that seem to be intermediate between the distinctly

crystalline and the amorphous states; these are called crypto-

crystalline. Many fine-grained varieties of quartz are co'pto-
crystalline and resemble amorphous substances. When these
minerals are viewed under a high-powered polarizing microscope,
one can see they are an aggregate of myriad tiny crystalline quartz

particles. Moreover, an x-ray photograph
would give the same pattern as that given by
a single large quartz crystal ground to a fine

powder.

As already mentioned, a small crj'stal is just as

perfect and complete an individual as a similar

one of great size. Among the crystals of a
given species there is no relation between size

and age, as there is among the individuals of a

species in the animal and the vegetable king-

doms. Some ciystals are so minute as to be

Fig. 7. ICtclu-d microscopic; others may be of enormous size,

Quartz Crystal, as the large beryl crystals from Maine and the

even greater spodumene crystals in the Black
Hills of South Dakota, .some of which measure over -40 feet in

length. A cave opened many years ago at Macomb, New York,
contained 15 tons of great cubic ciystals of fluorite; another cave
in Wayne County, L'tah, contained a large number of enormous
crystals of gjqjsum, some of them 3 feet or more in length. But
the very small crystals and the like ones of enormous size are not

essentially different except in the comparatively unimportant
respect of magnitude.

Figure 8 is a photograph of a group of gj'psum crystals from

Naiea, Mexico, the lai’ge.st of which is over 4 feet long.

Nevertheless, there are many interesting points of resemblance

between crystals and living plants. Crystals, as well as plants,

yrnio and, under favorable conditions, so rapidly that the increase

in size may be watched not only from day to day, but from hour

to hour, or even from minute to minute. The complex forms that

are built up especially in such cases of rapid growth are often

wonderfully plantlike in aspect. As everyone has noticed the

delicate frost figures form quickly upon a windowpane in winter;

other, iiKjre permanent examples ai'c the arborescent or dendritic
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forms of native gold, silver, or copper. Indeed the terms used in

describing them are given because of their resemblance to forms of

vegetation. Furtheimore, as a wounded plant tends to heal itself

when, for example, a bianch has been broken, so, too, a broken
ciystal may be more or less healed, but with crystals the material
that repairs the injurj' must be supplied from an outside source.

Fio. 8. Gyiwum Crystals, Naica, Mt-xico.

Ihus the sihea to mend a broken quartz crystal must come from
a forei^ solution, and the crystal itself only directs the way inV hich the atoms from the solution are laid down. It is interestine
however, that the growth takes place more readily on a surface of
fracture than on a natural crj^stal face. In this way the grains ofquartz in a sandstone, formless because they are only roundedra^ents often tend to build themselves into complete crystalsAlthough a cr>^stal never has an old age in the sense that a plantor an ammal does, nevertheless many crystals change as time goes

solution
' example, to t he corroding effects of some foreign

whTri^T f ^PPhire, emerald, and topaz,which are hard and comparatively insoluble, have this tendency to
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undergo what is called chemical alteration, with the loss of their
beauty and a change of chemical substance. This alteration is

spoken of again in a later part of the chapter, where pseudomorphs
are described, but it is worth noting here because it is somewhat
analogous to the change that old age brings to a living organism.

CRYSTAL SYMMETRY
If one is privileged to handle well-foj’med crj'stals of a variety

of minerals, he will be quick to see that there is a wide difference
in them. The size, shape, appearance, and number of faces differ

Fig. 9. Syinmc'try

Plane. .\xis.

A

Fi<}. 11. Symmetry
Center.

from crj’sttd to cry.stal. On one all the faces may be similar,

whereas on another only two similar faces may be found, and these

may be located on opposite sides of the ciystal. A little study

will show that like faces are arranged symmetrically’ on the cry’stal

and that this symmetry is the same for all crystals of any given

mineral species.

Three types of sy’mmetry are to be found in crystals, known as

the elements of symmetry; they are: (1) symmetiy across a

plane; (2) .symmetry about an a.\is; (3) .symmetry about a point.

A plane of syminrtn/ is an imaginary’ plane pas.sed through a

cry’stal dix iding it in half, so that each half is the mirror image of

the other. If it were possible then to split a ciystal in lialf along

this plane and place one half against a mirror, the image xvould

a[)pear to restore the other half. Figure 9 illustrates a plane of

svmmetry. Some cry’stals have as many as nine planes of synn-

metry although some have none.
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An axis of symmetry is an imaginar3- line througli a ciystal about
wliich the ciystal may be revolved and may repeat itself two or
more times in a complete revolution. There are 2-, 3-, 4-, and 6-
fold sj'mmotiy axes. Figure 10 illustrates a 4-fold axis.
A crj'stal is said to ha\'e a center of symmetry if an imaginary

straight line can be passed from any point on its .surface througli
its center to a similar point on the opposite side. Both Figs. 9
and 10 have symmetry centci-s as well as axes and planes; Fig. 11
has onlj' a center of sj-mmetiy.

It is po.ssible for certain ciystals to lack all elements of symmetry,
but only one or two .such minerals are known. One might think
that if these three symmetry elements were combined in different
ways, a hopelessly large number of combinations would be possible
Actually there are only 32 such combinations, and they are called
the Se crystal classes. To the beginner in mineralogj- even this
number may seem large, but he should not be discouraged for
only 10 or 12 of the 32 classes arc represented in the common
minerals.

CRYSTAL SYSTEMS
Although each of the 32 crystal clas.sos mentioned above differs

in symmetry from the othei-s, certain of them can be grouped
because of sunilaiitics Tlieie are C laigei- groups, the c-yMmterns, named as follows: I. isometric; II, tetragonal; IIIhexagonal; IV, ortliorhombic; V, monoclinic; VI, triclinic. Allthe crystals m a crystal system are referred to the same lines of

[n
oxes. These axes will be describedn the discussion of the crystal systems on the following pages.

Isometric System
All the ciystals of the isometric system can be referred to threeequal axes at right angles to each other. These imaginaiy lines

andTX ^ omMlographicaxes tJ?ig. 12), and it will be seen that the arrangement of
^
Of the^32 ‘I*®

‘•'e same
Ciystal classes, 5 are in the isometric system- andahhough they have different symmetry, they can stiff be rkrredto these same crystallographic axes. Only 3 of these 5 cl»s.coupon enough in minerals to deserve our atteilwonThe most common of these classes is the hcxoctahedral or the
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galena class. It has the highest crj'stal symmetry with the follow-

ing symmetrj' elements: nine planes, four 2-fold axes, three 4-fold

axes, six 2-fold axes, and a center. The principal forms* in this

Fio. 12. Isometric Crystal Axes. Fig. 13. Cul)e.

class are the cube, octahedron, dodecahedron, trapezohedron,

tetrahexahedron, and hexoctahedron. In the following descrip-

tions, the perfect geometrical solid is described, but it should be

Fig. 14. ()<-tahedron. Fig. 15. Doderahcdron.

made clear at the start that most crystals are not model perfect

and are frequently malformed as described on page 40.

Cube. Th(* cube lias six equal faces, each one of which is a

square, and the angle between any two faces is a right angle, or

90°. It is shown in Fig. 13. Galena and fluorite often occur in

cubes.

Octahedron. regular octahedron (Fig. 14) has eight like

faces, each a triangle with equal sides and equal (00°) angles; the

• The term form is used here in the .sj)eciiil scn.se of the crj*stallographer.

.Mthounh it may he u.-^ed to expre.s.s the pcneral outward confipurution of the

crystal, it is a^ually reser\’ed to indicate all those crysud faces that liavc like

po.sitions with res|H‘ct to the crystallopraphic axes and the elements of sjinme-

try. Thu.s the cube is a crj’stal form comi>osed of six faces, the octahi-dron,

e'pht faces, etc.
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angle between any two adjacent faces is 109® 28'. Magnetite is

often in octahedrons.

Dodecahedron. The rhombic dodecahedron (Fig. 15) has
twelve equal faces, each of which is a rhomb with plane angles of

Fio. 16. Fig. 17.

Cube and Octahedron.

60® and 120®, the angle between two adjacent faces being 120®.
This is a common form of garnet.

All these three forms may occur on the same crystal. Thus
crystals of galena often show the cube and octahedron. Figure 16
is generally described as a cube modified by an octahedron, and

Fia. 18. Cube and Fio. 19. Octahedron and Fio. 20. Cube,
Dodecahedron. Dodecahedron. Octahedron, and

Dodecahedron.

Fig. 17 as an octahedron modified by the cube. If a cube is cut
out of a block and the solid angles are sliced away carefully, the
new surfaces making equal angles with three cube faces, the result
13 an octahedron. It is seen that the octahedral faces are little
triangles on the solid angles of the cube and are equally inclined
to the three cube faces. On the other hand, the cube faces are
small squares on the sfac solid angles of the octahedron. The

adjacent faces of a cube and an octahedron is
125 ‘
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Fiffure IS show? a corabinati.;)n of the cuf>e and dodecahedron,
and Fig. 19 shows a combination of the octahedron and dodecahe-
dron. Both the cube and the octahedron have twelve similar
edges, and these are cut «)ft equally, or tnmcated. by the twelve
faces of the d'xlecahedron. In Fig. 20 is shown a cn'stal with
the combination of the cube (o). octahedron (o). and d<jdecahe-
dron id). The angle between adjacent faces of the cube and the
dodecahedron is 135®: l>etween those of the octahedron and the
dodecahedron it is I4d*44'.

Fir.. 24. Fic. 25.

Trapt'zoht'dron and Dodecahedron.

Trapezohedron. A trapezohedron has twenty-four equal faces,

each a four-sided figure or tra|>ezium. I'nlike the forms already

de.*cribed. which are always the same, there are several different

trapezohedrons all having similar appearance but differing in the

angles between the faces. It requires a much more e.vtensive

stu'ly than is possible or necessan* for the l)eginner to learn how
the.se forms are mathematically distinguished from each other.

The trapezohrnlron in Fig. 21 is the most common and is frequently

found on gamet.s.

Figure.^ 22 to 25 show combinations of the tnipczohcdron (n or
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in) with the cube (a), octahedron (o), and dodecahedron (d).

The last two are common combinations on garnet.

The trapezohedron is also called a tetragonal trisoctahedron
because the form suggests an octahedron in which three faces
take the place of a single octahedral face, each of them being a
four-sided figure or tetragon.

Fio. 2d. Trisoctahedron. Fig. 27. Tctrahexahcclron. Fic. 28. Cube and
tctrahexiihcdron.

There is also another trisoctahedron, called a trigonal trisocta-

hedron, shown in Fig. 20, which also has twenty-four faces, three
of these also corresponding to an octahedron face; but each is a
three-sided figure (trigon) or an isosceles triangle. This form does
not often occur alone but may be seen on complex crystals of
galena.

Tetrahezahedron. A tetrahexahedron (Fig. 27) has twenty-
four faces, each face being an isosceles triangle and four together
having the same position as the face of a cube. Figure 28 shows
a combination of the cube and a tetrahexahedron; the latter is

^id to bevel the edges of the cube because the two planes are equally
inclined to the two adjacent cube faces.

Hezoctahedron. A hexoctahedron (Fig. 29) is a forty-eight-
faced solid; each face is a scalene triangle, and sLx faces have the
same general position as a face of an octahedron.
Figure 30 shows a combination of the cube (a) with the hex-

octahedron (s), as found on some fluorite crystals. Figure 31 is
a common combination of forms in garnet with the hexoctahedron
(«) beveling the edges of the dodecahedron id).
Figure 32 (cuprite) and Fig. 33 (the rare species, microlite)

show some rather complex combinations of the forms described.

^ Fig. 32 the cube (a) and the dodecahedron (d) predominate;
the faces of the octahedron (o) are small; n and 0 are faces of two
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(lifferent trapezohcdrons. In Fij;. 33 the octahedron (o) pre-
dominates, the cube («) is intermediate, and tlie dodecahedron
(rf) is subordinate; the faces m belong to a trapezohedron, and
faces p belong to a trigonal trisect ahedron.

Fig. 2!). Hoxocfalicdrori. Fig. 30. Cul>o and
Ilcxoctalicdron.

Fig. 31. Hcxocta-

hcdron and Dodec-

ahedron.

Fig. 32. Cuprite. Fio. 33. iMicrolite.

Tetrahedron. The tetraliedron (Fig. 34) has four triangular

faces, each of them an equilateral triangle. It may be considered

as the lialf-form of the octahedron, since half the faces of the

octahedron, if every other one is taken, will, if extended, form a

tetrahedi’on (Fig. 35). Ueducing the number of faces also reduces

the sj'mmotry, and in this .s^-mmetiy class, the hextelrahcdral, there

are six planes, three 2-fold axes, four 3-fold axes, and no center.

^J’he tetrah(‘dron is the only common form in this class, but it

is freciucntly found in combination with the cube as shown in

Figs. 3() and 37. It is seen that the tetrahedron faces (o) are

pi'csent only on the alternate angles of the cube. Figure 37

illustrates a combination of a cube and a tetrahedron in which the

latt(“r predominates.
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Figure 38 shows a combination of the tetrahedron <o) with a
similar form (lettered o,) made up of the four remaining faces of

the octahedron. It might be asked why this form cannot be
regarded as an octahedron in which four faces are accidentally

36. Fio. 37, Pio. 38. Positive
Cube and Tetrahedron. and Negative

Tetrahedron.

larger than the others. This is impossible, for it can be shown,
by differences of luster, that the eight faces are not all alike but
make up two forms with four faces each, a combination of the
positive and the negative tetrahedron. This, however, is a some-
what difficult subject for a beginner.
:^tohedron. The pyritohedron (Fig. 39) is a twelve-sided

solid, or dodecahedron, each face of which is a pentagon; it is
thus sometimes called the pentagonal dodecahedron. In crystal-
lography the name dodecahedron is usually given only to the
rhombic dodecahedron which has been described (Fig. 15), and this
form, the pyritohedron, takes its name from the mineral pyrite
or u*on pyrites, on which it is a common form.

Py^tohedron is the half-form of the tetrahexahedron andth^ has a lower symmetry. It is in the gyroidal class wth three
^fold axes, four 3-fold axes, three planes, and a center of sym-
metry. The pyritohedron is the only common form in this class
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but frequently is found in combination with other forms. If in

combination with the cube, the solids in Figs. 40 and 41 result;

Fig. 42 is a combination of an octahedron and a pyritohedron.

Fic.. 39. Pyritohedron. Fio. -10. Fig. 41.

C'uhe and Pyritohedron.

Tetragonal System

.\ll the crystals in the tetragonal .system are referred to three

crystallographic axes at riglit angles to each other. The two
horizontal axes are equal and interchangeable, but the vertical

axis is of dilTerent length. Hecause of this dilTerence in length, the

Fifi. 42. Orta- Fig. 43. A.\fs Fio. 44. Planes
lu'iiron uihI Pyr- TetriiKoiml Syinnietry.

itohedron.

symmetry is lower than that of the isometric sj'stem. The sym-
metry class in which most tetragonal minerals fall is the ditetrago-

rud-dipynimidal class having the .symmetry; one 4-fold axis, four

2-fold ax<‘s, live planes, and a center, as shown in Figs. 43 and 44.

An examinulion of the drawings of tetragonal crystals will show

that the grouping of the faces is the same about the ends of the

h<jrizontal axes l)Ut dilTerent from the grouping at the ends of the

vertical axis. It will also be seen that about the vertical axis the

fai^es of the same kind are arranged in fours, as in four pail's. In
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other words, the vertical axis is the one of 4-fold symmetry, and

intersecting in this axis are four symmetry planes. Two of these

planes include the horizontal crystallographic axes, and the other

iwo planes lie between them at 45'^. A fifth symmetry plane is at

right angles to the othere in the plane of the two horizontal crystal-

lographic axes. All the four axes of 2-fold symmetiy lie in the

horizontal symmetry plane; two are the same as the crystallo-

graphic axes, and the other two are at 45°.

Fio. 45.

First Order.

Fig. 46. Fig. 47.

Second Order. First and Second Order.

Tetragonal Prisms.

Tetragonal Prism and Basal Pinacoid. The tetragonal or square
prism (Fig. 45) has, like the cube, angles of 90® between the faces,
but it differs from the cube in that there are four rather than six
faces. The two end faces in Fig. 45 do not belong to the square
prism but are basal planes belonging to the form kno\Mi as the
basal pinacoid and, therefore, differ from and are not interchange-
able with the prism faces. This difference is often shown in the
crystal by a difference in smoothness or luster of the two kinds
of faces or by a cleavage parallel to one set of planes and not to
the other.

In addition to the square prism just described, there is another
one, similar but placed at 45® as shoum in Fig. 46. Taken alone
these two forms cannot be distinguished from each other, and it
would be impossible for the beginner to tell which he was examin-
1^. However, if they occur together, the distinction is obvious.
Thus Fig. 47 shows the two prisms on the same crystal, the faces
of one truncating the edges of the other.
On a careful examination of Figs. 45 and 46 it will be seen thatm the prism first mentioned (Fig. 45), caUed ide first-order prism

the horizontal axes join the intersection edges of the prism faces’.
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In Fig. 46, the second-order prism, the horizontal axes join the mid-
points of opposite faces. When only one of the prisms is present,
it is customary to set it up as the first-order prism.

Tetragonal Dipyramid. The tetragonal dipyramid with its eight

triangular faces looks somewhat like an octahedron, but here the
faces are i.soceles triangles rather than equilateral triangles, and

Fig. 48. Fia. 49. Fio. .'30.

First Order. Second Order. First and Second Order.

Tetragonal Dipyramids.

the angle between two faces over a horizontal edge differs from

that over one of the sloping edges. lOither angle is characteristic

of a given species and differs from one species to another. The
crystal form known as a pj'ramid is found only at one end of the

crystal. The term dipyramid as used here refers to two pyramids,

one at each end. There may be several tetragonal dipyramids

of the sjime type on one crystal but differing in their angles and

consequently flatter or sharper at the apex.

Ck»rres[>(m(ling to the first-order tetragonal prism there is a

first-ordei- tetragonal dipyramid (Fig. 48), and, at 45® to this, there

is a second-order tetragonal dipyramid (Fig. 49) corresponding to

the second-order scjuai’e prism. Here, again, it is impossible to

distinguish between the two when only one type is present.

Ibjwever, when both dipyramids are found on the same ciystal,

the faces of one can be seen to truncate the edges of the other.

Figure .50 shows the two dipyramids in combination.

It should be noted that the horizontal axes in the first.-order

prism meet the crystal at the point of intersection of four di-

pyiamid faces; in the second-order dipyramid the same axes

meet the midpoints of the intersection of a face below with a

face above.

In Fig. .51 is shown the combination of a first-order prism with a

seconrl-order dipyiamid; in Fig. 52 the reverse combination is

.shown. Figure 52 resembles a cube modified by an octahedron
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(compare with Fig. 16, p. 23), but it differs from it in that the

angles between p and c are not equal to the angles between p and a.

Figures 53 to 55 represent combinations of forms found on crystals

of zircon; Fig. 56 represents idociasc, and Fig. 57 rutile.

Fig. 51.

Combinations of Prisms ami Dipyrumicls.

Besides the square prisms, there is the ditetragonal prism made
up of eight similar faces. It is shown on the complex crystal

represented in Fig. CO with its faces lettered h. Corresponding to
this prism there is the ditetragonal dipyramid, a double eight-sided

Fio. 53. Fio. 54.

Zircon.

Fio. 55.

pyramid, as shown in Fig. 59. It is also shown in Fig. 60 lettered
2 in combination with other forms. Figures 56 to 58 show some
of the combinations of forms found on tetragonal crystals.

All the tetragonal forms that have been described belong to the
symmetry given on p. 28. There are other forms of lower sym-
metry, but only one, the disphenoid, is common enough to be
mentioned.

Disphenoid. The disphenoid (Fig. 61) is a four-faced solid
resembling a tetrahedron but differs from it in that the faces are
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isosceles rather than equilateral triangles. It can be thought of

as the half-form of the tetragonal dipyramid sho\\'n in Fig. 48.

The mineral chalcopj’rite commonly cry.stallizes in disphenoids

that are very difficult to distinguish from tetrahedrons.

Fig. 5U. Fig. (iO. WiTiicrilc.

Dipyrumid.

Fig. 61. Di.«;|)lK*iioid.

Fig. ()2. HirxuKonal

CrysInHournpliic

Axes.

Hexagonal System

The hexagonal sj’stem differs from all

the othci-s in that it has four crystallo-

graphic axes of reference (Fig. 02) rather

than three. Three of these axes are of equal

length and He at 00° to each other in the

horizontal plane. The fourth axis is verti-

cal and is either shorter or longer than the

liorizontal axes. Although there are twelve

symmetiy classes in the hexagonal system,

only two will be described here since most

of the common hexagonal minerals are in

these classes.
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The class \Nith the highest symmetry is the dikexagonal di-

pyramidal. It has seven planes, one 6-fold axis, sL\ 2-foId axes,

and a center of symmetry, as shown in Figs. 63 and 64. Three

Flo. 63. Axes. Fio. 64. Planes.

Hexagonal Symmetry.

of the 2-foId axes are coincident with the crystallographic axes,
and the other 2-fold axes lie midway between them in the horizontal
plane. The 6-fold axis is coincident with the vertical crystallo-
graphic axis. Six of the symmetry planes are vertical, and each
includes one of the 2-fold axesj the seventh plane is horizontal.
On examination of the crystal drawings, one will see that this
S3nnmetry is shown by the 6-fold arrangement of faces about the
end of the vertical axis and the 2-fold arrangement of faces about
the ends of the horizontal symmetry axes.
Hexagonal Pnsm and Basal Pinacoid. The hexagonal prism as

shown in Fig. 65 is made up of sue similar vertical faces, with
angles of 120® between them. This is an illustration of the first-
order prism in which the crystallographic axes may be seen meeting
the intersection edges of prism faces. If we rotate the crystal
30® about the vertical axis, we will bring it into another position
which satisfies the symmetry requirements equally well. Here
the crystallographic axes meet at right angles the center of eachf^, and in this position it is knowm as the second-order prism
(J^g. 66). These two prisms correspond to the two positions of
the square prism in the tetragonal system. If only one of these
pnsms IS present on a given crystal, it is normally oriented as ahrs^rder prism mth a face toward the observer. However if
both are present, as in Fig. 69, the best-developed one is set as the
nrst-order and the other as the second-order.
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It is obvious that, since the hexagonal prism is made up of

only vertical faces, it cannot in itself form a solid. Another form

must, therefore, always be in combination with it. In Figs. 65 and

60 the basal pinacoid is shown at the top and bottom of the crys-

tals. The basal pinacoid is then made up of only two similar

faces on opposite ends of the crystal.

Fig. (55. First Order. 66. Second Order.

Hexagonal Prism.s.

Hexagonal Dipyramid. There are two hexagonal dipj'ramids

corresponding to the two hexagonal prisms. These dipyramids

are made up of twelve faces, each an isosceles triangle, six above

and six below. The angles that the faces make with each other

or with the prism faces are characteristic of a given species.

Fig. 67. First Order. Fig. 68. Second Order. Fig. 69. Beryl.

Hexagonal Dipyraniids.

Figure 67 illustrates the dipyramid of the first order, and Fig.

68 the dipyramid of the second order. If these figures are com-

pared with Figs. ()5 and 66, it will be seen that the faces of each of

these pyramids lie directly above and below the faces of the corre-
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spending prism. If a pyramid and a prism of different orders
appear on the same crystal, it is customary to set the pyramid as
first order. Figure 69, a l)eryl cr3'stal, shows a combination of
the first-order (m) and the second-order (a) prisms, first-order (p)
and second-order (s) dipyramids, and the basal pinacoid.

Fio. 70. Dihexagonal Prism. Fio. 71. Dihe.xagonal Dipyraniid

In addition to the prisms mentioned, there is a twelve-sided
prism kno\ra as the dihexagonal prism. This form is made up
of twelve similar vertical faces grouped in pairs at the ends of the
three horizontal crystallographic axes (Fig. 70). Although the
faces are similar in appearance, the alternate angles are different
and there are thus only the six vertical planes of symmetry.

Fio. 72.

BeryL
Fio. 73.

P"sm there is a dihexagonal

fa^I triangular

llT' -
Fig. 7 1 ,

is usually present only as Lall

bP^l
“ '"th others. Figure 72 is a drawing of a

di^
which the faces lettered n and v are dihexagonal

y would appear on lookmg directly dmvn on a beryl crystal
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much like that in Fig. 72. Note also in Fig. 73 the first-order

prism (m) and dipyramids (« and p), the second-order prism (a)

and dipyramid (.s), and the basal pinacoid (c).

There are several crystal classes in the hexagonal system having

lower symmetry than the one just described, but it seems wise to

mention here only one other, known as the hexagonal-scalenokedral

class.

Fig. 74. Axt-s. Fig. 75. Planes.

Symmetry: Hcxagonal-ScalcDoheciral Class.

The symmetiy of the hexagonal-scalcnohedi’al class is shown in

Fig.s. 74 and 76. There are, at 60* to each other, three vertical

plane.s of symmetry, three 2-fold symmetry axes coinciding with

the three horizontal crystallographic axes, one 3-fold symmetry

axis coinciding with tlie vertical crystallographic axis, and a

center of symmetry.

Fio. 76. Fio. 78.

In the forms belonging to this class the faces are in threes or

groups of three about the extremities of the vertical axis.

Rhombohedron. The rhombohedron is a si.\-sided solid, each

face of which is a rhomb, as shown in Figs. 76 to 78. There are a

great many rhombohedrons differing in the angles between the
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faces, and thus the general appearance may be flattened and obtuse
(Fig. 76) or elongated and acute (Fig. 78). The rhombohedron
looks somewhat like a cube with the line join-

ing two opposite angles placed in a vertical

position. In fact, the cube maj-^ be thought of

as a special case of the rhombohedron with face
angles of 90® and as coming between the obtuse
and the acute rhombohedrons.

Scalenohedron. The scalenohedron (Fig. 79)
is a twelve-sided solid, looking a little like a
double six-sided pyramid, but the faces are sca-

lene triangles and the edge is zigzag, up and
dorni, like that of a rhombohedron, instead of
horizontal as in the dipyramid. Moreover,
only the alternate angles between the faces
over the edges that meet in the vertex are alike;
in other words, there are two sets of three each, those of one set
being more obtuse than those of the other.
The number of species crj'stallizing in the hexagonal scaleno-

hedral class is very large, and some of them, as, for example, calcite,
are highly complex. In the figures of calcite given here (Figs.

Fio. 79. ScaJcno-

hcdroQ.

Fig. 80.

80 to 84) the faces r, /, e belong to different rhombohedrons; v, to a
scalenohedron; m is the first-order hexagonal prism; c, the basal
plane.

Figure 85 represents a more complex ciystal, also of calcite, and
Fig. 86 gives a basal projection of it. Here there are several rhom-
bohedrons, r, e, /; the scalenohedrons, y and t\ the prism, m.
1 hcse figures show well the symmetry about three planes meeting
a angles of 60®. Figure 87 shows a crystal of hematite; u and r
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aie faces of two rhombohedrons, and n, faces of a hexagonal
dipyramid.

P'ln. 87. Hematite.

Orthorhombic System

The forms of the orf liorhomhic system are rcfcn*ed to three

unequal crystallographic axes at right angles to each other, as

shown in Fig. 88. There are three crystal classes in the ortho-

rhombic system, but only the one of highest symmetry, the rhomhic-

dipyramidal, will be described. The symmetry of this class

(Figs. 89 and 90) is as follows: three symmetiy planes at right

angles to each other, each of which includes two of the ciystal-

lographi(! axes; three axes of 2-fold symmetry coincident with the

crystallographic axes; a .symmetry center.

Prism. The ojthorhombic prism is made up of four similar

vertical faces, as .shown in Fig. 91, in whicl) the top face, lettered

r, the basal pinacoid, is a rhomb, not a square, as in the square

j)rism of the teti'agonal system. The angle between two faces

over one vertical edge is obtuse, or greater than 90®; the other

angle is acute and just as much less than 90®. For instance, if

the angles at the front and back edges are 100®, the angles at the

two side edges would bo 80°. There may be several prisms on

crystals of the same species differing in the angles of the two
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edges, but the angular difference between them is characteristic

of the species.

Dipyramid. The orthorhombic dipyramid is shown in Fig. 92.

It resembles somewhat tlie tetragonal dipyramid, but because of

the difference in length of its liorizontal axes its cross section is a

Fiq. 88. Orthorhombic* Fic. 89. Axes. Fio. 90. Planes.
Crystal Axes. Orthorhombic Symmetry.

rhomb, not a square. Although the eight faces are similar, the
edges between them belong in three sets, with different angles for
each. There may be a variety of orthorhombic dipyramids,
differing in their angles, and each corresponding to a given prism.

Fio. 91. Prism and Fio. 92. Dipyr- Fia.93. Pinacoids.
amid.

Orthorhombic Crystal Forms.

In Fig. 99, m and s are prisms, and e and / are the corresponding
dipyramids.

Pinacoids. The term pinacoid is familiar from the basal pina-
coids of the tetr^onal and hexagonal systems. They are forms
naade up of two faces, one at the top, the other at the bottom, of
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the crystal. The basiil pinacoid ha.s a like position in the ortho-
rhombic system and is shown in combination with the prisms in
hig. 91. In Fig. 93 the basal pinacoid c is shown in combination
with two other forms lettered a and b. These are also pinacoids
since each form is made up of only two faces: o, the front pinacoid,
and b, the side ptnaMid. This combination resembles a cube
since the angles between the faces are 90® but differs from it in that
the faces belong in three sets, which are not similar to each other.
Some crystals show the difference well in variation, in luster, or
in etching, or a cleavage may be parallel to one set and not to the
others.

Fio. 94. lirachydoint* an<l

Front Pinacoid.

Domes. The forms .shown in Figs. 94 and 95 are called domes,
from the Latin for house {domus) because, where they meet above,
they make a horizontal edge like a roof. Domes, like prisms, are
made up of four similar faces and. for this reason, are often called

Fio. 96. Sulfur. Fig. 97. Staurolite. Do. 98. Topaz.

horizontal prisms. There are two kinds of domes: the one parallel

to the shorter horizontal axis, a, is the brachydome (Fig. 94); the

other parallel to the longer horizontal axis, 6, is the macrodome

(Fig. 95).

Figures 96 to 98 show orthorhombic crystals Avith various com-

binations of forms. Figure 99 shows a complex crystal, and Fig.
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100 is a projection of the same crystal on the base. Here the faces

lettered e, f are two dipyramids; d, h, k are domes; a, b are front
and side pinacoids, and c the basal pinacoid.

99. Pio. 100.

Monoclinic System

In the monoclinic system there are three crystallographic axes
of unequal length; two of them, the vertical and the right-left
axis, are at right angles, but the third is inclined to the plane of
the others, as shown in Fig. 101 . The system is named monoclinic
because of this one inclined axis.

Fio. 101. Monoclinic Crystal Axes. Pio. 102. Axis. Flo. 103. Plane.

Monoclinic Symmetry.

The prismatic crystal class, the only one we shall consider inthis system, has one plane of symn^etrv one 2 foiri o
center (Figs. 102 and lo3). Th^^7o{Z
are simUar to those in the orthorhombic but the ^

system

bright about by the iuoliuation of an kxis introd^:

formed at the interseotiona of the fac«
system, are not right angles, and several “ts of fbe present intersecting at different angles

“ ““5"
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Pinacoids. There are three pinacoids in the monoclinic system,

each of which is parallel to two of the crystallographic axes. In

Fig. 105 the front pinacoid, a, and the side pinacoid, b, are at

right angles and correspond to the front and side pinacoids of the

orthorhombic system. Since the basal pinacoid, c, is parallel to

the inclined axis, it slopes to the front with the a axis, and faces

Fig. 104. Monoclinir Prism Fi<;. 105. Mnnorlinic

ami Base. Pinacoids.

a and c are lujt at right angles. The slope of the ba.sal pinacoid

is always tlie same for a given species but differs from one mineral

to another. The angle ma<lo by the intersection at a and c at the

front of the crystal is obtu.se, but the corresponding angle at the

back of the crystal is acute. The difference in these angles gives

rise to the half-forms mentioned below.

Ficj. 100. C'linoiloiuc. Fio. 107. Orthodonies.

Domes. \Vc saw in the orthorhombic system that a dome is

parallel to one of the crystallographic axes and intersects the other

two. In the tnonoelinic system the form parallel to the inclined

axis is the clinodonw ami is composed of four similar faces (Fig.

100). 'rhe dome parallel to the right-left axis is the orthodome.

Since the fa(;es of this form must lie over the alternately obtuse

and acute edges between a and c (Fig. 105), all of them cannot be
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similar. There are thus two orthodomes, each a half-form com-
posed of tAvo faces. The positive orthodome (r, Fig. 107) lies over
the obtuse edges, and the negative orthodome (s, Fig. 107) lies

over the acute edges. One of these half-forms may be present
without the other.

Fig. 108. Positive. iqu. Negative
Monocliiiic Pj'raiuids.

^amids. The pyramids in the monoclinic system are, like the
orthodomes, half-forms, since all the cornel's or edges over which
they he are not similar. If we consider Fig. 104. we can see that
the angles at the top front and bottom rear are obtuse, whei-eas theremainmg angles are acute. There must therefore be two pyr-amids. the positive pyramid {u, Fig. 108) lies over the obtuse

Flo. 110. FiQ. 111.

Monoclinic Crystals.

Fic. 112.

edges, and the negative pyramid (s, Fig. 109) lies over the acuteedges. The^ tAvo forms, each with four faces, are quite inde-

FttlTfoTo
commonly found without the other.

‘ drawings of various monoclinic crystalsmth the forms lettered as follows: m and f prisms
positive pyramids; o and a, negative pyramids a h ^pmaecids. Figum 1 .3 shows a h2al proSn

^

m“;m’„omp.e^
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crj'stal; here the symmetry parallel to the h faces is clearly
exhibited.

Triclmic System

In the triclinic system the faces are referred to three unequal
axes, all oblique to each other. Planes and axes of symmetry
are lacking, and a center is the only element of symmetry present.
Like pinacoids all the forms of the triclinic system have only two
faces on opposite sides of the crystal. For this reason the class
is known as the pinocoidal crystal class.

Fi<;. 114. Axiiiitc. Fig. 115. Albitc.

Triclinic Crystals.

Figure 114, uxinite, and Fig. 115, albite feldspar, show two
tricliiiic crystals. Here it is seen that the like planes are in sets

of two each—one in front, the other behind, represented in dotted
lines. In Fig. 115 there is some resemblance to a monoclinic

crystal, but the angle between the faces 6 and c is not 90®, as it

must be there; and, moreover, the angles hm, bM are different, as

are also the angles bo, bp. Hence, m and M are different planes,

and also o and p. The subject of triclinic crystals will not be

carried further, because of its great complexity. Fortunately

only a few common minerals ciystallizc in the triclinic system, so

that the beginner is not often confronted with study of them and
the pnjblom of their orientation.

Measurement of Angles

It i.s helpful in studying minerals to be able to measure the

angles between the faces of a crystal, for in this way it is possible

to toll a square prism (tetragonal) from a rhombic prism (ortho-

rhombic), a cube from a rhombohedron, or an octahedron from a

dipyramid. The simplest method, if the crystal is large enough,

is to use a contact goniometer, as shown in Fig. 116. The crystal
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is placed between the jaws as shown, so that the two faces whose
angle is to be measured are in contact with the jaws, and the edge
between these faces is at right angles to them. The angle is then
read from the scale.

A fair substitute for an expensive goniometer can be made
from a cheap protractor; two arms of thin wood or plastic, shaped
like the steel ones of Fig. 117, are cut out and then a brass pivoton which the arms can turn is put
through them. It is not necessary
or desirable that the arms be per-
manently attached to the protractor.
One pair of edges (the inner edges to
the right in the figure) must be ex-
actly in line ivith the center or pivot;
between them the angle is read oflf ^
when the arms are placed on the pro- ^
tractor, the pin then passing through
its center and one edge through its

oaiomoter.

wro. The other pair of edges (to the left) must be parallel
to those mentioned first, so that they give the same angle; the two
faces of the crystal whose angle is to be measured are placed be-tween them, as already explained.
For the accurate measuring of angles or for those of a very small

Contact
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crystal a reflecting goniometer is required. This instrument,
described in larger works, is expensive, and its use requires both
skill and experience. It demands, moreover, that the crystal
faces be of high quality.

Irregularities of Crystals

Malformed Crystals. Alost of the crystals of minerals would
give a poor impre.ssion of nature’s workmanship to one who
expected always to .see them exactly like carefully made models,

Flu. 118. Octii- Fio. 119. iMalfornifd Fio. 120. Dodoo-
li<.‘dr<in. Oclahfdroii. ahudruii.

Fiu. 121. Fk;. 122.

MnlfcirnuMi DcHlccahcdrons.

or like tiie figures given on the preceding pages. The cubes of

galena tliat wo find are often flattened or drawn out. /Vn octa-

hedron (Fig. 1 18) may be flattened to look like Fig. 1 19; a dodeca-

hedron (Fig. 120) may take the forms shown in Figs. 121 and 122.

These forms are not poorly made, like a poor model; on the con-

trary, file size of the like faces on a crj'stal may vaiy, and therefore

the shape of the solid as a whole may vaiy, but the angles between

them lemain the same. Moreover, when we study a crystal more

carefully, we find that what is really essential is, not the size or

shape of each face, but the way in which the atoms are arranged.

l''or (‘xampic, in a cube the fact that the structure is the same in the

three directions at right angles to the cube faces is an essential

point. It follows that in the cube not only are the angles between

two adjacent faces always 90^, but also the si.\ cube faces are all
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similar. Therefore, if there is easy fracture, called cleavage,
parallel to one cube face, there will be the same cleavage parallel

to the others. Moreover, the etching and luster on all the cube
faces will be the same, and the actual size of the faces is a matter
of no importance. In fact, in one species the cubes are sometimes
lengthened so that they are like fine hairs.

Fig. 123.

Cube and Octahedron.

Similar remarks can be made in regard to the malformed octa-
hedron and dodecahedron already illustrated, and indeed about any
malformed crystal. The symmetry in the atomic structure, and
hence the angles between the faces, remain unchanged, although
the external geometrical symmetry is not that of the ideal model.
Another good example of what is possible in a malformed crystal

can be explained by referring to Fig. 123, a cube with octahedral
faces on its solid angles. Instead of this ideal form, it is common to
find m natural crystals no two of the triangular octahedral faces
of the ^me size; some of them may even be absent; the cubic
mces also vary, Fig. 124. But such a crystal is not essentially
different from Fig. 123, for every octahedral face is identical with
each of the others if it is equally inclined to the three adjacent
cube faces, that is, to the three crystallographic axes, even if all
the faws differ in size. In other words, it is always the position
ot the face, not its size, which is essential.

In the same way a cube may in nature look like a square tetra-
gonal pism, for all the angles between the faces are right anglesm both cases, and the goniometer will not tell the difference be-tween them, as has been already explained; but the atomic struc-ture of the two is not to be confused. In the tetragonal prismthere is the same arrangement in the horizontal directions, but adifferent arrangement along the vertical direction. Hence thesquare top of the crystal appears different from the four vertical
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faces, and we may find cleavage parallel to one set and not to the
other. For examine, the mineral, apophyllite forms pseudo-cubes
in combination with a dipyramid which resembles a cube and
octahedron (Fig. 125), but there is a cleavage parallel to the base

only. Moreover, there is a pearly luster on the
base and a high glossy luster on the faces of the
square prism.

Because so much variation is possible in the
size of the like faces on a crystal, and hence in

the shape of the whole, the practical study of
natural crystals i.s much more difficult than the

Pig. 125. Apophyl-
of the models which give the ideal geomet-

lite. symmetry. A careful comparison of the
well-developed crystals in Fig. 12G with the

wooden models that represent them will show that it is the e.x-

ceptional crystal that is a perfect geometrical solid. Most crystals
are so implanted on the rocks or embedded in them that only part

Fig. 126/t. Crystals.

A. li. Quartz, C. Harite, />. Fluorite, E, Galena, F, Tourmaline,
G. Pyrite, //. Garnet, /, Orlhoclaso, J. A'. Idocrasc.

Fig. 126£* Models.
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of the crj'stal has been developed. Thus a quartz crj'stal is often
attached at one extremity, and only the other end has had a
chance to grow freely. Or cr>'stals may be implanted upon a sur-
face of rock so that only a series of minute faces and angles is
visible. In that event the study of the crystal is really a difficult
matter requiring much .skill and experience, and the beginner should
not be di.scouraged becau.se he cannot at once tell the form of a
crystal. Even hero, however, .some conclusion can often be drawn
from the shape of the faces; thins, if they are equilateral triangles
they probably belong to an octahedron; if rhombs, to a rhombic
dodecahedron, and so on.

Fig. 127. Gypsum. Pio. 128. Reryl Crystal broken
and rernonUrd by Quartz.

Besid^ the malformed crystals just considei-ed. which, although
they look irregular, are really perfect in regard to the position of
the faces and the angles between them, there are others which
are really deformed. Some unusual conditions attending thegrowth of the crystal or perhaps some force which has acted upon
It since It was formed may have bent or twisted it out of its normal
Shape. Such crystals vary not only in the size and the shape ofthe faces but also m the angles between the faces. Thus the facesmay be curved, as in the barrel-shaped crystals of pyromorphite
or convex as is common in crystals of the diamond- or tliewhole crystal may be bent, like some crystals of quartz or stibniteor some kinds of chlorite and gypsum. (See Fig. 127.)
Aside from this curving and twisting, a crystal may have had
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its shape more or less changed by a force exerted in the rock since
it was made. It may even have been broken and later cemented
together, so that many irregularities may result. Figure 128
shows a crystal of beryl which has been broken into many pieces;

tliese have been slightly displaced from each other, and the whole
has been cemented together by quartz.

Fig. 129. Pyrite. Fio. 130. Fig. 131.

Magnetite.

Other irregularities of crystals besides those mentioned occur.

The faces of crystals, instead of being perfectly smooth, are often

rough, perhaps because they are made up of a multitude of points.

Or they may be covered with fine lines, or striations, like those on

the cubic faces of pyrite (Fig. 129), which are explained by the

succe.ssive combination of another face (the pyritohedron) in

narrow lines with the cube face. In the magnetite crystal (Fig.

130) the fine linos represent striations on a dodecahedral face due

to the presence of the octahedron also. 3'his oscillatory com-

bination, as it is called, may even make the crystal nearly round,

like some prismatic crystals of tourmaline. Striations may be

due to twinning, as is common with the triclinic feldspars. (See
%

p. 55; also Fig. 329, p. 237.) Figure 131 shows an octahedral

crystal of magnetite with twinning lamellae appearing as striations

on an octahedral face.

Other crystals may have faces with a multitude of little eleva-

tions or depressions, the latter like the pits spoken of on p. 17

as having been produced by etching; in fact they can sometimes

be explained as etching by nature. The same cause—the action

of some partial solvent after the formation of the crystal—often

explains the rough faces to which we have alluded. The careful

examination of some crystals may show the replacement of a face

by two or more others varying a little from it in angular position.



Fig. 132. Halite.

Pseiidomorphs si

The four slightly raised faces that take the place of the cube face
on some Englisli fluorite ciy.stals are good examples. Such planes
are often called I'uinal planes (from the Latin vicinus, neighboring).

Crystals which have formed rapidly may have only a more or
le^ legular skeleton shape, like the crystal of salt represented in
Fig. 132, and the drawing on p. 182.

Some salt crystals show one face dis-

tinctly but with a depi-ession in the cen-
ter, so that they are called hopper-
shaped crystals. The cavernous crys-
tals of pyromorphite and vanadinite
are other examples. Crystals often
enclose foreign substances of both solid
and liquid material. Some quartz cry.s-

tals contain water, occasionally with a
movable bubble of gas. In othei's the
liquid may be carbon dioxide, with a bubble of the same substance
in the form of gas. Such a crystal must have been formed
under great pressure, sufficient to keep the gas in the liquid form
Fragments of such crystals heated in the gas flame fly to pieces
'nth great violence, because of the expansion of the gas formed
from the liquid by heat.

More commonly, ciystals contain foreign solid substances ofmany kinds; quartz crystals enclose clay, particles of carbon
clilorite. rutile, tourmaline, and others. The famous groups of
calcite crystals from Fontainebleau and from the Bad Lands ofSouth Dakota (Fig. 133) contain some GO per cent of quartz
sand. It IS most remarkable that the force of crystallization was
powerful enough under such circumstances to mai-shal into place
the atoms forming the calcite. In some crystals impurities are
regularly arranged, and a curious effect is obtained in a cross
sectmn if it is cut and polished. Figure 134, garnet enclosing
quartz shows such an effect. The variety of andalusite called
chiastolite affords another interesting example. Sections obtainedIrom different crystals appear in Fig. 135.
Pseudomorphs. The word pseudomorph mea.nsfahc form, ande name is applied to a specimen having the form characteristic

e species and the chemical composition of another. This^mmg contradiction is easUy explained. Most chemical com-
P unds are liable to undergo a change or alteration when subjected
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to certain conditions, such as moisture, tlie action of alkaline
waters, or acid vapors. Thus, llie mineral cuprite (CU 2O) is
rather easily chauKcd chemically to malachite, the carbonate of

flG. 133. Shim! C'r»tals, South Dakota.

<<>pj)or. Anltyclrif<‘ (CoSO^) assmnos wafer and changes to the
hydrated sulfate, pypsum (C'aSO, 21120)

;
pyrite (FeSi) changes

to the hydrated o.xide, lirnonite, FoO(OH)-«H20 .

I'lG. 13t. t iarno^ <*iir|<ising

(^juartz.

Fig. 135. Chiastoliti*.

Now
, in the.so and similar minerals, if the original specimen was

in crystals the ext<‘rnal form may be perfectly preserved, although

the chemical composition and the atomic structure have changed.

Hence, we de.scribe the false forms mentioned as pseudomorphs
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of malachite after cuprite; gypsum after anhydrite; limcmite after
pyrite.

Other examples are pseudomorphs of chlorite after garnet,
pyromorphite after galena, kaolin after feldspar. In a few rare
instances, where the same chemical compound occurs in nature in
two distinct crystalline forms, each with its own atomic structure,
a change may take place in the structure without alteration of the
chemical substance. Thus the rare mineral brookite (Ti02) may
be changed to rutile (also Ti02). Such pseudomorphs have the
special name of paramorphs.
The cases in which the original substance has entirely disap-

peared and some other has come to take its place are also called
pseudomorphs. Thus we occasionally find quartz in the form of
calcite, or of fluorite, or of barite, that is, a pseudomorph after
one of these; also cassiterite in the form of orthoclase feldspar-
native copper in the form of aragonite. Even fossil wood may be
^id to be a pseudomorph of quartz or opal after the original wood,
the structure of which it sometimes preserves with wonderful
perfection.

Fiq. 136. Twinned Octahedron
(^incl twin).

Fig. 137. Fluorite
Ponetration Twin.

Groupings or Aggregations of Crystals

developed onU sides vnth some of the regularity of the ideal model. ^
Thusp^ect garnets are found in mica schist or granite, and gypsum

f to findcrystals grouped together either irregularly, as in the maioritv
in parallel position, or again in the peculiar

twinning; the last will be described first.

cr^ interesting and important type ofcrystal groupmg is shoivn m those complex forms called tens.
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Fifiuro 13(5 roprosonfs a twinned octahedron, and Fig. 137 repie-
.'^onts two twinned cubes. In the first example the growth of the
<a‘ystal as a whole has been such that one half has been developed
in re\erscd position to the other, a.s if it had been jevolved tlirough
!80° about an axis (called tlie twin axi.s) at right angles to two
opposite octahedral faces. 'I’liis is described as a contact twin.

Fig. 138. Twinning hy

In Fig. 137 the two cubes interijenetrate each other, but each

one is in such a position (hat it too appears to have been revolved

180® around an axis running through two diagonal

angles (the same octahedral axis as in the first ex-

ample). This is called a penetration twin.

'I'hese two examples illustrate the most essential

features of a twin. In each the two crystals, or

parts <if <'rystals, are in such a position that one
I'k;. I3‘). C:is- seems to have been turned 180® with reference to

Mti iiic.
j other and usually about an axis at right angles to

some simi)l<‘ crystal plane, which is called the twin plane. Con-
tact (wins <'an be thought of as though one part were derived

Iio. 110.

C’olumbitc.

Fig. 141.

Stuurolilo.

Fig. 142.

Fflclspar.

Fxumj>!<\s of Twinning.

from t])o other hy roHoction aci*oss a plane, as in the illustration

ijf (ho twin (Fig. 138).
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Figure 139 shows a contact-twin crj'stal of cassiterite or tinstone;

Fig. 140, one of columbite, which also illustrates the point that the
difference in direction of the striations of the two halves shows tliat

the crystal is twinned. Figure 141 is a penetration twin of stauro-
lite. Figures 142 and 143 show twins in feldspar. Figures 144,

145, and 146 show what are called repeated twins, which are often
very regular. The twin aggregate may be made up of perhaps
three, five, six, or even eight parts of crystals or complete crystals
symmetrically arranged to resemble a star in many instances.
Figure 147, rutile, shows a different kind of repeated twinning.

Fig. 144. Fio. 145. Fio. 146.

Repeated Twins.

Fio. 147. Rutile

Twin.

Another type of twinning yields thin parallel layers, each in re-
versed position to the next. It is called polysynthetic twinning and
is best illustrated by a piece of a triclinic feldspar showing fine
lines or striations on a surface of bastil cleavage; these lines are
simply the edges of the thin successive parallel plates. If the
specimen is held so as to catch the reflection of light from a distant
window and is turned through a very small angle, first one set of
^ges reflects and then the other set. This type of twinning is
illustrated by a figure of albite on p. 237. Figure 131 on p. 50
shows poIys3mthetic twinning lamellae in a crj'stal of magnetite.

It must be understood that in most specimens showing twinning
the revolution spoken of has not actually taken place. The rule
IS simply given in this form to show' best the mathematical re-
lations m position of the tw'o parts. Still it is most interesting to
note that in a few instances it is possible to cause the atoms of part
of a crystal to change their position and produce twinning arti-
hci^y, as, for example, by pressure in the proper direction,

Thus Fig. 148 represents a cleavage piece of calcite placed withan obtuse edge on a firm surface and then pressed by a knife (not
00 sharp) at a. Steady uniform pi'essurc serves to reveree the
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Fig. 148. Calcito.

Artificial Twinning.

position of the atoms in the part lying to the right so that the whole
IS pushed to the side and assumes a twinned position with reference
to the rest. If the pressure is skillfully applied, no change in the
transparency of this part takes place, and the new surface is
perfectly smooth. It should be noted that to perform this e.x-
periment successfully clear calcite known as Icehind spar should

be used. In nature, pressure may have pro-
duced twinning after the formation of the
crystal; it is then called secondary tivinning.
The twinning layers or lamellae obsen-ed in
most cleavage masses of otherwise clear calcite
may often be explained in this way. The
similar layers which are common on large
^O'stals of pyroxene and which cause a separa-

tion or ‘parting” parallel to the basal plane, appearing much like
the ca.sy fracture called cleavage, are caused by twinning.

It IS evident that, since the crystals on a single specimen of a
species niay be grouped in a great variety of ways, it is not always
easy to decide whether a given intergrowth is a twin or not; the
decision often requires careful study, exact mea.surement of angles,
and optical examination. For e.xample, it is common to find
(piartz crystals crossing each other at a great variety of angles, but
real twins like that in Fig. 149, known as a Japanese tunn, are rare.

1 ho twin plane cannot be a crystal symmetry plane nor the twin
axis a 2-, 4-, or G-fold symmetry axis. If a cn'stal were reflected
across a symmetry plane, there would be no change in the orienta-
tion of the two halves. The twin plane is, therefore, parallel to
some common crystal face that is not a plane of symmetry. Simi-
larly, turning a crystal 180° about an even-fold symmetry axis
will return it to the original position.

Parallel Grouping. One common type of crj'stal grouping, one
which the beginner is likely to confuse with twinning, is parallel
growth. In such aggregates crystals or parts of crystals are paral-
lel to each other, so that the axes of all have the same directions
and are not inclined as in most twins. This is illustrated by a pile

of cubes with faces parallel and having re-entrant angles between
them. Some crystals of many species are arranged in this way,
but in every case it will be found that, if the group is held so that
it reflects the light, the faces on adjoining crystals which reflect

at the same time are always similar faces. An octahedron of
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fluorite, built up of a multitude of little cubes in parallel position,

is a common example. Figure 150 shows a complex crystal of

analcime, formed of a number of single crj’^stals all of which are

parallel; it is hence not a twin. Figure 151, quartz, illustrates

well this parallel grouping in the subordinate parts.

Flo. 149. Quartz,

Japanese Twin.
Fig. 150. Anal-

cime.

Parallel grouping is most interesting when the result is an
aggregate built up with branching and rebranching parts like the

Flo. 161. Quartz. Parallel Growth. Greenwood, Maine.

limbs of a shrub or tree, and forming what are called arborescent
or dendritic groups. Here all the crystals or parts of crystals
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have like axes in the same direction. Thi.s is shown in Fig. 152
a crystal of native copper. In Fig. 153 the little plates of hematite
are grouped together with such variation in their positions that the
top of the aggiegate has the shape of a ro.sette. Such a crystal is

called by the Germans Eiseiirose, or iron rose.

An«)ther interesting type of aggregate is formed when a number
of cry.stals are implanted upon the surface of another which luis

obviously so influenced their growth that they are in parallel

gi'oufj.s and in a definite position relative to it. Many examples
have been noted, such as chalcopyrite crystals on sphalerite and

Fio. 151. <m
Hematite.

Fin. 155. Rutile

after Hematite.

rutile cry.stals on a tabular crystal of hematite, as shown in Fig.

154. P'igure 155 is a n*laled (‘xample; it consists now of rutile

alone and has been dt*scril)ed as a pseudomorph (see p. 52) of

rutile after hematite. In the natural healing of the broken surface

of a crystal, su<‘Ii as (juartz (alluded to on p. 19), it follows, al-

most as a jnaft(T of course, that the new growths are oriented in

directions paralhd to the old ones.
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Mineral Aggregates. Besides the twins and tlie parallel growths
already mentioned, mineral aggregates arc common in which the
individuals that make them \ip are not ciystals as we have learned
to regard them. In fact, in most mineral collections at least halt

of the specimens will sliow no crystal faces and arc said to he mas-
sive. There arc, however, important distinctions of habit among
massive minerals.

It has been pointed out that the presence of cleavage in a
mineral is proof of its crystallinity. The cleavage may be in the
same direction in all parts of the specimen as if it were a fragment
of one large crystal, but more commonly cleavage direction
changes, showing that the specimen is made up of many grains
with different orientations. In such a specimen the mass is

obviously crystalline, and the aggregate is said to be clcavable and
granular. Such a mass of galena is really made up of a multitude
of little grains, each one of which has its own directions of cleavage
and presents to the eye its own edges. If the individual grains are
large, the aggregate is said to be coarse-granuUir; if small, it is

^-granular. From the latter we pass to the closely compact
kinds in which the state of aggregation may not be at all obvious
to the eye; they may then be said to be impalpable. But this
extreme is rare; for example, a piece of white marble, even if it
IS so fine-grained that the particles cannot be seen by the eye,
usually sparkles in a strong light from the reflection of the multi-
tude of minute cleavage faces.

This granular texture may belong also to other minerals which
do not have cleavage as evidence of crj^stalline structure, and then
the gram boundaries arc difficult to see without the aid of polarized
hght. In some granular kinds of pyroxene, the small grains are
lound to be imperfect crystals.

Lamellar is a term applied to a mass made up of layers, whether
^pai-able or not. If the mass is in thin leaves or plates which can
be separated from each other, it is caWed foliated, as with graphite.

IS further called micaceous when the sepamtion takes place asreadUy as m a piece of mica.
If the mass is made up of little columns, it is called columnar,

^
in some specimens of calcite. Wlien there are distinct fibem,

be;?6ro«s, as in asbestos, in which the fibers are^ to puU apart, or separable. There are many intermediateKmds between fine-fibrous and coarse-columnar.
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fibers, or little columns, or leaves go out from a center
like the spokes of a wheel, the aggregate is said to be radiated (cf.
wa\ ellite, Fig. 15G) or perhaps stellate when it is star-shaped. If

I’lO. loG. Wavi'llilc*, Hof Springs, .Arkansas.

Fio. I.>7. .Malachite, Ural .^^ountain.s, Russia.

the layers are arranged in parallel position about one or more
centers, the aggregate is .said to be concentric fef. malachite, Fig.

157). .\11 the.se terms, granular, foliated, lamellar, columnar,

fibrous, radiated, and cf»neentrir, ordinarily refer to the aggregate

when it is more or le.ss distinctly crystalline.
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When the external surface of the minei-al is in the form of rather
large rounded prominences, it is called nHimmilUmj (cf. hematite,
Fig. 158); if the prominences are smaller, somewliat resembling
a bunch of grapes, it is called butryoulul (cf. prehnite, smithsonite,

Fio. 158. .Maiiiinillary Hematite.

Fio. 159. Botryoidal Chalcedony,
Desolation Island, Soutli(^rn Chile.

Fig. 100. Renifonu Hematite,
England.

and chalcedony, Fig. 159). If the surface is made up of little
pheres or globules, it is called globular (cf. hyalite or prehnite).

11 the surface resembles that of a kidney, it is called reniform (of.

r
' should be understood that there is noSharp hne dividing these different surfaces, and thus the termcoU^form is used to include all of them.

Some minerals take the form of a delicate, branching coral and
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tliev are callecl comtlindnl. .-^iicli as certain \ arietios of aragonite
ktiown ns fins fern (I'ig. Itil ). It they ai-e made up of forms like

small stalactites, they are said to be syitac/ific (as limonite, Fig.

I k;. M‘i2. StahuMii ic Liiu<»ni1o, I’rul .Mouiifuins,

If flu* riint(*ri;il rlMsl(‘n’<l ahoiil a conliu* like* those curious
4

forms of impure eah'iuin <*arl)onat(\ calk'd <*oncrc'tions, common in

clay 1 ). it is said to he* afftcn Ifnfuiri/, I)<Midrif<*s, or

(kujdrilic forms, are tliose* wliieOi have* more oi* less flic sliape of u

lirarH'liiuu slii uh or ti ee, like* I lie forms of inan^;ancse oxide (sec
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Fig. 1()4) otlon <m suila<'('.< ol >ini>oih liiiK'stone (»r enclf>sed in

mos.s agates. Some <l«*ndritic- r<»nn> are made ii)) <jf little crystals
grouped togetli<-r iti parallel position. (See p. 57.)

I'k:. I()3.

I'lG. JG-l. Dcndrile.s of Mangaiivse Oxide.

Crystal Growing
For the bcginnor in tl.o sl.uly of .nino.aloRv, mudi of the tli,.cussion of cryslalioKrapliy on ll.e prcoe>linK pa-os may soon, vorv

aljstract an<l not portinont to ll.e few min.aal ape,-i,nets l.e has
. Ins collection. Wo.k.nj; with wooden or paper „„.dels may

ervsh S ,i.
'Vitl. an.l l.antlle

rt stals f htmsclyes. An.yon,. c,.n get kooiI .eal .•ryslal.s t hat show
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many of the forms described by growing tliem himself! These will
not be minerals, as is pointed out on p. 4, but they will be just
as good for studying crystallography.

Many techniques are today successfully employed in crystal
growing, but the easiest for the beginner is the growing of crystals

of soluble salts from water solutions of these salts. Such ex-
periments are not difficult to carry out, and, if directions are fol-

lowed carefully, one will be rewarded with well-formed crj’stals

large enough to handle and study. i\Ioreover, in watching crystals

develop from tiny nuclei, one gets some insight into the principles

of crystal formation as well as an appreciation of the great variety
of characteristics that crystals of different substances have.
A large number of factors influences tlie generation of crystals

even if we consider only those grown by evaporation from water
solutions. Some of these factors are characteristic of the salt and
are not controllable, but others can be controlled by the experi-

menter. The more important controllable factors are:

1. Temperature of the solution.

2. Variations in the temperature of the solution.

3. Rate of evaporation of the solution.

4. Dust particles in the .solution.

5. Impurities dissolved in the solution.

0. Shape of the dish.

Other factors not controllable are:

7. Solubility of the .sjilt.

8. Degree of .supersaturation tendency of the salt.

9. Ability of the salt to crystallize.

If we are to grow large crj'stals of salts, we must try to adjust

our conditions so that all the.sc factors arc favorable. Numerous

as these factors arc, there are many substances for which such con-

trol is easily possible. Among them are the following: copper sul-

fate, CuS0.|-5Il20; potassium alum, KAl(S04 ) 2d 2IT20 ;
potassium

ferrocyanide, K.iFe(CX)6-3H20; pota.ssium ferricyanide, ICaFe-

(CN)o; barium chloride, BaCl2-2Ii20. Figures 165 to 169 illus-

trate well-formed crystals of the above compounds. Copper sul-

fate is triclinic and of a deep azure-blue color; potassium alum is

isometric and forms in colorless octahedrons; both potassium

ferrocyanide and [)otassium fcrjicyanide are monoclinic; the
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former is lemon yellow and the latter ruby red; barium chloride
forms in colorless monoclinic crystals. These salts are soluble, but
not excessively so; they do not supersaturate their solutions eLwy,
and they crystallize readily, forming large perfect crystals without
difficulty. The procedure for growing these crystals will be
directed toward controlling the first sLx factors listed above.

Fig. 165. Copper
Sulfate.

Fig. 166. Potaa-
Slum Alum.

Fig. 167. Potassium
Ferrocyanide.

Pio. 168. Pota-ssium

Ferricyanide.
riG. jou.

Chloride.

t^anum

Artificial Crystals.

can be used. In one, the crystals may be gronmon the bottom of a flat-bottom dish. This arrangement denpnHc=on a convection flow about the crystal, thus: 1. The solution Tt tb^

l it "-r “
costal. 4 Becoming lighter, the solutTorrte^

o
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what better crystals, the fii-st is less trouble to arrange and gives
very satisfactory results.

The general method for growing large crystals should follow

these steps and considerations:

1. Preparation of the solution. Before a solution can deposit

material on a ciystal, it must be saturated, that is, the maximum
amount of salt must be dissolved in it. This maximum amount
(called the “solubility”) is a definite quantity for any salt at any
given temperature. These quantities are listed for a large number
of compounds in many standard chemical tables and handbooks.
The solubilities of the salts mentioned are given in the table.

Since solubility increases with temperature, the easiest way to be

TABLE OF SOLUBILITY

Sai-t

CuSOv.'iHaO
KAl(.S(L);.-12H-..0

K4Fe{CX)6*3H20
K.,Fe(CN)6

BaCl2-2HiO

Soi-OHii-iTV IN' Water
(grams i)it liter)

20“ C (cold) 100“ C (boiling)

318
108

322
442

410

ll.W

1000 at 80“

940

775

687

sure that a .solution is saturated at room temperature (between

20° and 25° C) is to dissolve a quantity of salt in a liter of hot

water about 25 per cent in excess of the solubility at room tem-

perature and allow the hot solution to cool overnight. The next

day the exce.ss salt will have “showered” out of the solution in

small crystals, and the clear solution above the deposit will be

truly .satuiated. This will be the “stock solution,” and it should

always be kept in the presence of excess salt.

2. Preparation of the crystallizing bath. The dish should be

broad and flat-bottomed. “Crystallizing dishes” of various sizes

(4 inches in diameter is convenient), available at laboratory supply

hou.se.s, are ideal for tlie purpose. A ring of \'aselinc* should be

thinly smeared on the inside of the dish just above the desired

level of the liquid. The film of Vaseline will prevent the formation

* Vnsclinc- is n protected name for petrolatum, a product of the Cbcse-

brough Manufacturing Company.
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of a crystalline crust on the sides of the dish. Without this pro-
tection the salt may creep up the inside of the dish, down the out-
side, and out over the top of the bench, thus becoming trouble-
some. The stock solution is then poured into the disli to the level
of the film (half or three-quarters full). The solution may be
decanted from the stock flask, but it is much better if it is filtered.
Since crj'stals are formed spontaneously on dust particles, it is

well to remove as much dust as possible by filtration, as well as
minute crystal nuclei which may be floating in the stock solution.
/Vs the crystals grow and the solution eN-apomtes, fresh solution
may be filtered into the bath from time to time from the stock
flask, w'hich is kept beside the ciy'stallizing dish. To prevent the
showers of crystals from occurring in the bath (owing to super-
saturation) it is convenient to dilute the bath slightly by adding
several drops of w'atcr before handling the solutions.

3. Care of the cnjsUiUizing bath. Because of the increase of
solubility of salts with temperature, the bath should be kept at as
nearly constant temperature as possible. An easy way is to keep
the bath in a closed basement room. The usual cellar responds
sluggishly to changes in weather, and in such a place the bath can
adjust to the slow change in temperaturo without detrimental
effects on the crj'stal. The effect of slow’ changes in temperaturo
will be seen m the appearance of clear and cloudy zones or “phan-
toms in the crystal, but, if the changes are too violent, the
crystal will not grow' at all. Rounding of the upper edges of the
crystal indicates a too sharp temperature rise, the warmed solution
nsmg to the top of the dish having dis.solved part of the crystal.
Mier good temperature conditions have been assured, the rate
o evaporation must be adjusted to a point where the cr>'stal does
not grow too fast and become ill-formed. Such adjustment ismade by covering the dish with a watch glass, or larger dish, andvarying the openmg to the air with props until optimum conditions
are obtamed. The correct opening can be found only bv ev-
periment. ^ ^

4. Care of the growing crystal. The fresh bath after a short time^ yield several small seed crystals spontaneously. Two orhrw of the best of these are chosen, and all othere are removedmth chromium-plated forceps. If there are too many, it may benec^iy to prepare a new bath and place the chosen seeds in it
t the evaporation rate is slow enough, these seeds will continue to
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grow without the formation of any new seeds. As the crystal

grows larger, satellite crystals, or “suckers,” may become attached
to it. These can be broken off and removed, and the large crystal

will quickly heal itself. If a symmetrically developed crystal is

desired, the crystal must be turned over on a new face every day.

Although the baths require little care, that care must be con-

stant. They should be examined at least once ever>'’ day. If they

are neglected once, control of the crystal growth will be lost, and
the crystals will be ruined. The period of growth may vary from a

few weeks to several months. A crystal of copper sulfate weigh-

ing approximately one pound, grown in this way, required about
five months.

The effect that impurities may have on crystal form is well

illustrated by potassium ferricyanide. From pure solutions, this

salt form.s long slender pencils (Figs. lOSo). If the solution con-

tains 5 per cent of alkali (potassium liydroxide), the crystals be-

come more equally developed (Fig. 1686), and much larger crystals

can be grown. In growing these crystals, when the bath is re-

plenished, the bath solution should be discarded, and the crystal

immersed in an entirely fresh bath, in order to prevent building

the alkali concentration too high. Solution impurities, as well

as different physical conditions (temperature, pressure, etc.), can

have a profound effect on the habit of crj'stals. We have here a

clue to the reason for the wide variety of forms observed on crystals

of such minerals as calcite.

Further experimentation with other salts will show a wide

range of crystal stability and crystallizing power. Thus sodium

nitrate (NaNOa) and sodium chloride (NaCl) generally form

skeletal crystals filled with liquid inclusions; potassium chromate

(KaCrO.!) crystallizes ordinarily in highly irregular and distorted

shapes. Other .salts, such as nickel sulfate (NiS04 -6H20 ). grow

excellent large crystals, but they decompose slowly in the air

(usually by loss of water of crystallization), become opaque, and

may fall to a powder.



CHAPTER IV

Physical Properties

of Minerals

In addition to the external form of minerals as showm in crystals
and crystalline aggregates there are many other physical properties
that characterize minerals and aid in their identification. Most
of these properties can be divided into three groups, based on:
(1) cohesive forces, (2) density, (3) the action of light. Other
properties less frequently used in identification depend upon heat,
electricity, magnetism, taste, and odor.

1. PROPERTIES DEPENDING ON COHESION
The properties of minerals that depend upon the atomic forces

of cohesion include cleavage, fracture, hardness, tenacity, and
elasticity.

Cleavage

It has been repeatedly stated that not only does the ciystal
form reflect the atomic structure, but also the internal orderly
arrangement of atoms is revealed by the cleavage. Mineral cleav-

may be defined as the natural easy fracture which yields more or
less smooth surfaces in certain crystallographic directions. A cleav-
age marks the direction in which the forces binding the atoms to-
gether are relatively weak. Thus galena is said to have cubic
cUavage because it separates readily in a direction parallel to each
pair of parallel cube faces. In other words, when fractured,plena breaks mto a multitude of little cubes (Fig. 170). Fluorite
has octahedral cleavage, since the separation is easy parallel toeach pair of octahedron faces; hence from a single crystal we

69
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may with care break out an octahedron. This cleavage octa-
liedron, by the way, is readily distinguished by careful examination
from an octaliodral crysUtl because the faces are uneven and splin-
tery, not uniform like the normal faces of a crystal. Even when
the faces of a crystal arc rough and uneven, they are quite differ-

ent from the surfaces formed by cleavage, however perfect.

The octahedral clea^•age of fluorite is .seen also in a cubic crystal,
since its solid angles may be easily broken off, giving a form like

Fig. 10 on p. 2-i, which we have learned is a cube modified, or with
its angles replaced, by the planes of an octahedron. Again, from
a piece of sphalerite a dodecahedron may be broken out because

170. Cubic ('Icav-

ai;c, ( ialciiu.

I'k;. 171. Hhoinbohcdral Cleavage,

C'alcite.

of its perfect dodccnhcdral elem'agv. If this is difficult because the

fragment is too small, the skillful observer can prove that the

cleavage faces have the position of dodecahedral planes and make
angles of 00® and 120® with each other. Further, a piece of calcite

breaks r(‘adily into a number of rhombohedrons, all of the same

angle, and hence it is .said to have perfect rhombohedral cleavage

(Fig. 171). In the .same way we find that amphibole has pns-

matic cleavage; mica has highly perfect basal cleavage or cleavage

paiallel to the end or basal pinacoid, yielding excessively thin

sheets. Topaz has also basal cleavage. Gypsum has perfect

cleavage parallel to the side pinacoid of the crystal, yielding plates

almost as thin as those of mica. The.so plates show two other

cleavages on the edges, but differ from each other, as is more fully

described under the description of this species. Feldspar shows

two cleavage.s, both nearly perfect but one a little more so than the

other, and the.se make an angle of 90° or nearly 90° with each other.
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All these are examples of perfect cleavage, and it will be seen at

once how important a property cleavage is.

But the cleavage is not always so perfect as in the e.xamples
given; in some minerals it is obtained with difficulty, or the sur-

faces yielded may be only partially smooth; in such minerals it

is said to be imperfect, or interrupted, or difficult. Occasionally
cleavage exists where it is so hard to obtain that it is ordinarily
not noted at all. Thus crj’stallized quartz usually shows only a
conchoidal fracture, and the absence of cleavage is a property
that at once distinguishes it from the feldspar with which it is often
associated. However, a crystal of quartz which after being heated
has been pFunged into cold water often shows cleavage parallel
to the rhombohedral planes, and perhaps also parallel to the prism.
In reporting cleavage one should give both tlie direction and the
quality. For e.xample, halite has perfect cubic cleavage, beryl
has poor basal cleavage.

It is helpful to remember that, even if a ciystal does not actually
show broken surfaces, the cleavage is often clearly indicated by a
fine pearly luster on the face of the crystal to which it is parallel.
This is seen on the basal plane of apophyllite and on the side pina-
coid of stilbite. This pearly luster is due to the presence of
cleavage rifts, though the crystal has not actually parted, just as a
pile of thin glass sheets or many layers of closely packed cellophane
shows a pearly luster because of the repeated i-eflections. Simi-
larly the cleavage rifts can often be seen in a transparent crystal;
a flat clear ciystal of barite or of celestite (Fig. 172) often shows the
prismatic cleavage in two directions making an angle of about 104®
wth each other.

A ma^ive specimen of a mineral may show cleavage as a multi-
tude of little smooth faces changing position with that of the grains
to which they belong; if these grains are very small, the cleavage

appear only as a fine spangling of the surface, as was men-
tioned on p. 59.

Fracture

The nature of the surface given by fracture, when not the smooth
^rtace of cleavage, is often an important property and may aidm ^tmguishing i^eral species. Thus glass, as weU as quartzMd many other minerals, shows a shell-like fracture surface whichw called conchoidal (Fig. 173) or, if less distinct, subconchoidal.
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More commonly the fraetuie is simply said to be uneven, when
the surface is rough and irregular. Occasionally it is hackly, like
a piece of fractured iron. Earthy and .splintery arc other terms
sometimes used and easily understo»)d.

Hiifiic- ()l>'<i<Iiun.

Hardness and Tenacity

The resistance which the smooth surface of a mineral offers to a

point or edge tending to scratch it is its hartlness (designated by If).

A diamond easily makes a scratch on a snujoth topaz crystal; the

topaz scratch(*s a (juartz crystal; the quartz scratches a gla.ss

surface; and the glass in turn scratches calcite. Kach substance

named is hartler than that which it scratches, or, in other words,

softer than the one bv which it is scratched.

A numhor f)f common mincjals liave boon soloctod for the com-

parison of hardness and are designated by tlio numbers from 1 to

10, as given in the accompanying list. Crystallized varieties

should l>e taken in each case, that is, a ciystal with even surfaces

ora smooth cleavage fragment.

ScALB OF H.AJinXESS

1. Talc.

2. Gypsum.
3. (’jilcite.

4. Fluorite.

6. Apatite.

6. Orthoclase.

7. Quartz.

S. Topaz.

9. Corundum.
10. Diamond.
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^Vllen a mineral is said to have a hardness of 4 it means that it is

scratclied as easily as fluorite. If the hardness of a mineral is

given as 5)4, the mineral is a little harder than apatite and a little

less hard than orthoclase.

The student should practice with the minerals in this scale up to
corundum, and then with them experiment upon some other known
minerals, until he learns to what degree of hardness each of the
numbers corresponds. He should .soon become so proficient as to
be able to determine the lower grades of hardness by scratching
with his knife (a hardness of about 5H) without the use of the
reference minerals in the scale.

He will find at once the following general distinctions between
minerals of the several grades:

No. 1 has a soft, greasy feel like talc and graphite, and flakes of
it will be left on the fingers.

No. 2 can be scratched easily by the fingernail, as a cleavage
piece of gypsum.
No. 3 can be easily cut by a knife and just scratched by a copper

coizi but is not scratched by the fingernail.

No. 4 is scratched by a knife without difficulty but is not so
easily cut as calcite.

No. 6 is scratched with a knife with difficulty.
No. 6 is not scratched by a knife but is scratched with a file

and will scratch ordinary glass.

No. 7 scratches glass easily but is scratched by topaz and a few
other minerals. Minerals that are as hard as, or harder than
quartz are few and include most of the highly prized gems. Some
furthei notes on hardness are given in Chapter VIII.
The beginner will need a word of advice in regard to testing for

harness. In the firet place, treat a mineral, especially a crystaliwth as much consideration as possible. A scratch on a piece ofplate gte, like a daub of colored paint on a white wall, is a littlethmg, but it may have a sadly disfiguring effect. Likewise ascratch on a coastal disfigures it and destroys its value in Weme^ure m the eyes of one who is a true mineralogist. He^emake as mmute a semteh as possible, not longer tLn this Iand, it po^ible, put the scratch where it wUl show least Treatthe ciystal, then, as if it had feelings that would be Wt bvTlwcut, and never scratch its smooth surface wantonlv Tf n
^

.dentity a fine crystal by means of other tests
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In making the hardness test, it is necessaiy to be sure to dis-
tinguish between a real scratch on a smooth surface and the
crushing of a rough surface by the knife-edge; a very haid mineral
may often appear to be scratched in this way. The danger of
making a mistake of this kind is less if, besides the useful knife-
point test, the mineral is rubbed on a piece of glass. Have a
small piece at hand (do not disfigure a windowpane). Do not
make the opposite mistake of calling a white mark left by a soft
mineral on the glass a scratch. The mark of a soft mineral can
be rubbed off; a true .scratch is permanent.

It is necessary to remember that minerals are often altered; that
is, they may have undergone some chemical change, particularly
on the surface, which lias rendered them soft when the original
mineral was really hard. Thus it is often easy to make a scratch
on a crj'stal of corundum because of a surface change to mica,
aldiough the ma.ss within is very hard. Make sure you are
sefatching a fre.sh, unaltered surface.

There arc other properties also depending upon the force of

cohesion acting between the atoms of a mineral. They include
the following, which are grouped under the general head of

tenacity.

Malleability. A mineral is malleable if it can be flattened under
the blow of a hammer without breaking or crumbling into frag-

ments. Mallcabilitj' is conspicuously true of gold and silver and
makes it possible to beat out gold into e.\ti*emely thin leaves,

'i'ho property of malleability belongs only to the native metals

and, in an inferior degi'ee, to a few compounds of silver.

Ductility. A substance that can be changed in shape by

pressure, especially if it is capable of being drawn out into the form

of wire, is ductile. Gold, silver, and copper are ductile. jVmong

minerals only the native metals possess this property in a high

degree.

Sectility. A mineral is .scctile if it can be cut by a knife like

cold wax, so that a shaving may be turned up with care, and yet

the mineral breaks with a blow and is not completely malleable.

Cerargyritc is eminently sectile. Gypsum and chalcocite are im-

perfectly sectile. No sharp line separates the minerals which show

this property from the truly brittle minerals.

Flexibility. A mineral that bends easily and stays bent after

the pressure is removed is flexible. Flo.xibility is shown by talc.
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Brittleness. A mineral is brittle if it sepumtes into fragments

with a blow of the hammer or with a cut by a knife. Brittleness

is observed, in var>’ing degrees, in most minerals.

Elasticity. When a mineral is capable of being bent or pulled

out of shape and then returns to its original form when relieved, it

is elastic. Elasticity is shown well by a plate of mica.

2. SPECIFIC GRAVITY OR RELATIVE DENSITY

It has been shown that much can be learned about a mineral
by visiial inspection for, if ciystals are present, their symmetry
may enable one to place it at once in a crystal system. If it is

not in ciystals, at least the habit of the aggregate and the presence
or absence of cleavage can be obsei-ved. By a simple trial its

hardness may be determined, ^^^lile holding it one should note
also whether it seems distinctly heav3'^ or light as compared with
common substances of similar appearance. In this way one can
obtain the first approximation of its densitj'.

It is necessary at the outset to have a clear picture of what a
difference in density means. Suppose two balls are of the same
size, but one is made of wood and the other made of iron. The
one of wood may be lifted easily, whereas the one of iron may be
too heavy to move. This example shows that in a piece of iron
there is more matter to move—it has a greater mass than wood of
the same bulk. In other words, it has a greater density. This is
pnemlly expressed by saying that the weight of a unit volume of
iron is greater than that of a unit volume of wood.
We may say, consequently, that the relation of the densities

of different bodies is given by the weights of blocks having the same
bulk. Suppose we could cut out similar blocks of aluminum and
iron and weigh them. The weights would be not far from the ratio
of 1 to 3, and this would be the relation in density. Now, to make
this conjpanson for all bodies, it is evidently necessary to choose
one of them as the standard and make the comparison with this.The stpdard substance adopted is pure water, and, if great
accuracy is required, it must be taken at the temperature 39.2- F
(4 centigrade), the point at which it has its maximum density
for water that is growmg cooler or warmer than 39.2- F expands ahttle and grows less dense. The density of minerals is then com-pared with water, and this density is called the ^ecific gravityConsequently, the specific gravity of a mineral may be stated
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the weight of a fragment divided by the weight of an eqtial volume
of water. The specific gravity of sulfur is 2; of corundum, 4; of

pj'^rite, 5, etc.; these numbers mean that these minerals are re-

spectively 2 times, 4 times, and 5 times as dense as water or, in

other words, a given bulk—a cubic foot for example—weighs 2, 4,

and 5 times more than the same bulk—a cubic foot—of water.

In order to find the specific gravity, it is not practicable to com-
pare directly the weights of equal volumes because (though it is

easy to weigh, for example, a piece of calcite) it is not possible to

get the volume with siiflficient accuracy. Hence it is necessary

to make use of a well-known principle in hydrostatics, that when a

body is immersed in water it is buoyed up to such an extent that

it weighs less than it does in the air; and this loss of weight is

equal to the weight of the water it displaces. Hence, if we find

first the weight of the fragment on the pan of a delicate balance,

and then its weight while immersed in water (it being suspended

from the pan by a fine thread), and subtract the two weights, the

difference is the weight of the equal volume of water.

For example, the weight of a little quartz ciystal is 3.455 grams

in the air; in water it is 2.15(); the loss of weight, or weight of a

volume of water exactly equal to it, is therefore 1.299; hence the

specific gravity is:

3.455 _ 3.455

O55 - 2.15(5
“

1.299
2.06

In the description of .species the specific gravity is often ex-

pre.ssed by the initial letter (?; thus for quartz G = 2.0(5.

A spring balance (Fig. 174), like that of Jolly,* makes the opera-

tion very eas3'. This consists of a delicate brass spring, one end of

which is attached to the top of a vertical scale; from the otlior end

hang two pans, the lower one of which is immersed in water. The

small fragment whose specific gravity is to be determined is placed

in the upper pan, and the amount that the spring is stretched from

the original zero position is noted by the number (A^i). It is then

placed in the lower pan, and the scale number (^^
2 ) again noted.

• The Jolly balance illu.stratcd in Fig. 174. considerably improved over the

original model, ia manufactured by Eberbach & Son Comijany, Ann /Vrbor,

Michigan.
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The specific gravity is then given by the expression

77

G =
- Ni

In this case we do not have the actual weights given, but, since
specific gravity is a ratio, one can use numbers that are proportional
to them.

A simple balance for determining the
specific gravity, which also docs away with
the necessity of using definite weiglits, is

.shown in Fig. 175 (one-sixth natural size)
and can easily be constructed with a little

care. After the frame is made with the two
uprights, a thin piece of wood is cut in the
form of the steelyard beam, a6c. This should
be graduated into inches and tenths of
inches or into centimeters and millimeters
from 6, the axis, to the end c; the distance
from b to a, where the pans am supported,
should be 4 inches. A fine wii*e passed
through the beam at 6 serves as the axis,
and the pans are also held by fine wires, pref-
erably of platinum; the lower pan is im-
mersed in water. Asmall pieceof lead perma-
nently placed between b and a serves to
counterpoise the long arm, and a little rider
is first moved to some point, as d, whei-e it
wnes to make ic exactly horizontal, as sho™ by the mark onthe upright near the end c. A number of weights are neededn-htch may be easily made of soft copper wire bent with a hookat one end, or they may be little glass tubes containing 1 2 3or more shot and with a wire hook fused in at one end (see ’thoseat g) These weights need have no exact weight, but several varymg from approximately H to 2 grams are convenrenT Smmeral fragment* is first placed in the pan c, a suitable countopoise IS chosen, and the number (A,) on the scale where it must be

know the aetiia. weight either of the fra^emt"onhe

Fig. 174. Jolly

Balance.
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placed to make be again liorizontal is recorded. It is then trans-

ferred to the pan /, immersed in the water, and the scale number
again noted (iV2 )» the .same counterpoise being employed. The
first number then divided by the difference of the two numbers
gives the specific gravity:

Fig. 175. Bi*am Balance*.

For example, a small pj'rite crystal is placed in the pan c, and a

counterpoise is chosen wliich balances tlie beam when placed

14.45 inches from b\ the crystal is then transferred to the pan/,

wliich requires that this same counterpoise be moved back to

11.55 inches. The* specific gravity is thus found to be

_ 14 .4^ ^ 1«5
^ ^

14.45 - 11.55 2.9

It is evident that the accurate determination of the specific

gravity is a .somewhat difficult matter, requiring a good deal of

care, but, as was suggested at the beginning, the hand can often

give verj' valuable information in this direction after a little

training. We are accustomed to handle fragments of rocks, such

as granite {G about 2.7), marble {G = 2.7), sandstone and quartz

{G = 2.G6), and like substances, and we know about what weight

to expect; thus, if we pick up a piece of barite (heavy spar),

perhaps thinking it is marble, which it may resemble so closely

that the unaided eye cannot distinguish between them, we notice

or should notice at once that it is unexpectedly heavy, for its specific

gravity is 4.5. So a piece of conmdum, we say, feels heavy be-

cause it has a .specific gravity of 4. This last, by the way, is an
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interesting case, because corundum is the oxide of the very light

metal aluminum and its relatively high density is connected with
its great hardness; in other words, it is evident that its atoms must
be crowded together. In the same way we note that the substance
carbon forms the hard and relatively heavy* mineral diamond
{G = 3.5) and the soft and light mineral graphite {G = 2.2). In
other words, the density depends not only upon the kinds of atoms
(all lead compounds, for example, have necessarily a high specific
gravity), but also upon the way in which they are packed together.

Again, if we take up a metallic mineral, we compare it, perhaps
without conscious thought, with other common metallic substances.
Hence a piece of aluminum seems very light because the specific
gravity is only 2.5, about one third that of iron and less than one
quarter that of silver. On the other hand, a fragment of galena
seems heavy because its specific gravity is 7.5 or nearly equal to
that of metallic iron.

As is stated on p. 81, all minerals can be divided into two groups:
(1) those that do not have a metallic appearance and (2) those
with a metallic appearance.

1. NonmeUiUic Minerah may be roughly subdivided into three
classes:

a. Minerals of relatively low density with specific gravity not
higher than 2.5. Examples are:

G
Borax 1 .

7

vSulfur 2 . OS
Halite 2 .

1

Stilbite

G
2.2

Gypsum 2.3
Apophyllitc 2.4

The zeolites (as stilbite above) mostly fall between G = 2.0 and

b. Minerals of average density; specific gravity 2.6 to 3common examples are:

G
Ncphelinc 2 .

6

Quartz 2.66
Calcito 2.7

Feldspar

Talc

Muscovite
Anhydrite

G
2.0-2.75
2.8

2.9

2.9
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The common minerals tourmaline {G = 3.0-3.2), apatite {G =
3.2), idocrase (G = 3.4), amphibolc {G = 2.9-3.4), pyroxene
{G = 3.2-3.6), epidote (G = 3.25-3.5) fall between this and the
following group. Some varieties of garnet also belong here;
others have a specific gravity up to 4.3.

c. Minerals of higli density; specific gravity 3.5 or above;
a fragment seems heavy in the hand; if the specific gravity is

above 4.5 it seems very heavy. Examples are:

a
Topa7. .3 .5

Diamond 3

Htaurolite 3.7
Strontianite 3.7
Celcstit<‘ 3.9
Corundum 4.0
Rutile 4.2

Wither! to

G
4.3

Barite 4.5
Zircon 4.7
Sclioolite 6.0
Cassiterite 7.0
Cinnabar 8.1

The compounds of lead also belong here, the commonest of

nhich are: cerussite, the carbonate; anglesite, the sulfate; and
pyromorphite, the phosphate. They all have a specific gravity

between G and 7. Compounds of iron (such as siderite, G =
3.8), of copper (such as cuprite, G = 6.0), of silver (such as

cerargyrite, G — 5.5), and of the other heavy metals also have
higli specific gravities.

2. Minerals xcUh Metallic Luster have an average specific gravity

of about 5, that of pyrite and hematite. If the density is much
lower than 4, the mineral seems light in the hand, like graphite

(G = 2). If the density is as high as 7, or above, it seems notably

heavy, like galena (G = 7.5). Ciystallized uraninite, which has

a submetallie luster, has the remarkably high specific gravity of

9.7 wlien unaltered. The variation is wider with the metallic

minerals than with those of nonmetallic luster, as will be seen by

comparing the densities of the common metals.

DiiN.SITIES OK THE CoMMON MeTALS

MaKne.sium 1 .8 Copper 8.9

Aluminum 2.5 Bismuth 9.8

Arsenic 5.7 Silver 10.6

Antimony 6.7 Lead 114

Zinc 7.

1

Mercury (liquid) 13.6

Viw 7.3 Gold 19.3

Iron 7.8 Platinum (pure) 21.6
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The quick judgment that comes with practice is always of value,

but it should be applied with discretion, for the mineralogist must
be continually on his guard lest he be misled.

In the first place, the size of the mass is an important factor, for

a big lump of quartz seems heavy, of course, though its specific

gravity is not relatively high. Also we may get a wrong impression

in handling a specimen if the mineral we are interested in forms
only a small part of it; a little galena in a large mass of quartz
will not make it heavy. If the mineral is open and porous and is

made up of interlacing fibers, like some specimens of cerussite,

it may appear light, even if the specific gravity is actually high.

The eye may thus be deceived by the appearance of bulk, if the
solid mass present is not great. Some further suggestions on this

subject are given in the closing chapter of this book.

3. PROPERTIES DEPENDING UPON LIGHT

Of the properties observed by the eye several have not been
mentioned in detail as yet. These are the properties that depend
upon the reflection or absorption of the light: (1) the luster or the
appearance of the surface independent of the color, due to the way
the light is reflected; (2) the color; and (3) the degree of trans-
parency.

Luster

The difference in luster is not always easy to describe, but the
eye notes it at once and, after a little training, seldom makes a
mistake.

The kinds of luster distinguished are as follows:
Metallic: the luster of a metallic surface like steel, lead, tin,

copper, gold, etc. This is not always easy to distinguish, for the
luster IS not called metallic unless the mineral is quite opaque, so
that no light passes through even very thin edges. The luster of
some minerals, like columbite, is said to be submetallic when it
lacl« the full luster of the metals. A few minerals have varieties
with metallic and others with nonmetallic luster; hematite is an
example.

No^etalUc : A number of types of nonmetallic luster repre-
sented by the following terms can be distinguished *

Vitreous, or glassy luster: that of a piece of broken glass. This
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is the luster of most quartz and of a large part of the nonmetallic
minerals.

Adamantine, or the lust«r of the diamond. This is the brilliant,

almost oily, luster shown by some very hard minerals, like diamond
and corundum, and also by some compounds of the heavy metals,
like the carbonate (cemssite) and the sulfate (anglesite) of lead.

All these refract the light strongly or have a high refractive inde.x.

Resinous or waxy: the luster of a piece of resin, as shown by most
kinds of sphalerite; near this, but often quite distinct, is greasy
luster, shown by some specimens of milky quartz and nepheline.

Pearly, or the luster of mother-of-pearl. This is common when
a mineral has very perfect cleavage and hence has partially sepa-

rated into thin plates. Thus the basal plane of crystals of apophyl-
lite shows pearly luster.

Silky, the luster of a skein of silk or a piece of satin. This is

characteristic of some minerals in fibrous aggregates, such as the

variety of gypsum called satin spar, and of most asbestos.

The luster of minerals is described also according to the bright-

ness of the surface; it is called splendent in fre.shly fractured galena,

but dull in jasper. Other surfaces may be described in self-

explanatory terms such as glistening or glimmering according to the

nature of the surface.

Color

The variation in the color of minerals is great and includes all

hues from white to black, running through many shades of red,

yellow, green, and blue. Most of the terms used in describing

the color arc so familiar that they explain themselves. Thus we

speak of azure-blue, cherry-red, and so on.

Color, however, varies not only from one species to another but

also within a single species, where there may be a wide range. It

is, therefore, very important for the mineralogist to learn in which

minerals color is a constant property and can be relied upon as a

distinguishing criterion. As we study the different minerals we

shall see that those with metallic luster vary little in color but that

many with a nonmetallic luster vary widely.

In general, therofr)re, the color of minerals with metallic luster

is a very important and constant character, and such variations

as arc noted are due chiefly to a slight change of the surface.

Variations occur if the mineral becomes tarnished; that is, a
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mineral may be dull in some specimens, or perhaps bright-colored

in others. Thus galena has a very characteristic bright bluish

lead-gray color, which maj' become dull if the surface has been

long exposed to the air. The pale brass-yellow of pyrite and the

still paler shade of the same color characteristic of fresh marcasite

are readily distinguished, but both mincmls, particularly marcasite,

are subject to change by tarnishing; tarnishing may make the

distinction between the two impossible if no fresh surfaces are

visible.

Hence it is necessary to be sure that what we see is the true

color of a mineral, that is, the color obtained from a fresh surface
by fracture. ./Vnother striking example is given by bornite, which
always has a peculiar I'eddish bronze color on a fresh surface.

Bornite changes or tarnishes so easily that it almost immediately
becomes colored bluish or purple, the color depending on the length
of time it has been exposed. Hence the mineral is sometimes called

purple copper ore or variegated copper ore. So too chalcopyrite,
which is bright brass-yellow when fresh, may become iridescent

on exposure.

Of the minerals with nonmetallic luster a few always have the
same color. Thus malachite is green, azurite is blue, rhodonite
is red. In this group of minerals, however, different specimens of
a single species show more often a range of colors. For example,
tourmaline may be colorless but other varieties are different shades
of red, blue, green, brown, and black. Moreover, tourmaline may
show several different colors within the same crystal. Likewise
corundum is found in many different colors. The name ruby has
been given to the clear red variety and the name sapphire to the
clear blue. Here, as in many other minerals, it is difficult to tell

precisely what is the slight chemical change upon which the color
depends.

Streak. It is often important, especially with a mineral having
metallic luster, to test the color of the fine powder, or the color of
the streak. The slight scratch which is given to test the hardness
will often show the streak, but a better way is to have at hand a
piece of unglazed white procelain, or ground glass, upon which the
mineral can be rubbed. This method shows, for example, that
an iron-black hematite crystal with a bright metallic luster has a
red streak. Formany minerals this is a highly diagnostic property.

Minerals of nonmetallic luster usually have a streak which
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differs but little from white even if the mineral itself is dark-

colored or even black, as, for example, the different varieties of

tourmaline.

Transparency

A mineral is said to be Ironsparenl when it is so clear that an
object can be seen through it with perfect distinctness, as through

a piece of window glas.s, a plate of selenite, or a thin sheet of mica.

Fig. 176. Transparent Mica. Fig. 177. Translucent Quartz.

A mineral is translucent when it transmits light, as a piece of thin

porcelain does, and allows only the outline of an object to be seen

through it. It is sublranslucent wlien light is transmitted only

on the edges.

If no light is traiKsmittcd even on thin edges the mineral is said

to be opaque. Most metallic minerals arc opaque.

Play of Colors

Wlien describing (he color of a mineral, some peculiarities in its

distribution may he noted and may receive special names. A
mineral is said to show a play of colors when, like precious opal,

it exhibits internally the various prismatic colors when the mineral

is turned.

Opalescence

A pearly reflection from the interior of a mineral, like the effect

of a glass of water to which a few drops of milk have been added,
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is called opalescence hecanso siich an effect is common with opal.
Opalescence is also seen in moonstone.

Iridescence

A mineral is iridescent when it shows a series of prismatic colors
either on the surface or in the interior. Kxtornal iridescence is
cavised by the pre.sence of a thin .surface film or coating; internal

pvcsinwo of thin twinning lamellae
or minute air spaces, along cleavage planes.

Fig 178. Asterisiii in Pblogopiic.

Astensm

Some minerals show a peculiar starlike elTeet known as astcrismwhen they are viewed hy reflected light, as is well shown L somequartz and in tho.se varieties of conmdum known as star sapphirea d star ruby. A similar effect is seen when a point source oHightyiewe through certain typos of phlogopite mica (Fig. 178). Inboth eases this phenomenon is caused by peculiarities of structureinclusions oriented along crystal directions. Both types of

“air o1
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Fluorescence and Phosphorescence

One of the most fascinating properties of certain minerals, and
one that first interests many in the study of minerals, is the

phenomenon of Jlian-escence.

We are all familiar uith the spectral colors from red to violet.

Of these red has the longest wavelength and violet the shortest.

Beyond the violet which we can see are still shorter wavelengths

known as ultra-violet. If. on exposure to this ultra-violet light

in a dark room, a mineral emits visible light it is said to fluoresce.

If one examines his mineral collection under such conditions, he

may make some remarkable discoveries. A drab piece of calcite

may become a vivid pink, and a piece of chalky white scapolito

may turn a bright yellow, whereas the most coloidul crystal in the

collection as seen in white light may have no color at all.

I’nlike most of the other properties of minerals, fluoiescence is

difficult to predict. If, for example, we are sure a specimen is

cahrite, we can say it will have a hardness of 3, a specific gravity of

about 2.72, and a good rhombohedral cleavage; but the only way

in whi<’h we can be sure that it will fluoresce is to try it. Two
specimens of calcite may look identical; yet one will fluoresce, and

the other will not. 'I'he name of this property comes Srom fluorite,

because it was first observed in this mineral. However, only a

few of the fluorite .specimens will fluoresce. Fluorescence, there-

fore, cannot be us<“d as a tool in determinative mineralogj' except

in rare case.s. One such exception is willemite from Franklin,

New J(*r.sey, whi<‘h fluoresces a bright green. Another is the

mineral .scheelite which usually fluoi-esces a pale blue.

With the incr«“asing intere.st in the sttidy of fluorescent sub-

stances, new arul better sources of ultra-violet light are each year

being mad<‘ available. The student of mineralogy can obUin

inexpensive argon-filled bulbs or “black lights" that screw into

an oi'dinary light socket for the first examination of his specimens.

A number of somewhat more expensive lights can be obtained that

will excite a stronger fluorescence.

.lust as the wavelength of visible light varies from place to place

in the .spectrum, so does the wavelength of ultra-violet light vary.

One source of ult ra-violet may have no effect on a specimen, where-

as a light of different wavelength may produce a vivid fluorescence.

If possible, therefore, one should have more than one source.
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Advertisements of ultra-violet light sources will be found on the
pages of The ^^inern^ogist and Rocks and Minerals, two journals
published for the amateur mineralogist.

Some fluorescent minerals will continue to glow after the ultra-
violet light has been turned off". This property is known as phos-
phorescence. Only a few of the fluorescent minerals such as certain
specimens of willemite and calcite show this property to a marked
degree. Othera may phosphoresce but for so short a period that
the eyes cannot become adjusted to the darkness quickly enough to
observe it.

Thermoluminescence and Triboluminescence

Some minerals when heated below red heat will emit visible light
and are said to be thermoluminescent. As with fluorescence, the
color of the light emitted is quite independent of the color of the
mineral. It is an interesting experiment to heat a thermolumines-
cent mineral in a darkened room. As the specimen begins to get
warm, it will give off a faint glow that becomes brighter udth
continued heating. Some specimens will continue to glow for
many minutes after removal from the flame. This property is
most commonly observed in fluorite, and the variety known as
chloropkane was so named because of the green light emitted.
Other thermoluminescent minerals are scapolite, apatite, calcite,
and feldspar; but again it should be pointed out that only a
few specimens of a given mineral will have this property.
Some minerals when rubbed or struck with a hammer will emit

light and are Iribolurninescent. This property is less spectacular
than fluorescence and thermoluminescence and is usually observed
only momentarily. However, it is easily seen in a dark room iftwo pieces of milky quartz are mbbed brisldy together. Other
minerals that commonly show this property are fluorite, sphalerite
and lepidolite.

’

Optical Properties

Only a few words can be devoted here to the large and important
group of optical properties of minerals. These properties dependupon the action of light as determined by the structure of themmerals The understanding of this part of physical mineralogy
depends first on a good knowledge of crystallography, and seco^on a mastery of optics, especially as pertains to the subject of
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polarization. Only two points can be touched upon here. One
of these is double refraction, or the separation of a ray of light
passing through certain crystalline substances into two rays. This
is indeed true of all transparent crystals, e.xcept those of the iso-

Fio. 171). Double Rcfraolion in Calcitc.

metric .system. The only common mineral in which it is noted to

a marked degree is ealeite, especially in the transparent variety

called Iceland spar. Figiue 171) illustrates this property well;

hero tiu* single cross on the paper beneath appears double to the

eye; one cross (to the eye looking perpendicularly down on the

sui-face) has its arms in the continuation of the lines beneath, the

othei- is pushed to one side. Neither cro.ss appears quite black

except at the two points where th(*y intersect.

d'he appeaiance of difTercnt coloi*s when a crystal is viewed in

transmitted light in different directions is known as plcochroism.

If only two directions have distinct colors, the property is called

(Hchrmsm. It is due to varying degrees of light absorption or tlie

dilTeiaaitial al).sorption of various wavelengths of light. Pleo-

chroism is of(<-n .se(*n in transparent crystals of cpidote and in the

pink gem variety of spodurnene, kunzite.
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4. PROPERTIES DEPENDING UPON HEAT

The fusibility of minerals or the ease with which they can be
melted is an important property of many minerals. This is dis-

cussed on p. 106 with the description and the use of the blowpipe.

Pig. 180. Lodcstonc showing Magnetism

The heat conductivity of crystals is another property which has
been measured for many crystals. As would be expected, it
depends upon their ciystal structure in different directions, but
this and related subjects belong to advanced mineralogy.

S. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

A few minerals have the property of being attracted by an ordi-nary horseshoe magnet. This is true of magnetite, the magnetic
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oxide of iron; of pyrrhotite, magnetic pyrites; and of some speci-

mens of native platinum.

Some specimens of magnetite are themselves magnets and have
the power of attracting little particles of iron or steel (Fig. 180).

They liave north and south poles and, if hung by a thread, will

swing around until the poles come into the magnetic meridian, that

is, the direction assumed by a compass needle. This kind of

magnetite is called the lodestone. P3MThotite is much less magnetic
than magnetite, and the magnetic varieties of platinum are not

common; both may have polarity like tlie lodestone. A few

minerals, such as hematite, ilmenite, and franklinite, are some-
times sliglitly magnetic but probably only because they contain

a little admixed magnetite.

Many other minerals are attracted to a strong electromagnet,

but they are not oi-dinarily thought of as magnetic minerals.

6. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

There are a number of electrical properties of minerals, but they

belong to a more min\ite .study of minerals and need be mentioned

only briefly here.

A number of minerals, like sulfur, diamond, and topaz, take on

a rather strong electric charge when nibbed, as with a piece of silk,

and show this by their power of attracting light substances such

as bits of .straw or paper.

Another kind of electrical charge can be developed in certain

minerals. For example, if pressure is exerted along an a axis of

(}uartz, a positive electrical charge is set up at one end of the axis,

and a negative charge at the other end. This is kno^^'n as piezo-

electricity. When similar charges are induced by carefully heating

the crystal, the property is called pyroelectncily. These properties,

particularly piezoelectricity, vary widely from one mineral to

another, and the ones developing the larger charges are said to be

more “active.” Only those minerals that crystallize in a S3'm-

inetry class that lacks a symmetry center can develop pyro- or

piezoelectricity. In recent j^ears many applications of piezo-

electricity have been developed. The outstanding example is the

use of quartz plates for the control of radio frequencies. Tour-

maline alscj has been used to a lesser extent for similar purposes.
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7. TASTE AND ODOR
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Taste belongs only to the few minerals that dissolve to some

extent in water. The terms employed are familiar and hardly

need e.xplanation. Saline means the taste of common salt; alka-

line, of soda; bitter, of epsom salts; sour, of an acid; astringent, of

iron vitriol; sweetish astringent, of alum; cooling, of saltpeter.

Halite, ordinary salt, and sjdvite can usually be identified by
their taste.

An odor is characteristic of only a few minerals. Some varieties

of limestone, barite, or quartz have a fetid odor, or odor of rotten

eggs, especiall3' when they are freshly broken or rubbed sharply';

this is usually due to the presence of some sulfur compound.
Moistened clay and some claylike minerals when breathed upon
give off a peculiar argillaceous odor. Bitumen and some allied

substances have a bituminous odor.

A sharp blow across the surface of a piece of ai'senopyrite often

produces a peculiar garlic odor, like that obtained by heating the

same mineral on charcoal; it is, in fact, due to the same cause.

Similarly a blow on a mass of pyrite may yield a sulfurous odor.



CHAPTER V

The Chemical Properties

of Minerals

It has already been stated that every mineral is necessarily a
chemical element or compound, and that this is the most essential

point in the definition of a mineral. But to understand what a
chemical compound is, and what relations different compounds
bear to each other, requires some knowledge of the fundamental
principles of chemistry. In the first place, it is necessary to

undei’stand what the chemical elements are.

Chemical Elements. One of the duties of the chemist in his

laboratory is to analyze different substances, or in other words to

separate them into the various kinds of matter which they con-

tain. However, this process of analysis, or chemical separation,

can be carried only so far, for the chemist soon obtains substances

which he is unable to re.solve further. Thus, if he takes a piece of

calcite, it is easy by simply heating it to separate it into a white

powder called lime and a gas called carbon dioxide. Then further,

if the proper procedure is followed, the lime can be separated

into the metal calcium, and a gas, o.xygen; the carbon dio.xide can

be separated into the familiar substance carbon and the same gas,

oxygen. But these three substances, calcium, carbon, oxygen,

cannot be separated into simpler substances by ordinary chemical

means; hence they are called elementary substances or elements.

.Vgain, common salt can be separated into two kinds of matter,

the metal sodium and the gas chlorine, but neither of these can

be separated further, and hence they are also called elements.

So, too, galena can be separated into its elements, lead and sulfur.

These substances, then, into which all matter can be separated

92
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but which the chemist is unable to decompose further, are the

chemical elements.

Now the chemist finds that, although there is no limit to the

different kinds of bodies which he maj' be asked to analyze or

separate into their parts, still they contain but a small number of

distinct kinds of matter. If we consider only those that are com-
monly present, they are very few indeed. There are, it is true,

ninety-two elements recognized by the chemist (ninety-four if we
add the newly discovered neptunium and plutonium), but many
of them are rare, and those that make up the chief part of the com-
mon minerals are hardly more than twenty.

The table on p. 94 gives the names of all the common elements
and most of the rarer ones. With the names are given also the
letter or letters by which they are represented in the kind of

shorthand that the chemist employs; these letters are called the
symbols of the elements. Thus oxygen is represented by the
capital letter O; hydrogen by H; nitrogen by N; calcium by Ca;
and so on. In many cases the initial letters of the Latin name of a
metal are used, as Fe, from the Latin /errww, for iron; Ag, from
argentum, the Latin name of silver; Au, from aurum, gold; Sb,
from stibium, antimony, etc.

Atomic Weight. The numbers placed after each symbol give
the atomic weight of the element. We have spoken particularly
of the minute particles or atoms of which the physicist tells us that
matter b composed. We have also seen that the regular form of a
crystal is due to the arrangement of these atoms as they are mar-
shaled into place by the attractive forces acting between them
when the solid is formed. It is the relative weight of the atom
of each substance compared with a standard that is called its
atomic weight. In determining these relative weights the chemist
uses oxygen \vith an atomic weight of 16 as his starting point.
Thus, an atom of hydrogen is found to have a weight of 1.008, and
carbon, 12.010. It does not mean that the chemist actually
weighs the atoms themselves but he compares the weights of two
luasses, for instance of oxygen and hydrogen, under such conditions
that he is sure that he is comparing the same number of atoms, and
hence he obtains the relative masses of the atoms.

It is found invariably true that, when different elements unite
to form a certain compound, there is always a definite relation
between the amounts by weight of each element and that these
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ATOMIC WEIGHTS
1947

Atomic Atomic
Symbol Weight Symbol Weight

Aluminum A1 26.97 Molybdenum Mo 95.95
Antimony Sb 121.76 NeodNTnium Xd 144.27
Argon A 39.944 Xeon Xe 20.183
Arsenic As 74 91 Nickel Xi 58.69
Barium Ha 137.36 Nitrogen X 14.008
Beryllium Be 9.02 Osmium Os 190.2
Bismuth Hi 209 00 Oxygen 0 16.0000

Boron H 10.82 Palladium Pd 106.7

liromino Hr 79.916 Phosphorus I’ 30.98
(’admium Cd II2 41 Platinum Pt 195.23

Calcium Ca 40. OS Potassium K 39.096

Carbon C 12.010 Prasc'odymium Pr 140.92

(Vrium Cc 140.13 Protactinium Pa 231

Cesium Cs 132.91 Radium Ha 226.05

Chlorine Cl 35.457 Itadon Kn 222

C'hromiurn Cr 52.01 Rhenium He 186.31

Cobalt Co 58.94 Rhodium Hh 102.91

Columbium Cb 92.91 Rubidium Kb 85.48

C'oj)i)er Cu 63.

W

Ruthenium Hu 101.7

Dysprosium Dy 162.46 Samarium Sm 150.43

Erbium Er 167.2 Scandium Sc 45.10

Europium Eu 152.0 Selenium Sc 78.96

Fluorine F 19.00 Silicon Si 28.06

Cadolinium Gd 156.9 Silver Ag 107.880

Gallium Ga 69 . 72 Sodium Xa 22.997

Germanium Ge 72.60 Strontium Sr 87.63

Gold Au 197.2 Sulfur S 32.066

Hafnium Hf 178.6 Tantalum Ta 180.88

Hi^lium He 4.003 Tellurium Te 127.61

Holmium Ho 164 94 Terbium Th 159.2

Hydrogen H 1 .0080 1'hallium Tl 204.30

Indium In 114.76 Tliorium Til 232.12

Iodine 1 126.92 Thulium Tm 169.4

Iridium Ir 193.1 Tin Sn 118.70

Iron Fc 55 . 85 Titanium Ti 47.90

Kryj)ton Kr 83.7 Tungsten W 183,92

lanthanum La 138.92 Uranium u 238.07

Ix‘ad Pb 207.21 Vanadium V 50.95

Lithium Li 6.940 Xenon Xe 131.3

Lutecium Lu 174.99 Ytterbium \'b 173.04

Magnesium Mg 24.32 Yttrium Y 88.92
c e 'JO

Manganese Mn 54.93 Zinc Zn OO.OO
i\i OO

Mercury Hg 200.61 Zirconium Lx 91

.
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weights are either the atomic weights or simple multiples of them,

as given by the number of atoms present.

Just what this means will be shown by some examples. It

was stated above that the chemist could break down common salt

into sodium and chlorine. Now in doing this it is possible to

find the weight of each. For instance, in 100 parts, the result is:

Sodium 39.32

Chlorine 60 . 68

100.00

But the numbers 39.32 and 60.68 are in the ratio of 23 to 35.5
(39.32 : 60.68 = 23 ; 35.5), which have been independently found
to be the atomic weights of these two elements, and hence it is

evident that for every atom of sodium there is one atom of chlorine.
The brief expression for the composition of sodium chloride, or
the formula as it is called, is NaCl, for Na is the symbol for sodium
and Cl of chlorine.

The formula of a compound, therefore, gives simply the kinds
of elements present, represented by their symbols, with small
numbers ^\Tilten below, to show how many parts of each, that is,

how many atoms are present in one molecule.
Calcium, also, unites with chlorine; and the compound calcium

chloride, analyzed by the chemist, gives:

Calcium 36.04
Chlorioc 63 . 96

100,00

Here the numbers 36.04 : 63.96, expressing the ratio by weight
of the two substances, are in the ratio of 40 : 71 or 40 : 2 X 35.5;
hence a molecule of this compound contains one atom of calcium
and two of chlorine, and the formula for it is CaClo.
Two other examples are gold chloride and tin chloride, analyzed

wth the follo^ving results:

Gold 64.90 Tin 45 47
Chlorine 35.10 Chlorine 54.53

100 00 100.00

For the gold chloride the ratio of 64.90 : 35.10 is as 197 : 106.5
or 197 : 3 X 35.5; hence the formula is written AuClg. SimUarly
lor tm chloride the ratio of 45.47 : 54.53 is as 118.7 : 142 or 118 7to 4 X 36.5; hence the formula is SnCU.
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These examples illustrate the fact that the atomic weights of
the given elements multiplied by the number of atoms gives the
amount of each clement present in a molecule of a given compound.
They also show another important point: one atom of chlorine
unites with one atom of sodium, but two atoms of chlorine with
one of calcium, three with one of gold, and four with one of tin.

Valence. For hydrochloric acid the formula is HC'l; in other
words, one atom of hydrogen is pi-esent for one of chlorine. Water,
however, has the formula HoO, or it contains in a molecule two
atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen, and ammonia with the

formula ha.s three atoms of hydrogen for one of nitrogen.

It can be seen, therefore, that the various elements differ in the

number of hydrogen atoms with which they will combine. This
number, known as the valence of an element, determines how many
atoms of another kind it can hold in cond>ination. Thus the

valence of sodium and chlorine is one. of calcium and oxygen two,

of gold and nitrogen tliree, and of tin four.

There are many examples in chemical compounds and some
among minerals in which we find two given elements forming more
than one compound. In such cases at least one of the elements

lias more than one valence. For e.xample, the chemist knows of

one compound, FeO, another, Fe203 .
in which o.xygen has, as

always, a valence of two but the valence of iron is two and three

respectively. Much attention must be given to this subject be-

fore it can be thoroughly understood, and for this study the student

must have a good course in chemistry, including not only the study

of some .standard book but also practical work in the laboratory'.

Hut the explanations given should suffice to make it clear, first,

what the elements are; second, what is meant by their atomic

weights; and third, the significance of their combining power or

valence.

The distinction between a chemical compound and a simple

mixture of two elements is well illustrated by the air we breathe.

The chemist finds by analysis that the air is nearly constant in

composition, containing essentially in 100 parts, 78 parts by weight

of nitrogen, 21 of oxygen, and 1 of argon. A variable amount of

water vapor is also present and a small amount of carbon dioxide.

Is the air a chemical compound? The answer is given at once

that it is not, ftir the simple reason (and there are others equally

conclusive) that the ratio of 78 to 21 is not that of the atomic
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weights of the two principal elements present, namely 14 : 1 C, nor
of any simple multiples of these. There are indeed several com-
pounds of nitrogen and oxygen known to the chemist, namely,
XO, X2O, and X2O2, but air is merely a mixture of these two ele-
ments and is not chemically combined any more than is a mix-
ture of salt and sand.

Positive and Negative Elements. One fiirther point must be
mentioned in regard to the compounds taken for illustration:

Sodium chloride. XaCI
Calcium chloride, CaClj

Gold chloride, AuCU
Tin chloride, SnCLi

The first element in these and similar formulas is a metal and
the second a nonmetal; the first is said to be the positive element,
the second is the negative element. Why the terms positive and
negative are introduced is known to the student of electricity, for
ho has learned that, In the decomposition of a compound by an
eectnc current, one element always goes to tlie positive pole or
electrode, the other to the negative; the former is hence called the
negative clement, its atoms being attracted by the oppositely
charged positive electrode, and the second the positive, since itsatoms are attracted by the negative electrode. In this wav it
could be shown that the metals ai-e positive in nearly all tbeircompounds, whereas the nonmetals are negative. The elementstoo,™ as the scmi-metals are positive in some compounds, and
negative in others. The positive element is always written firstas m the examples given above.

’

Arsenic is a semi-metal; in AS2O3 and As^Sg it is positive buteAs2 and CoAsa it is negative. Similarly among the metalsore are some which in compounds with certain elements (suchas oxygen and sulfur) are always positive but when combined withcertain other metals, may be negative.
The names given to the different chemical compounds are usuallve^y to leam and understand. In the descript.on of mTeX tothe pages that follow, both the chemical names and the fmmul^are grven so as to familiarise the student with eaeh metlmdThe following are a few special names given to certain oviHwith which it is desirable to be familiar:

Ni^O, soda, iMtcad of sodium oxide.
K2O, potash, instead of potassium oxide.
^aO, umc^ instead of calcium oxide.
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maffnc.sia, instead of maffnosium oxide.
AlnOa, alumina, in.^tcad of aluminum trioxido.
Si02, silica^ instead of silicon dioxide.

Since the classification of the minerals (see p. 123) described later
in this book is based on chemical composition, it is important that
the student be familiar with the common kinds of compounds
found among minerals. The classification groups the minerals
into the following chemical classes: (1) native elements, tliat is, ele-

ments occurring uncombined with otliers; (2) sulfides, composed
of a metal and sulfur; (3) oxides, compounds composed of a
metal in combination with oxygen; (4) halides, compounds in

which a metal is combined with chlorine, fluorine, bromine, or
iodine; (5) carbonates, salts of carbonic acid having the radical

CO2 in their formulas such as calcite. Ca()C02 = (CaCOs);
(0) phosphates, those compounds in which oxides of phosphorus
are combined with a metal; (7) sulfates, salts of sulfuric acid in

which oxides of sulfur are combined with a metal; (8) silicates,

those compounds in which one or more metals are combined with
silica.

Percentage Composition. It was shown on p. 95 that, from
the percentage of the difTerent elements given in a chemical analysis

of a mineral, the chemical formula could be deduced with the aid

of the table of atomic weights. Convei-scly, if the formula is given,

the percentage composition, or the amount by weight of each element

oi' group of elements present in the compound in one hundred parts,

can be easily calculated. Thus sodium chloride has the formula

NaCI, and hence, if the atomic weights of sodium and chlorine are

taken, the relation of tlie weight of sodium to that of chlorine is as

23 ; 35.5. Now adding 23 and 35.5, we obtain 58.5, which is called

the weight of the molecule, or molecular weight. Further, if

58.5 parts of the compound contain 23 parts of sodium, 100 will

contain 39.32 parts:

23 X 100
58.5 ; 23 = 100 : 39.32, or —,, — = 39.32

Oo.5

and for chlorine;

35.5 X 100
= G0.6858.5 : 35.5 = 100 : 60.68, or

58.5
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The percentage composition of sodium chloride is, therefore:

Na 39.32
Cl 60,68

100.00

Again, the formula of stibnite, Sb-2S3 ,
means that two atoms of

antimony (Sb) unite with three of sulfur (S). But the atomic
weights of antimony and of sulfur are 121.8 and 32 mspectively.
The molecular weight is, therefore, equal to

2 X 121.8 + 3 X 32 = 243.0 + 90 = 339.6

Hence, m 339.6 parts, 243.6 are antimony and 96 sulfur, and to
hnd the amount of antimony in 100 parts we have the proportion:

339.6 : 243.6 = 100 : 71.74

and for the amount of sulfur:

243.6 X 100
or s 71 74

339.6

339.6 : 96 - 100 : 28.26 or
96 X 100

339.6
= 28.26

The percentage composition is, therefore:

Sb 71.74
S 28.26

100.00

Crystal Che^stry. The study of the interrelation of chemicalcompounds and their ciystal structure and form is a broad branch
of the science that can be only touched upon here. Certain min-erals have the same chemical composition as others, yet aregiven different names, and each has its own set of properties^ if they exL tworaodi6cations and polymorphous if they exist in more than two

AnotW emphite and diamond!

Some minerals that have similar crystal structure but different

tionTt““f
““ arystaUize together in varying propor-tions to fom muted crystals. This crystallizing togetherls knLnas isomorphism^ and the intermediate compounds are said to forman tsomorphous senes. The outstanding eLmpTe tsin the nl

^
01^ feldspars Here albite and anerthiteTis tcgetherl^a^proportions to form feldspars of intermediate composWons



CHAPTER VI

The Use

of the Blotvpipe

As has already been explained, most minerals are chemical
compf)unds, and the chemical composition of a };iven species is

the most important of its many properties. Thus, when all other

methods of identification fail, a cliemieal analysis must be made.
To be able to tell tlie percentage of each element in a mineral we
must have a cjuantitative analysis that can be carried out only by
the skilled chemist.

However, in most cases where the identification is in doubt, a

qualitative anuly.sis would be all that is necessaiy. That is, we
must determine what elements are piesent but without regard to

their relative amounts. Since many of these chemical tests arc

laborious and requi3*c a considerable knowledge of chemistry, the

mineralogist has devised for most of the common elements, simple

and quick tests that are usually grouped under the Ijcading

bloii'pipe tests.

The results of the blowpipe analysis, together with the study

of the physical properties of a given specimen, usually enable a

mineralogist with a fair amount of experience to identify it, even

if at fii*st it was entirely unknown.

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

The following list includes the articles that are most essential

for blowpipe work;

1. Lamp. 4. Charcoal.

2. 131o\\i)ipe. 5. Platinum wire.

3. Platinum- or Xichrome-tipped forceps. 6. Olass tubes.

100
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1. Lamp. The most convenient form of lamp is a small Bunsen
gas burner similar to that used by the dentist (Fig. 181); it is
provided with a special jet (e in the figure). The burner can be
connected with any ordinary gas outlet by a rubber tube so that it
may be placed on the table in a position convenient for use. In
the Bunsen burner, when the jet c is not inserted, the gas mingles

Fig, 181. Bunsen Burner. Fig, 182. Blowpipe.

m the tube with the atr that enters at h, and they bum togetherat the top m a veo- hot blue flame. Instead of the Bunsen burneran aUohol lamp may be employed; if neither of these is availablean ordinary candle is satisfactoiy.
’

When the jet e is inserted in the tube of the Bunsen burner theatr supply from the openings below is cut off, and the gas bur^s atthe top with a yellow flame flattened by the shape of the jet- theconventent flame for orfinaty use is about inches L height

3!;hrhi:“ is to he"td

It
^ fo*™ of blowpipe is shown in Fig, 182t may be simple and inexpensive but should have an air chamber

f

moisture from the breath. A separLP ( ), either of brass or platinum, with a fine hole, is often^used
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but it is not absolutely necessary. It is essential that the hole,

wliether it is in the tip or in the tube itself, should be round and
true, so that a moderate pressure of air will suffice to blow a clear

blue flame. (See Fig. 186.) A trumpet-shaped mouthpiece (c)

is usually furnished, but some prefer to dispense with it.

e

Figure 183 illu.strates another type of blowpipe in which the gas

entering the tube d and air blown in at « through tube 6 are mixed

in the fitting at c. A hot blowpipe flame issues from e. This type

of blowpipe is advantageous, for the flame can be directed more

easily. Moreover, if compressed air is available, the air line can be

connected to b (Fig. 183) and the operator is I'elieved from blowing.

Fig. 184. Forro|>s.

3. Forceps. A pair of steel forceps (Fig. 184) is needed, one end

of which has platinum or Xichrome points; the forceps are

.self-closing by means of a spring, so that the piece of mineral to

be heated, when it is placed between them, is firmly supported.

At the other end are oixlinarj' forceps for picking up small frag-

ments; this end should never be in.serted in the flame.

4. Charcoed. Several pieces of charcoal are needed. The most

convenient are rectangular (Fig. 188) and about 4 inches long,

an inch wide, and ^4 inch thick. The charcoal must burn without

snapping and must leave veiy little white ash; with care one piece

will last for many experiments if the surface is rubbed clean after

each use.
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5. Platinum II ire. A few inches of platinum wire, of the size

designated as No. 27, are needed; directions for its use are given
on p. 109.

6. Glass Tubes. Tubes of rather hard glass are required- it is
convenient to have two sizes, with internal diameters of 4 ’and 6
railhmetere respectively, but one size will suffice. The larger size
should be cut into pieces about 5 inches long; the tube will break
easily if a single scratch is first made with the edge of a three-
cornered file. These tubes are to be used as open tubes, as ex-
plained later. The size with the smaller boi-e should be cut into
C-mch length and held with the middle point in the hot part of the
Bunsen flame. When the glass is soft, draw the two ends apart
by a quick motion (without twisting), and then heat each long
tapenng end m the flame and pinch it off short while it is hot. using
the steel end of the forceps. In this way two closed tubes will bemade from each piece; several should be made and kept in a closedox i^dy for use. A tube must be clean inside and out and shouldnot be used twice.

7.

Flm:es and Other Chemical Reagents. The chemical reagentsneeded are the fluxes* borax (sodium tetraborate), soda (sodium
rbonate), and salt of phosphorus or microcosmic salt (phosphateof soda and ammonia). Each of these may be kept ki a Lallbottle. Small bottles of hydrochloric, nitric, and sulfuric acids

nitrate, ^ wdl

bum m nl
'"y have a glass dropping tube ^vith abum m place of the ordinary glass stopper.

The following articles also ^vill be found very convenient,

inch >“* * ntocl anvil an

ot thTfmgmvni ^ Pnlvcmcd ,vithout loss

A three-cornered file.

deair.br If ch^rL^lTr LTl"
'““*'^“00 and aovcral teat tubea arc

tilled water) TbS ^ ate te be tried, a wash bottle (f„r die-

unL®°ea^rilr'““ “““ ‘b= -bataneo
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0
Before beginning to experiment cover the

table with a piece of asbestos wallboard and
place the lamp and reagent bottles upon it.

The student must remember also that the acids
mentioned are powerfully corrosive and will

stain and finally destroy any fabric, such as
clothes or carpet, that they are allowed to
touch.* Moreover, the fumes from the acids

^ ~
' when hot are injurious, and, therefore, for any

Fig. 185 Horse-
series of strictly chemical tests it is

shoe Magnet. almost essential to have some of the conven-
iences of a laboratory*. Still another caution is

needed; do not put away a piece of charcoal after use until it is

quite certain that no fire lingers in it.

HOW TO USE THE BLOWPIPE

The first thing to learn in the use of the blowpipe is to blow a hot,

steady flame. Place the tip of the blowpipe close to or just within
the flame as shoum in Fig. I8G, directing it slightly downward,

Fig. 186. BlowpijH* Flame.

and blow through the tube. The blast of air will direct the flame

into a thin cone, and with a little practice a clear blue flame, quite

free from yellow, will be the result. This flame is much hotter than

the ordinary gas flame, and, when the blowpipe is in skillful hands,

it is hot enough to melt a fine platinum wire. The hottest part is

at the extremity of the blue flame (at a in Fig. 186).

It may be difficult at first to blow a continuous, steady flame, but

• In cHse of ae«-i<lpnt the effect of the acid can often be neutralized by the

prompt applicution of ammonia or carbonate of soda, which may aftenvard

bn washed out with a little water.
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the ability will be acquired by practice. It is only necessary to
continue to breathe slowly through the nose while the pressure of
the cheeks upon the reservoir of air kept all the time in the mouth
prolongs the blast. This pressure need not be great—not enough
to tire the cheek muscles perceptibly except after a long time; if

fatigue comes soon, it is l^ecause the student is unskillful or has a
bad blowpipe.

An important distinction must be made between the reducing
flame and the oxidizing flame. The flame in general consists of
two parts: the inner blue cone, and the outer almost invisible
envelope extending far beyond. In the inner cone the gas is only
partly burned, and there is a deficiency of oxygen. (Point 6,
Fig. 186.) A substance placed here will part with its oxygen and
be reduced, as when o.xide of nickel, NiO, is changed to metallic
nickel (Ni).

In the outer part of the flame, on the other hand, there is an
excess of oxygen from the surrounding air (point o, Fig. 186),
and the tendency is to give off oxygen or to oxidize a mineral placed
within it. Here the lower oxide of manganese, MnO, for example,
is changed to the higher oxide Mn203 .

This distinction between the action of the two parts of the flame
is very important in a certain class of experiments. The student
must notice further that to blow a strong oxidizing flame the tip
of the blowpipe should be placed just inside the gas flame, as
mdicated in Fig. 186; the flame is then free from yellow, and the
substance under experiment should be held well beyond the end of
the blue cone, at o.

For a reducing flame, on the other hand, the tip should be placed
a Uttle outside the gas flame, so that a little yellow follows the flame
above the blue cone; the substance is held at b within the blue cone
and for best results is more or less surrounded by the yellow flame.

pages the different methods of examination with
the aid of the blowpipe are briefly described. The student should
take them up in order, going thiough as many as possible of the
nals wth the minerals suggested and endeavoring to obtain the

Jesuits described as closely as he can. It is essential that small
lagments of pure material be used for the experiments, for, al-^gh the temperature of the bIo^vpipe flame is high, the amount
o heat is not great enough to produce the desired results \vith a
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examination in the forceps
A small fragment of a mineral, held in the platinum points* of the

forceps, may be tested to see whether it can be melted, and if so
whether easily or with difficulty. At the same time one should
obser\-e whether the mineral imparts a color to the flame, for the
color will give information about the composition of the mineral.

-\s a first experiment, take a little sliver of barite; place it be-
tween the platinum points, letting the edge project well beyond
them; blow a clean blue flame aith the blowpipe, and just in front
of this (in the oxidizing flame, see Fig. ISO) insert the mineral. It
will melt rather easily to a white opaque gla.ss. and at the same time
the flame beyond will be streaked with a pale yellouish green that
IS characteristic of the element barium.

If a piece of barite cr>-stal is employed, it is ven- likely to break
violently into fragments when it is introduced into the flame. This
action, called dicrfpitntom, is not uncommon, especially with
crystallized minerals. It can often !>e prevented by heating the
fragment ^lowly at first, but sometimes it is necessarj' to begin by
powdering the mineral, mixing it with a drop of water, and finally

supporting the thick paste so formed on a loop at the end of the
platinum wire.

Scale of Fusibility. The me(ho<l of experiment described gives
in the first place an approximate determination of the melting
point or degree of fusibility. The following scale is used to define

the fusibility of tlie different minerals.

1. Siibnitc: fusible in the onlinar>’ yellow flame or candle flame even in

large fraCTients.

2. iSnirttUle: fa^ible in fine nc^nllcs in the ordinary gas flamo, or in larger

fragments in the blowpijx' fLimi*.

3. AlmnjulU4:, or iron^ulumina garnet: fusible to a globule mthout difficulty

with the blowpijM*, if it is in thin splinters.

4. Aciinolitr: fusible to a globule in thin splinters.

5. Orihodn.^f': thin edges can \>v rounded without gn'at difficulty.

G. lironsitc: fusible with difficulty on the fini^st etlges.

The acocimpanying list the names of some minerals^ most

of them common, witli the degree of fusibility of etich according

to this scale.

• If platinum-tipped forrep.s are u.^^ed, one should avoid holding arsenic and

antimony minerahs with them for these minerals make fusible alioj-s with the

platinum. Forceps with Xichroine ti|>s are more salisfactor>' for the l>eginner.
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Stibnite, galena 1
Crj'oHte, ajwphyllite, pyromorphite
Amblygonitc, witherite, j>rchnite, arsenopvrite 2
Rhodonite, anulcime
G>7)sum, barite, celestite, fluorite, epidotc 3
Oligoclasc

Albitc
y i

4
Apatite, hematite, magnetite 5
Bronzito 6
Quartz, calcite, topaz, sphalerite, graphite Infusible

The student must be warned that the method of expi-essing the
fusibility of a mineral by referring it to the scale given is not exact.The rcsu ts obtained in difTerent cases will depend upon the sizeand the shape of the fragment employed, the conductivity of heatand the skill of the experimenter.
Flame Coloration. Besides the fusibility, this experiment withragment of bante m the forceps senses to prove the presenceof banuni by the color given to the flame. It is found that aonsiderable number of substances are characterized in the same'ay, hence the flame coloration becomes a simple and important

rrnst ofThe^r' blowing

Red

Flahe Colorations

Color

Carmino-red
Purple-red

Ycllouiah red

Element
Lithium
Strontium
Calcium

Yellow
Sodium

Green

Yellowish green
Siskine-green
Exncrald-grocn
Bluish green

Barium
Boron
Copper
Phosphates

Blue

Violet

Greenish blue
^Vhitish blue
Azure-blue

Antimony
Arsenic

Copper chloride
Potassium

It may be noted here that the blue
sometimes used as a teat for chlorine.

flame of copper chloride is
For example, if powdered
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pyromorphite is mixed with a little powdered cuprite, and the
mixture is fused together upon charcoal, a blue flame will be
obtained for a moment, indicating that the pyromorphite contains

some chlorine.

The flame color characteristic of a given element is often masked
by another; thus the green of the boron in borax is concealed by the

stronger yellow of the sodium, but it may be seen clearly if a drop

of sulfuric acid is placed on the substance before heating. Further,

a difficultly fusible or an infusible mineral is often not sufficiently

decomposed by lieat alone to show the flame color, and hence a

more complex method is required; thus a fragment of apatite, first

moistened by sulfuric acid, gives in the forceps the green flame of

phosphorus. Again, to obtain the potassium flame from ortho-

clase, a fragment of orthoclase should be mi.xed with an equal bulk

of powdered g>’psum and made into a paste with a little water.

When the mixture is fused on a clean platinum wire, the violet

flame of potassium becomes visible. If the violet is masked by a

strong sodium flame, a piece of blue glass will absorb the yellow

and allow the violet to be seen.

In testing the carbonates, such as calcite and strontianite, a

<lrop of hydrochloric acid will result in the formation of the chlojide

(of calcium and strontium), which gives a more intense color to

the flame.

At the same time that he tests the fusibility and flame color of a

mineral, the student must be on the watch for attendant phe-

nomena. For the fragment, instead of fusing quietly, may:

() Swell up: that is, throw out little globules or curling

proccs.sc.s (as stilbite).

() Intumesce; that is, bubble up and then fuse (as scapolite

and most zeolites).

(c) Exjolinle; that is, swell up and open out in leaves (as

apophyllite and. even more, vermiculite).

(d) Glow brightly, without melting (as calcite).

The fragment after being heated should be examined to see

whether, if fused, the glass is clear, full of bubbles (then often

called blcbhy, or vesicular), or even black; whether it has changed

color, even if not fused; whether it is magnetic (due to iron).

Finally, a few infusible substances turn blue when, after being

heated, they are moistened with a drop of cobalt nitrate solution
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and again heated. This is true of kyanite, kaolin, and other
infusible minerals containing alumina. Hemimorphite (zinc sili-
cate) also turns blue under similar circumstances. A blue obtained
when fusible minerals are treated in this way may be due simply
to the cobalt (see p. 110).

USE OF THE PLATINUM WIRE
Wind the platinum wire around a small card* leaving about 3

^ across
(.rig. lo7j, it IS now ready for use. Heat
the loop in the blowpipe flame and dip it in >0
the borax; some of the borax will adhere,
which may then be fused to a colorless I-oop in Plat-
glass. Add a little more, and repeat the
opration until the bead is clear and round and fills the loop en-tirely but not until It IS so big that it uill fall off the wire.

bead^'^nfK
fragments of cuprite or malachite, heat theead, and brmg ,t mto contact with one of them; it should adhere

d^olv^Ld
^ oxidizing flame, it will slowly

disappear (note the emerald-green flame of the

?hP ^
If the quantity of the copper mineral was very small

cold. If a larger amount was taken or is now added, and the bead

dpp T*” green on cooling, or even be sodeeply colomd
^ to appear black and opaque. n the Lst Lse

^dde„ motion when it is

"

needed to buiThe ;^
.®® °'-ysen

copper (CUO) in the bead, and part of it“rb^^Xd ted

in feogthredS “T^.2“o^t^T^rS
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to the lower oxide of copper, CusO, which will show red and opaque
when the bead is cold. The color of the borax bead thus is a test
which can prove the presence of copper, and similarly also the
presence of a number of the other metals can be proved.
The following is a list of the common metallic oxides and the

colored beads that they yield. The distinction between the oxidiz-
ing flame (O.F.), which is to be used first, and the reducing flame
(R.F.) is to be carefully observed. Thus nickel gives a violet

bead in the O.F. from the oxide XiO, whereas in the R.F. it be-

comes gray and muddy from metallic nickel.

It may be added that many of the common metals, such as silver,

zinc, and lead, give colorless beads in both the O.F. and the R.F.

BORAX BEAD COLORS
Hot O.F. Cold O.F. Hot R.F. Cold R.F.

Color Color Color Color EUmenl
J^ale yollovv Colorless to Grajnsh Brownish Titanium

Pale yellow

white

Colorless to Yellow
\iolet

Pale yellow Tungsten

Pale yellow

white

Colorless to Urowio Bro^Ti Molyb-

V(*llow

white

Ycllomsh green Green Green

denum
Chromium

bellow Yellow-grwn to Dirty green Green Vanadium

^’ellow to

colorless

Yellow Pale green Pale green to Uranium

orange-red

^’ellow to Yellow Bottle green

colorless

Pale bottle Iron

orango-rod

Pule green Blue-green Colorless to

green

Opaque red Copper

lilue Blue

green

Blue Blue Cobalt

Violet Hed-hrown Opaque gray Opaque gray Nickel

Violet Reddi.<h violet Colorless Colorless Manganese

Before introducing a mineral fragment into the borax bead the

process of roasting should be performed to expel the arsenic, anti-

mony, or sulfur. Roasting consists in heating the powdered sub-

stance on charcoal cautlouslj', so as not to fuse it, first in the O.F.,

then in the R.F., and repeating this a number of times patiently.

The mineral should still be in the state of a powder at the end.

It must be noticed that, when two metals are present, the color

of one may not be seen; thus, if iron, nickel, and cobalt are in

the substance under examination, the colors are obseiwed in the
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order given, if each metal in turn is oxidized by skillful treatment
on charcoal with successive portions of borax.
Soda is particularly useful on charcoal in reducing the metallic

compounds as described later. With manganese in the oxidizing
flame soda gives a fine bluish green but opaque bead. This is the
best test for mangane.se. The soda bead.s in general are opaque,
but wth sihca a clear glass may be obtained.

Fig. 188. Antimony Sublim.itc on Charcoal.

UF CHARCOAL
A piece of charcoal such as has been described on p. 102 is veryuseful m the cliemical examination of minerals with the blowpipeIt forms a support for the mineral being heated and « r.i

^ ^

t^ich a deposit of a volatile compound®.I’a^'bo fol d"'“BVsr
ful reduemg effect; that is, it fakes“'t^oiberile™

(AgCI) yields metallic silver
’

p* i’srs -

...i's;» "Jss r “
so that the flame will sweep down thl f n i

^

substance is formed durimr th#i L f ^
f^ngth. If a volatile

poriunity to deTosftTZ ‘c^ier^SU* “P'
make a deep hole; often a short scratch mnd^*^

necessary fo
Avith a sharp edge is sufficient • tbo r

across the charcoal

by the flame. ^“^‘1;: " “o™ against this

sometimes be held in place by fusing a littl
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As an experiment, take a piece of stibnite {sulfide of antimony.
SbaSa), place it on tlie charcoal, and heat gently. It will fuse
very easily and will give off a cloud of white fumes. These collect
as a white coating over the coal; the black surface seen through
the white coating will give the effect of blue on the edges. If the
heating is continued, the mineral will entirely disappear, or, in
other words, it is entirely volatilized. Such a coating is called
a .sublimate, and, in this case, it consists of the antimony trioxidc
(SboOa) formed by the union of the antimony with the oxygen
of the air. At the same time the sulfur combines with o.xygen and
goes off as a gas (S()2). If now the reducing flame is thrown for a
moment against the white coating, the coating is burned off with
a bluish flame. Ihe action of the flame is to reduce the oxide to
the metal (Sb), which is instantly volatilized; as it goes off, it is

again oxidized.

Foi‘ a second experiment take a fragment of orpiment (sulfide

of arsenic AS2S3) and ti*eat it in the same way. The result is some-
what similar; it fuses easily, giving white fumes of AS2O3; it is also

entirely volatile. Ihit now a strong disagreeable odor vill be
perceived as the fumes are formed; this is usually described as a
garlic odor; it is characteristic of arsenic and is always produced
when the metal is volatilized and arsenic trioxide (AS2O3) isfonned.

The odr)r servos to distinguish arsenic from antimony; more-
over, the white coating will be seen this time to lie much farther

from the flame than the oxide of antimony because it is more
^'olatile and can be deposited only where the coal is comparatively

cool.

A third trial may be made with arsenopyrite. It gives off, as

it is heated, a cloud of white fumes with the same peculiar penetrat-

ing, garlic odor, and the white coating of arsenic trioxide forms at

a distance on the coal. There is, however, a residue in this case

which soon fuses to a grayish black globule that, when cold, is

found to be magnetic, thus proving the presence of iron. The

mineral consists of iron, sulfur, and arsenic (the formula is FeAsS).

Part of the sulfur is driven off (as SO2), and, after some time, all

the ar.senic also is driven off, while a magnetic compound of iron

and sulfur (with perhaps a little residue of arsenic) is left behind.

A fragment of galena should also be tried on charcoal. It will

fuse very easily, and immediately a yellow coating of the oxide of

load (PbO) will form about it, while farther away a white coating
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of lead sulfate (PbSO^) «dll be formed by the union of the PbO
and the SO2 in the presence of the oxygen of the air.

Further, lead is what is called an easily reducible metal; that is,
its compounds are rather easUy changed to the metallic state under
the action of heat. Hence, continued heating yields a globule of
metaUic lead. A little soda on the galena hastens the production
of the metal, and at the same time it is noted that the yellow coating
IS more distinct, whereas the white fumes are nearly absent for
now the soda unites with the sulfur of the galena.
A mineral containing copper will yield metallic copper on

charcoal when it is heated with the soda. This may be either in
small globules or as a thin crust. When exposed to the air the
copper becomes coated with the black oxide but is easUy recognized
since It is malleable on the anvil and shows its peculiar red colorwhen rubbed.

The examples outlined above and some reactions of other ele-ments on charcoal are summarized in the following table.

KEACTIONS ON ChaRCOAI.

‘‘‘'’O”* '•Utanoo from the assay (Seedcscnption of orpimcnt and arscnopyritc p 1 12 )

^ ^

tioi^r/Sfp nlT’ ^ CSee descrip-

on the out^ide.

reducing flame, a w ®

the^^dudng Sre,“g,V.n bS' ^een

vow their

yellow wlien hot and white when cold If"tbo c r*
is nonvolatile,

nitrate and again h<^te^ it
with cobalt

is cassitcrite, anl it^I eSlI^c^TSibfc' importance
be powdered and mixed with soda befern h f *^Jory. It should therefore
heating there «ill be^nute^,Sc After prolonged

a little nitric acid in a watch kbas thov
become duU. With

dioxide. y yi Id an insoluble white powder of tin

the a™., it tZr" b^fuSlu Llto -‘h
see on the black charcoal and thus ?J 1 ^ j “ difficult to
a plaster block.

^ ‘^“bable to make this test on
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Lead Rives a yellow ooatinR near the a^wjiy and white farther away. (See
description of galena te.st p. 112.) Most lead minerals are easily reduced and
give a globule of metallic lead.

liisiuulh gives a yellow sublimate near the assay and white farther away,
much resembling lead. If the bismuth mineral is mixed with a little potassium
iodide aiul sulfur (bismitli flux) and again heated, a bright red coating results.
.\ lead mineral under the siune conditions gives a deep yellow coating.

USE OF THE CLOSED AND OPEN TUBES

The tubes iu blowpipe work are used chiefly in the examination
of minerals that yield on heating a volatile substance which in

most cases will be condensed on the colder part of the tube. An
important distinction is to be made between the use of the closed

and the open tube. The closed tube contains very little air, and
tliis is driven out with the first puffs of gas from the heated mineral,

and hence any reaction takes place with little or no effect from the

oxygon of the air. In the open tube, if it is held in the proper
inclined position, a constant stream of hot air (that is, of oxygen)

passes up the tube and over the heated mineral fragment. A few

examples will .show how this principle is applied.

Place a little fragment of sulfur in the closed tube and heat it

gently. .\t once it is fiu^^d and converted into sulfur vapor which

rises in the tube and soon conden.ses, giving a dark orange-red ring

of liciuid sulfur, which becomes light yellow as it cools and solidi-

fies. Here there has been no change, simply the volatilization of

the sulfur.

Now place a fragment in an open tube, about an inch from the

(>nd; incline the tube as much as possible without causing the

fragment to slip out, and heat it very slowly. The sulfur fuses

as before, but the hot oxygen which pa.sses over it unites with it,

foiming sulfur tlioxido (802), an invisible gas which rises through

the tube and comes out of the open end, giving the usual sulfur

odor. Further, the acid fumes of this gas will turn a piece of blue

litmus paper bright red. It is difficult to heat the sulfur slowly

enough to pievent the formation of a ring also, as in the closed

tube, simply because sulfur is easily volatile; that is, it goes off

into gas very readily, and the oxygen cannot be supplied fast

enough to oxirllzt* all of it.

As a second example, take a .small piece of as pure cinnabar

as can be obtained. The cinnabar is sulfide of mercury, HgS, a

substance that is converted into vapor when heated out of contact
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with the air. In the closed tube we get at once a black ring, or
sublimate, of mercury sulfide which, like the sulfur, was fii-st

volatilized and then condensed where the tube was cooler. This
black coating becomes reddish if rubbed.
Now place a fragment of eimiabar in the open tube and heat it

veiy slowly and carefully. Gradually the cinnabar disappears,
whUe the sulfurous fumes can be perceived at the end of the tube!
as in the case of the pure sulfur. In addition, a little above the
fragment a faint deposit begins to form, growing more and more
distinct, and, finally, when seen by reflected light, it appears as a
shinmg mirror. This is metallic mercury in the form of minute
globules coating the glass; that it is mercury can be proved even
to the skeptical by nibbing the deposit with a matchstick The
minute globules unite to form a few large ones which will run out
of the tube.

It IS not difficult to explain what has happened in this experi-
ment. The hot oxj-gen passmg over the heated mineral has united

ih., I P (SO2 ), whUe the mercury

le
‘L I

“ ''‘PO'- by the heat and coN

\ery likelj in this instance too, unless the heating is very slow alittle sulfide of mercury will go off witl.out oxidization and form ablack rmg m he open tube, but, by gradually heating this, keeping

an^mo'" '“f ih "“"!r
“ ** driven tip the tube while moreand more of the su fur is oxidized. Finally notliing but the puremetallic mirror of the mercury is left.

^

This experiment succeeds best if the tube is fii^t heated a littleabove the mmeral and then the heating of the fragment is carried

A fragment of galena placed in the closed tiib«»
change and no sublimate is formed ln tZ n!T\

undergoes no
although no sublimate is produced some oMh u'*’’®’
and the sulfurous fumes can be peixieivcd by the od'^'^

oxidiMd,

reddening effect on litmus paper This metboH '

^

genera, method of testing for sulfur in the class of c: d::X“
A fragment of orpiment. sulfide of arsenic, As^Ss, heated in the
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closed tube is melted, volatilized, and forms a beautiful red ring
of sulfide of ai-senic. Heated in the open tube (very slowly),
both sulfur and arsenic are oxidized; the sulfur gives as always
SO2 ,

while the arsenic yields a white deposit of minute octahedral
crystals of arsenic trioxide (AS2O3 ) spangling in the light. This
sublimate is very volatile and hence may be driven farther and
farther up the tube when heated.
A mineral containing water, when heated in a closed tube, gives

off the water vapor that condenses as droplets in the upper part
of the tube. A change in the appearance of the mineral may take
place at the same time. Thus a piece of goethite, or hydrated
oxide of iron, gives off its water and turns red, for it is now the
anhydrous oxide of iron, like hematite, which has a red powder.
In a few cases, such as some sulfates, the water has an acid reaction
and turns blue litmus paper red.

The more important tube tests are briefly summarized below.

OPEN AND CLOSED TUBE TESTS

Sulfur. When nativ-^e sulfur or a sulfide containing a high

percentage of sulfur is heated in a closed tube, a sublimate forms
that is red when hot and yellow when cold (see p. 114). In an
open tube sulfur dioxide, a colorless gas, issues from the upper end
and can be noted by its characteristic odor. A moistened piece

of blue litmus paper placed in the upper end turns red. This is a

general test for all unoxidized sulfur compounds (sulfides and
sulfosalts).

Arsenic. The reaction of realgar in a closed tube is given on

p. 1 15; the same results are obtained with the other ai-senic sulfide,

orpiment. Other arsenic compounds give two rings around a

closed tube. One is black; the other near the bottom is silver-

gray ciystalline arsenic, the “arsenic minor.” In an open tube a

white, highly volatile sublimate of arsenic oxide forms on the cold

part of the tube. The characteristic garlic odor will also be

noted.

Antimony. In a closed tube antimony compounds give a

slight reddish brown coating near the bottom of the tube. In an

open tube sublimates of two antimony oxides usually form. One

is a white volatile ring close to the heated position; the other,

which is pale yellow and non-volatile, settles mostly on the bottom

of the tube.
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Mercury. In a closed tul>e mercury (cinnabar) gives a black
sublimate of mercury sulfide, but, mixed with sodium carbonate
and heated, gray metallic globules of mercuiy condense on the cool
walls of the tube. In an open tube, if it is heated slowly, the sulfur
IS oxidized and globules of metallic mercury remain. (See p. 1 15.)Water Any mineral containing water will give, on heating in
the closed tube, a deposit of drops of water on the cold walls of
the tube. If the mineral contains hydrochloric, sulfuric, or other
volatile acid, the water will turn blue litmus paper red As an
experiment, try gypsum first and then alunite. The water from
the gypsum is neutral, but that from the alunite wUl give a strong
acid reaction. ®

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION BY ACIDS AND OTHER REAGENTS

chemical examinationalready described that can be made by means of the blon-pipe thereare a few other simple chemical tests that may occasionally be

droe^'^’ .
•

'®^*“** “^ded are the three acids hy-

nl^dl^t T’
and a little ammonia. Usualll

volume ?
P«-af7able, but often acids diluted with an equa^voW of water are adequate. A few test tubes, preferably of

required. The caution already mentioned

^ reagents should be oarefuV observetlSolubdrty m Acd. Whether a mineml is soluble in one ^^0
“rochlorrac d

To test the solubility hy-arochloric acid is generally used, except with metallic jsome other minerals containing' predominantron "of the heavymetals (lead, copper, sUver, etc.); for these, Jtrie acid ^ uLZbetter. In general the mineral should be pulverized as finelv /po^.ble m the agate mortar and introduced'^mto a largrtest ube

Varmus results may be noted during this trial

:

thesofutnrth™‘iare“:m"pt^^^^
the sulfates and phosphates.

also of many of
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B. Ttiere maj' be a bubl)Img off of effervescent gas. This gas
is usually carbon dioxide (CO^); but it may be hydrogen sulfide
(HoS).

C. There may be a separation of some insoluble substance, such
as sulfur or silica. 1 hese points will now be discussed more in
detail.

Effervescence Yielding Carbon Dioxide. This type of effer-

vescence resembles the bubbling obseived in a glass of soda water
and is due to the escape of the same gas. It is an easy and im-
portant test for the carbonates. Some carbonates dissolve in

cold acid even if they are in lumps that have not first been pul-
verized. Calcite, aragonite, strontianite, withenite, and smith-
sonite belong to this group of carbonates, but dolomite and siderite,

which must be pulverized or heated, or both, do not; hence, this

test is a means of distinguishing between tliem. The carbonates
of copper and lead should be tried with nitric acid.

Effervescence Yielding Hydrogen Sulfide. Alost metallic miner-
als. as stated above, should be treated with nitric acid, but some
that do not have a metallic luster, sphalerite, for example, may be

put into hydrochloric acid. With sphalerite the reaction pi'oduces

the gas hydrt)gen sulfide, while zinc chloride goes into solution.

The gas bubbles off like carbon dioxide, but its disagreeable odor,

re.<embling that of r<jften eggs, .shows at once wliat it is.

Chlorine, easily detectctl by its peculiar odor, is sometimes
gi\’en off, as when the oxides of manganese aix* heated in hydro-

chloric acid.

Separation of Sulfur. A number of sulfides, such as pyrite,

dissolve in nitric aci<l with the .separation of particles of sulfur that

usually cling together and float on the li(iuid. Clmlcopyrite

reacts in this way, but, like other copper sulfides, it gives a green

solution which tuins a deep, fine prussian blue when ammonia is

added in sufficient (plant ity to dissolve the precipitate that forms

at first.

Separation of Tin Dioxide. When metallic tin is treated with

nitric acid, tin dioxide (SnO) is formed, which separates as an

insoluble white powder.

Separation of Silica. A number of silicates dissolve in hydro-

chloric acid with the separation of the silica, sometimes as a powder,

sometimes as a slimy mass. Other silicates dissolve entirely, but,

if the solution is gently heated until part of the liquid has been
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evaporated, a thick jelly is finally formed, so that the test tube can
be partially inverted without its flowing out. Such silicates are
said to gelatinize with acid. This is true of hemimorphite and a
number of the zeolites; chabazite, on the other hand, is decomposed
with the separation of the slimy silica.

Difficultly Soluble or Insoluble Minerals. A iai-ge number of
minerals, even when pulverized, dissolve veiy little or not at all
in sti-ong hot acid. Quartz, comndum, orthoclase, topaz, and
many others, even when they are finely puh erized and long heatedm strong acid, are not at all, or only very slightly, attacked.
Ihe question whether there has been partial solution is not always
easy to answer, but it can be decided if the liquid takes a distinct
color, or it can be more fully decided if the liquid is filtered off
from the undecomposod mineral, and then a few drops of ammonia
are added to it. This procedure will generally cause the baseswhich have gone into solution to separate as precipitates. To
explain the various ways—though many of them are simple—m which the bases present in the solution can be identified wouldtoke us too far into the subject of chemistry. Do not forgethowever, the test for copper just mentioned (p. 1 18 ). Attention

sulfate the addition, to a solution containing them, of a little

sr,:t"“ baiium



CHAPTER VII

Description

of the Mineral Species

In this chapter are given descriptions of all the common minerals

with brief remarks about some of those which a]*e rarer. The
classification outlined on p. 122 is the same as that used in

more advanced works on mineralogy in which the minerals are

arranged in chemical groups.

In general the following properties are considered for each

mineral;

Habit, lender this heading are given the crystal system,

characteristic forms, type of crystalline aggregate, and massive

varieties.

Physical Properties. Included here are cleavage, and, if im-

portant, fracture and tenacity, hardness, specific gravity, luster,

color, and streak. Other physical properties that are important

for some minerals, such as fluorescence and magnetism, are also

given.

Composition. Under this heading are given the chemical com-

position and any properties that are directly dependent on chemical

variations. Blowpipe and chemical tests that are useful in identi-

fying the mineral are also given.

Occurrence. The type of geologic occurrence is given for those

species for which it is characteristic. Space does not permit a

complete listing of localities where the mineral is found, but a few

of the more important ones are given.

Preceding the description of most of the minerals is a brief state-

ment of some of the more important uses and any striking or

unusual features. Attention is directed to facts about the mineral

120



Tabulation of Properties m
that are most easily remembered so that the student will have
before him facts with which to associate the other properties of
the mineral.

In the description of many species no mention is made of certain
properties which are relatively unimportant in these particular
c^es. Thus, if the cleavage is not mentioned, it is because it
either is not observ'ed or is too imperfect to be important. Since
nearly all minerals are brittle, it is unnecessary to repeat this word
in each mineral description; but, if the mineral is not brittle but
malleable or sectile, this propert.y is stated and should be carefully
noted. If the streak is not given, it is understood to be while
or nearly white, like that of most nonmetallic minerals, even when
the mineral itself has a deep color. All minerals having a metallic
luster are opaque.
The student ^\^ll find it easier to remember the properties of

different minerals if, after studying the descriptions in the book
and comparing them vnth specimens to which he has access, hemakes a tabular list of the properties for each species, somewhat
sumlar to the su^ested form.

SUGGESTED FORM FOR TABULATING THE PROPERTIES OF
minerals

Crystal system
Dia-mond
Isometric

and common octahe-
form dron

Aggregates

Cleavage Octahedral
Hardness 10!

Specific gravity 3.6
Luster Adamantine
Color Colorless,

Streak
yellow

White
Composition Carbon
Tests Infusible

Graphite Galena
Hexagonal Isometric

tabular cube

Sphalerite
Isometric

tetrahedron

Foliated

Basal
1-21

(flexible)

2.2

Metallic

Black

Black

Carbon
Infusible

Granular-

cleavable

Cubic

21^3

7.5!

Metallic

Lead gray

Dark gray
PbS
Easily fusible

Granular-

clcavable

Dodecahedral
3)^
4

Resinous
Yellow, brown,

black, etc.

Whit© to brown
ZnS
Infusible

It IS to arrange a notebook for this purpose by ruling a series

tf« on“®
"-riting the list of proper-

left h r®*' j f 'vritten on the edge of tL firiteft-hand page and the corresponding strip from a sufficient numbed
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of the subsequent sheets may be neatly cut off. When a property
IS particularly important it should be underscored or followed by
an exclamation point. It is not worth while to repeat in tabular
form the entire description in the text; a little experience will soon
show how much may be advantageously written down.

Filling out a similar column of properties determined from the
specimen itself and comparing it with the list in the student’s
notebook made out from the text is a useful exercise. If the species
was unknown at first, the list of properties will often suffice to
determine it.

It is not necessary to learn by sheer cffoi-t of memory all the
properties at once; this would be difficult and tiresome. The
important properties can be learned (such as chemical composi-
tion), but the knowledge of most of the physical properties will

be acquired gradually by repeated handling of tlie specimens
themselves.

CLASSIFICATION

Several metliods have been used to cla.ssify minerals, and each
has its value depemding on the properties one wishes to emphasize.
An arrangement in common use in books on beginning mineralogy
is according to the prominent elements of which the minerals are

compounds. In this way all the iron minerals, such as hematite,

goethite, magnetite, and siderite, are groujjcd together. Likewise

Ihe zinc mincraLs—sphalerite, smith.sonite, hemimorphite, and
willemitc—are together. This may seem to tlie beginner the best

and most logical waj”^ to cla.ssify minerals, and indeed it might be

if we were considering minerals only from an economic viewpoint

as the .source of the metals they contain. For those who wish to

eonsidei- them in this manner, a list of the minerals arranged ac-

cording to the most important element is given in Appendix I,

pp. 309 to 311.

To the trained mincralogi.st the presence of a certain metal

is not nearly so important as the type of compound and the prop-

(•rtics of the compound. For e.xample, the native elements copper,

silver, and gold, besid(‘s being metals, are isometric with similar

habits and ph3'sical properties. The group of cai’bonates known

as the ailcite group is an even better example:

C?alcitf, C'liC'Oa Siderite, FeCOs
Dolomite, CiiMgtCOslj Rhodochrosito, MnCOj
Magnesite, MgCOa Smitlisonite, ZnCOa



All these minerals have the same type of crystal structure, and
the angles between tlie corresponding cr>'-stal faces are nearly the
same, varying from 105® to 107® over the edges of the rhombo-
hedron. Hence they are called isosfruclurnl, a term tliat means
that they have similar crystal structure and analogous chemical
composition. If they were classified according to the metal present
in each, they would be scattered through the book, and these
similarities would not be brought out. Calcite would be found
with apatite, calcium phosphate; with fluorite, calcium fluoride;
with anliydrite, calcium sulfate; and with othere with which
calcite has nothing in common except the presence of calcium.
All the other carbonates would be scattered also. Furthermore, it

is difficult to place some minerals; for example, dolomite could
be classified equally well w'ith either the calcium or the magnesium
minerals.

For these reasons the minerals described later in this book are
grouped according to a chemical classification in which all the
sulfides, all the oxides, all the sulfates, etc., are grouped together.

is the classification used by all modern advanced textbooks on
mineralogy. Furthermore, it seems wise for the beginner to stai-t
wth a classification with which he must be familiar when he
undertakes advanced work.
The chemical classes into which the minerals are grouped are as

follows:

1.

N^ative Elements. A few of the elements occur in nature
imcombined and are hence called native elements, such as native
gold and native sulfur.

2. Sxdfides. The sulfides are compounds of a metal with sulfur
such as galena, PbS; sphalerite, ZnS; pyrite, FeSa. Similar to
the sulfides and included with them are the rare tellurides and
arsenides, such as calaverite, AuTeg, and niccolite, NiAs. Also
included wth the sulfides are those minerals called sulfosalts.
they are compounds composed of a metal in combination with
^Ifur and arsenic, antimony, or bismuth; for example, enargite
CusAsS^; and proustite, AgaAsSa.

3. Oxides. The oxides are composed of a metal in combinationmth oxy^n such as hematite, Fe^O,; cuprite, Cu,0; cassiterite,snOj The hydrous oxides, in addition to the metal and oxvaen^ontam^water or the hydroxyl (OH), as, for example,

4. Halides. The halides include compounds mth chlorine.
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fluorine, rare bromides, and iodides. Halite, KaCI, and fluorite,
CaF2, are examples.

’

5. Carbonates, The carbonates can be considered salts of car-
bonic acid, H2CO3, in which a metal takes the place of the two
hydrogen atoms, such as calcite, CaCOa; smithsonite, ZnCOa;
and cenissite, PbCOa.

G. Phosphates. The phosphates are minerals that include the
PO4 radical in their fomulas. Grouped with them are the rare
areenates and vanadates. Amblygonite, LiAlFP04, and py-
romorphite, PbsCl(P04), are examples.

7. Sulfates. The sulfates can be thought of as salts of sulfuric
acid, H2SO4, in which a metal takes the place of the hydrogen.
Also grouped with them are the tungstates, molybdates, and uru-
nates. Examples are: barite, RaS04; angle.site, PbS04; and
.scheelite, Ca\V04.

8. Silicates. The silicates form a very large and complex
chemical class of minerals in which one or more metals, perhaps
four or five, am in combination with silicon and oxygen. Examples
are ortlioclase, KAlSisOg, and rhodonite, MnSiOa.

NATIVE ELEMENTS

Of the ninety-two elements only a few are found in the native

state, that is, uncombined with other elements. These are divided

into three groups: (1) metals—the most important of which are

gold, silver, copper, platinum, and iron; (2) semi-metals—arsenic,

antimony, and bismuth; (3) nonmetal.s—of which carbon in the

form of diamond and graphite and sulfur are the most important.

Gold, Au

Since the beginning of historic time, gold has been the most

highly prized of all the metals. It is only within relatively recent

years that other metals such as platinum and radium have had a

value equal to or greater than that of gold. It was used by early

people.s because it occurred in the native state and thus did not

require an elaborate metallurgical process to extract it from the ore.

Furthermore, it could be easily worked and fashioned into durable

ornaments of plea.sing color. Gold was used very early as a

medium of exchange and has been used as such by all civilized

people. It is interesting to note that, although there are other
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gold minerals, most of the gold of the world has been obtained from
the native metal.

Habit. Gold is isometric, and at a few localities has been found
in well-formed octahedral or dodecahedral crystals (Fig. 189).
However, crystalline gold is usually in plates or in wirelike forms
(Fig. 190). The plates are flattened parallel to an octahedron
face and may show triangular markings, whereas the wires are
usually elongated parallel to a three-fold symmetry a.xis. Crystals
of any sort arc the exception, and most gold
is found in irregular masses which if large are
caUed nuggets.

Physical Properties. The physical prop-
erties of gold are so characteristic that they
readily ser\'e to identify it. The hardness is

2H-3; it can be easily scratched by a knife, _
leaving a sliining groove. The specific grav- Fio- 189. Malformed
ity of pure gold is 19.3. It is one of the Octahedron.

heaviest substances and has a far greater specific gravity than any
of the “fool’s golds.” However, this property is of little help in
identifying gold in the average specimen, for the tiny flakes that

Fia. 190. Gold Crystals, Trinity County, California.

are pi^nt are greatly overshadowed by the large bulk of quartz
or other mmerals with which it is associated. Native gold may
contain some sUver, which lowers the specific gravity and makes thedeep yeUow of pure gold somewhat lighter. It is liighly malleableand ductUe and can be hammered out into sheets so thin that theywiU t^mit a faint greenish light. As gold is the only yellow^netal that is malleable, it can be distinguished from all others.
Chalcopynte has a yellow color, but, if struck a blow with a
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Immmpr, it is crushed to a powder and not flattened like gold.
I'urthermore, if chalcopyrito is scratched by a knife, it yields a
Kicen powder, not the smooth groove of gold.

Composition. Most native gold contains some silver and may
contain small amounts of copper and iron. Silver up to 16 per
cent may be present

;
that from California carries between 10 and

15 per cent. Cold has long been known as a noble metal, since it

IS not attacked by ordinaiy ackls. It is dissolved in aqua regia, a
mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids.

Occurrence. Gold occurs in all kinds of rocks of all ages on all

continents. There are thus many types of gold deposits, but mo.st
commonly it is in veins a.ssociated with quartz. This gold-bearing
quartz is often milky and may .show little particles of gold scat-

tered through it, but more often no gold is visible until it is crushed
to a powder and waslied to remove the lighter material.

In some places nature has been performing this crushing and
washing jirocess for many centuries, for, when gold-bearing rocks
are disintegrated by weathering, the broken material is washed
into the neighboring streams. The small particles of the lighter

toward the bottom of the stream bed, forming a placer deposit.

Much of the world’s gold, particularly in the early days of gold

mining, has come from the sands and gravels of stream beds,

when the miner washed the gravels in his pan. Some placer

deposits have been worked on a large .scale b3' throwing a powerful

stream of water against the gravel bank, a procedure that carries

away the lighter rock and leaves the heavy gold particles behind.

At the prc.sent time, most placer deposits are worked by giant

dr(*dges through wiiich pass thou.sands of cubic .vards of gravel a

day and from which the gold is washed mechanically.

The greatest gold-producing country today is South Africa

liecause of the large deposits of the Whitwatersrand, “The Rand,”

in the Tiansvaal. The mines extend to a depth of nearly 10,000

feet, the deepest in the world. In the United States gold is mined

in many states, the principal producers being California and

South Dakota.

^ Silver, Ag

Silver is one of the precious metals, equally useful for ornaments

of many kinds, for utensils, and for money. The silver coins of
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used in photography. Native silver is jiot nnconinKm. although
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I’ to. 1*12. Kuiig>lHTg, Norway.
Silver.
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Composition. Silver may contain some copper, gold, and
mercury; more rarely traces of other metals. It is readily dis-

solved by nitric acid, forming .silver nitrate. If hydrochloric acid

is added to this solution, a white, curdy precipitate of silver chloride

results. This reaction is a very delicate test for silver.

Occurrence. Native silver occurs in many places, but in only

a few has it been found abundantly. The mines at Kongsberg,
Norway, which have been worked for several hundred years, have

yielded outstanding specimens of erj'stallized ^\^^e silver. In the

early part of the twentieth century Cobalt, Ontario, was a large

producer of native silver where it occurred associated with cobalt

and nickel minerals. More recentlj' it has been mined at Great

Hear Lake, Northwest Territories, where it is associated with

uraninite. In the United States native silver has been found with

native copper in the Lake Superior copper mines. Montana,

Colorado, and .Viizona have also been producei*s.

^

Copper, Cu

Copper is one of the most useful metals and has been employed

since early times in many ways both as a metal and in alloys.

I'oday its greatest use is in electrical equipment because it is an

excellent electrical conductor. Nearly all the power lines carrying

electricity from the places where it is generated to our homes are

copper; the windings on motors and other familiar electrical

appliance.s are also copper. Copper is u.sed in many alloys of which

brass (copper and zinc) and bronze (copper and tin) are the best

knowTi. Much of the magnesium metal that is now coming into

wide use is alloyed with small amounts of copper to give it more

desirable characteristics. There are many other uses for copper,

so many in fact that, next to iron, copper is used more extensively

than any other metal.

Habit. Native copper is isometric, and octahedral and dodec-

ahedral crystals have been found, but usually crystallized copper

is in distorted arbore-scent groups (Fig. 193). It is usually found

in irregular masses which show no ciystal forms.

Physical Properties. Copper, like gold and silver, is highly

ductile and malleable. The hardness is 2V^-3, and the specific

gravity is 8.9. The reddi.sh hue so characteristic of copper is called

copper-red. Plowever, this color is seen only on fresh surfaces,
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and, the bright new cent soon becomes dull, so does native
copper on exposure to the air.

Composition. Native copper may contain small amounts of
silver, bismuth, mercury, arsenic, and antimony. The copper
from Lake Superior contained extremely small percentages of these
impurities, and thus Lake copper for many years was considered the
standard for high pui-ity. Copper is easily dissolved by nitric

Pig. 193. Native Copper. Lake Superior, Michigan

an excess of ammonia added to
this solution turns it a deep azure blue.

Occuirence. The most celebrated locality for native copper ison the Keweenaw Penimsula in Michigan on the shores of Lake
bupenor, where it has been mined since the middle of the nine-
teenth centuiy. Today mining activity has almost ceased thereout m the past production xvas large. Beautiful crystallized

associated tvith calcite, datolite, and a

crvTt^f
zeolites. In some specimens the copper is enclosed in^stals of ^Icite which imparts the bright red color to the crys-

Of 0-

“PPOff.'ridely distributed in small amounts in the oxi-

^^ted “PPO^ ^'‘“es, whem it isZ-sociated with oupnte, limonite, malachite, and ajurite. In tWs
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association it iias been found in Arizona, New Mexico, and northern
Mexico.

Platinum, Pt

Platinum is considered with gold a noble metal and, like gold,

is not attacked by any of the .single acids, l^nlike gold, however,
it is a relatively new metal, for it was not discovered until 1735.

In that year it was found in placer workings in Colombia, South
America, and was gi^en the name platina from the word plala,

Spanish for silver, since it was regarded as an impure ore of that

metal. One of the first uses for platinum was in counterfeit gold

coins. A center of platinum was surrounded with gold, and, be-

cause of its high specific gravity, the fraud was difficult to detect.

From .such a lowly beginning, platinum has taken its place among
the most valued metals; it is more valuable in fact than gold itself.

Between the years 1828 and 1845 platinum coins were in circula-

tion in Ru.ssia, but they were recalled ami the experiment has not

been repeated. Today platinum has many uses based mostly

on the fact that it is fused with great difficulty and is not attacked

by ordinary chemical reagents. It is used in the chemical labora-

tory for ciTJcibles, dishes, spoons, and other types of laboratory

equipment. A few of its many other uses arc in electrical ap-

paratus, jewelry, dentistry, and in making photographic prints.

For many of its applications it is alloyed with other metals of

the platinum group. Thus platinum jewelry commonly contains

about 10 per cent of iridium.

Habit. Native platinum is isometric but it is rarcly found in

crystals; its usual occurrcncc is in small grains and scales. Some
nuggets weighing as much as 20 pounds have been found in placer

workings in the Ural Mountains.
Physical Properties. The hardness is 4-4)/^, which is high for

a metal. Pure platinum, such as is used in the laboratory', has a

specific gravity of 21.5, but for native platinum, alloyed unth other

metals, it is lower, 14-19. It is malleable and ductile but less so

than gold, silver, and copper. The color is steel gray. Some

platinum rich in iron is magnetic.

Composition. Native platinum is found by the chemist to

contain considerable amounts of iron and also a number of rare

metals of the platinum group, such as iridium, osmium, rhodium,

and paihulium.
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riutinum, like gold, docs not readily combine with other ele-
ments, tlie only compound known in nature being an arsenide,
PtAso, called spcrnjUlc.

Occurrence. I’ntil recently most of the world’s platinum has
come from placer deposits in the I'ral Mountains. Platinum was
discovered there in 1822 and, since that time, ha.s been mined
continually, 7*ho deposits are now becoming exhausted, and an
effort is being made to mine tlie platinum in places where it is

Fig. 194. Iron Miitooritc Pnlislicd and Et<-tied, AJtonah. UUih. The dark
patch is froilite. I'eS.

At nlint A 1 -1 ^ock, peridofite.
t present tlie cliicf source of platinum is the great ore body atbudbuiy Ontano, where it is recovered from nickel-copper ores

IRON, re

is
in nature in the metallic stateO^y as a great rarity and hence is of no practical Zl

P rtance. The meteorites which occasionally fall to earth oftencons^t e„tu.ly of metallic iron; otho,. that Le a stony appear-
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ance may contain particles of metallic iron distributed through
them. The iron of meteorites always contains some nickel. This
is important to remember, for many a piece of old iron is found each
year that the finder suspects of being a meteorite. A test proving
the absence of nickel is proof that the specimen is not a meteorite.
If an iron meteorite is polished and etched, a triangular pattern
such as is shoAvn in Fig. 194, gives proof of crystallization.

Native iron has been noted also in a few places in terrestrial
rocks, but only one occurrence is especially noteworthy—that at
Disko, Greenland. Here iron fragments ranging in size from small
grains to masses weighing tons have been found in basalts.

The reason that native iron is not found more abundantly is

that it oxidizes so easily. Just as an iron implement left outdoors
will, after a short while, rust and fall to pieces, so will native iron,

for the “rusting” is merely the combining of the iron with oxygen
and water.

Iron is our most important industrial metal, and the ores from
which it comes, chiefly the oxides or iron, are discussed later.

(See hematite, p. 105.)

Semi-Metals

Of the elements that occur in the native state some, like gold,

silver, and copper, are true metals; others, like diamond and
graphite, the two forms of carbon, and sulfur are nonmetals. In-

termediate between these two groups are tellurium, arsenic, anti-

mony, and bismuth, known as the semi-metals. As minerals they

are relatively unimportant, and the sources of these elements are

for the most part other minerals.

Arsenic, As

Native arsenic is usually found in reniform and stalactitic masses.

When crystals are found, they are rhombohedral with a perfect

basal cleavage. Arsenic has a metallic luster and tin-white color,

but it soon tarnishes on the surface to a dull gray. The hardness

is the specific gravity, 5.7. Most of the arsenic used is ob-

tained as a by-product in the smelting of ores for other metals.

Antimony, Sb

Native antimony usually occurs in massive aggregates which

show basal cleavage. It is rhombohedral, tin-white, and brittle.
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The hardness is 3-3>^, and the specific gravity is 6.7. Native
antimony occurs in veins wth silver, arsenic, and other antimony
mmerals. The sulfide, stibnite, is the chief ore of antimony
(p. 151).

Bismuth, Bi

Of the native semi-metals, bismuth is the most important since
It IS a major source of that element. The sulfide bismuihinite is a
Hire mmeral although some bismuth is obtained from it. Bismuth
fu^s at a low temperature, and alloys of it with tin, lead, andcadmium fuse at lower temperatures, even below the boUing point
of water. For this reason they are used for electric fuses and safety
plugs m water sprinkling systems. Much of the bismuth produced
IS used m medicine and cosmetics.

Native bismuth is rarely in distinct crystals and is usually
g anular or m small vemlets. Artificial crystals are rhombohedralipseudocubi^ Good basal cleavage is seen even in granular ac-gregates. The hardness is 2-2H; the specific gravity, 9.8. Ba-

luster
""

TtIZ n r?
""

">«tamcuster. It IS sectile but at the same time brittle. Bismuth is arelatively rare mmeral and the metal is obtained mostly as a bvproduct in the smeltmg of gold and silver ores.
^

Nomnetals

Sulfur, S

minerals contain vast auantit;p<j u
^^*^1 groups of

has been utUi^S ZZ
form native sulfur.

’ ^ ®’Jpply comes mostly

mdus'^:^; ttrZZfLoZTTZ!unHe“it

aa a aainen.,, ia orthorhombic, it is fou^d ro.;rs::l;:r^;
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showing rhombic dipyramids (Figs. 195-197). It occurs also in

masses and as fine granular aggregates.
Physical Properties. Sulfur is soft with a hardness of

and, though brittle when struck by a hammer, is easily cut by a
knife. The specific gravity is 2.05. It has a resinous luster and a
bright yellow color and streak. The color is so characteristic that

Fig. 195. Fig. 196. Fig. 197.

Sulfur Cry.stals.

it is known as sulfur-yellow. Cry.stals ai*e often clear and trans-

parent, and some may have a greenish cast. Sulfur is such a poor

conductor of heat, that, if a crystal is heated gently by being held

in the hand, the surface will expand and spall off. One should

therefore not handle good cry.stals.

Composition. Sulfur is usually pure, but it may contain im-

purities of clay or asphalt. It is remarkable among minerals be-

cause when heateil it takes fire and burns with a pale blue flame

giving off sulfur dioxide which has a very characteristic suffocating

odor. Thi.s is the best te.st for .sulfur.

Occurrence. Sulfur is found on the rims of the craters of some

volcanoes as a direct result of volcanic activity and has thus re-

ceived the old name of brimstone. In this form it has been found

in Japan and in Chile in large amounts. It is found also in beds

associated with gypsum as at the famous locality near Girgenti,

Sicily. Mo.st of the world’s sulfur today comes from Louisiana

and Texas, where it is associated with salt domes. It is not mined

but recovered by pumping superheated water doum to melt the

sulfur in place and then bringing it to the surface by compressed

air.

Di.\mond, C

Of all the minerals described in this book, diamond is probably

the most familiar to the average person. Everyone has seen cut
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diamonds in je\velr>% but few have seen diamonds in the rough.
It is in the uncut state tiiat they are of the greatest interest to the
mineralogist. One of the rarest mineral specimens is a diamond
embedded in the rock in which it grew.

Habit. Diamonds are usually found in distinct, isolated
crystals, most of them very small, but some are as large as English
walnuts or even larger. The cr3'stals are usually octahedrons*
less commonly other isometric forms, Figs. 198 to 200, are observed!

Pm. 198. Fig. 199.

Diamond Crystals,

Pig. 200,

Ihe natural crystals frequently have rounded edges and curvedfaCM, or the faces may show little triangular pits like tile etchingsspoken of on p. 17, There are also crystals with irregular habU
occasionally as round as peas. Twins, such as shoL in Fig200 also are found. In BrazU a black massive variety known i“o” far

“f a diamond is 10, greaterthan that of any other known substance either natural or artificial^though diamond stands next to corundum in the scale of hard-ness, It IS actually many times harder; the hardness difference between corundum and diamond is greater than that between talc(I m the scale) and corundum, 9

high luster knmvn as ad^manuT' ThlT
species and means rhetZncy of ^0 diaro'd Th i'T
riyTaTs^tfvfr;:rr^air "
Priaed gemstones are colorless and wate"', b^'thcTare ^
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common as those that are pale yellow in color. Pale shades of

red, orange, green, blue, and brown also are observed.
Composition. Diamond is pure carbon and thus has the same

composition as a piece of charcoal. It is infusible, as is charcoal,
and is not acted upon by acids; but, unlike charcoal, it does not
burn readily. When heated very hot in the presence of oxygen,
it is slowly consumed, forming, like burning charcoal, carbon
dioxide.

Occurrence. All the diamonds that were known from early

times until the beginning of the eighteenth century came from
India where they were found in stream gra^els. Diamonds were
discovered in Brazil in 1729, and since that time India has been of

little importance as a producer. As in India, the Brazilian dia-

monds arc in stream gravels, and the original source from which
they came has never been discovered. Although Brazil is still

producing diamonds, its importance declined rapidly after the

deposits of South .\frica were discovered.

Diamonds were found in gravels of the \'aal River in South
Africa in 1808, and since that time the bulk of the world’s supply

has come from the African continent. Shortly after their dis-

covery in stream gravels, diamonds were found in what later were

called “diamond pipes.’’ Here the diamonds were embedded in a

rock, called kimberlite, that was yellow at the surface and blue in

depth. The kimberlite was thus given the names “yellow gound”

and “blue ground.’’ This rock, unlike the stream gravels, was

the place that the diamond actually crystallized. These great

“pipes” extend thousands of feet in depth and contain diamonds

uniformly but sparsely distributed through them. It is estimated

that of the material that makes up the “pipes” 1 part in 14 million

is diamond! Several diamond pipes were discovered in South

Africa during the latter part of the nineteenth centurj', and in 1902

the largest of all, the Premier mine, was found in the Transvaal.

More recently other “pipes” have been found in Rhodesia. Dia-

monds have been found in stream gravels in French Angola, the

Gold Coast, French Equatorial Africa, Tanganyika, and, most

important of all, the Belgian Congo. During the war years of

1940-1945 the Belgian Congo was the world’s chief producer,

particularly of industrial diamonds.

Diamonds have been reported from many parts of the United

States, but only as isolated stones here and there. The only place
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in the United States that can be called a diamond deposit is in
Arkansas, where in 1906 a diamond “pipe” similar to tliose of
Africa was discovered. Mining there has produced some 40 000
stones, but for many yeai-s, because of the high cost of operation
It has been unproductive.

’

Uses. Of all the diamonds that are mined, only about 20 per
cent are suitable for cutting into gemstones; the othere are used
or mdustna! purposes. The industrial uses for the off-colored
or flawed stones kno^^'n as hort, are many. Drills set with dia-monds are used by the miner to obtain samples of rock in advance

f r "*•' diamonds are used for sawingrocks and other hard material. Diamond dies are used for drawingmost fme ,«re For this purpose a hole is drilled through the

to”Jhrd “V ®r"'u®
'f reducing tht wire

glals and'Tr “"'o “aad for cutting

Lrf gems
®''’ *" diamonds and othef

brmUnT har®
•''®

“T
“'® f»^ " hioh its

sristtE"r-4“ -tSye ow, red, green, or blue greatly increase the value.

Graphite, C
The name graphite comes from the

because of its use in pencils and crayons. U hasTsoh® Tl®

Tt 1*0 :«+
^inerals are
"

112."“"'^''®''= p™p-

Of like composition with such vastW differeT*^
° substances

mond is the hardest of minerals Ueht in
L)ia-

e^vity; graphite is one of the softest 1
*®

u
”

opaque, with a low specific gravity.
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rangcment of the atoms in the two minerals that gives rise to the
different properties.

Habit. Graphite is hexagonal, and some crystals have a
hexagonal outline with a prominent basal plane. Usually it ap-
pears massive but may be separated easily into thin leaves or
plates, hence it is said to be foliated. It may also be finely

granular and compact.
Physical Properties. Graphite is sectile and so soft (its hard-

ness is 1-2) that it makes a mark on paper and feels greasy to the
hand. Its specific gravity is 2.2, very low for a mineral with a
metallic luster. The color is iron-black to steel-gray. A good
cleavage parallel to the base permits the easy separation of the
plates.

Composition. Graphite is pure carbon, but some deposits may
be impure, mixed with clay, iron oxide, or other minerals.

Occurrence. Graphite is commonly found in small scales

scattered through rocks such as marbles, crystalline limestones,

schists, and gneisses. Occasionally it is in large beds or veins

that can be mined. At Sonora, Mexico, an igneous rock has

intruded a coal bed and converted adjacent coal to graphite. It

is mined most extensively on the Island of Ceylon, but some mining
is done in Austria, Italy, India, and Mexico. In the United States

the eastern part of the Adirondack region, particularly at Ti-

condoroga, has been most productive.

To the beginning of the twentieth century all the graphite used

in industry was the natural mineral and was mined. Since that

time graphite has been manufactured by heating coke to an intense

heat in an electric furnace. At present more synthetic than natural

graphite is used.

Uses. Graphite mi.\ed with clay is the so-called lead of our

“lead pencils.” It is also mi.xed with clay for making crucibles

for handling molten metal, because it is infusible, is not affected

by the heat of an ordinary furnace, and will not react with the

molten metal. It is an excellent lubricant and as such is fre-

quently mixed with oil. It is also used in electroplating, foundry

facings, stove polish, and in many other ways.

SULFIDES

The sulfides form an important group of minerals, for among

them are many of the ores of the common metals. In them sulfur
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is combined with one or more metals, and by heating the mineral
before the blow-pipe the sulfur unites with oxygen and is driven off
as sulfur dioxide gas. It can be detected by its pungent and ir-
ritating odor. Included with the sulfides are several tellurides,
that is, those compounds in wiiich tellurium instead of sulfur has
combined with a metal.

In a mom extensive treatment of mineralogy than is given in
this book, the sulfides would be followed by a group of minerals
called the sjdfosalls. This group is fairly large, but only a few
of the minerals belonging to it arc common enough to W’arrant
description here. Consequently, after the tellurides but without
separate grouping, the four most important sulfosalts, pyrargyrite,
proustite, tetrahedrite, and enargite, are described.

AnOENTITE, Ag2S

Argentite, sometimes called silver glance, is named from theLatm word for sUver, argentum. It is not very common, but it
IS an extremely valuable ore, since when pure it contains 87 ner
cent of metallic silver.

^

Habit. Argentite is isometric, and crystals are usually cubicor octahedral. Most commonly it is massive or in coatings onother mmerals. **

er^^itv
is about 2. and the specific

gravity, 7.3. It is emmently sectile and can be cut with a knifealmost as casdy as lead. It can be flattened to some extent underthe hammer, whereas almost all other sulfides being brittle break

TIT ‘he color andStreak grayish black.

Composition. The formula is A&S. Heated by the blou-pipe

ail 13 left behmd. The ball can be tested chemicaUy by dissolvina
It m nitric acid and adding a drop of hydrochloric acid^ A white®curfy precipitate of silver chloride mil be formed.

Occurrence. Argentite is found in veins associated with otherSdver mmerals and it may be found also near the surface a^ tl
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Chalcocite, CU2S

Chalcocite, or copper gUince, is one of the most valuable ores
of copper, for when pure it contains about 80 per cent of the metal.
If one reads the history of copper mining, he finds that first one
mineral and then another was the chief copper ore. For example,
during the middle part of the nineteenth century, native copper
from the Lake Superior district was the most important in the
United States. Today chalcocite is most important, and much
of it is found in tiny grains scattered through large bodies of rock
called porphyry copper ores. The mining of these oi*es is carried

out on a gigantic scale, for a great deal of rock must be mined to

obtain a pound of copper.

Habit. Chalcocite is orthorhombic, but crystals are very rare

and usually .small. It is most commonly fine-grained and massive.

Physical Properties. The hardness is 2V^-3, and the specific

gravity 5.G. It i.s brittle when stmck with a hammer but can be

cut to some degree with a knife. It is this property of being im-

perfectly sectile by which miners sometimes identify it. It is

black or bluish black and when fresh has a brilliant metallic luster.

The streak is grayish black. AVhen exposed to the air it becomes
dull and tarnished on the surface.

Composition. The formula is CU2S. ^^'hen heated on charcoal

with the blowpipe flame the sulfur is easily roasted off, leaving

behind a little ball of metallic copper.

Another, less common copper sulfide contains only 66.4 per cent

of copper with the formula CuS. This is covcUite. Like chalcocite

it forms as a secondaiy mineral, but it is easily distinguished from

chalcocite becau.se of its indigo-blue color.

Occurrence. Most chalcocite is secondary, that is, it was

formed by the alteration of some earlier copper mineral by solutions

working downward from the surface. In such a way large masses

of solid massive chalcocite have formed, such as those at Clifton

and Morence, Arizona. Elsewhere, as at Bingham, Utah, this

pi'ocess has enriched other sulfides disseminated through large

masses of rock by replacing them with chalcocite to form workable

deposits called “porphyry copper” ore. Such deposits rarely

contain more than 2 or 3 per cent of copper, but because they can

be worked on such a large scale the}^ furnish most of the copper

produced in the United States today. Chalcocite is an important

ore mineml at the great copper deposit at Butte, Montana.
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Crystals of chalcocite are rare, but fine specimens have in the

past come from Cornwall, England, and Bristol, Connecticut.

Bornite, Cu5F(^4

Bornite was named after the Austrian mineralogist von Born,

but it has a variety of other names, such as 'purple copper ore,

variegated copper ore, peacock ore. All these suggest a property

by which it is easily recognized: the bright iridescent tarnish of the

surface.

Habit. Bornite is isometric and at a few places has been found
in rough cubic crystals, but usuallj' it is massive as embedded
particles or irregular grains.

Physical Properties. The \’ariegated purple to blue color on
the exposed surface of bornite is its most characteristic feature.

However, exposed surfaces of other copper minerals may be some-
what similar, so that, in identifying a specimen, one should always
break off a small fragment and obser\'e the fresh fracture, which is

brownish bronze in color. The hardness is 3; the specific gravity
5.07. The luster is metallic, and the streak grayish black.

Composition. Bornite contains both copper and iron and has
the formula CusreS4 . When heated with the blowpipe flame on
charcoal, the sulfur is driven off and the fragment becomes mag-
netic, showing the presence of iron. If the fragment is touched
with a drop of hydrochloric acid and is again heated, the azui-e-
blue flame of copper chloride shows the presence of copper.

Occurrence. Bornite is a widespread and important ore of
copper, usually associated uith other copper sulfides. At most of
the copper mines of western United States bornite is found to some
extent, but it is a particularly important mineml at Superior,
Arizona; Butte, Montana; Magma Mine, Aiizona; and Engles
Mine, California.

Galena, PbS

Galena is the most important ore of lead and one of the com-
monest minerals. Other ores of lead, such as the sulfate, anglesite,
and the carbonate, cerussite, will be considered later. Native
had is a very rare mineral, though occasionally found in small
amounts.

Lead is one of the most important metals, used for many purposes
familiar to all, such as drain pipes, storage batteries, cable cover-
mgs, foU, bullets, and shot. It is used also in solder alloyed with
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tin and in type metal alloyed with antimony. Much lead is made
into the basic carbonate, white lead, and is used as a paint pigment.

Fuj. 201. Fk;. 202. Fig. 203.

Cialona Crystals.

Habit. Galena erystallizes in the isometric system, and well-

formed cubic crystals are common. It is found also in octahedrons

Fig. 204. Galena Crystals, Hrerkenridge, Colorado.

or in cry.stals showing a combination of cube and octahedron

(Fig. 203).

Physical Properties. A perfect cubic cleavage is the most

outstanding feature by which galena can be identified. A frag-

ment struck with a hammer will be seen to break up into a multi-

tude of rectangular blocks. Even when a specimen of galena is
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fint'-grained and appears almost massive, the eye can catch tlie
light reflected from the myriad tiny cleavage faces. Tlie hardness
is 2H, and the specific gravity is 7.5, nearly as Itigh as metallic
iron. Lead is a metal of such high density (specific gra^•it 3• 11.4)
that all its compounds are heavy. 'I’he luster of galena is metallic
and usually very brilliant; the color and streak are bluish lead-
gray, but the exposed surface may be somewhat dull from tnrni.sh.

Fig. 205. Galena and Splmlcriio on Dulomiu*. Joplin, Missouri.

but it may containsma 1 amourjts of impurities. One of the most interesting of theseSliver probably m the form of the sulfide. When it is nmsontm quantuy sumcient ,o justify its being worked for » pTe o"

!“3fx-s-s “ s:
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some of the most important regions are: southeastern Missouri;
tlie tristate district of Missouri. Kansas, and Oklahoma; the
Coeur d'Alene district, Idaho; and the Leadville district. Colorado.

Sphalerite, pyrite, hemimorphite, smithsonite, and chalcopyrite
are common accompanying metallic minerals. Quartz, calcite,

barite, and fluorite are common nonmetallic minerals associated
with it. As the result of its own decomposition, cenissite (lead

carbonate) and anglesite (lead sulfate) are often found Mth
galena.

Sph.\lerite, ZnS

Sphalerite is named from a Greek work meaning treacherous.

Certain varieties of it are hard to identify, and the young mineralo-
gist, after misidentifying it several times, will think it well-named,

because it often occurs with and is mistaken for the more easily

recognized lead ore, galena. The miner’s names black jack and
false galena refer to the same fact. Another name is zinc blende,

chosen, for the same reason, from the German word meaning blind

or deceiving.

Fig. 206. Fig. 207.

Sphalerite Crystals.

Sphalerite is the most important ore of zinc, a useful metal in

industry' and the arts. Iron in sheets and in wire is frequently

coated with zinc to protect it from rusting and is said to be gal-

vanized. Zinc is used in storage and drj'-cell batteries, and

alloyed with copper it forms brass. Large amounts are used in

the pigments zinc o.\ide and lithopone (a mixture of zinc sulfate

and barium sulfide).

Habit. Sphalerite is isometric and when it is well-crystallized

is found in tetrahedrons. The crystals, however, are usually

twinned and in distorted aggregates, and it requires a trained and

skillful eye to understand them. It is usually found in coarse-

to fine-granular, cleavable masses.
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Physical Properties. Sphalprite has perfect dodecahedral
cleavage; from coarse masses it is po.ssible to cleave an almost
perfect dodecahedron. Even if (he .sphalerite is fine-granular, the
cleavage surfaces ai-e usually prominent, though some types are
so closely compacted that they show no cleavage.
The hardness is the specific gravity, about 4. In the

rare perfectly pure specimen sphalerite is clear and nearly colorless
and has an adamantine luster. Commonly it contains some iron,
and the color deepens with increasing amounts of iron from yellow
to yellowish broum (the most common) to black. Some crystals
known as ruby zinc are red.

specimens of sphalerite is resinous and is so
distinct that the mineralogist comes to depend upon it to enable
him to identify the mineral. The streak is white, pale yellow, or
brouTiish, becoming deeper the darker the color of the mass, butalways lighter m color than the massive mineral.
Composition. Sphalerite is zinc sulfide, ZnS, but, as stated

above, iron is usually present, and black .sphalerite may contain asmuch as 8 per cent. Manganese and the rare element cadmiumare usually present in small amounts. In some places the rare
is found in earthy crusts on

The tests for sphalerite are poor. Before the blowpipe it does

h^teron ^h’
" “h "Odium carbonate, and

aS wb ,

d g'vos a zinc coating tliat is yellow wheri hot

milmrind^'is commonest metallic“
^
u

frequently associated with galena, chalcopyrite

dCsitsl^
o hcc sulfides It occurs both in veins and in irregula,’

Site disTri ,
''^PO^ds it is found in the

of and"oTr h
” ‘adjacent portions

ColoradrMrtarrLinn^^^^^ « - >p

Chalcopyrite, CuFeS2

taanTorforcoX" Th^’
“ ‘‘

opper. The same elements are present as in
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bornite but in different proportions. The color of chalcopyrite is a
beautiful deep bra.ss-yello\v, so golden that chalcopyrite is fre-

quently mistaken for gold, especially when it is scattered in small
particles through a mass of quartz. Although it can be easily

distinguished from gold as we shall see, the name “fool’s gold,’’

which it shares with pyrite, is not inappropriate.

It is interesting to compare the percentages of copper in the four
copper minerals considered thus far; native copper, 100%; chalco-

cite, 79.8%; bornite, 63.3%; chalcopyrite, 34.5%.

Fia. 208. Fio. 209.

Chaloopyrite Crystals.

Habit. Chalcopyrite belongs to a low symmetry class of the

tetragonal .system, and cry.stals are usually sphenoids. The crys-

tals appear isometric, and it is difficult with the unaided eye to

distinguish them from tetrahedrons. Usually chalcopyrite is mas-
sive and us .such may be found in large specimens or in tiny specks

in the enclosing rock.

Physical Properties. The hardness of chalcopyrite is 3V^-4, and

the specific gravity is a little over 4. The luster is brilliant

metallic, and the color, as we have seen, deep brass-yellow; the

streak is greenish black. A tarnish often develops on the surface

deepening the color or giving it a variegated appearance similar

to bornite. To determine the color one should always e.xamine a

fresh fracture.

Chalcopyrite can be readily distinguished from pyrite, for, un-

like pyrite, it can be easily scratched with a knife and its color is

deeper. It is distinguished from gold by being brittle. When
.scratched with a knife, it breaks into fragments, whereas the scratch

in gold is a shiny groove.

Composition. The formula is CuFeS2 . Heated on charcoal, a

fragment fuses to a black mass that is strongly magnetic. Dis-

solved in nitric acid, it gives a blue solution that turns azure-blue

when an excess of ammonia is added.
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Occurrence. Chalcopyrite is a very common mineral, the most
widespread of the copper sulfides, and one can expect to find small
amounts of it almost anywhere. It frequently occurs in veins
associated with galena, sphalerite, and pj-^rite, as well as other
copper minerals. A few of the localities at which it is an important
ore of copper are Butte, Montana; Bingham, Utah; and Jerome,
Arizona.

Fio. 210. Pyrrhotite.

Pyrrhotite, Fei_^

Pyrrhotite takes its name from a Greek word meaning reddish
because of its peculiar reddish bronze color; its color is a very
important property to remember as an aid in its identification.
It IS called also magnetic pyrites, which refers to its being magnetic,
a still more striking property. Other
sulfides containing iron are magnetic
after heating, but pyrrhotite alone is

attracted by the magnet without heat-
ing.

Habit Pyrrhotite crystallizes in the
hexagonal system, but good crystals are
rare. Wlien found, they are tabular shou-ing a hexagonal outline.
It IS usually found in irregular masses.

A
The hardness is 4, and the specific gravity

4.b. The uster is metallic, and the color, as noted before, apeculi^ reddish bronze quite different from pyrite and marcasite.
the streak is black.

Composition. Pyrrhotite is a sulfide of iron expressed by theunusual formula Fei_;^, where x lies between 0 and 0.2. Thism^ns that it is not quite equivalent to the simple sulfide FeS

^ l
of 1 : 1; but there is a defieieno;in u-on that differs m different specimens.

Pyrrhotite is a common minor constituent of
1

^ ous rocks, and in certain basic igneous rocks it occurs in large

Rpf>o,
chalcopyrite and pentlandite, (Fe,Ni)S.

is minS In
^ nickel-bearing pentlandite, pyrrhotite

nickel orp
* be considered the world’s chief

ury, tano. It is of no value as an iron ore.
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XiCCOLITE. XL\s

Xiccolite is often called copprr nickel which comes from the
Cierman kupfermckcl, the first name given to the mineral. It is

called copper nickel only because of its conspicuous copper color,

for it contain.s no copper but is a minor ore of nickel.

in hexagonal crj'stal-s and is usually massive
or reniform with columnar habit.

Physical Properties. The hardness is o-o^. and the specific

gravity is /.8. The color, as already noted, is pale copper-red;
the streak is brownish black.

Composition. Xiccolite is nickel arsenide, X’L\s. It is rarely

pure and usually contains a little iron, cobalt, sulfur, and antimony.
hen it is heated on charcoal, dense white fumes of arsenious

oxide form and the characteristic garliclike odor of arsenic is given

off.

Occurrence. Xiccolite is associated with other nickel arsenides

and sulfides and pyrrhotite in basic igneous rocks. It is found also

in veins with cobaltite. smaltite, and silver minerals, as at Cobalt,

Ontario.

Millerite, XiS

Millerite is remarkable among minerals because of its occurrence

in ven,’ fine hairlike or capillar^’ ciy’stals, and for this reason it is

called capillary pyrites.

Habit. Millerite is rhombohe<lral. and the crystals are usually

greatly elongated parallel to the c crj'stal axis forming, in places,

masses that resemble a wad of hair. In other localities delicate,

radiating crx'stals or crusts with a fibrous habit are found in

cavities.

Physical Properties. The hardne.ss is 3-3J^; the sprecific

gravity, 5.5. The luster is metallic, and the color, pale brass-

yellow \rith a greenish tinge when the crystals are in fine hairlike

masses. The streak is greenish black.

Composition. Millerite is nickel sulfide, XiS. \\’hen it is heated

before the blowpipe, the sulfur is driven off and the remaining

fragment, after heating in the reducing flame, is attracted by a

magnet. It should be remembered that nickel, like iron, is mag-

netic. though to a lesser intensity.

Occiurence. As stated before, millerite occurs in hairlike

cn.'stals, but in places, as in the geodes in the St. Louis limestone,
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they are matted together like a wad of hair. At Antwerp, New
York, they are found as tufts of extremely delicate radiating crys-
tals in cavities of hematite. At the Gap Mine, Lancaster County,
Pennsylvania, they have a compact fibrous habit. In some places
millerite fibers are found as inclusions in other minerals.
Oidy rarely is it found abundantly enough to be an ore of nickel.

The iron-nickel sulfide pentlatuJite is more important.

Cinnabar, HgS

Cmnabar is the source of the world’s supply of mercury, or
quicksilver, and is thus a very important mineral. If pure it is
easily recognized by its extremely high specific gravity and its
red color.

Native mercury has been found in small amounts associated
with cinnabar, but such occurrences are rare. Mercury is the only
metal that is liquid at ordinary temperatures, for it becomes a
solid on y when cooled to -39" F. This property gives it many
uses. We are famUiar with it in clinical and household thermome-
ere. It IS used also in barometers, pressure gauges, electrical
switches, and vanous other scientific apparatus. When the dentUt
pu s a silver filling in a tooth, he mi.xes mercury with silver toorm an amalgam. One of the methods of recovering gold and

mercury, which forms an amalgam yvith these
metals. Other important uses are in the manufacture of fulminate
ot mercury for detonating high explosives and in the preparation

Habit. Cinnabar is hexagonal but is usually found in fine
mas^s or disseminated through the rock in which it

SS'or '““d are uauaUy rhombo-

Cinnabar has perfect prienxatie cleavage,

rTv a
2K2 ;

the specific
metallic iron (7.8). The great

scattemH fT u ’
}^owever, the cinnabar is not pure but is

In such easp
clayey gangue and gives its color to the rock,to ^ch the density of the whole is much lower. The colorisvenmhon-md; the streak, scarlet; the luster, adamantine
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Composition. Mercury sulfide, HgS. Because of the high
atomic weight of Hg, cinnabar contains 86.2 per cent of mercury.
If heated on charcoal, a piece of pure cinnabar is volatilized en-

tirely. In an open tube, if it is heated very slowly, so that the

sulfur has time to oxidize, a ring of metallic mercury is formed on
the cold part of the tube. If the cinnabar is heated too rapidly,

a ring of black mercury sulfide will form that has the same com-
position as the original mineral. (See p. 117.)

Occurrence. Cinnabar is found at many localities, but at only

a few of them is it in sufficient quantity to be mined. The most
important localities are at Almaden, Spain; and Idria, Italy. It

has been mined also at New Almaden and New Idria, California,

as well as at various places in Oregon, Arkansas, Texas, and
Nevada.

Realgar, AsS; Orpiment, AS2S3

Realgar and orpiment can be considered together, since both

are compounds of arsenic and sulfur and are almost invariably

associated with each other.

Realgar is found in transparent monoclinic crj'stals and massive

aggregates which have a beautiful aurora-red color. It is soft

and sectUe (hardness is lJ^-2) and has a specific gravity of 3.5.

I'he luster is resinous, and the streak red to orange.

Realgar is arsenic monosulfide, AsS. It is easily fusible and,

when heated on charcoal, gives a volatile white sublimate of

arsenious oxide with the characteristic garlic odor.

Orpiment, named from the Latin auripigmentum, meaning

golden paint, is a beautiful golden yellow. It is monoclinic, but

distinct crystals are rare, and it is generally found in foliated or

columnar masses. It has a perfect side pinacoid cleavage so

tliat it splits easily into thin flexible loaves. The luster is pearly

on this cleavage face. It is soft and sectile (the hardness 1^-2).

The specific gravity is 3.5.

The composition of orpiment is AS2S3 ,
or arsenic trisulfide.

When it is heated on charcoal, its behavior is like that of realgar;

it volatilizes completely and gives the characteristic garlic odor

of arsenic and white fumes of the oxide, AS2O3 .

Occurrence. Realgar and orpiment are found together, fre-

quently with other arsenic minerals and stibnite in veins of lead,

silver, and gold ores. They are deposited also from geyser water
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as at Yellowstone National Park. Mercur, Utah, and Manhattan,
Nevada, are two of the most important United States localities.

Stibnite, SbaSs

Stibnite, sometimes called antimony glancCf is the commonest
and most important ore of antimony, a metal that is very useful in
the arts. One part of antimony is alloyed with 3 parts of lead to
form type metal. Antimony has the unusual property of expand-
ing on cooling and causes the alloy to fill out the mould and give
sharp clean letters. Babbitt metal, used in bearings, is an alloy
of antimony with tin and copper.
Habit. Stibnite is orthorhombic and is frequently found in

prismatic ciystals verticaUy striated, often with spear-shaped
terminations (Fig, 211 ). Some crystals may be
curved or bent. Stibnite is found also in radi-
ating groups as well as granular aggregates.

Physical Properties. There is perfect cleav-
age parallel to the side pinacoid, and the
cleavage surfaces are smooth and highly pol-
ished, sometimes showing cross striations.
Even in the granular aggregates, the cleavage is
usually visible. The hardness is 2, so that it is
^ily scratched and will leave a mark on paper.
It should not be confused with graphite, which
IS much softer and greasy to the touch and
marks paper without the slightest tendency to

It. The specific gravity is 4.6. The lus-
ter IS metallic and, on a fresh cleavage surface,
IS very bnlhant. The color and streak are lead-gray to black

“ antimony trisulfide, SbaSg. It fuses

fo^ 'harcoal, it gives off fumes of the oxide. Sb^Oa, which

f^en^ ^ a few momente, the

Srr If tbe reducing flame is th^ivn

flame“ “ff greenish blue

alfthaTI^‘;t;
“ “"“'“fed other antimony miner-

found w^th
‘»«“™P'>^i‘ion; it is also frequently

• Most of the world s supply comes from China, but the
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most pcM-fect and beautiful crj’stals have come from Japan. In

the United States the chief occurrences are in Nevada, California,

and Idaho.

Fio. 212. Stibiilto Crystals, Japan.

Pyrite, FeSa

Pyritc, or iron pyrites, is one of the minerals knomi as “fool’s

gold.” It is the most common, as well .as the most striking,

sulfide mineral. It forms under an extremely wide range of

conditions and i.s thus associated with manj'^ minerals, most com-

monly with chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena.

Ma.ssive pyrite is mined in some places for the gold and copper

associated with it but only under unusual circumstances for its

cf)nstiluent elements alone. When thus mined, it is usually for

the sulfur rather than the iron, for sulfur makes up 53.4 per cent

of pyrite. In a few countries where there are none of the richer

oxide ores, it has been mined on a small scale as an ore of iron.

Habit. Pyrite is often found in cubic crystals tlic faces of which

usually show fine lines or striations parallel to one pair of edges

only (Fig. 213) and at right angles to those on the adjoining faces.
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These striations are the result of an oscillatory conibination of the

cube faces with those of the pyritoliedron. The pyritohedron

(Fig. 214), named from this species, is also common; and it, like

the cube, may show fine striations. The two forms may appear
together more or less equally well-developed (Fig. 215). More
rarely one may find octahedrons of pyrite, but this form is more
common in combination with the cube or the pyritohedron (Figs.

216, 217).

Flo. 216 . Fio. 217.

Pyrite Crystals.

Pyrite is also found in massive or granular aggregates which in
form huge lenses that may be mined,

ysi^ Properties. The hardness of pyrite is a little over 6,so that It scratches glass and is not scratched by the knife blade.
ii« hardn^, therefore, high for a sulfide, distinguishes it from
cnaicopynte (easUy scratched by the knife) tvith which it may becon^d. The specific gravity is 5. The luster is briUiLt,

when
bt^ss-yellow, growing a little darkerWhen tarnished. The streak is greenish black.

Aa
composition of pyrite is iron disulfide, FeSj.

^^ T .P'^'^ously, small amounts of copper and gold may
the

When these occur pyrite is .Led formaU amount of these metals that can be recovered when it is
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smelted. Before the blowpipe it fuses on charcoal to a black

magnetic bea<I and gives off abundant sulfur which burns, pro-

ducing the suffocating fumes of sulfur dioxide.

Fig. 218. P>'rito.

Occurrence. Pyrite is such a common mineral that its presence

is almost univei*sal in veins carrying metallic sulfides, in some of

which it is the most abundant mineral. It is found also in crj'stals

in schi.sts an<l in concretions in coal. The most important deposits

of pyrite are large granular masses, such as are mined at Rio

Tinto and elsewhere in Spain. Smaller but similar masses are

found in Rowe, Ma.ssachusetts, and in \'irginia.

Con.vLTiTE, CoAsS; Smaltite, CoAsa

Cobalt is a rare element produced chiefly from cobaltite and

smaltite. The mineral ci'ythritc, or cobalt bloom, is a bright rose-

red arsenate of cobalt that forms as an oxidation product on cobal-

tite and smaltite. I'ntil relatively recent years cobalt had little

use in the arts but was chiefly used as smalt, a cobalt glass, which

has a b(*autiful blue ultramarine color, and ground up was used as

a pigment in coloring glass and potteiA'. Today, however, metallic

col)alt is alloyed with chromium and molybdenum or tungsten

for the maiiufactui*e of instruments which must be noncorrosive

and yet maintain a keen cutting edge.

Cohaetite is isometric and commonly is found in cubes or

pyritohedrons, thus resembling pyrite; but it is distinguished from

that mineral by its .silver-white color and a perfect cubic cleavage.
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The hardness is 5}4, and the specific gravity is 6.33. The com-
position is CoAsS, but it usually contains some iron and nickel.
When heated on charcoal it gives white arsenious oxide with the
characteristic garlic odor.

Smaltite, like cobaltite, is isometric and silver-white in color.
However, unlike cobaltite, it lacks a cleavage and is rarely in
crystals, but it is usually massive. The hardness is 51^-6, and the
specific gravity is 6.5. Smaltite is cobalt diareenide, CoAsa, but
it frequently contains some nickel and sulfur.

Occurrence. Cobaltite and smaltite occur together usually
associated with niccolite, native silver, bismuth, arsenopyrite, and
calcite.

Such an association was found both in Saxony and at Cobalt
Ontario. Today much of Uie world’s cobalt comes from the
Belgian Congo.

Marcasite, FeSg

Marcasite, or while iron pyrites, as it is sometimes called has the
^nje chemical composition as the more common mineral pyrite

however, in its crystal form and physical prop-
erties. The two are consequently distinct minerals, and the com-pound FeSa is said to be dimorphous (see p. 99).

Habit. Marcasite is orthorhombic and is commonly in tabular
CTystals flattened parallel to the basal plane. It is often twinnedand to the grouping that results the fanciful names of epearpynUs (Fig. 219) and cockscomb pyHtes have been given The

17 f ^ ^ characteristic that it is usuaUyewy to distinguish the crystals from the cubes and pyritohedrons

Physic^ Properties. The hardness is 6-6^, or about the same

^
that of pj^itc, but the specific gravity is lower, 4.9 instead of

P«il H
‘[>e specimen is very pure tliis difference may not be

^colof Th'^’

‘ ” be made on the basis

^
color. The name whUe iron mrites has been given to marcasite

a^'bLom “i a difference

It
apparent after comparing a few specimensIt temishes easily, however, and one should be certain th^rf^hsurface is being examined*

^ ^ Jresn
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Composition. The composition is iron disulfide, FeSa, the same
as pyrite, but it tends to disintegrate more easily and some speci-

mens fall to pieces after a short exposure to the air.

Occurrence. Marcasite is much less common than pyrite and
forms under a much narrower range of conditions. It is believed

to be a near-.surface, low-temperature mineral and forms in con-

cretions in clays and shales and as replacements in limestone.

Fia. 219.

Cuckscoml) Marcasite.

Fia. 220.

Arsenopyuiti:, FeAsS

Ar-senopyrite, like pyrite, contains iron and sulfur but, as it

contains arsenic as well, it was foi’incrly called arsenical pyrites.

Mispickel is another name that has been applied to it. It is the

most common ai’senic-bearing mineral and thus is the chief ore

of that clement, although much arsenic is obtained as a by-

pi'oduct in the smeltuig of copper ores. Ar-scnic is chiefly used to

make the white ai'senious oxide which is used as a poison, a pie-

servative, and a pigment.

Habit. Arsenopyrite is monoclinic, but the small crystals in

which it is sometimes found have a definite orthorhombic

metry (Figs. 221 to 223) produced by twinning. ^Vnother type of

twinning produces groups which strongly resemble those of

marcasite. It occurs most commonly massive.

Physical Properties. The hardness is and the specific

gravity 6.1. The color is silver-white when fresh, becoming a

little dull and tarnished after exposure. It is much the commonest
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of the silver-white minerals, and its color readily distinguishes it

from the bronze of pyrrhotite or the pale yellow of pyrite and
marcasite. The luster is metallic, and the streak grayish black.
Composition. Iron areenide sulfide, FeAsS. When cobalt takes

the place of part of the iron, the name danaite has been given to
the modification. Befom the blowpipe it fuses on charcoal to a
magnetic globule and gives a coating of white arsenious oxide and
the characteristic garlic odor.

Pig. 221. Fig. 222. Fig. 223.

Arsenopynto Crystals.

Occurrence. Arsenopyrite is a widespread mineral formed
under varying conditions of deposition. It is frequently associated
unth ores of tin, tungsten, silver, and copper. Some arsenopy-
nte IS auriferous and is mined for the gold it yields, as at LeadSouth Dakota, and Deloro, Ontario.

’

Molybdenite, M0S2

. • ..1 ^ ^ mineral for it is the only com-
mercial source of the relatively rare element molybdenum. Todavthis element has an important place as an alloy in high-speed tool

It .s used with tungsten to increase the toughness of steel

high

Habit. Molybdenite is he.\agonaI and is rarely found in distinctfae^onal c^stals. It is usually in foliated masses or scales^ysical ^operties. In most of its physical properties molybde-nite resembles graphite, \vith which it is easUy confused It hasa perfect basal cleavage. It is very soft (the hardneris 1-^with a soapy feel and leaves a trace on paper. The color iswith a bluish tone, and the specific gravity (4.7) is higher than that
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of graphite. It is sectile with a metallic luster. The streak is

black when obser\’ed in the ordinary manner, but on glazed porce-

lain it is greenish whereas that of graphite is black.

Composition. Molybdenum sulfide, MoSo. Heated on charcoal

it gives off strong sulfur fumes and yields a deposit of molybdic
oxide, which is pale yellow or white. This test further distinguishes

it from graphite, for graphite gives no reaction on charcoal.

Occurrence. Molybdenite is not a common mineral but is

found in many localities as a minor constituent in granites and

pegmatites. It is found also in veins associated with tin and tung-

sten minerals. At Climax, Colorado, molybdenite is found in

quartz veins cutting a granite and is here mined on a large scale.

Calavarite, AuTe2 ;
Sylvanite, (Au,Ag)Te2

Calavarite and sylvanite until late in the nineteenth century

were very rare minerals, but with their discovery at Kalgoorlie,

West Australia, in 1880, and at Cripple Creek, Colorado, in 1891,

they became extremely important. They have been the ore miner-

als at these two localities that have yielded well over $1,000,000,000

in gold. Uoth places, however, have been largely worked out, and

their pre.^^ent yield is small.

Calavarite is monoclinic but is rarely in good ciystals and is

usually massive. Its hardness is 2)4, and its specific gravity is

9..35. The luster is metallic, and the color brass-yellow to silver-

white. Its composition is AuTe2 ,
which yields 44 per cent gold.

It is easily fusible on charcoal with a bluish green flame, and, after

the t(*llurium is thus driven off, a metallic globule of gold remains.

Sylva.nite is monoclinic, but distinct crystals are rare. It has

been called graphic tdlurixim because of the skeleton forms, re-

sembling written characters, that the crystals sometime take on a

rock surface. Unlike calavarite, it has one good direction of

cleavage. The hardness is 1)4-2, and the specific gravity is

8.0-8.2. Tlie luster is metallic; the color, silver-white. The

composition is (Au,.\g)Te2 ,
which yields 24.5 per cent gold and

13.4 per cent silver. Its rc‘action on charcoal is similar to that of

calavarite, but the remaining globule is considerably lighter in

color because of the presence of silver.

Pyrargyrite, AgsSbSa; Proustite, AgaAsSa

Pyrargj'rite and proustite are relatively rare but beautiful

minerals known together as the ruby-diver ores. They are similar
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in crystal form and physical properties. The compositions are
analogous in that the arsenic of proustite takes the place of the
antimony of pyrarg>'iite.

Pyr/\rgyrite is rhombohedral and frequently shows well-
developed faces of the prism and the rhombohedron. It also has
a rhombohedral cleavage. The hardness is 2\^, and the specific
gravity is 5.85. The luster is adamantine, almost metallic in
some specimens, and the color deep red to black, giving it the name
dark ruby silver. The streak is red.

Proustite is quite like pyrargyrite in crystal form, cleavage, and
hardness. Its specific gravity, 5.55, is slightly lower. The color,
ruby red, brighter than pyrargyrite, gives it the name light ruby
silver. The streak is red. Both minerals fuse easily on charcoal,
pyrargyrite giving the dense white coating of antimony trioxide!
and proustite giving the volatile sublimate of areenious oxide \vith
the garlic odor.

Occurrence. Of these two minerals, pyrargyrite is the more
abundant and in some places is an important silver ore. Both
are found in veins associated with other silver minerals at various
places in Colorado, Nevada, and New Mexico. They were found
mth native silver at Cobalt. Ontario. Spectacular specimens
have m the past come from Chanarcillo, Chile.

Tetrahedrite (Cu,Fe,2n,Ag)i2Sb4Si3

Habit. Tetrahedrite is isometric and receives its name because
the crystals are commonly tetrahedral in habit although often
highly modified. Good crystals, as with many metallic minerals,
are rare, and the mineralogist often has to content himself with
massive pieces.

Physic^ Properties. Massive tetrahedrite can usually be
recopized by the brilliant metallic luster and dark grayish
lack color and streak. It is frequently called gray copper by the

3-41^; hence it is easUy distinguishedrom ma^etite, which is too hard to be scratched by the knifeThe specific gravity varies from 4.6 to 5.1, depending on the propor-tion of the various elements present.
ComposMon. Tetrahedrite is a suUantimonide of copper, ironand sdver, Cu,Fe,Zn.Ag).,Sb,S.3. Copper is Xa^s tfe

d^To? l
Although the formula seems complicated, itdoes not express the composition of the average specimen ac-
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curately, for usually some arsenic takes the place of some of the

antimony. If ai-senic takes the place of all the antimony, the

mineral is called tennantite. The variety that is highly rich in

silver is known as freibergite.

Tetrahedrite is easily fusible on charcoal and usually gives tests

for both antimony and arsenic; if the remaining globule is touched

Tetrahedrite.

with a drop of hydrochloric acid and heated again, it gives the

azure-blue flame that indicates copper.

Occurrence. Tetrahedrite is widespread and is commonly
associated with copper {ind silver minerals us well as pyrite, sphaler-

ite, and galena. When it is high in silver, it becomes a valuable om
of that metal. In the United States it is mint'd at various places

in Colorado, Montana, Nevada, .Vrizona, and Utah. Fine crystal-

lized specimens have been produced in Bolivia.

Enargite, CusAsS-j

Habit. Enargite is orthoihombic, and crystals are usually

prismatic with a striated prism zone. It is most commonly found

in bludcd or granular aggregates.

Physical Properties. A perfect prismatic cleavage is one of the

outstanding features of enargite, for it is the only common mineral

with two cleavage directions having metallic luster and black

color and streak. The hardness is 3; the specific gravity is 4.43-

4.45.

Composition. Copper sulfarsenide, CU3ASS4 . Easily fusible on

charcoal, it gives the volatile white sublimate of arsenious oxide

and chaj’actcristic garlic odor. If roasted on charcoal and mois-

tened with a drop of hydrochloric acid and again heated, it gives

the azure-blue copper flame.
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Occurrence. Although enar^ite is a comparatively rare mineral,
it is an important ore of copper at certain localities, where it is

associated with other copper minerals. It is found in such an
association at Butte, Montana, and at Bingham Canyon, Utah.

OXIDES

In the oxide group are included seveml minerals of great eco-
nomic importance, for the chief ores of iron, aluminum, tin, and
chromium are oxides. In studying this group one should pay
close attention to the physical properties, for by their use most of
these minerals can be determined.

ICE, JloU

To many it ma3
'^ seem out of place to include ice here, but it is

just as truly a mmeral as diamond or quartz, even if it cannot be
preserved in a mineral cabinet.

Habit. It occurs in crystalline forms with hexagonal symmetry,
often of great complexity and beauty as in snow crystals. These
as stated on p. 15 are formed in the atmosphere directly from
water vapor. The ice that makes the pellets of hail, not infre-
quent y occurring with summer thunderstorms, are also occa-
sionally m clusters of crystals, although usuaUy they show a con-
centnc concretionary structure. The ice of pools and ponds is
crystalline, though usuaUy the crystals arc separately visible onlym the first stages of the process of freezing. The process of“ everyone knows, when the temperature
falls to 32® Fahrenheit (0® centigrade).

freezingpoint .8 IK but It increases slightly at lower temperatures. The

Serrfo^ o„T f Water expands,therefore, on freezmg and exerts a great force on confining surfaces
eonsequenee is the breaking of vessels, water ptes ““o^n the water they contain is frozen. In nature ice iffor tfe

C«s
° t**® “'•row ones, and when it

cZ s'oifly but surely wedged apart

and:XtH;o.^‘“*' of hydrogen
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Cuprite, CU2O

Cuprite is called ruby copper and red copper ore because of the

fine red color of the or>'stals. It has sensed as an important ore

of copper but is today only of minor importance compared to the

copper sulfides.

Habit. Cuprite is isometric, and the crystals often show the

cube, octahedron, and dodecahedron or combinations of these

forms. (Figs. 226 to 228.) In one type of crystal the cubes are

spun out into long threads, forming a matted mass of bright red

Fig. 226. Fig. 227.

Cuprite* Crystals.

Fig. 228.

hairs called chalcoirichite or plush copper. Wlien they are ex-

amined closely with a glass, the threads are often seen to cross each

other at right angles as if tr^dng to build up skeleton cubes, the

thread.s taking the direction of the cube edges. Common cuprite

is massive, and the crystals are usually found in its cavities.

Physical Properties. The hardness of cuprite is 3V^-4, and the

.specific gravity 6.0. The luster is adamantine but on some dark

.surfaces may look almost metaHic. The color is red of various

shades—ruby red in the clear transparent crystals—but the surface

is often darkened and may appear nearly black. The streak is

always brownish red.

Composition. Cuprous oxide, CU2O. A fragment heated on

charcoal is easily robbed of its oxygen and reduced to metallic

copper.
, .

Occurrence. Cuprite is a mineral of secondary origin; that is,

it has formed at or near the earth’s surface by the oxidation of

copper sulfide veins. It is associated with limonite and other

secondary copper minerals, such as malachite, azurite, and native

copper. In the United States cuprite has been found m fine
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crystals at Bisbee, Arizona. At some places cubes and octahe-
drons of malachite are found that are pseudomorphs after cuprite.

Zincite, ZnO

Zincite is an important mineral at only one locality, Franklin,
New Jersey, where it is associated with franklinite and willemite.
These three are the zinc-bearing ore minerals at this famous lo-

cality, \\'here they have been mined for over one hundred years
and are still being mined on a large scale todaj'.

Habit. Zincite is hexagonal, but crystals are rare. It is usually
massive with a platy appearance.
Physical Properties. There is perfect prismatic cleavage; hence

even a massive specimen .shows flashing cleavage faces. The hard-
ness is and the specific gravity 5.5. The color is deep red
to orange-yellow, but the streak is always oi'ange-yellow.
Composition. Zinc oxide, ZnO. The color of zincite is probably

due to manganese, which is always present in small amounts, for
pure ZnO is white.

Corundum, AI2O3

Corundum is a mineral that has attracted attention through the
centuries, for the clear blue varieties make the sapphire and the
cl^r red the highly prized niby. Next to diamond it is the hardest
mmeral, and for this reason it has long been used as an abrasive.
Emery, a natural mixture of fine-grained corundum and magnetite,
was at first the only type of corundum used as an abrasive, but latercoa^Iy crystalline corundum was mined and pulverized to bemade mto grinding wheels and similar tools.
The co^ercial importance of corundum is not so great today

as It has been in the past, for most of the abrasive materials are^ manufactured syntheticaUy. The gem varieties also haveoeen made m the factory and with such success that only the ex-
pert can tell the natural ruby and sapphire from the manufactured.

it nlnou
hexagonal and when in distinct crystals

prism or tapering pyramids
frequently deeply striated as the result of re-peated twmnmg on the rhombohedron.

Properties. Conindum has no cleavage, but it may

P^CnrZ “mT®”
“ 'rhieh it breaks easUy alongpartmg planes. The most common of these are the three rhombc^
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hedral surfaces that intersect at almost right angles and yield

fragments which appear cubic. The hardness is 9, and, therefore,

it will scratch any other mineral except the diamond. The
specific gravity is 4.0, which is high for a nonmetallic mineral and
remarkably high for the oxide of a metal of such low density.

The oxide of a metal is not often more dense than the metal itself;

this density is obviously related to the high hardness. The luster,

like that of most very hard minerals, is brilliant and adamantine
in clear crystals; it may be dull in some massive varieties.

Fig. 229. Fig. 230.

Corundum Crystals.

The color is gray to brown in many of the common varieties,

bright blue in the sapphire, red in the ruby. Gem corundum of

other coloi*s is frecjiiently called by the names of other gemstones

with the prefix oriental. For example, the purple is oriental

amethyst; the yellow, oriental topaz. Some rare varieties of natural

corundum when viewed in the direction of the c axis have a stellate

opalescence and when cut into gems are the highly prized star

sapphire and star rulry. Emery, as already stated, is a black

natural mixture of corundum and magnetite, frequently so fine-

grained as to appear homogeneous. It can be identified by

powdering a small sample and removing the magnetite grains with

a magnet, leaving beliind the lighter-colored corundum.

Occurrence. Common corundum occurs in New Jersey, Penn-

.sylvania. North Carolina, Georgia, and Montana. In Montana

gem material also has been found both in river sands and in place.

The world’s most famous localities for rubies and sapphires are

Burma, Siam, and Ceylon. Emery has long been mined in Greece

and Turkey and during the last half of the nineteenth century was

mined at Chester, Massachusetts.
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Hematite, Fe203

Hematite is named from the Greek word for blood, because
many of its varieties are red and all give a red streak. Although
alloys of magnesium and aluminum are for certain purposes re-
placing iron and steel, we are still living in the iron age, and iron
is by far the most important metal in our present civilization.
Several minerals are mined as ores, but hematite heads the list
and thus may be considered commercially the most important of
all the minerals. In the United States about 80 million tons of
iron are produced each year, and nine-tenths of this comes from
hematite.

Fio. 231. Fig. 232.

Hematite Crystals.

It seems unnecessary to mention the uses of iron, for they are
so numerous and encountered so frequently in our everyday life
that they are familiar to all.

Habit. Hematite is rhombohedral, and in certain places beauti-
luuy fomed ciystals showing one or more rhombohedrons are
found (Fig. 231). Other crystals arc flattened parallel to the
basal pmacoid and may appear as extremely thin flakes. In some^ecunens the plates arc grouped in rosette forms (iron roses) asshm™ xn Fig. 153, p. 58. When the flakes are arranged in a
foliated micaceous mass, the aggregate is caUed specutor henuitiU
or specutente. Radiatmg aggregates, kidney ore (Fig. 160 p.
h give reniform shapes. Hematite is usuaUy earthy and shows

octahedral pseudo-morphs of hematite after magnetite.
Properties. The most outstanding characteristic oftematite m most specimens is its red color. However, crystalsMd the specular vanety are black with a brilliant metallic iLter

1. if.
ie red. The

^h^ h“d f “eking paint.The hardness of the crystals is about 6, and they are hence “oo
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hard to be scratched by a knife. One should be cautioned in

taking the hardness of the specular varieties, for in drawing the

knife blade across the specimen it is easy to separate the tiny

flakes and this separation may be mistaken for a scratch. In

the red earthy varieties the hardness maj' be as low as 1. The

specific gravity is 5.26 for the crj'stals.

Crystallographicallj' hematite is similar to corundum and like

it may show, in coarsely crj’stallized specimens, a rhombohedral

parting. The intersections of these three parting directions are

nearly at right angles, and fragments resemble minerals wth
cubic cleavage.

Composition. Hematite is ferric oxide, F'e203 ,
and if pure con-

tains 70 per cent iron, ^^^len heated in the reducing flame it

becomes strongly magnetic.

Occurrence. Hematite is a widespread mineral occurring in

scattered grains through many of the igneous rocks. It is one of

nature’s most abundant pigments, giving the red color to sand-

stones such as those in the Grand Canyon. Large masses of

specular ore are a.ssociated with metamorphic rocks. Oolitic

hematite is found in extensive beds of sedimentaiy origin. The

chief deposits in the United States, which supply a high percentage

of the woi'ld’s iron ore, are grouped around the northwestern and

southern .shores of Lake Superior in ^linnesota, Wisconsin, and

Michigan. It is mined in Alabama also, near Birmingham. The

most beautiful crystals have come from the island of Elba and

from Switzerland.

Ilmenite, FeTiOa

llmenite, also called titanic iron ore, is related to hematite, but

titanium takes the place of half of the iron of hematite. Iremen-

dous masses of ilmenite that are potential iron ores are known, but,

because of difficulties in smelting, it is not extensively used for

that purpose. It is, however, a source of titanium, and titanium

oxide is being u.sed more and more as a paint pigment.

Habit. Ilmenite is rhombohedral with the crj'stals, usuallj'

tabular, .showing prominent basal planes. It is most commonly

massive. In some beach sand ilmenite is abundant as the black

Physical Properties. The hardne.ss is 5^-6, and the specific

gravity, 4.7. The luster is metallic; the color, iron-black; the
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streak, black to brownish red. It can be distinguished from hema-
tite by the streak and from magnetite by its lack of magnetism.
Some specimens however, may be slightly magnetic without
heating.

Composition. Ferrous titanate, FeTiOs. It becomes strongly
magnetic after heating.

Occurrence. Ilmenite is widely distributed as an accessory
mineral in igneous rocks, but it also occurs in large masses as-
sociated with metamorphic rocks or as a magmatic segregation.
In the United States large bodies of it are found associated with
magnetite in the Adirondack region of New York. Commercial
deposits are found also in Labrador, India, and Norway.

Spinel Crystals.

Spinel, MgAl204
Spinel is a rather rare mineral that in places is found in beauti-

fully colored transparent crystals that are used as gems.
Habit. Spinel is isometric and is characteristically found in

octahedral crystals. Twinned octahedrons (Fig. 235) are common,
and thus the name spinel iivtn is given to this type*

Physical Properties. The hardness is 8, or as great as that of
topaz, and the specific gravity is 3.5 to 4.1. The color is not di-
^ostic for It may be white, red, blue, green, lavender, bronm, or
Diack. The red variety is known as spinel ruby or balas ruby and
should not be confused ivith the true ruby, corundum. It isnomnet^ic mth a vitreous luster and usuaUy translucent, al-

Se varieties appear almost opaque. The streak is

Composition. The typical composition is MgAl204 , but iron
manganese, and chromium may be present in varying amounts!
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Gahnik is green zinc spinel in which zinc has taken the place of

all the magnesium.
Occurrence. Spinel is a metamorphic mineral and thus is found

in crystalline lime.stones and schists. Because of its chemical

and mechanical stability, it is frequently found as pebbles in

stream sands. Gem spinel is found associated with gem corundum
in Ceylon, Siam, and Burma.

Magnetite, Fe304

Magnetite is an important ore of iron but ranks considerably

behind hematite in importance. Its name suggests its most strik-

ing characteristic, its magnetism. All kinds are strongly attracted

by a magnet, and one variety, lodestonc, is a powerful magnet itself.

n
Fig. 236. Fio. 237. Fio. 238.

Magnetite Crystals.

It has north and south poles and the power of picking up particles

of iron or steel (Fig. 180, p. 89). When suspended it aligns itself

with its poles, north and south, like a compass needle. The

magnetism of lodestonc excited the imagination of the early poets,

and they attributed tremendous powers to it, great enough to pull

nails out of .ships!

Habit. Magnetite is isometric, and crystals usually are octa-

hedral, more rarely dodecahedral. It is most commonly simply

massive as a granular aggregate.

Physical Properties. Although magnetite has no cleavage it

shows on .some specimens an octahedral parting that ^\ill yie

octahedral fragments. The hardness is 6. and the specific gravity

5.18; both properties are close to those of hematite. Ihe usei

is metallic, usually voiy brilliant, and the color iron-black, llie
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streak also is black, an important characteristic, for it distinguishes

magnetite at once from hematite, which, though at times iron-

black, has a red streak. As previously stated, its magnetism is

its most important physical property.

Composition. The formula for magnetite is Fe304 which yields

72.4 per cent iron, slightly more than hematite.

Occurrence. Like hematite and ilmenlte, magnetite is found
scattered through igneous rocks as an accessorj' mineral. In
fact, an effort was made to extract a few per cent of it from a rock
in New Jersey for use as an iron ore. Large masses of it have been
found in eastern United States, and, until the discovery of the
Lake Superior ores about the middle of the nineteenth century, it

was the chief iron ore. Important commercial deposits are today
mined in northern Sweden and in Norway. Lodestone is found in
crystals at Magnet Cove, Arkansas.

Franklinite, (Fe,Zn,Mn) (Fe,Mn)204

Franklinite, so called from its only important locality, Franklin,
New Jersey, is a mineml much resembling magnetite in form, color,
and general appearance. It is, however, only feebly magnetic, if
at all, and has a brown, not a black, streak. The hardness is 6,
and the specific gravity 5.15. It contains besides iron both zinc
and manganese, and hence is valuable as a zinc ore and for making
spiegeleisen, an alloy of iron and manganese employed in the mak-
ing of steel. Franklinite can usually be identified by its charac-
teristic association with willemite and zincite. (See p. 1C3.)

Chhomite, FeCr204

Chromite, or chromic iron ore, is the only important source of

dem3""’Tr ^ ^ greatdemand Its chief use is m making chrome steel, an alloy not

nS resistant to chemical attack. It isused also m makmg stainless steel, resistance wire in electrical

^ accessories, plumbinu

brmr„T '"'“I
“‘“omium can bepoush^ to a brilliant surface. Because of its refractory nature

hearth fulc'i open-
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Fjg. 239. Fratikliiiitf Crystals in (‘alcitc, Franklin, Now Jersey.

Habit. Chromite is isometric and when in crystals is octa-

hedral re.semhling magnetite, but crystals are rare, and it is usually

massive.

Physical Properties. The hardness is 5)/^, and the specific

gravity 4.(5. The color is iron-black to brownish black; the streak,

dark brown. The luster of .some specimens is metallic, of others,

submetallic with a pitchy appearance?—an important characteristic

for the sight determination of cliromite.

Composition. The formula is FeCr20j, but chromite may con-

tain some magnesium, aluminum, and iron. A small grain of

chromite in a borax bead imparts a green color to the bead in both

the oxidizing and reducing flames.

Occurrence, ('hromite is usually associated with peridotite

rocks, or with serpentines, and in this way has been found in

Pennsylvania, Maryland, and California. It has been found more

recently in the Stillwater Igneous Complex in Montana. "N ery

little is mined in the Tnited States, and most of the world’s pro-

duction comes from Southern Rhodesia, Greece, India, and the

U.S.S.R.
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Chrysoberytl, BeAl204

Chrysoberyl is a rare mineral occurring in pegmatites and in

mica schists. Its only use is as a gem and as such is found in

Brazil, Ceylon, and the Ural Mountains. The variety knowTi as
alexandrite is of interest because it changes from emerald-green in

day light to red in artificial light. CaVs-eye or cytnophane is a
variety that, when cut into a gemstone,
shows a narrow beam of light that changes
position vnth movement of the stone.

Habit. Chrj'soberjd is orthorhombic and
crystals are usually flattened parallel to the
front pinacoid. Other crystals are twinned
giving them a hexagonal appearance (Fig.

240).

Physical Properties. Chrysoberyl has pris-

matic cleavage and thus has two directions ,,

of easy breaking. The hardness is S'A and
'

hence chrysoberyl will scratch topaz. The
specific gravity is 3.65-3.8. The common type has a green-
ish yellow color, slightly resembling beryl, whence it takes its
name, for chrysoberyl means golden beryl.

Composition. Beryllium aluminate, BeAlgO^. It is an infusible
and insoluble mineral, and one must rely mostly on physical tests
for identification.

Cassiterite, SnOg

Cassiterite, or tinstone, is almost the sole source of tin The
only other ore mineral of tin is the rare sulfide of tin, copper, and
iron called stanmte. Tm is in great demand, and the world’s
supply appears to be limited. Its chief use is in the manufacture
of tin plate to be made mto cans for food containers. It is used^so with lead m solder, mth antimony and copper in babbitt

Habit. Cassiterite is tetragonal and commonly forms in prisms^d pymmids (Fig. 241). It is found frequently in twins (5^^242) but a usuaUy massive. Some cassiterite shows a reniform

^ a*id is called wood tinPhysical ^operhes. Cassiterite is remarkable for its hardness-7, and stUl more for its high specific gravity, about 7. Th^6
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unusually high for a nonmetallic mineral. The luster is adaman-

tine to submetallic; the color is usually brown to black, more

rarely yellow or white. The streak is white.

Composition. Tin dioxide, Sn02. Pure tin dioxide is white;

it is the presence of small amounts of iron that makes the mineral

dark. Cassiterite can usually be recognized by its physical

properties, but, if one is uncertain, the following test can be used.

Drop a fragment of the mineral and a piece of metallic zinc into a

test tube with a little dilute hydrochloric acid and warm it gently.

If the mineral is cassiterite, the specimen will become coated ^^^th

a dull gray deposit of metallic tin.

Fig. 241. Fig. 242.

Cassiterite Crystals.

Occurrence. Cassiterite usually is associated udth granitic

rocks, where it may be in veins or scattered through the rock, often

in inconspicuous particles. These tiny grains can be separated

by the same process that nature has used in making stream tin, that

is, after the rock has been crushed, the lighter material can be

washed awav leaving behind the heavy cassiterite. Indeed most

of the world’s tin is obtained by washing sand and gravel that

contain cassiterite, known as stream tin, washed in from a near-by

primary source. The deposits in the Malay States, Netherlands

East Indies, and Siam, from which most of our tm comes, are ot

this type. Tin is mined also in Bolivia, and formerly Cornwall,

England, produced large amounts. In the United States ca^

siterite has been found in numerous places, notably m the Black

Hills, South Dakota, but at none of these is it in sufficient quantity

to be mined.
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Rutile, TiOa

Ti02 exists in three polymorphic forms, of which rutile is the
most common. The others are anaiase or oclahedrite, which is

tetragonal, and brookite, which is orthorhombic. Paramorphs of
one after the other are common, and it is difficult for the beginner
to determine which mineral he is examining.

Fio. 243. Pig. 244.

RutUc Crystals.

Rutile together with ilmenite and sphene is a source of titanium
for paint pigment, for electrodes in arc lights, and for coloring
porcelain and false teeth. Rutile alone is used for coating welding
rods for welding steel. Synthetic rutile is nearly colorless and
can be fashioned into very attractive gemstones.

Habit. Rutile is tetragonal and is commonly found in crystals
the forms of which are shown in Fig. 243. It is frequently in
elbow twins (Fig. 244). Ciystals are sometimes slender, and a
network of them may penetrate quartz crystals to form specimens
of great beauty.

Physical Properties. The hardness is 6-Oyi, and the sneeifio
gravity 4.2. The color varies from reddish brown to md sol
UchTt^nX^ ‘hey let a little reddish

Titanium dioxide, TiOs. A smaU amount of iron

many rocto, such as gramte, gramte pegmatite, gneiss, and schistIt IS both meehamcally stable and chemically inert; hence on
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the disintegration of rocks, it may be washed many miles, where

it accumulates as a constituent of black sands associated with

magnetite, ziicon, and monazite. Disseminated rutile has been

extracted fiom rocks at Magnet Cove, Arkansas, and Amherst and

Kelson County, Virginia. Large fine crystals have come from

Graves Mountain, Georgia.

Pyrolusite, Mn02

Pyrolusite is an important mineral for it is the chief ore of

manganese, a vital clement in the production of steel. It is used

with iron to make spiegeleisen which, when introduced into the

steel batch, removes oxygen thus preventing oxidation of the steel.

Ninety per cent of the manganese produced is used in the manu-

facture of steel.

Because of the large amount of oxygen in pyrolusite, it is some-

times used in the laboratory as a source of that gas. The glass-

maker also employs it to remove the unwanted color from glass,

and for this rea.son it takes its name from two Greek words meaning

fire and to wanh. It has many other uses, such as an oxidizer in

the manufacture of chlorine and bromine, a drier in paints, and in

electric dry cells and batteries.

Habit. Pyrolusite is tetragonal, but it is rarely in cr>'stals;

when they are found they go under the name of polianite. Pseudo-

morphs of pyrolusite after manganite are common. It is usually

massive or in radiating Abel's and often forms dendrites (Fig. 164,

p. C3) along cracks in rocks.

Physical Properties. The haitlness is 1-2, soft enough to soil

the fingers; the specific gravity is 4.75. The luster is metallic;

the color and streak, iron-black. One can distinguish it from the

other mangane.se oxides by the streak, for that of manganite is

browTi, and that of p.silomelane is broumish black.

Composition. Manganese dioxide, Mn02, and, although it may

contain a little water, the amount is small compared with that in

manganite and p.silomelane. When pyrolusite is powdered and

dissolved in a bead of sodium carbonate, the bead becomes bluish

green, indicating manganese.

Occurrence. Pyrolusite, like the other manganese oxides, is a

secondary mineral formed by the oxidation of manganese-bearing

silicates and carbonates. Manganese ores have been mined m

Vii'ginia, Georgia, Arkansas, and Teimessee; but most of the
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requirements of the United States are met by imports. The chief

producing countries are Russia, South Africa, BrazU, India, and
Cuba.

Diaspore, AIO(OH)

Diaspore is a rare mineral formed usually as a decomposition
product of corundum and associated with that mineral, as at
Chester, Massachusetts. It is one of the constituents of bau.xite,
but it is so finely divided that it is impossible for the beginner to
recognize it.

Habit. Diaspore is orthorhombic and is usually in thin crystals
flattened parallel to the side pinacoid. It is also massive.

Physical Properties. There is perfect cleavage parallel to the
side pinacoid. The hardness is 6J4-7 ;

the specific gravity, about
3.4. The color may be white, gray, yeUowish, or greenish; the
luster IS vitreous, but pearly on the cleavage face.

Composition. The fonnula for diaspore is AlOCOH). It is
infusible and insoluble, and is usuaUy recognized by its cleavage
platy habit, and its hardness.

’

Goethite, FeO(OH); Limonite, Fe0C0H)nH20
Goethite and limonite can be dealt with together, for most of

their properties are similar. UntU rather recent yearn goethite
has been considered the minor of the two minerals, and limonitehM been said to occur in great abimdance. Today, however as
the result of new methods of study, the situation is revered*
goethite is the common mineral, and limonite is relatively rare!The distinction between the two minerals is made almost entirely
on the basis of crystal structure. If the substance is crystalline

oX h
^ to determine it, it is goethite!O^y If It IS amoirhous, shon-mg no crystal structure at all. it is

2 a'^lhTt i
however, is frequently used

At certain locaUties goethite is an important iron ore. It is the^cipj constituent of the iron ores of Alsace-Lorraine. In the

“--
... .irsc-K
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niassiv(>. rcniform, or sfalactir an<l comtiionly lias a radiating
habit (I-'ig. 245). I.inionifo isainor[)lious with no crystal structure.

Physical Properties. I hero is |jerfect (‘loa\‘age j)arallel to tlie

side pinacoid. [n the fibrous aggregate.s the cleavage can be seen
parallel to the lengtii of the fibers. The hardne.ss is 5-5'^; the

Fni. 215. Kaiiiating CioctJiitc, Mirhigan.

s|)ecific gravity-. I. .‘^7. (Joethito is frequently imi)ure with the

s[)ecific gravity a- low as 3..’h The luster is adamantine to dull.

Th<‘ color is yellowi.'.h brown to dark brown; the streak, y<’ll()wish

brown. Both goethito and limonite arc characterized by a y(*l-

lowish brown str<‘ak.

Composition. FettiOlf), which gives 02.0 per cent of iron, a

smaller percetitag(‘ than in hematite and magnetite. Limonite is

of similar comixisition Imt has ad<litional wafer in indefinite

amounts; it may contain also manganese oxid(*s and clay. Both

minerals become strongly magnetic after heating.

Occurrence. ( loot lute forms under a wide variety of conditions,
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and is usually present wlioie iron minerals liave been exposed to
oxidizirij; agents. J lius it forms (he iron-iitdi surface o\ (‘r ore
bodies containing pyrite; the iron ores of C'nba are larg(‘ly g.)ethi((‘
formed by tlie alteration of serpentine.

lliewoi’d iimonitc conies fi-om thi' (Jr<‘ek meaning unodoH'hv-
cause it is often found in niunsliy places; in fact oik* type is called
hog iron ore. A careful .study of such material would probably

Fio. 246. MangHnito Crystals. IlfoUI, GeniiAny.

show that U .s mostly goothite. Deposits of l.og iron ore we.emmed di.ring the early days in tlic United States in Massi.ehnsettsW York, Pennsylvania, and \-irginia hnt were low-gra.ie hecauseof the clay and other impurities present. When pyrite is exposed

pyrite
“f Pscudomorphs is limonite after

RUnganite, MnOfOH)
Manganite, like pyrolusito, is a manganese oxide formed bv^condary processes. The two minerals are thus found together

of mCnest"' a minor ore
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Habit. Manganite is orthorhombic, and ciystals of it are com-
mon in bi’illiant prisms (P'ig. 24(») ajid in fibrous, radiated masses.

One should not be hasty about identifying manganite by ciystal

form alone, for it commonly alters to pyrolusite.

Physical Properties. There is perfect cleavage parallel to the

.side pinacoid. The hardness is 4; the specific gravity, 4.3. The
color is steel-gray to iron-black; the streak, dark brown. It is

by means of the streak that one is able to distinguish manganite
from pyrolusite, which gives a black streak.

Composition. Manganite is a basic manganese oxide, MnO-
(OII). If manganite is powdered and di.'^solved in a sodium
carbonate bead, the fusion is bluish green, indicating manganese.

Occurrence. As notetl above, manganite is as.sociated with the

other manganese oxides, all of which are of secondary origin; that

is, they have formed at the expense* of earlier minerals .such as

manganese carbonate or silicate. Manganite fretiuently is found

altered to pyrolusite and lu‘nce one must test the hardness and the

streak rather than rely on crystal form alone for identification.

In the United States it is found at Xegaunee, Michigan.

B.vuxrrii

For many years mineralogists listed bauxite as a mineral species

an<l gave it a definite chemical compo.sition. However, in recent

years it has bet'u learned that bauxite is a mixture of several

min(*rals aiid is. therefore, more of a I’ock name than a mineral

name. It is included here among the minerals because as the ore

of alumiimm it is an important commercial substance.

The u.ses of aluminum are .so many ami so common that it >s

hardly worth noting them. For purposes for which it is necessary

to have strength in a light-weight material aluminum has found

many u.ses. It is used in the construction of airplanes and airplane

engines, in automobiles, and in railroad earn. All are familiar

with tin* cooking utensils, of hci' hou.^(*hold appliances, and furniture

made fiom aluminum. It is a good electrical conductor and each

year is replacing copper moi’o and moi'o for transmission lines.

Ot her uses aie in aluminum foil and in paints.

Habit. As pj-eviously mentioned, bauxite is not a mineral and

therefore lias no crystal system. It is u.sually found in pisolitic

aggregates and in round concretionary grains {Fig. 247); it occurs

also in claylike masses.
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Physical Properties. The liaidnoss varies from 1 to 3; the
specific gravity, fi-om 2 to 2.5. Tiie luster is usually earthy; the
color, white, gray, yellow, or lotl.

Composition. Since bauxite is a mixture of several minerals it

Ls impossible to gi\e a formula for it, but some of it approaches
closely the composition of the mineral gibbsito, AKOIOs. The

Fig. 247. Pisolitic Bauxite, Bau.\i(e. .Arkan.««s.

considerable water present can bo driven olT by heating in a closed
tube. If It IS heated on charcoal and then touched with a dron
of cobalt nitrate and heated again, it a.ssumes a blue color, the test
for aluminuni in infusible i^ubstanccs*

Occurrence. Bauxite is a substance of secondary origin formedby the disintegration of rocks under tropical or subtropical con-
ditions. In this proce.ss the silica is carried away and tlie hydrousaluminum oxides are left Ijchind. If iron is pivsent it also will^am behind, usually a.s limonite, which, if present in largeamounts renders the material unusable as an ore of aluminumIn the United States bauxite is mined in Arkansas. Alabama andeorgia. but more than 50 per cent of the bauxite used is importedmostly froin Dutch Guiana and British Guiana. The^ namebauxite is taken from the important district at Baiix, Franco
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Brucite, Mg(0II)2

Brucite until recent years lias been of interest to the mineralo-

gist only and has had no particular commercial significance.

However, it is at present mined and heated to produce iMgO for

use as refractorv material.

Habit. Brucite is rhomhohedral, hut rhomhohedrons are not

prominent crystal forms, and cr^'stals are usually tabular parallel

to the basal pinacoid. It is commonly in foliated or massive

aggregates.

Physical Properties. There is perfect basiU cleavage which

lesembles somewhat that of mica, but the folia arc not elastic and,

when bent, will not return to their initial position as in mica. The
hardness is 2)/^; the specific gravity, 2.4. The luster on the base

or cleavage face is pearly. El.sewhere or on a massive specimen it

is waxy. The color is white, pale graj', or light green. Brucite

is soctile.

Composition. Magnesium hydroxide, Mg(OH) 2 . Brucite is

infusible but when heated in the blowpipe flame gives off water,

making the fragment chalky white.

Occurrence. Bincitc is a secondary mineral formed by the

decomposition of magnesium-bearing rocks, usually serpentines.

It is thus associatc<l with other minerals, such as hy<lromagnesitc

and magnesite, which are formecl by the same process. In the

United States it has been known for many years at the Tilly Foster

mine at Brewster, Xew York, and recently it lias been mined near

laming, Nevada.

Psil.OMEL.\XE

Psilomolanc is another secondary manganese oxide associated

with pyrolusite and manganitc and is next in importance to

jiyrolusite as an ore of manganese. (See pyrolusite, p. 174.)

Habit. Psilornelane is orthorhombic, but crystals are e.x-

trem(“ly rare and very small. It usually is found massive or in

botryoidal or stalactitic aggregates.

Physical Properties. The hardness is 5-0, much gi*eater than

that of pyrolusite or manganite; the specific gravity is 3.7-4.7.

The color is black but the streak is brownish black, thus dis-

tinguishing it from the other manganese oxides.
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Composition. Psilomelane is essentially a hydrous manganese
oxide, but it contains many other elements, particularly barium.
Varying amounts of magnesium, calcium, nickel, cobalt, and copper
may be present. When a small fragment is fused with sodium
carbonate, it gives a bluish green bead, the test for manganese.

Occurrence. Psilomelane is found associated with pyrolusito
and has a similar origin.

HALroES
The halides are compounds of chlorine, fluorine, bromine, and

jodme. Many of them are very rare, and only three chlorides and
two fluorides are described here.

Halite, NaCl

Halite IS familiar to us all as the common salt used in cooking
and on the table. Since it is essential to the life of man, it has been
sought, traded, and fought for throughout the history of man.
Besides Its culmary use, salt is a preser\'ative and furnishes sodium
to the chemical industry for the manufacture of sodium carbonate
(soda ash). This compound is used in making soap and glass as
well as m bleaching, dyeing, and refining of oil.

Habit. Halite is isometric and crystallizes in fine clear cubic
crystals. It is most abundantly found in granular, cleavablema^s knoivn as rock sail. Sometimes the ciystals have the
skeleton or hopper-sliape illustrated in Fig. 248
Physic^ Properties. There is perfect cubic cleavage, which ism the ag^gates as well as in the crystals.- The hardness is

cl’ 1 T'*®"
^‘‘Vity, 2.10. It has a vitreous luster and iscolorless when perfectly pure. Impurities may give it varioussh^ of red and yellow; occasional patches of a fine deep blueare seen in the clear crystals.

Composition. Halite is sodium chloride, NaCl. The deen

tes “for“X‘m ‘
H^^rr

characteristictest for sodium. Halite is one of the few important minerals thatare readily soluble in water and hence give a decided taste
c“™aonIy found in beds os a sedimentarvrook, "*ere It hia formed by the evaporation of sea water- thu^ Uground ivith other minerals such as gypsum and sylvlte [hat for^in the same way. The ocean Is hence the Important court1 w^
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as the great storehouse of the salt of commoiTe. Sodium chloride

is present, and in even greater concentration, in some inland seas

also, such as the CJreat Salt Lake in Utah, the Dead and Caspian
seas, and many others. In some places salt is actually mined, as

in Austria ami Louisiana; in other locations wells ai'e drilled to the

.salt bed from which brine is pumped up ami evaporated to yield

Fl<!. 248. Halite.

the siilt. Salt is produced from such wells in New York, Michigan,

and Ohio. In I'exas and Loviisiana many vertical pipelike bodies

of salt, which have appaiently punched their way upward from

an underlying IxhI of salt, have been disco\'crcd. These salt domes

arc .searche<l for l)ecause of the petroleum frequently associated

with them.

Sylvite, KCI

SyU ite is a salt similar to halite in its cry.stal form, its occur-

rence, origin, and mineral a.ssociation, but it can be distingttished

from halite by its moi’e bitter taste. It is a very important mineral

for it is the (thief source of potassium compounds, which are u.scd

e.\tensi^’('ly as fertilizei's.

Habit. Sylvite is isometric, and crystals frequently show the

cube and octahedron in combination. It is most commonly found

in granular, cleavable masses.

Physical Properties. There is perfect cubic cleavage. The

hardne.ss is 2.0; the specilic gravity, 1.99. It is colorless or white

when pure but may be colored various shades of blue, yellow, or
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red by impurities. It is more soluble in water than halite, and can
be distinguished by its bitter taste.

Composition. Sylvite is potassium chloride, KCl. It fuses

easily before the blowpipe, imparting a violet color to the flame
due to potassium. If sodium is present, the violet color will be
seen only if the yellow sodium flame is filtered out by means of a
piece of blue glass.

Occurrence. Sylvite, like halite, is formed in beds resulting
from the evaporation of sea water. Inasmuch as sylvite is more
soluble than halite, it is precipitated later; if evaporation does not
continue to almost complete dryness, no sylvite may be pre-
cipitated. It is, therefore, a much less common mineral than
halite. Sylvite has been mined in large amounts at Stassfurt,
Germany, and in recent years large deposits have been worked near
Carlsbad, New Mexico.

Cerargyrite, AgCl

Cerargyrite, translated “from Greek” into English, means horn
silver, a name frequently applied to it because of its hornlike
appearance and the ease with which it is cut by a knife. In
certain localities it has been an important ore of silver.

Habit. Cerargyrite is isometric, but crystals are rare. It is
usually found in scales, plates, or masses resembling wax.

Physical Properties. The hardness is 2-3; the specific gravity,
5.5. It is remarkable for being perfectly sectile; that is, it can
be cut with a knife like a piece of lead or wax. The luster is
adamantine; the white or pale gray color rapidly darkens to violet-
brown on exposure to liglit.

Composition. Cerargyrite is silver chloride, AgCl. Before the
blo^vpipe on charcoal it fuses very easily, yielding a globule of
silver. Other minerals closely related to cerargyrite and having
srnmar physical properties are; cmboHte, Ag(Cl,Br); bromyrile
AgBr; and iodyrite, Agl,
OMurrence. Cerargyrite is a secondary mineral and is foundm the upper, near-surface portions of silver veins. It was an

mportant ore mined at LeadvUle, Colorado, and at the Comstock
Lode, Nevada.

Cryolite, NaaAlFo

that mean icestone, because blocks of the mineral often have the appearance of
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slightly clouded blocks of ice. It is easily fusible and, when in the
molten state, is an excellent solvent. It is for this reason used to
clean metal surfaces and to dissolve the aluminum oxides used in

the electrolytic process foi- the production of aluminum. During
the latter part of the nineteenth century when metallic aluminum

was a rarity, cryolite was the ore of that metal.

Habit, (’rj’olite is monoclinic, although crys-

tals have nearly cubic angles (Fig. 249). It is

most commonly found in ma.ssive form.

Physical Properties. Cr>’olite has no cleavage

but three directions of parting, which, unless ex-

Fig. 249. Cryolite.
Carefully, may be confused with cubic

cleavage. The liardness is 2^1 the specific

gravity, 2.95-3.0. The luster is vitreous to greasy; the color,

snow-white.

Composition. Cryolite is sodium aluminum fluoride, NaaAlFi;.

It fuses easily in the candle flame, coloring the flame an intense

yellow, the test for .sodium.

Occurrence. C’r>’olite is a rare mineral, and the only locality

where it occurs in (|uantity is at Ivigtut in southwestern Greenland.

Here it is characteristically associated with siderite, galena, and

chalcopyrite. It has also been found in minor amounts at the

foot of Pikes Peak in Colorado.

Fluorite, CaFa

Fluorite or fluor spar is one of the most beautiful minerals,

occurring in well-formed crj'stals of many different colors. It is

sometimes cut into gems, but, because of its rather low hardne.ss,

the stones are not durable. The name comes from the Latin

word meaning to floiv, since it melts more easily than other gem-

stones which it resembles.

The chief use of fluorite is as a flux in making steel, but it is

also used in making opalescent glass, in enameling cooking utensils,

and in the preparation of hj’drofluoric acid. Small amounts of

fluorite of high purity are used in making prisms and lenses for

optical equipment.

Habit. Fluorite is i.sometric, and cubic crj'stals and groups of

crystals are common (Fig. 250). It is found in penetration twins

also, such as those shown in Fig. 253, in which the angles of one

cube project from the faces of another. The position of the
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Fig. 250. Flunrilo, (’umlwrluiul, Kiiglaml.

crystals is svicli that, if oiio of tliein wore irvoK-i'd 180® about a
line joininR opposite angles, they would be brought into parallel
po.sition. On the edges of the cubes pairs of narrow faces of the
tetrahexahedron may be seen on some cry.stals (Fig. 251). Less
commonly six small faces of the hexoetahedron are seen on tlie
solid angles (Fig. 252).

Octahedral crystals are also found hut when they are examined
closely it can be seen that most of them are built up of minute
cubes. The cubic habit, however, is .so characteristic that, when
this form is encountered in a nonmetallic mineral, fluorite is at
once sugge.sted to the careful mineralogist. Fluorite occurs in
hbrous or columnar aggregates also and, in one variety with the
colors arranged in bands, known as blue John, is used as an orna-
mental stone. There are granular and closely compact varieties

Physical Properties. Tliere is pei-fect octahedral cleavage, sothat fine crystals mu.st he handled carefully to proN'cnt breaking
off the corners of the cubes. The hardness of fluorite is 4- its
specific gravity, 3.2. The great variety in color, omlu^cing manyshades of green, purple, yellow, and md. has already been men-
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tionecl. It may also be colorless, dark brown, and black. Crystals
are usually transparent, and some show a banding due to the
deposition of successive layers of differently colored material.

Some fluorite shows a beautiful fluorescence when exposed to
ultra-violet light. The phenomenon of fluorescence was first

observed in fluorite and takes its name from the mineral. Some
fluorite exhibits thermolmninescence also, the property of emitting
visible light when heated. The variety chtorophane is so named
because of the beautiful green light that it emits when heated.

In some varieties the blow of a hammer is enough to make a mass
yield a faint but beautiful light (triboluminescence) for hours
afterward.

Fig. 251. Fkj. 252.

FluoriU* Crystals.

Fig. 253.

Composition. Fluorite is calcium fluoride, CaF2. When pow-

dered and warmed with sulfuric acid, it gives off hydrofluoric acid,

which will etch the test tube containing it. It is an interesting

experiment to cover a watch glass with a layer of wax, then with

a fine point make a design by removing part of the wax. If

fluorite sulfuric acid mLxture is placed on the wax, the design will

be etched into the glass.

Fluorite usually flies to pieces violently when heated before the

blowpipe, but, when pulverized, it can be fused easily.

Occurrence. Fluorite is a widespread mineral and is commonly

found with metallic ore minerals. It is then said to form the

gangue of the ore. Beautiful specimens have been found in

Derbyshiie and Cumberland, England, and in the Freiberg mining

district of Saxony. The most important deposit in the United

States is in southern Illinois at Rosiclare and Cave-in-Rock.

Smaller deposits are in Colorado, New Mexico, and New York.
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CARBONATES
The carbonates are an interesting group because of the simi-

larities shown by many of the minerals, thus illustrating well the
reason for describing minci-al species according to a chemical
classification. With the exception of the copper carbonates,
malachite and azurite, all the common carbonates fall into two
groups: (1) the calcite group; (2) tlie aragonite group. The
minerals of each group are called isostructural and show a close
relationship to each other that cannot be brought out well if they
are scattered through the book and listed under the metal domi-
nant in each.

Calcite, CaCOa

Calcite gives its name to tlie group of rhombohedral carbonates,
which includes dolomite, magnesite, siderite, rhodochrosite, and
smithsonite. All these minerals have similar crystal forms and
perfect rhombohedral cleavage; the angles between the cleavage
faces of the different species vary from 72® to 75®.

Calcite has more varieties that occur in abundance than any
other mineral except quartz. Each of them is described under the
heading Varieties.

Habit. Calcite is rhombohedral and ciystallizes in a great
variety and complexity of forms. The fundamental rhombohedron
(l?ig. 255), the flat rhombohedron (Fig. 254), and the scaleno-
hedron (Fig. 263) are common forms. There are other rhombo-
hedrons lengthened in the vertical direction as shown in Figs. 256
and 257. Figure 258 represents the hexagonal prism; Fig. 261 is
the same with the obtuse rhombohedron e of Fig. 254 in combina-
tion. Fi^re 264 is a scalenohedron twinned on the base. Crys-ta^ foiming in scalenohedrons or acute rhombohedrons are often
called dogtooth spar. Besides the crystals Ulustrated, there aremany other combinations of faces, some highly complicated, thatcan be deciphered only by one who has a thorough knowledge of
crystallography. The types of calcite that do not show ci^stalforms are mentioned under Vaneties.

^

is
<»“«tandmg characteristic of calcite

Perfect rhombohedral cleavage with an angle of 75° betweent e faces. Whatever the coastal form, a mass, whether large or
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small, breaks easily under the blow of a hammer into fragments,
all of whieh show the angles of Fig. 255. C'ah'itc is freciuentlj'

twinned, and crystals may sliow a parting parallel to the twinning
lainollae that is at the angle of the negative rhombohedron (Fig.

259). The remarkable e.\p(‘rimeiit by which twinning may be
imparted to a cleavage fragment is mentioned on p. 5(>.

Calcilo on most of its cry.stal fafc.s and (jii the eleii\’age face has
a hardness of 3, hut on the basal pinaeokl c (Fig. 258) it has a

Fig. 266. Calcite f’ry.slal, .loplin, Mi.s.s(iuri.

liardnos.s of 2 and can be scratched by the finger nail. The specific
gravity is 2.72. The luster is usually vitreous, but some varieties
are dull to earthy. It is usually white or colorless but may be
gray, red, yellow, green, or blue. Certain impurities may make
It brown or black. One can .see, therefore, that color cannot be
used as a criterion for klcntification.
The clear colorless calcite, such as that originally brought from

i^celand. is called Iceland spar, and is used for optical prisms
because of Us remarkable double refraction, or power of dividinga ray of light passing through it into two separate mys so that a
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lino s(‘(*n tlir<)Uy;li it apjx'ais douhlo. 'I'liis pluaionionon lias lioon
d(‘S( nl)0 (l and illiistratod on p. XS.

Composition. ( ’aloito is oaloinrn oarlionafo. ( 'a( '():{. Ono of the
host tests for oaloito is to toucli it with a drop of hydrochloric acid
and note tliat it <*flor\(‘sc(\s at once, giving olV buhhios of carbon
dioxid(*. 'I'lio mineiai shcnild not bo pow<lorod for tlio otlior

rliombohodral carbonat<‘s will olVorvosco in the powdered form,
luai heated on cliarcoal. calcite does not fuse but carbon dioxide

I-io. 2(i7 (itiii|i Ilf (’ali'ite (.'rystals. ('uintH'r]aii<l, (

is driven o(T leaxitin calcium oxi<l(‘. In this way <iuicklime i-s

made in the lime kiln to be list'd in makinf*; mortar, d'ho carbon

dioxide driven off in t lu' industrial iJi-ocess is iililizt'd under i)ressui-e

for many purposes; tlie imist familiar is for charjrinf; carbonated

drinks.

Varieties. I.immsioni: .\.M) Matmii.f.. Calcite i.s an impor-

tant lock-foi ininjj mineral for it i.s almost the only constituent

in the limt'stont's that underlit* fht>usantls tif stpiare miles of the

earth’.s surface and in places art* thousands of feet thick. Shellfish,

through the rt'inote ^eoloKii' past as well as lht)se of the present

ilay, .secretetl calcium carbonate from the .sea water. Their shells
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accumulate on the sea floor und on compaction may build up great
thickness of limestone. hen limestones are subjected to great
pressures within the earth they may recrystallize, forming marble.
Marble difTei-s from limestone in textui-e. for in it one can see the
cleavage faces on the coai-ser grains. Ordinary marble is white,
but some varieties may be red, yellow, blue, or black and are then
used for ornamental purposes.

Limestone finds its greatest use in the manufacture of cements
and mortai-s and is thus the basic material of one of the great in-
dustries. It is used also as a building stone and a.s a flux in the
smelting of iron ore. The lime used for agricultural purposes may
be either quicklime or merely finely ground limestone.
Chalk, such as that found on the cliffs of Dover, England, is a

fine-grained limestone made up of the tiny shells of marine
organisms.

Cave Deposits, water becomes chai-ged with carbon
dioxide, It has the power to dissoh e limestones slowly as it works
.its way through them. In this way most of the limestone caves
and caverns have formed. After formation, conditions may change
so that the water, as it drips into the cave, may lose carbon dioxide
and slowly deposit the dissolved calcium carbonate. Thus are
buUt sialacUUs, which hang like icicles from the roof of the cavern
and stalagmites, which rise from the floor beneath. They are^ten very large and beautiful with a great variety of shapes.
These deposits are often banded and in some places occur on a
large scale, so that the rock can be quarried and used for orna-mental stone. Mexican otiyx is such a variety of calcite, delicatem colormg and beautifully translucent. Many caves with sta-

n simUar types of deposits are knoum in the
and most celebrated isCarlsbad Caverns, New Mexico.

hot and cold spring waters may de-posit calcite on emergmg from beneath the surface. Such de-

of thlT
or tufa. The outstanding deposit

hlammoth Hot Springs, Yellowstone National

mgbns
‘'“''=•‘“0 are eommon in limestone

Sand Crystals. In certain places where water containini.calcium carbonate in solution passes through sand caW ®
crystallize, incorporating the sand ivithin it. Some crystals!S
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as those illustrated in Fig. 133, p. 52, may be made up of as much
as GO per cent quartz sand, but they still have the ciy’stal form of
calcite.

Occurrence. Calcite is such an abundant mineral that it is

difficult in a limited space to list the outstanding occurrences.
Limestone rocks are found in great quantitie.s at many places in

the world; in the Lnited States they are especially common
through the central states, Illinois, Iowa, Ohio, Wisconsin, etc.

In cavities in the rocks the crj'stallized forms occur. Cavities,

or geodes, lined with beautiful crystals are common. The tristate

mining district of Missouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma should be
mentioned in particular for the caves of this region abound in

beautiful calcite crystals, some of which are very large weighing
hundreds of pounds.

Calcite is found also as a gangue mineral associated with ores

of metals such as lead, copper, and silver. The mines of the Lake
Superior region have furnished many fine specimens, as have those

of Derbyshire and eLsewhere in England and the Ilarz region of

Germany.

Dolomite, CaMg(C03)2

Dolomite is the rhombohedral carbonate intermediate between

calcite and magnesite. It is a common and important mineral

but is les.s abundant than calcite in both crvstalline and massive

forms. Rock dolomite is used both as a building and as an orna-

mental stone, as well a.s in the manufacture of certain cements.

Recently it has been used as a raw material in the production of

metallic magnesium. (See under magnesite, p. 194.)

Habit. Dohmiite is rhombohedral. and crj'stals showing forms

other than the unit rhombohedron are rare. The cr>’stals have

one peculiarity: the rhombohedron faces are almost always cur\'ed,

giving a conve.x surface. The crj'stals of calcite are not cur\'ed

but those of siflerite, the iron carlwniate, are. Some crj'stal ag-

gregates are formed of many small crystals, and all are so curved

that they have a saddle-shaped form, a.s illustrated in Fig. 269.

Physical Properties. Dolomite has perfect rhombohedral

cleavage with angles .so close to those of calcite that it is impossible

to distinguish between them by inspection alone. It is a little

harder than calcite, the hardness being 31^-4, and it is a little

denser, the specific gravity being 2.85. The luster is usually
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vitreous, but it is pearly in some varieties known as pearl spar.
The color is commonly pale pink but may be colorless, white, gray,
green, brown, or black.

Composition. Dolomite is the carbonate of calcium and mag-
nesium, CaMgCC03 ) 2 ,

with equal proportions of CaCOg and
MgCOa in the pure mineral. Small amounts of iron commonly
replace part of the magnesium; when considerable iron is present

Fig. 268. F,o. 269.

Dolomite.

the mineral is called ankerite. Granular dolomite, unlike calcite,
IS not readily soluble in cold hydrochloric acid, but the powdered
mineral will effervesce. This is the best way to distinguish be-
tween the two minerals*

OcciOTence. The principal occurrence of dolomite is as a rock
mineral, and as such it makes up tremendous masses of dolomitic
limestones and crystalline dolomitic marbles. Much white marble
IS dolomite, not calcite. Most dolomite is believed to have beenformed onginally as limestone but has had part of the calcium
replaced by magnesium to form dolomite. Great areas of themiddle western states are underlain with dolomite. Crystals are^^on m the tristate mining district centering around Joplin.

Magnesite, MgCOs

^ r
mineral that has greatly increased in importanceduring the p^t half centuiy . At the end of the nineteenth eentun.It was described as a rare mineral; by 1930 it was no longer com

fo^ref T T Of magnesium oxideor refractor bneks and msulating purposes. It was used also hithe preparation of magnesium salts for medicines and paper manu-
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facture. Because carbon clioxitle is given off at a lower temperature
than it is from limestone, magnesite is used as a source of this gas.
Today, besides its former uses, it is an ore of magnesium.
Magnesium as a metal has been known for many years, but it

was produced on an ext remely small scale from magnesium chloride,
recovered from tlie brines of salt wells at Midland, Michigan.
Magnesium is a lighter metal than aluminum but resembles it in

many of its otlier pi’operties. With the increased demand for

lighter alloys for the tremendous production of aircraft for World
ar II, new raw materials were sought as a source of magnesium.

Thus magnesite and, to a le.s.ser degjee, dolomite have become ores

of magiu'sium. One of the most interesting developments in

magnesium production has been the extraction of this metal from
sea water. In Texas a gigantic plant has been constructed that

liandh's millions of gallons of sea water a day and from it separates

the small peicentage of magnesium chloride present to be later

converted into metallic magnesium.
Because of the pre.sent great capacity for magnesium production,

we may ex|)ect in the yeai*s to come that more and more articles

will bo made of magnesium and its alloys, in place of the heavier

metals.

Habit. Magnesite is rhombohedral, but, unlike calcite and

dolomite, crystals arc rarely seen. It is usually in compact masses

and Ic.ss frc'ciuently in gi-anular ma.sses showing definite cleavage.

Physical Properties. Magnesite has perfect rhombohedral cleav-

age with a clea\‘age angle of 72® 3()'. The hardness is 33^2“5, the

compact massive variety having the greater hardness. The

specific gravity is 3-3.2. The luster is vitreous in crystals and dull

in the massive variety. The color of pure magnesite is white,

but impurities may color it gray, yellow, or brown.

Composition. Magnesium carbonate, MgC'Oa. It is almost

insoiul)lc in eohl acid but dissolves with effervescence in hot hy-

drochloric acid.

Occurrence. Magnesite occurs in two distinct types, one fine-

grained and compact, the other coarse and cleavable. The com-

pact variety is found in irregular veins and masses in serpentine

rocks from wliich it has been derived through the action of waters

containing carbon dioxide. This type has been mined on the

Island of Eul)ooa, Greece, and in the serpentine of the Coast

Range of California. The cleavable variety occurs in sedimentary
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strata and appears to have formed by the complete substitution of
magnesium for the original calcium of the limestone. The most
famous deposit of this type is at Styria, Austria. In the United
States large masses are found in Stevens County, Washington.

SiDERITE, FeCOs
Siderite, or spathic ore, as it is frequently called, is in certain

places used as an ore of iron, but it is much less important than the
three oxides. It is mined in Great Britain and Austria but is very
subordinate in the United States.

Habit. Siderite is rhombohedral, and crystals usually show the
unit rhombohedron with curved surfaces resembling the crystals
of dolomite. It is found usually in cleavable aggregates but may
also be concretionary or in botryoidal or earthy masses.

Physical Properties. Siderite has perfect rhombohedral cleav-
age with a cleavage angle of 73^. The hardness is 3^-4- the
specific gravity, 3.85. The luster is vitreous, and the color is light
to dark brown.

Composition. Siderite is ferrous carbonate, FeCOs. The 48.2
per cent iron present is a much lower percentage than that in the
iron oxides. When siderite is heated on charcoal, it becomes
strongly magnetic and turns black. It dissolves with effervescence
in hot hydrochloric acid.

Occurence. Sidente may be formed by the action on limestone
of solutions carrying iron. If replacement of calcium by iron is
extensive, large bodies of ore may be formed, as at Styria, Austria.
Concretionary siderite, known as cioy ironstone, is found in e.x-ensive beds m England, where it has been mined. Similar de-

thet h^r
Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio, but

Y is also inciystals m vems associated with metallic ores.

Rhodochrosite, MnCOa
“ rhombohedral, and cystals, althoughnot common are found m places in beautiful clear rhombohedroi

a^mr^ ” «*-v-

“ K'^ofoohrosite has perfect rhombohedral

th? s^-r“^
cleav^e angle of 73». The hardness is 3}4-4y.-the specific gravity. 3.4S-^.6. The luster is vitreous, and the
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color is some sliacle of rose-i-ecl. Some \ arieties may be very pale
pink, and others dai’k brown.

Composition. .Manganese carbonate, MnCOs. A small amount
of iron may be present. Rhod<}clirosite dissolves in hot hydro-
chloric acid with effervescence. When it is fused with sodium
carbonate, the mass assumes a blue-green color indicating man-
ganese.

Occurrence. Rhodochrosite is found frequently as a gangue
mineral in veins canying silver, lead, and copper ores In certain

veins at Hiitte. Montana, it is so abundant that it is mined as an
ore of manganese. Beautiful clear ciystals of a deep rose-red color

come from Lake County, Colorado.

Smith.so.vite, ZnCOa

Smithsonite is sometimes called dry-bone ore by the miners be-

cause of the cellular texture of ceilain specimens that resemble

bone. It is used as a zinc ore but is considerably suboi'dinate to

the sulfide, .sphalerite. In .some places smith.sonite is found in

translucent green or greenish blue mas.ses which arc cut and

polished for ornamental purposes.

Habit. Like the other members of the calcite group, smith-

sonite is rhombohedral but Ls rarely found in crystals. It usually

forms botryoidal and sUilactic masses, or honeycombed masses,

known a.s dry-bone ore.

Physical Properties. Smithsonite has perfect rhombohedral

clea\’age, but, because of the nature of the masses in which it

occurs, the cleavage is seldom seen. The hardness is 5; the

.specific gia\'ity, 4.4, unusually high for a carbonate. The luster

is vitreous, and the color is usually dirty brown but may be white,

green, blue, or pink. A yellow variety is known as turkey-fat ore

and contains cadmium.
Composition. Zinc carbonate, ZnCOa. Smithsonite resembles

calcite in that if effer\'esces in cold hj’drochloric acid but can be

distinguished from calcite by its high specific gravity.

Occurrence. Smithsonite is a secondary mineral fonned by the

alteration of sphalerite and is found in the upper portions of zinc

deposits. Certain types, particularly dry-bone ore, are difficult

to recognize, and it has not been uncommon in mining operations

to overlook smithsonite as an ore mineral. Fine specimens from

Laiirium, Greece, and Kelley, New Mexico, have been cut for
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ornamental purposes. In the Uniti^d States it has lx>cn mined
as an ore of zinc in Arkan.sjus, Missouri. M'isconsin. and Colorado.

Aiuoonitk, CaC’O;,

Aragonite is a dimcji’phic fc

less important than ralcite.

H-ni of calcium carbonate hut is much
It head.s the list of the orthorhombic

Fig. 271.

.•\ragonilc CVv.st.als.

Fi<i. 272.

aragonhe Bioup inclu.l..,.

eloSly rl7d in 7 ’ " " '7“"’ “7' “'I of " hiel. a...y related m their crystal and pliysioal prop<*rties.
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Habit. Aragonite is orthorhombic with slender pointed crystals

commonly in radiated groups (Fig. 275). It is found also in twin
crystals resembling a hexagonal prism with basal pinacoid (Fig.

273). Such p.seudohexagonal crystals are characteristic of all the

members of the aragonite group. Besides these other types occur,

Fig. 273. Fio. 274.

Aragonite Twins.

such as the delicate coral-like Jlos feiri (Fig. 161, p. 62) found in

some iron mines. It is found also in reniform and massive

aggregates.

Physical Properties. There are two poor cleavages, one parallel

to the side pinacoid and the other parallel to the prism. In single

crystals or columnar aggregates, therefore, all the cleavages are

parallel to the length. This may be confused with columnar

caleite which also has cleavages parallel to the length of the in-

dividuals, but calcite has another cleavage plane at the end of the

columns, whereas aragonite terminates in an irregular fracture.

The hardness is 3*4^; the specific gravity, 2.95—both greater

than tho.se of calcite. The luster is vitreous. Aragonite may be

colorless, white, or pale yellow.

Composition. C'alcium carbonate, CaCOa, the same as calcite.

It effervesces leatlily in cold hydrochloric acid and gives the same

I'eaction as calcite to all other chemical tests.

Occurrence. Aragonite is much less common than calcite and

less stable once it is formed. Thus pseudomorphs of calcite after

aragonite are common. A good example is the calcium carbonate

secreted by mollu.sks. The mother-of-pearl on the inside of the

shell is aragonite, but it is changed to calcite on the outside.

WelI-forme<l ps<>udohexagonal crystals are found in Aragon.
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Spain, whence the miruMal derives its name. Tfie host -dcvoloped
pointed type of crystals is found in KuKland at Alston Moor and
Cumberland. From tlio iron mine.s in Austria come tJie best
specimens of flos ferri. In the United States this varielv is found
in tlie Organ Mountains, \ew Mexico, and at Hislx^e. Arizona.

Fics. 275. .\ragonite Cry.stals. ruint,(T]jin<l. England.

\\ iniEHiTi:. llaCO;,

^ "'in.-.-,

I

enough to become a muito of l.a.iom, as at j;iYosetmte .Xutional Park, California

of amaonirr^Irr-
""‘I o.ystais reseml.le llarse

groups and
“

"*1’

.
'“'“•'''“r 'adialinKgroups and as pseudol.exasonal t«ins. These twins form siv

Massive witherito al.so occuin
^

the c,ea™‘ e^i^X'^lW^oTl '“T
"

I""''
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Composition. Barium caii)onate, BaCOa. When a fragment

is fused, it imparts a green color to tlie flame; this is the test for

barium. Like calcite and aragonite, it is soluble in cold hydro-

chloric acid with effervescence. It can be distinguished from these

minerals by its Itigh specific gravity.

Stroxtiaxite, SrCOa

Strontianite, togethej- with the strontium sulfate, celestite, is

the source of the element strontium. Strontium has no great com-

mercial significance but is used in fireworks and

in the sepaiation of sugar from molasses.

Habit. Strontianite is'orthorhombic. Crj'stals

are usually radiating acicular like those of ara-

gonite. but stiontianite is also found in pseudo-

he.xagonal twins. It may be columnar, fibrous,

or granular.

Physical F»roperties. Strontianite like withe-

rite has gootl prismatic cleavage. Tlie hardness

is 3^-4; the .specific gravity, 3.7. The specific

"itlie- gravity is lower than witherite but still high for

a nonmetallic mineral. The luster is vitreous,

and the color is white, pinkish, gray, yellow, or green.

Composition. Strontium carbonate, SrC'Os. A fragment will

not fuse but will usually fly to pieces when heated, giving a red

color to the flame. 'Lhis is the best test to distinguish it from

witlierite, for, like withei’ite. it is soluble in cold hydrochloric acid.

Occurrence. Strontianite is a comparatively rare mineral, less

ainmdant than celestite. It is commonly found in veins in lime-

stone. It has been mined in Westphalia, Germany.

Ceri'ssite, PbCOa

Habit. C'erussite is orthorhombic. Although it belongs to the

aragonite group, its crystals are somewhat different from those of

the other members. They are often in tabular plates (Fig. 277)

or twinned with plates crossing each other at G0° angles (Fig.

279). Another expression of the same type of twinning is pseudo-

hexagonal pyramids as .shown in Fig. 278. Cerussite is also found

in granular massive aggregates.

Physical Properties. Cerussite has prismatic cleavage. The

hardness is 3-33^; the specific gravity is 6.55, high foi a non-
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metallic mineral but to be expected in a lead compound. The
luster is adamantine. Crystals are frequently colorless, but mas-
sive aggregates are usually white or gray. The clear and colorless
crystals do not perhaps at first suggest to the eye that the mineral
contains lead. A more careful examination, however, shows the
adamantine luster possessed by crystals tliat strongly refract
light. A high index of refraction, as this property is called, is
usually found in very hard minerals (as in diamond) or in those

Fig- 278. Fic, 279.

Cerussite.

containing heavy atoms, like lead. All the compounds of lead
have an adamantine or resinous luster, as does the lead glass, called
paste, of which imitation gems are made.

•• _
carbonate

j PbCOa- When^ed with sodium carbonate and heated on charcoal, it is reduced
to a lead globule. Cerussite is the only member of the aragonitepoup that IS not soluble in hydrochloric acid, but it will dissolvem warm dilute nitric acid with effer\'escence.
Occurrence Cerussite, next to galena, is the commonest ore

of lead. The two minerals are frequently associated, for cerussite
is produced m nature’s laboratoiy by the action of carbonatedwater on galena. Not uncommonly cerussite is found with a coreof galena. (Jrussite therefore, is a secondary mineral found inthe upper portion of lead deposits, and mines that are worked for

S^fTh^b ^ depth.

?h“ United St
Wales. In

teinf M AT^ beautiful crystals come from the Organ Moun-

TZ’o “ Arizona, Coloradrand

Malachite, <Du2C03(0H)2
Malachite, Imo,™ also as green copper cnrbo,assocmted with the blue copper carbonate, aauri

is usually

Specimens
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I'Ks. 280. Co^u^^sito, Rt’ticiilalrd Af^ftrecate, Tsumol), Soutlnwst .Africa.

containing the two minerals are frecjnenfly outstandingly beautiful

because of their striking coloi-s. Malachite in addition to being

an ore of copper is u.sed to some extent foj- ornamental purposes.

Tlie Uussians have been particularly skillful in making art objects

of it. Thin slices are cut and used as a veneer on table tops, vases,

and pillars in churches. Most of the choice Russian malachite

pieces have been brought together in the Hermitage in Leningrad

and are or» exhibit there.

Habit. Malachite is monoclinic, but crystals are rare and

indistinct. It is usually in radiating fibers that form botryoidal

masses (Fig. 281). Well-formed cjystals of malachite are com-

monly i)scudomorphs after azurite.

Physical Properties. The pci fect basal cleavage of malachite is

rai ely seen becau.se of the fibrous nature of the mineral. The hard-

ness is 31 2-4, and the specific gravitj' is about 4. The luster is silky

in fibrous varieties but vitreous in cr>'stals. The color is bright

green.

Composition. A basic carbonate of copper, Cu2C03 (0H) 2 .

Before the blowpipe malachite fu.ses, giving a green flame. It

dissolvc.s with olTervescencc in cold hydrochloric acid and, in this

way, '^an be tlisf inguished from other green copper minei'als.
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Occurrence. Both malachite and azuiite are copper ores of

secondary origin; tliat is, they ha\e formed near tlie surface by
the action of carbonated water on the primary copper minerals,
such as chalcopyrito and bornile. They are thus associated with

Fjfi. 281. H<)Jryoiilal Malac-liitc^. lll^bco. Arizona.

minoials „f similar arigin, sucli as cuprite, uativo ccpirer, ami iron

“uHca- '-'"f
'•'™o f'o'n Tsumcl), Soufluvo.st

Af, ca Clte.s.s,v, France; ami SuutI, .Vu.stralia. In tl.c Unite.l
States the outstanding locality is Hishee, .Vrizona.

Azuritb, Cu3(CO,)2(OH)2
Habit Azurite is monoclinic and, unlike malachite is fi-oqumnly found ,n well-formed crystals. It may also be in rktliatLg

s'rTttj'-s-r ' - ''-wrir;:
Compositton. Azurite is a Irasic copper carbonate Cn , (CO 1(OH)s, very s.m.lar to malachite, but containing
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water. It effervesces in cold hydrochloric acid, and other tests
are the same as those for malachite.

Occurrence. See under malachite.

BORATES
There are over a score of borates, but only four of them are

abundant enough to warrant description in this book. They are

borax, kernite, ulexite, and colemanite. Each of them has at

one time been the chief source of the final commercial product,
borax.

Borax, Na2B4O7 l0H2O

The medicinal qualities of borax have been known for many
centuries, and for this reason it was early imported into Europe.
The original source was Tibet. Later it was obtained by the

evaporation of water from hot springs in Tus-

cany in northern Italy. In 1800 it was discov-

ered in Lake County, California, and since that

time, although the source has shifted from one

place to another, the United States has been the

chief producer.

Borax is still used in medicine and as an anti-

septic, but its chief use today is in washing

powder and in cleansing. It is also an excel-

lent solvent for metallic oxides and thus finds a

use in certain smelting operations. The miner-

alogist uses it in a similar manner when he dissolves a mineral

fragment in a borax bead to obtain the color imparted by certain

elements.

Habit. Borax is monoclinic, and prismatic crystals (Fig. 282)

have been common at certain localities. It is found also in porous

Fio. 282. Borax.

masses.

Physical Properties. Borax has perfect cleavage parallel to the

front pinacoid. The hardness is 2-23^; the specific gravity is 1.7

(very low). It is colorless in fresh crystals, but the crystals lose

water and turn white on standing in a dry atmosphere. It is

soluble in water and has a sweetish-alkaline taste.

Composition. Hydrous sodium borate, Na2B4O7'10H2O. It is

easily fusible and imparts a strong yellow color to the flame

(sodium). If moistened with sulfuric acid, it gives a green color
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to the flame indicating boron. In the laboratory colorless borax
crystals lose five molecules of water and become the chalky white
substance, tincalconite, Na2B407 '5H20 .

Occurrence. Borax was a relatively rare mineral until the
middle of the nineteenth centuiy when it was discovered in

California. It was first found in Lake County and later in Death
Valley, Inyo County. The famous twenty-mule team was used
to haul borax from Death ^'aIley, 135 miles to the railroad to the
south.

Kernite, Na2B407-4H20

Kernite, a relatively new mineral, was first described in 1926.
At the present time its only occurrence is on the Mohave Desert
at Kramer, California. The new minerals that are described from
time to time are usually found sparingly, some yielding barely
enough material for an adequate description. Kernite was an
exception to the rule, for it was found by thousands of tons and
moreover, became almost immediately a valuable commercial
mineral. Today about half of the borax produced in the United
States has its source in kernite. If one compares the formulas
of borax and kernite, one finds that the only difference is the higher
percentage of Avater in borax. Kernite is, therefore, a remarkable
mineral, for a pound of it will yield about 1.4 pounds of borax
the finished product!

’

Habit. Kernite is monoclinic,
cleavable aggregates.

It is usually found in coarse

Physical ^operhes. Perfect cleavage parallel to both the basalpmacoid and the front pinacoid gives rise to splintery fragmentselongated parallel to the b crystallographic a.xis. The hfrdness

Kernite is usually colorless when fresh, but such specimeL b^" “-ae on^iont

Composition. Hydroussodium borate, Na->BjO-,-4H n *
fuses easily to a clear glass. Like borax, it

Ulbxitb, NaCaBsOo-SHaO
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to it) on the surface of playa lakes where it has crystallized from
brines.

Habit. Ulexite is triclinic. Crystals are found only as fine
silky fibers, aggregates of wliich usually form rounded masses to
which the name cotton-balls is given.

Physical Properties. T he hardness is 1 ; the specific gravity,
1.9G; the luster is silky; the color, white.
Composition. IHexite is a hydrous sodium and calcium borate,

NaCaB50<)-8H20. It fuses easily to clear glass, coloring the
flame deep yellow. If it is moistened with sulfuric acid and then
inti’oduced into the flame, a momentaiy flash of green is seen,
indicating boron.

Occurrence, l lexite is usually associated with borax and is

found on the surface of dry lakes in enclosed basins. In such a
manner it has been found in California and Nevada, as well as in

Chile and -\rgcntina.

CoLKMANITE, Ca2B60u-5H20

From 1880 when colemanite was found at Monte Blanco, on
the rim of Death \^illey, until the discovery of kernite in 1920,

colemanite was a majoj- source of borax, furni.shing over half of the

world’s supply.

Habit. Colemanite is monoclinic. Crystals are usually short

prismatic. The mineral is most commonly found in cleavable

ma.sses.

Physical Properties. A perfect cleavage parallel to the side

pinacoid is colemanite’s outstanding property. The luster is

viti eous, particularly well .seen on the cleavage face. The hardness

is 4-4)^; the specific gravity, 2.42. Colemanite is colorless to

white.

Composition. Hydrous calcium borate, Ca2B60ir5H20. When
a fragment is held in the flame, it fuses easily and crumbles, im-

parting a green color to the flame (boron).

Occurrence. Colemanite has been found only in California and

Nevada but it occurs in several places there and has been mined

as a source of borax.

PHOSPHATES
The phosphates form a large group of minerals, but most of

them are very rare and are not considered here. Mimetite, an
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arsenate, and vanadinite, a vanadate, are included with the
phosphates.

Apatite, Cas(F,Cl)(P04)3.

Among the large group of phosphates, apatite is the only one
that can be considered a common mineral; many of the othei-s

have resulted from its alteration. In certain rare instances apatite
is found in beautifully colored transparent crystals and is cut as a
gemstone. However, commercially much greater importance
attaches to apatite as a source of phosphorus, a constituent of most
commercial fertilizers, and in some places apatite is mined as a
source. Today, however, sedimentary beds known as phosphate
rock or phosphorite are most e.vtensively mined as a source of
this element. After being mined, both apatite and rock phosphate
are treated with sulfuric acid to make superphosphate, for in this
form they are much more soluble in the dilute acids of the soil.

Fia. 283. Fio. 284. Fio, 285.

Apatite Crystals.

Habit. Apatite is hexagonal, and crystals are common showing
pnsm, base, and pyramids. (See Figs. 283, 284.) It is also foundm granular and compact masses.

Physical ftoperties. On some crystals a poor cleavage may be
seen parallel to the basal pinacoid. The hardness is 5; apatitecan just be scratched by the knife. The specific gravity is 3.15-
d 20. The color is usually green or bro^vn, but it may be violet
blue, yellow, or colorless. The luster is vitreous.

Ca^F7poT°h‘t fluophosphate,
CF04)3 but may contam chlorine instead of fluorine

Ocomence. Apatite is widespread and is found as an accessorymineral in tiny isolated grains in all types of rocks. Gem apatiteof a beautiful purple color has been found at Auburn, Maine Atone time apatite was mined in Ontario. Canada, where it ooouned
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in crystals and masses in coarsely crystalline calcite (Fig. 286).
Undoubtedly the largest known mas.s of apatite is in the mountains
of the Kola peninsula in northwest Kussia. Here, in a granular
form, it occuns intimately mixed with nepheline. Since 1930 it

has been mined extensively as a source of phosphorus.
It is largely from the chemical breakdown of apatite that the

phosphorus noimally used in plant life is contributed to the soil.

Some of this phosphorus, however, is carried away in solution and
eventually reaches the ocean where it may be extracted by marine
organisms. In certain places on the sea floor organic remains rich

Fin. 28fi. Apatite Crystal in Calcite.

in phosphorus may accumulate building up a deposit of rock

phosphate.

Rock phosphate or phosphorite lias as its principal constituent

an amorplious material, coltophanite. The formula for collophanite

has been wi itten as Ca3 (r()4)2 H20 ,
but it usually contains varying

amounts of other elements.

Hone is calcium phosphate, and deposits of phosphorite are

formed by the accumulation of animal remains. In the United

States huge deposits of phosphate rock are found in Wyoming,

Idaho, Tennessee, and Florida. Some of the world’s largest

deposits are located in North --Vfrica, in Tunisia, Algeria, and

Morocco.

PvnoMonPHiTE, PbsCl {PO4 )3

Pyromorphite. mimetite, and vanadinite are closely related both

in chemical composition and crystal form. All three are secondary
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minerals formed in the upper oxidized portion of lead veins. Py-
romorphite is the most abundant and in places has been mined as
an ore of lead.

Habit. Pyromorphite is hexagonal and is found in small
he.xagonal prisms which are frequently cavernous and may show
rounded or barrel-shaped forms. The crystals
may be clustered together branching out from
a slender stem, as shown in Fig. 287. It occurs
also as a thin crust or coating, which may be
covered with tiny crystals or simply globular.

Physical Properties. The haidness is

and, like all lead compounds, it has a high
specific gravity, viz., C.5-7.1. The luster is
resinous, and the color is commonly green,
varying from grass-green to both lighter and
darker shades; it may also be pale brown.
The streak is white even in the deep green 287. Pyromor-
vaneties. phito.

288. Pyromorphite Crystals,
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Composition. Pyromorphite is lead chlorophosphate, PbsCl-
^^04)3- Some arsenic may be present. It fuses easily on char-
coal. If the fragment is examined after it is completely fused,

it will be seen that it is nearly spherical and sparkles on the surfaces
from the reflection of light from a multitude of facets. Hence the
name of the mineral comes from the Greek words meaning fire

and form. If the fused globule is further heated on charcoal with
the addition of sodium carbonate, it yields a globule of metallic

lead.

Occurrence. In the United States pyromorphite has been
found at PhoenLwille, Pennsylvania; Davidson County, North
Carolina; and in Idaho.

Mi.metite, PbsCI(.\.s04)3; Vaxadixite, Pb5Cl(V04)3

Fig. 28'.>. Vanadi-

oitt*

As already mentioned, the.se two minerals are closely related to

pyromorphite in composition and form. In fact mimetite is

named from the Greek meaning imitator because of its close re-

semblance to pyromorphite, although crj'stals

are as a rule rarer and less distinct.

M 1.METITE has a hardness of and a specific

gravity of 7-7 .2 . It may be colorless, yellow,

orange, or brown with a resinous or adaman-

tine luster. It is essentially lead chloroarse-

nate, PbsCl(A.s04)3, but some phosphorus may
bo present. A lead globule results, if mimetite

is heated on charcoal with sodium carbonate.

It is easily recognized by the arsenical fumes with the garlic odor

that are yielded when it is heated.

Vanadixite is often a fine deep red color, and when crystals arc

sharp and clear it is one of the most beautiful minerals. Less

brilliant yellow and light brown varieties also occur. The crystals

are he.xagonal prisms terminated by the base and more rarely by

hexagonal pyramid.s. Cavernous forms also occur as with py-

romorphite. The hardness is 3 ,
and the specific gravity is 6 .7-7 . 1 .

The composition is PbsCl(^’04)3; usually small amounts of

arsenic and phosphorus are present. The reactions for lead on

charcoal are like those of pyromorphite.

Besides being a minor ore of lead, vanadinite is also a source of
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the rare element vanadium. This element is used chiefly for
hardening steel, but is used also for fixing the colors in dyeing
fabrics and as a yellow pigment in the form of metavanadic acid.

Aaiblygonite, LiAlFP04

Amblygonite is a rare mineral that in a few places is found
abundantly enough to be mined as a source of lithium.

Habit. Amblygonite is triclinic, but crystals are small and
rare. It is usually found in coarse cleavable masses.

Physical Properties. Amblygonite has perfect cleavage parallel
to the base and a poorer cleavage parallel to the front pinacoid.
These two cleavages are nearly at right angles and thus resemble
the cleavages of feldspar. The hardness is 6, and the specific
gravity 3.0-3.1. The color is white, pale green, or blue. The
luster is pearly on the base; elsewhere it is vitreous.

Composition. Lithium aluminum fluophosphate, LiAlFPOj.
^blygomte fuses easily before the blowpipe, yielding a red flameBy this test one can distinguish it from feldspar, with which it mav
be confused. ^

Occurrence. Amblygonite is found in pegmatites where it is
associat^ with other lithium-bearing minerals, such as lepidolite
and spodumene. It is found at various localities in Maine: atPala, California; and in the Black HUls, South Dakota.

Wavellite, Al3(0H)3{P04)2-5H20

Habit. Wavellite is orthorhombic; ciystals are rare; and it isusuaUy m r^iatmg globular aggregates. (See Fig. 156, p 60 )

the side pmacoid and macrodome. The hardness is 3^-4- the^ecific gravity is 2.33. The luster is vitreous, and the color isgreen, yellow, white, or brown.
Wavellite is a hydrous basie aluminum ohos-P te, Al3 (0H)3 (P04 ) 2

-5H20 . It is infusible but when heated itswells and falls apart into fine particles.

pro^^Z ph^IZ™^proLbl?b"
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Turquois, Al 2 (0H)3P04 H20 + Cu
Turquois is a semi-precious stone that has been used for orna-

mental purposes for centuries. The early material came from
Persia and was cairied through Turkey to reach Europe. The
mineral derives its name from the French for Turkish.

Habit. l’urquoi.s is triclinic hut is rarely in minute crystals. It

is usually ciyptocrystalline, forming compact reniform masses.
It occurs also in thin veins and as crusts.

Physical Properties. The bluish green color is the outstanding
property and the one that makes it desirable as a gem material.

The hardness is 0; the .specific gravity, 2.G-2.8. The luster is

waxlike.

Composition. A basic hydrous pho.sphatc of aluminum,
Al2(OII)3p()4 ll20-t-Cu. When touched with a drop of hydro-

chloric acid and heate<l, it gives a blue flame (test for copper).

Occurrence. Like many of the other phosphates, turquois is

ol socondaiy origin. It is found ihsually in small veins cutting

volcanic rocks. The famous Persian deposits in the province of

Kliorasan are still producing. In the Ignited States it is found in

Arizona, Nevada, and California; but the most famous locality

is near Santa Fe, New Mexico. There the Navajo Indians obtain

the turquois which they mount in jewelry.

SULFATES
There are many sulfate minerals, bxit only the few that are com-

mon are considered here. The anhydrous sulfates described are

barite, celestite. anglesite, and anhydrite, which form a closely

related group with similar crystallographic and physical properties.

The only hj'drous sulfates described are gypsum and alunite.

Barite, BaS04

The outstanding property of barite is its high density; because

of its density it is often called heavy spar. As it is the most com-

mon and widespread bai ium mineral, it is the chief source of that

element. The carbonate, witherite, is the only other Important

barium mineral. The principal use of barium is in the substance

Uthopoue, a mixture of barium sulfide and zinc sulfate, which is used

in paints and in the manufacture of linoleum and textiles. Much

of the bai itc mined is ground to a fine powder and made into a

sludge of high specific gravity for use in drilling deep wells.
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Habit Barite is orthorhombic. Crystals are common; the

usual habit is tabular parallel to the base. (Fig. 290.) Some ofthe other modifying forms are shown in Figs. 291 to 295 Ag-

Fio. 290. Fio. 291 Fig. 292.

Frc. 293.

Barite Crystals.

Fig. 294.

^gates of divergent plates frequently form crested haHte or banteroses, as sho^vn m Fig. 296. Barite oecu,^ also in maiive or

Fiq. 295. Barite Crystals. Cumbl^nnXtd
""

f”- it - -St difficult to
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Physical Properties. Barite has both basal aiul prismatic

elea\'afio. ( 'l(‘a\’aj^<* irajiinetits at lirst "lance may resemble thos<!

of calcite for tlie an"l<‘s lu't\ve<>n tlu* prism faces are <'lose to the

rhomlxiluMlron atijile of calcitc*. t )n com))arinK th(‘s(* two minerals,

the stiah'iit will lin<i that th(‘ l>asal ciea\ag(' is at risht angles to

the prismatic cleavage* in baiite. wlu'teas in calcite the third

cleavage* is not at light angles to the other two.

2‘H>. (tmstfd MnriU*.

Tlie hardne.ss is 3-8' ^ and the specific gravity is 1-5, extremely

high for a nonmelallic mineral. Barite may bo colorless, white, or

light shade's of bine, yellow, and red. d'ho luster is vitreous.

Composition, fhu itc is barium sulfate. IhiSOo A\ hen heated

Ix'fore tlie lilowjiijie, it yiehls a yellowish green flame (test for

barium)- It can be distinguisheel from witlierite, which gives the

same flame test, by its insolubility in hydrochloric* acid.

Occurrence. Barite is often found a.s a gangue mineral as-

sociated with lead, copper, and silver ores. It i.s found al.so in

veins in limestone* or in residual masses in clay overlying limestones.

Beautiful crvstals iiave come from several localities in Kngland
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chiefly Derbyshire, Westmoreland, Cornwall, and Cumberland.
In the United States they have been found at Cheshire, Con-
necticut; Dekalb, New York; and Fort Wallace. Idaho. Massive
barite has been mined in Georgia, Tennessee, Missouri, Arkansas
and California.

’

Celestite, SrS04

Habit. Celestite is orthorhombic, and the crystals resemble so
closely those of barite that it is difficult to distinguish between them
without careful angular measurements. Crystals are commonly
tabular but may be elongated parallel to the a axis. (See Fig.
298.) It occurs also in granular and fibrous aggregates.

Fic. 297.

Celestite Crj'stals.

Fic, 298.

nri^m
cleavage parallel to the base andpnsm yields fragments closely resembling those of barite. Thedness is 3 3^; the specific gravity, 3.95-3.97 (although highfor a nonmetaihe mmeral, it is less than that of barite) . Th^e luster3 vitreous but it may be pearly on the base. The color is com-monly white, but the crystals, as weU as the fibrous forms often

I
blue tinge is so common that it has given to the speciesthe name derived from the Latin coelestis.

^

Composition. Strontium sulfate SrSn. a •

the soluble strontium carbonate, strontianite

“ di«*-ninations and as the lin-

also in sandstone ppsum, rock-salt, andX In the uS
most st^/“ur'iru m-in^t^akt
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Axglesite, PbS04

Habit. .Vnglesite is orthorhombic, and crj'stals resemble in

form and angles those of barite and celestite but are usually of a

more varied and complex development. It is found also in granu-
lar or compact masses and may show concentric banding around
a core of galena.

Physical Properties. .Vnglesite has imperfect cleavage parallel

to the pj'ism and base. The hardne.ss is 3; the specific gravity,

6.2-6. 4. The luster is adamantine when the specimen is crj’stal-

line. blit it may be dull when the specimen is impure and earthy.

The crystals are usually clear and colorle.ss, but massive material

may be gray, pale shades of yelhjw, or brown.

Composition. .Vngle.site is lead sulfate, PbS04 . On charcoal

before the l)lowpipe it tlecrepitates and fuses readily to a clear

bead, which becomes milk-white on cooling. When heated on

charcoal witli soda, it jdelds a bead of metallic lead. It dissolves

with difficulty in nitric acid and does not effervesce as does cerus-

site; hence the two minerals are easily distinguished.

Occurrence. Anglesite, like cenissite, is a secondary mineral

formed by the oxidation of galena. It is consequently found near

the suifaoe of lead veins and associated with other oxidized

minerals, such as cenissite, smithsonite, and iron oxides. It

derives its name from the original locality on the Island of Angle-

sey, Wales. Other world-famous localities are Broken Hill, New
South Wales; Monte Poni, Sardinia; and Otari, Southwest

Africa. In the I’nited States it is found at Phoenixville, Penn-

.sylvania; Tintic District, Utah; and the Coeur d’.Mene District,

Idaho.

.Vnhydrite, CaS04

Anhydrite receives its name because, although consisting of

calcium sulfate, it does not, like gj’psum, contain water. It is less

common than g^vpsum and has little industrial use.

Habit. iVnliydrite is orthorhombic, but crystals are rare and it

is usually in cleavable masses. It may also be massive, fibrous,

or granular.

Physical Properties. Anhydrite has distinct cleavage parallel

to the three pinacoids. The fragments may, therefore, appear

cubic, but careful examination shows that the three cleavages are

unlike as they must be since anhydrite is in the orthorhombic
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system. The hardness is 3-3J^ and the specific gravity is 2.89-
2.98. The color is usually white or gray but may have a blue or
red tinge.

Composition. Calcium sulfate, CaS04 . Unlike gypsum it con-
tains no water.

Occturence. Anhydrite is much less common than gypsum but
occurs in much the same manner and with the same mineral as-
sociation, with bedded salt deposits and limestone.

Fio. 299. Fig. 300.

Gypsum Crystals.

p

Fig. 301.

Gypsum, CaS04-2H20
Gypsum is a common mineral and of considerable commercialmportance because of its use in the production of plaster ofParis. This material is made by lieating ground gypsum untilabout three-fourths of the water is driven off. Whe^he plaster

f Paris IS muced with water, it slowly ciystallizes and hardensassuming the shape of the confining surfaces. It is thus used tomake casts and molds of aU kinds. Its most extensive use

Plaster foritrLL

cu“iated ft7ratlt”Tutsr“‘" "

srTht^g^cr"
alabaster.

^ ^ mentioned above is
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Fig. 302. Gypsum
Cleavagi*.

Physical Properties. The crj'staJs have very perfect cleavage
parallel to the side pinacoid, and sometimes very large, thin,
and perfectly transparent plates may be obtained. The variety
yielding these is called selenite. The plates look a little like mica

but are muchsofter and, though somewhat fle.\i-

ble, are quite inelastic. \Mien broken carefully,

a plate sliows two other directions of cleavage.
In one of these directions a plate breaks rather
sharply, “snap cleavage,” with a conchoidal
edge parallel to the front pinacoid (a). In di-

rection / of Fig. 302 the plate is somewhat fle.xi-

ble and separates with a fibrous fracture, “bend
cleavage.”

Gypsum has a hardness of only 2, and hence
it is easily .scratched by the finger nail. The specific gravity is2.32.

Ihe luster is usually vitreous but may be silky or pearly on the
side of the best cleavage. The selenite variety is clear and color-

less; the massive kinds are generally snowy white, as in alabaster.

Impurities may give it various shades of yellow, red, and brown.
Composition. Hydrous calcium sulfate, CaS04 -2H20 . AMiena

fragment is held in the flame it becomes opaque white and ex-

foliates, fusing to a globule. .Xbundant water is given off in the

clo.sed tube.

Occurrence. Gyp.sum is most commonly found as a sedi-

mentary rock interstratified with limestones and shales and usually

underlying beds of rock salt. Such beds result from the evapora-

tion of salt water bringing about the crystallization and precipita-

tion of gypsum and other di.ssolved salts. Many commercial

deposits of gypsum are known in the United States. The principal

producing states are Xew York, iHichigan, Iowa, Texas, Nevada,

and California. One of the most unusual occurrences of g>'psum

is in New Mexico at the White Sands National Monument. The

gypsum, which has been deposited as the result of the evaporation

of water in an enclosed basin, has been blo^^'n into great dunes.

Here one can look for miles and see nothing but the rolling snow-

white .surface of the dunes.

Small crystals, such as those shown in Fig. 303, have formed in

mud which permitted them to grow freely in all directions. Large

fine crystals have come from Wayne County, Utah, and Naica,

Mexico (Fig. 8, p. 19).
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Fkj. 303. Gypsum CrystiiU, Kllswurth. Ohio.

TUNGSTATES, MOLYBDATES, AND URANATES

WOLFH.XMITE, (l-V..Mll)\V()^

t)lframito is tlic cliiof ore of tuiiK^ton, a motal that lia.s ristai
to groat importanre in our pre.sent civilization. Its most familiar
use IS in the (ilarncnts of electric liglit l)ull)s vvliere it is valuable
because of its extremely high melting point. 3.350“ .cnligradeWhen tlic currenl is turne.l on. the lilamont l.ecoim^s white hot
uitliout melting. It will, however, oxidize when liot

;
our present

lamp.s. therefore, are filled with an inert gas whicl. in.sures theabsence of oxygen.
The most impoHimt use of tun(;sten is as a sleel-liariloniii..

nroW.T''
'*

.-I'xl niolal-piereinK
projcct.les. H.gl.-specd eutfing tools are made f.o.n Im.gsteu
steel and Kill retain their temper even when red hot, Marhinescan tints be speeded up, and, as a result, more work eat. be turnedout ,n a given time. Tungsten earhide, harder than eutundum

used as an abrasive material for rutting glass and hard steeland, in some core drilling, rcplaeos diamond
Habit. Wolframite is monoclinic. C'rystal.s are usually flat-

found T” =1 I'taded habit.' It isfound also in massive granular aggregates.
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Physical Properties. Wolframite has perfect cleavage parallel
to the side pinacoid. The hardness is 5-5^; the specific gravity
IS high, 7.0-7.5. The luster is submetallic; the color, brown to
black. The streak is also brown to nearly black.

,
ferrous and manganous tungstate,

(he.MnlU 04 . It is an isomorphous mixture of iron tungstate,
ferbertle, and manganous tungstate, huebnente. These two
minerals are in general rare compared to wolframite. They have
physical properties similar to those of wolframite and are difficult
to distinguish from it without testing for the presence of iron or
manganese.

Occurence. Wolframite is usually found in quartz veins or
pegmatite dikes, and more rarely in veins with sulfide minerals.
About half of the world’s supply of tungsten comes from China as
wolframite. In the United States wolframite is found in the Black
Hills of South Dakota, but only in small amounts. Ferberite from
Colorado and huebnerite from Nevada, Colorado, and South
Dakota are more important in the United States as ores of
tungsten.

SCHEELITE, CaW04

Scheelite is an ore of tungsten but of lesser importance than
wolframite. It is named after K. W. Scheele, the discoverer of

tungsten.

Habit. Scheelite is tetragonal. Crystals are usually simple
dipyramids (Fig. 304). It is also found in granular aggregates.

Physical Properties. Scheelite has cleavage

(4 directions) parallel to the second-order di-

pyramid, the angles of which resemble closely

those of the octahedron. The hardness is

4H-5; the specific gravity, 5.9-6. 1, is unus-

ually high for a mineral with nonmetallic luster.

The luster is adamantine, and the color is

white, yellow, green, or browm. Scheelite is

almost unique among minerals in that most

specimens of it mil fluoresce a pale blue. This

property, therefore, can be used in prospecting for the mineral or in

gaining an idea of the amount present during mining.

Composition. Scheelite is calcium tungstate, CaW04 . It is

decomposed by boiling in hydrochloric acid, yielding a yellow

Fio. 304. Scheelite.
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residue of tungstic oxide. If metallic tin or zinc is added and
boiling is continued, the solution turns first blue and then brown.

Occurrence. Scheelite is found in pegmatite dikes and in ore
veins associated with cassiterite, molybdenite, and wolframite.
It is thus found in the tin deposits of England and Australia.
In the United States it is mined in Nevada, California, and, in
smaller amounts, in Arizona, Utah, and Colorado.

WULFENITE, PbM04

Wulfenite is an ore of molybdenum but of considerably less
importance commercially than molybdenite. It is, however, of
interest to the mineral collector because of the great variety and
beauty of many of its specimens.

Fiq. 306.

Wulfenite Crystals.

Habit; Wulfenite is tetragonal, and crystals are usually square
tabular in habit with a prominent base. Others are as thin as aknife-edge with the flat table beveled by the faces of a low di-pyramid (Fig. 306).

6
is 3; the specific gravity,

commonly a bright orange-yellow toeddish yeUow, but it may be green or bronm. The luster is^mous or adamantme. The square habit, bright color, and highluster make it a most striking mineral.
^

Composition. Wulfenite is lead molybdate PbMOj It fuca

with

Occurrence. Wulfenite is a secondary mineral found \n tv,

portion of lead veins associated with other second^^ pyromorphite and vanadinite. Beautiful crystals have been found in several places in tt J
States, particularly in Arizona and New Mexico.
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Fio. 307. Wulffniu.* Crystals, Las Cruces, N’ew Mexico.

ril.WINITK

If this book liad l)c<‘n written before Augtjst. 19-15, uraninite

would luive l)eeti mentioned as a rather rare mineral mined as an

ore of uranium and of the very rare element radium. Since that

date. ho\\e\ ei-. uianinitc has taken on peculiar significance, for

it was the chief raw material used in the construction of the atomic

bomb. Tlie hx-alities in which it had been mined became a matter

of international concern, and a world-wide search for the mineral

has l)een going on ever since. Uranitim will probably never again

be u.sed a.s an alloy in steel, a use to which it had formerly been

put in u limited way.

I’ntil the a<lvent of the atomic bomb, interest in uraninite lay

in the fa<‘t tliat it was the source of radium. This element is and

will continue to be in great demand. Its extraction is a slow and

costlv process, for abt)ut 750 tcjns of ore must be mined to yield

about 1 gram of radium.

Habit. I’^raninite i.s isometric, and crj’stals, though rare, show

faces of the octahedron and the dodecahedron. It is usually

massive.

Physical Properties. The hardness is 514, specific

gra\ ity is 9-9.7. Tliis is unusually high but what one would ex-
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pect, for uranium is one of the lieaviest metals (G = 18.86).
The luster is pitchlike, and because of this the mineral is com-
monly called pilchbkiuie. The color is black, and the streak is
brownish black.

Composition. Uraninite is essentially UO2 and UO3 but contains
also small amounts of radium, thorium, and other rare elements.
Small quantities of lead and helium are present as the result of
radioactive disintegration.

Occurrence. With the great importance that uraninite has^umed in recent years as a source of uranium, many new localities
have undoubtedly been discovered and e.\ploited. These, however
remain unknown to the general public, and only the older localities
can be mentioned. Two are important; one is in Katanga and
the other m Canada on the shore of Great Bear Lake. Both
localities have been worked for many yeare, chiefly for the small
percentage of radium that could be extracted from the ore. Since
1940 mining has been accelerated, but this time for the uranium.
Small amounts of uraninite have been found at many localities

a^ociated both with pegmatites and with the ore minerals of
Sliver, lead, and copper. Thus in the United States isolated crys-

Carolbl
^ pegmatites of New England and North

The presence of uranium is usually detected first by its bright-c^ored alteration products. Among the commonest of these

m >‘ranopkanc, and orange ffummitc. Carno-

SILICATES

of minerals. Relatively few

Quartz, SiOg

It o.n“ . “n:
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ite and is an important constituent of many other rocks, such as
gi anite and gneiss. It is a mineral which can usually be recognized
by its form when crystallized, also by its hardness, conchoidal
fiacture, glassy luster, and infusibility. There are so many

Fig. 308. Fig. 309. Fig. 310. Fig. 311.

Fig. 312. Fio. 313. Fig. 314. Flo. 315.

Quartz Crystals.

varieties, however, that it is only after long practice that one can

be sure of always identifying it at once.

Habit. Quartz is he.vagonal, and the common habit of its

crystals is a hexagonal prism showing horizontal striations termi-

nated 1^3-^ six p3'ramidal faces (two rhombohedrons) each having

the shape of an acute isosceles triangle (Fig. 308). In some crys-

tals the prism is not present and the shape is like that of Fig.

309, which appears to be a hexagonal dipyramid but is actually

made up of two rhombohedrons. It is not uncommon to find the

faces of the rhombohedron lettered r much larger than those of the

other rhombohedron, or they may be present alone. (Figs. 310

and 311.)

On some cr3'stals small modifying faces such as x and s in Figs.

312 and 313 may be present revealing the true symmetiy of quartz.

They appear rather complicated as, indeed, they are, and the study

of the structure and crystallography is a matter for the skilled
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mineralogist. Nevertheless, even the beginner can learn to
recognize the difference between the crystals represented by Figs.
312 and 313. Figure 312 is called a righl-handed crystal and has
the little a: face to the Hght above the prism face w; the other is a
kft-handed crystal and has a similar face to the left above m.
Some crystals may be so poorly formed that the hexagonal nature

IS not immediately apparent. These, such as Fig. 315, can be
oriented by the horizontal striations on the prism faces, and it
should be remembered that in aU cases the angles remain the
same, m spite of the seeming irregularity in the form.

terminated ciystals, like those shoum in Figs.
308 and 309 are found in some places, more commonly the prisms
are attached at one end with only the other end free to develop
borne crystals may be slender and tapering. Not infrequently
the crystals are so small that the forms can be distinguished onlywith a magni ymg glass. A surface covered with many such tiny
ciystals is called drusy. ^

Twm crystals of quartz that show the re-entrant angles of mosttwms are not often found. Yet a careful study of almost any
costal wUl reveal that it is made up of two individuals in twtaposition mterpenetrating each other irregularly. In order toprove such twinning it may be necessary to etch the emtol my rofluoric acid. One can then see that hght is reflecLl dif-ferently from the etch pits formed on the two indiwrar On
i^ vlriijr

“ difference in lusterm vanous parts of a surface, thus outlining tlie twins.

twif
® Illustrated have a three-fold symmetry axis and 3

be scratched by 'a'Se but He^Hr
^ ’’’ ‘‘

but in some massiVe kL^it mav ^

-y hiack.. pink-^e: nri^c^
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Iti the massive forms the color is often in bands or clouds, a.s de-
scribed iindei- the \ arieties.

Composition. (Quartz is silicon dioxide, Si02. It is grouped
with the silicates because its pioperties are more closely related to
those minei-als than to the oxides.

Varieties, (^luirtz is fouiui in a gieat numt)er of varieties,

differing particularly in color and state of aggregation, and, as

many ha\c be(‘n us<'d for ornanuuital purposes, the varieties have

j-e<-ei\'ed a numb(*r of dislin<-t nam<*s. Tho.se occuiTing in distinct

crystals are nanxMi chictly according to their color, '^i'hey include:

Rod: crystal, the clear colorh‘.ss variety. If tjuite free from

flaws, it is us(Mi for piisms for optical apparatus and cut into thin

orient(Ml plates for the control of radi«> fre(juencies. Most of this

so-called oj)(icuI (juai'tz conu'S from Hrazil, and during the war

y4‘ars 1912-194.5 hundreds «jf tons of it were imported into the

rnited States to he manufactured into radio o.scillators.

Sinol:y <pinrtz, having a smoky brown color, which in some ciys-

tals may be \ er\’ dark. It is cut into ornaments, as in Switzerland,

where it is f<iund in beautiful specimens. Such crystals were un-

(hmbtcdly at one time clear and have darkened by exposure to
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emanations from radioactive materials. Some clear quarts canbe artificially darkened by exposure to a strong x-ray beam

purposes.
Ci/ianc, a light yellow-colored crystal sometimes called faUttopaz Some jewe ers sell citrine under the name of topaz andone should be careful not to confuse it with true topaz
Mtiky quartz, milky white in color from the presence of smallhquid inclusions (Fig. 310). It is the common type cf JZzfound m veins and in pegmatites. When two specimens of^milkvquartz are rubbed together, they luminesce. The phenomenon iskno\Mi as triboluminescenco.

menUl purposes. Rose quartz is usually massive, but small crvstals have been found at Newry, Maine
^ ^

effects It sb™ M^ ''ir'-ing similar

eye of jmreliy, which is a variety of chi ysobLy t'
I? , tT

z 12:°" r;.“ *r‘T -s- “•

or?r^X7nt? LdTa^ntT^cXT ‘ansparent
bro™, red, and X. "'“‘e to grey, blue,

specrncnames am^tosoS^
Agate is a variegated chalcpdnn^

e different colored varieties,

delicate concentric bands frequentlv'l/
arranged in

Mozs agau is a kind of chalcedony c'cntail^g broirwtk mS:
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like or dendritic torm.s di.stril>uted rather thickly through the mass.
These forms consist of some metallic oxide (manganese oxide is

Ido. 317. .\Kat<‘, Ilriizil.

Fig. 318. AgaU‘, lirazil.

common) and have nothing more to do with vegetation than the

frost figures on the ^\•indowpane in winter.

Onyx, like much agate, is made up of layers of different colored

chalcedony and opal, hut tlie handing is straight and the layers
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are m parallel planes. Alternating layers of white and black or
white and brown are most common. Onyx is used for cameos,
t^he head being cut from one layer and the background being formed
by th^e other. Both agate and onyx are often artifieiaUy coloredm order to make them more attractive for ornaments.
Sarf^nyx is like onyx but has layers of sard (carnelian) with

other layers which are white or black. Prase is a translucent leek-
green chalcedony; chrysopra.ie is an apple-green chalcedony.
Heliotrope, or bloodstone, is a green chalcedony with small spots of
red jasper scattered through it.

AU the other varieties of cryptocrystalline quartz that arediscus^d are more or less impure; their luster is dull and in many
cases they are almost opaque.

f*'"™ inclusions ofematite It may also be bro^vn, yellow, or dark green. The

mmdarW d specimen ir-regularly distributed or arranged in bands.

n dull luster and U usually graymoky bro,™, or brownish black. The exterior is often white

cuttta edae,^"“d®
fracture, yielding sharpcuttmg edges, and hence was easUy chipped by the AmericanIndians into arrowheads and hatchets.

nrnn!S-
^

t
compact silica rock resembling flint in most of itsproperties but is usually white or light gray in color Itquently terms thin but extensive beds in limestone; flint is usuallyte .olated nodules. Homstone is a name somet'imefaLXd ”o

&haTi«f wood consists largely of chalcedony or jasper which

in
structure of the tree. It may vLy much

;srs.“:r;.Xt i
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eventually into the ocean. Thus it is the principal material of the

pebbles of gravel beds and the sands of the seashore. Such occur-

rences are familiar to all, but the mineralogist and crystallographer

are moie interested in the rarer localities where quartz is found well-

crystallized or in the cryptocrystalline varieties.

Well-formed crystals may be found in veins with ore minerals

or, as in Arkansas, in veins containing almost no other mineral.

Pig. 319. Geode with .Vmethyst Crystals, Uruf?uay-

Some of the finest specimens have come from cavities in pegmatite

and granitic rocks. In cavities in traprock and in some limestones,

chalcedony, agate, carnelian, etc., may be present filling all the

available space; or they may only line the cavity and crystals of

fjuart z may occupy the central part. ICmbedded nodules or masses

of fine-grained silica constitute the flint of the chalk formations,

as in the chalk clifTs of Dover, England, and the chert of other

limestones.

Tridymite and Cristobalite

Although the beginner cannot bo expected to recognize tridymite

and eristoba!it<‘, lie slioultl know what they are because they arc
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of considerable interest to the mineralogist. Both minerals are
high-temperature forms of silica and have the same composition
as quartz, S 1O2 . They are found, abundantly in some places, as
constituents of fine-grained volcanic rocks. Cristobalite is stable
only above 1470 C; tridymito, only above 870° C.

Upal, SiOa wHoO
Opal is essentially silica but contains a few per cent of water-

thus It does not have the same properties as quartz. Its chief

to exhibit to best advantage the play of coloi-s in the variety called

to the beautiful gemstones. It is used as an abrasive, as a sub-stoce for Wtenng solutions, and as an insulation material.

and are u
'”“«'als that ato not crystallineand are caUed amorphous. It is found frequently in bSryoidal

cha“pea“' -tl' resembles

Physical Properties. The hardness varies from 5 to ft hnf ^ 1

caS^'‘^hrdll^ 1

''®
“dmii^d be-

opal insteT^o?
MagniSent'*''*'

mineral material is

<.«* „s., E^Xixi
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have replaced, are found in Humboldt County, Nevada. How-
ever, other wood opal breaks up into slender chalky-white splinters

and shows none of the beauty of precious opal.

Geyserite or siliceous sinter is a type of opal deposited from hot

springs, as by the geysers of Yellowstone National Park. It is

usually white or gray and often has a pearly luster on the surface.

It is soft and porous and frequently built up into concretionary

forms of varied and beautiful appearance.

Dialomaccous earth, sometimes called infusorial earth or diatomite,

is a kind of opal-silica consisting of the microscopic shells of the

minute organisms called diatoms. As these shells sink from near

tlie ocean’s surface to the sea floor, they build up beds that may be

of great thickness and extent.

Composition. The formula for opal can be written Si02-nH20.

The n indicates that it contains an indefinite amount of water.

Opal, unlike quartz, is soluble in alkalies. Th\is, after agate has

been immersed in an alkaline solution for some time, the layers

containing opal are attacked and dissolved leaving the layers of

chalcedony unaffected.

Occurrence. Opal as a gemstone has been kno^\'n for a long

time. Most of the early material came from Hungary, but today

much of the precious opal comes from Australia. In the United

States it has been found in Nevada and Idaho. Deposits of

diatomaceous earth are found in many places in the world, the

most important in the Ignited States are in California where it is

found in beds over 4,.500 feet thick.

The Feldspars

The feldspars form the most important group of silicates, if not

the most important of all the minerals. They are found as es-

sential constituents of most crystalline rocks, such as gram e,

syenite, gabbro, ba.salt, gneiss, and many others, and thus make

up a large percentage of the earth’s crust. All of them aie si ica es

of aluminum with pota.ssium, sodium, and calcium, an larej

barium. . .. . n

Although some feldspar is monoclinic and some tncimic,

occur in crystals that have a general resemblance

All have cleavage in two directions, making angles of 9

g0« with each other. A careful examination
f

two directions are unlike, that is. cleavage parallel to one face
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easier than parallel to the other. The hardness of all the feldspars
is about 6 : they are not scratched by a knife. The specific gravity
lies between 2.55 and 2.75, not far from that of quartz; the color
is variable and may be white, pale yellow, reddish, greenish, or gray.

Orthoclase and Microcline, KAlSiaOs

Although orthoclase and microcline crystallize in different
crystal systems, they have the same chemical composition, physical
properties, and occurrence. Together they are known as potash
feldspar. It is frequently difficult to distinguish between the two
in the hand specimen, and thus in the past much feldspar has been
called orthoclase that should be called microcline.

Orthoclase Crystals.

PlQ. 323.

Potash feldspar is used extensively in the manufacture ofporcelam both m the body of the material and in the hard giazemth which much of it is finislied. ft is also a source of aluminum
raio-ocline knoivn asS *^rtr“l purposes.

monochmc; microcline is triclinic Thec^sWs dlustrated in Figs. 320 and 321 are orthocla^ but Kg

the crystal ,can be repeatedly t\vinned ThLs i<i nJhita / •

and is always present in microcl^aW„„ ",

metry of a monoclinic ciystal Othef?^l f ?
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Manebach (Fig. 325). Figure.s 320 to 322 represent the common
forms. The faces of the unit prism m, at angles of nearly 120*

to each other, are short on some crystals (Fig. 320). The other
most common forms are the ba.sal pinaeoid c and the side pinacoid
b. There may also be other modifying planes.

Physical Properties. The name orthocla.se is from the two
Greek words meaning erect and fracture, refen-ing to the e.xistence

of the two prominent cleavages at riglit angles to each other.

One of these is parallel to the basal pinacoid, and the other is

Fig. 324. Carlsbad

Twin.

parallel to the side pinacoid. .Vltliough microclinc receives its

name from two Greek words meaning little and inclined (referring

to the fact that the cleavages are slightly inclined from a right

angle) they appear to be perpendicular because of the nlhite

twinning. 3’his is the out.standing phj'sical property anrl is so

charact(M*istic of all the feldspars that it enables one to distinguish

them (jiiickly from other minerals even when they arc in tiny grains

in a rock.

The hai'dness is 0, and the specilic gravity 2.57. The hardness

is the best test by which feldspar can be distinguished from calcitc,

barite, an<l othei- minerals showing good cleavage. Ihe luster is

vitreous, though it may be pearly on the basal cleavage surface.

The color is commonly white, reddi.sh, or pale yellow. Some

crystals of orthocla.se are clear and colorless, and others, extremely

rare, are a transparent yellow and are cut as gemstones. A green

variety of microclinc, Amazon stone, is also cut and \ised for oina-

mental purposes. (See frontispiece.)

The name (ulularia is given to a glassy variety of orthoclase
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that Ls usually found in p-soudooi-thoihombir ciysfals (Fig. 323)
Somo adularia gives a beautiful bluish opalescence, especially
when polished, and is called moonstom-. Some moonstone belongs
to the albite species. Sanutinc is a glassy orthoclase found in
cr3'^itals embedded in various volcanic rocks.

(quartz, dark; niicrocline, light).

Composition. The formula for potash feldspar is KAlSi.Oborne sodium may rcnlace noto«=M.r« i
• ...

*'''•‘*>3^8.

are the common fell^parof'^gTanitT'*’
microcline

They (particularly mieroclinef arf prj^ent
’

in"fgranite pegmatites as fnnnH \1 +i x? masses in

Carolina, South Dakota, Colorado! anTeuSre ^‘iTm f

then mined anru^^ il 'L'Tk
^ ''

used m makmg porcelain and glass. Soda
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feldspar, albito, is commonly associated with the potash feldspar

in pegmatites, as well as many interesting minerals such as tour-

maline, beryl, apatite, amblygonite, spodumene, and many others.

In some pegmatites microcline is intimately intergrown with

quartz (Fig. 327). The name graphic granite is given to this

intergrowth.

Alhite-Axorthite

Albite, NaAl.Si3 (>f„ and anorthitc, Ca.\l2Si208, are end members
of an isomorphous series; that is, tlie.se two will mix together in all

proportions so that crystals of any intermediate composition may
be formed. This series is known collectively as the plagioclase

feldspars, or, since one end member contains sodium and the other

calcium, the soda-lime feldspars. Although there is a complete

gradation fjom one end to the other, various species names have

been given on a completely arbitrary basis to feldspar of inter-

mediate composition. They are:

Per cnit

AlbUe

Albite, Na.USbOg 100-90

Oligoclasc 90-70

Andesino 70-50

Lahradoritc 50-30

Bvtownitc
%

30-10

Anorthitc, CaAljSijOs 10-0

Habit* The plagioclase feldspars are triclinic. Crystals of

albite and anorthite are more common than those of intermediate

composition; all of them aix} usually small, Albite crystals are

frequently flattened parallel to the side pinacoid and crowded

together in parallel plates somewhat resembling barite. A snow-

white albite in such platy aggregates is called dcavclandite.

Twinning is so common in the plagioclase feldspars that it is

the rare crystal that shows none. Albite twinning, with the side

pinacoid as the twin plane, is almost universal. This is a repeated

twinning that is evidenced by parallel lines or striations seen on the

basal pinacoid. In fact it is only by recognizing the presence of

albite twinning that the elementary student can say that feldspar

is triclinic rather than monoclinic. Carlsbad, Manebach, and

Baveno twins {sec p. 2.34) may also be present in the triclinic

feldspars.
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Physical Properties. The plagioclase feldspars have good cleav-

age parallel to both the base and the side pinacoid, and, altliough
the angle between them is not 90®, the albite twinning makes it

appear so. On the basal cleavage the evidence of this twinning
can be seen by the fine lines which catch the light when the speci-
men is held so as to reflect it (Fig. 329).

Fic. 328. Albite. Fio. 329. Albite Twinning.

The hardness is 6; the specific gravity varies continuously from
2.C2 in albite to 2.76 in anortliite. It may be colorless, white, or
gray, and less frequently greenish, yellowish, or red. The luster
IS vitreous to pearly. A beautiful play of coloi-s may be seen onsome specimens of labradorite and andesine.
AventuHm or mnstone is a variety of oligoclase that contains

inclusions of hematite that give a golden shimmer to the mineral
borne of the material known as moonstone is a variety of albiteshowing an opalescent play of colors. Some moonstone, as al-ready noted, is orthoclase.

Composition Sodium and calcium aluminum sUicates; an iso-

nT
™ and anorthite,

Some potassium may be present particularly in the albite end of thedenes*

Occ^ence. The plagioclase feldspars, like orthoclase and

p'oaXrpi:t:r 'STtt tru^^jnrdarker the rock the more calcium is prLent in the feldtn
^
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tho advancetl mineralogist or petrographer. AH we can hope to
do at tiiis stage is to make a rough division on the basis of specific

gravity, and e\’en for this classification, a fragment larger than the
a\’eiage grain of an igneous rock is necessary.

In addition to its occurrence as a rock-forming mineral, albite

is frequently found in pegmatite dikes. It may be in small crys-

tals or in larger miisses replacing earlier microcliiie. The platy

variety, cleavelandite, is usually confined to pegmatites.

The Feldspatboids

As has already been mentioned, the feldspars are to be found,

usually abundantly, in most igneous rocks. In a small group of

igneous l ocks, however, there is in.sufficicnt silica to combine with

the alkalies and aluminum to form feklspars. The rock minerals

that form in their place with a lower percentage of silica are called

fehispathouts. 'I'he most important of the.se are leucite, nepheline,

sodalite, and lazurite.

Lkucite, KjVlSi20o

Habit. Lcucitc is pseudo-isometric. It is nearly always found

in trapezohedrons as shown in Fig. 330, and other forms are rare.

It is said to bo pseudo-isometric rather than i.sometric, for, if one

examines a crystal under the polarizing microscope, he sees that

it is made up of many tiny orthorhombic

ciystals. Wlien these leucite crystaKs formed

from hot molten magma they were truly iso-

metric both in outward form and in internal

structure. However, on cooling below 500“

C’, an internal rearrangement took place but

the external appearance remained unchanged.

Physical Properties. The hardness is

53^6, and the specific gravity 2.45-2.50.

(The specific gravity of analcime, the only

other mineral occurring in white trapezohedrons, is 2.27.) The

color is white to gray. The name leucite comes from the Greek

meaning white.

Composition. Leucite is potassium aluminum silicate, KAlSi20o-

It contain.s tho same elements as orthoclase feldspar but has only

55 per cent Si02 whereas orthoclase has 04.7 per cent Si02.

I'm. 330.
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Occurrence. Leucite is a rare rock-forming mineral found in
rocks with a deficiency of silica. Such rocks are limited in extent
but are found in the Leucite Hills, Wyoming; and in the High-
wood and Bear Paw Mountains, Montana. The lavas of Mount
Vesuvius in Ital^' contain abundant crystals of leucite.
Since leucite is a rock-forming mineral, it is found embedded

in a fine-grained matrix; analcime is found in isolated crystals
or lining the cavities in dark-colored rocks.

Nepheline, (Na,K)(Al,Si )204
Habit. Nepheline is he.xagonal, but ciystals are rare. It is

usually massive, and is common as small grains in igneous rocks.
Physical Properties. Cleavage, parallel to the prism faces

j
seen only in the larger crystalline units. The hardness is

5^-C; the specific gravity is 2.55-2.C5. In crystals the luster is
vitreous, but when nepheline is massive the luster is greasy. For
this reason the name ekoliie, from the Greek word meaning oil
IS sometimes given to the massive variety. The color is white to

massive variety may be gray, greenish,

aluminum silicate, (Na.K)-

vel ow flamo f T blo^vpipe, giving a strong

fhl L r, '•'‘u'Tr-
“ “ hydrochloric acid and canthus be distinguished from feldspar.

^ rock-forming mineral and is rarely

tT “ 'T™" pegmatite dikes associated with

L'!!t
'“h. nepheline syenite, and the lava equiva-^nt phonohu, are the rocks in which it is found most abundantlyMasses of these rocks, however, are usually small In the ITn't ^

SoDAUTE, Na^AlaSigOuCl

are^«d“
uenally bine ^
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Composition. Sodium aluminum silicate with chlorine, Na4Al3-

‘^i30 i 2Cl. It is fusible before the blowpipe, giving a strong yellow
flame of sodium. It is soluble in hydrochloric acid.

Occurrence. Sodalite is a rather rare rock-forming mineral,

associated with otlier feldspathoids, particularly nepheline. It is

found in crystals in the lavas of Vesuvius. The massive blue

variety has been found at Litchfield, Maine; and in Canada in

Ontario, (Quebec, and Dritish Columbia.

L.vzurite, Xa4_5Al2Si30i2S

Lazurite is tlie mineral name of the gem and ornamental stone

Lapis Lazuli. It has been known and highly prized by certain

people for many centuries. When ground to a powder it was used

as the blue paint pigment, ultramarine. This same pigment is

now made .synllieticallj’.

Habit. Lazurite is isometric, but crj’stals are rare. It is

usually massive and compact.

Physical Properties. Lazurite has imperfect dodecahedral

cleavage. The liardne.ss is 5-5H. i^^d the specific gravity is 2.4.

Tlic color is deep azure-blue to greenish blue.

Composition. Sotlium aluminum silicate with sulfur, Na4_5Al 2
-

Si30 i 2S. It fuses before the blowpipe, giving a strong yellow

flame of sodium. It is soluble in hydrochloric acid.

Occurrence. Lazurite is a rare mineral occurring in limestones

and usually a.ssociated with pyroxene and pyrite. Most of the

properties of lazurite are similar to those of sodalite, and the begin-

ner may have some difficulty in distinguishing them. However,

the associati(;n of pyrite with lazurite is so common that it can be

used as a determining criterion. The best lapis lazuli luis come

from .Vfghanistan and is a mixture of lazurite with several other

minerals.

ScAPOLITE

Habit. Scapolite is tetragonal, and crj'stals are usually pris-

matic showing prisms of both the first and second order and the

dipyramid r (Fig. 331).

Physical Properties. Scapolite has cleavage parallel to both the

first- an<l second-order prisms; there are thus four directions

making angles of 135° with adjacent faces. The hardness is 5-6,

and the specific gravity is 2.65-2.74. The luster is vitreous to
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pearly, and the color is commonly white to gray. There are also
yellowish, reddish, greenish, and bluish varieties.

Composition. Scapolite is of varied composition; the name
belongs more properly to a series rather than to a definite species.
The name wemerile is given to the common
scapolite. It is a complex sodium-calcium
aluminum sUicate with Cl, CO3, and SO4. MaH-
alite is the end member of the series containing
more sodium than calcium; meionite, the other
end member, contains more calcium. Scapo-
lite fuses easily before the blowpipe to a glass
full of bubbles. It is partially decomposed by Fig. 331. Scapolite.

hydrochloric acid.

Occurrence. Scapolite characteristically is formed in limestones
as the result of igneous intrusion and is associated \Wth diopside,
garnet, apatite, and sphene. It is found in large pink masses at
Bolton, Massachusetts. Yellow crystals of gem quality have come
from Madagascar.

The Zeolites

The Zeolite Family includes a number of beautiful minerals
having a close relation to each other both in manner of occurrence
and m chemical composition. They are all hydrous silicates; that
IS, they contain water that is given off when a fragment is heatedm the closed tube. Like other hydrous silicates, they are of in-
ferior hardness, chiefly and low specific gravity, rangingfrom 2^0 to 2.4 They are readUy decomposed by hydrochforb

"P- •'‘U'nesce, when heated be-

th^unLTtW secondary minerals, which meansthat, unl^e the feldspar, quartz, etc., which are part of the rock

in th
“ ‘he time of the formation of the rock

o! Thet r • TT' .
been formed in most cases Tt

.wLTk “'® “ios'-als in the ™k
the soHd mT' -‘ead

All are silicates of aluminum with lime or soda or potash Lik^the felspars, they do not contain iron or magnesia- hideed in thpast they have been called hydrous feldspa^ ’
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The zeolites are commonly found associated with each other and
with the minerals datolite, prehnite, apophyllite, pectolite, and
calcite. The usual occurrence of this association is in cavities in

the dark-colored “traprock" (see Fig. 332), such as forms the Pali-

sades of the Hudson and is found in other places in Xew Jersey

Fio. 332. Ileulandite, Paterson, New Jersey.

as well as at various points in Connecticut and Massachusetts.

Famous localities have been <levcloped where railroad cuts or

tunnels have been cut through ridges of this and similar rock

(basalt), as at Bergen Hill, Xew Jersey, and similarly in British

India. Beautiful specimens come from Nova Scotia.

Heul.\xdite

Habit. Ileulandite is monoclinic and is characteristically found

in crystals somewhat flattened on the side pinacoid and having a

pseudoorthorhombic appearance. (Fig. 333.)
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Physical Properties. Ilculandite has perfect
cleavage parallel to the side pinacoid, and the
luster, vitreous elsewliere, is pearly on this face.
The hardness is Zy^-A, and the specific gravity
is 2.18-2.2. Heulandite is mo.st commonly color-
less or white, but it it may be red, gray, or
brown.

Composition. Heulandite is essentially a hy-
drous calcium aluminum silicate with a rather
complicated formula. Some scKlium and pota.s- Hcu-
sium may replace part of the calcium. Before
the blowpipe it fuses to a white glass and gives water in the closed
tube.

OTILBITE

old name, desniine, from the Greek for bundk,
^
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Physical Properties. Stilbite has perfect cleavage parallel to

the side pinacoid; a beautiful pearly luster is seen on the cleavage

surface, the side face of the bundles. This property gives the

mineral its name from the Greek word meaning luster. The hard-

ness is and the specific gravity is 2. 1-2. 2. The color is

usually white but may be yellow, red, or brown.
Composition. Stilbite is essentially a hydrous calcium-sodium

aluminum silicate. Before the blo\\'pipe it swells up and fuses to a

white enamel. It yields water in the closed tube.

Chabazite

Habit. Chabazite is rhombohedral and is usually found in

rhombohedral crystals with nearly cubic angles. Penetration

twins as shown in Fig. 335 are common.
Physical Properties. Chabazite has rhom-

bohedral cleavage, which is much poorer than

that showm in calcite. The hardness is 4-5.

The specific gravity is 2.05-2.15. The luster is

vitreous, and the color is white, yellow, and red.

Composition. Chabazite is essentially a hy-

drous calcium-sodium aluminum silicate with

small amounts of potassium. Before the blow-

pipe it intumesces and fuses to a blebby, nearly opaque glass. It is

decomposed by hydrochloric acid with the separation of silica.

Fig. 335. Cltaba-

zit«.

Natrolite

Habit. Natrolite is monoclinic occurring usually in fine acicular,

or needle-like, crystals. For this reason it is sometimes called the

needle zeolite. These crystals are often arranged in radiating tufts

lining cavities in the enclosing rock. When crystals are larger,

they show that the form is nearly a square prism with a low pyr-

amid on the summit. There are also massive varieties having a

fibrous or fine-columnar radiated habit.

Physical Properties. The hardness is 5-53^; the specific gravity

is 2.25. The luster is vitreous but may be pearly. Natrolite is

commonly colorless or white but may be gray, yellow, or reddish.

Composition. Natrolite is a hydrous sodium aluminum silicate,

Na 2Al 2Si30 io-2H20 . The composition is partially reflected in

the name, which comes from the Latin word meaning sodium.

Natrolite fuses to a clear transparent glass, coloring the flame
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Fio. 336. Clmbazrtc. Wi-.st Patvrson. Now Jersov.

yellow. It i.s soluble in hytlrochloric aciil nnd uolat
evjij)oration.

Kolatmizcs upon

A\.\lalME

Habit Analcim.. is isoim-trio an<l is usuallv foun.i in tram-
z..l„.,l,al .Tvslnls (FiK- 337) ...snml.linK one of ,1... forms
of g, It loss frisiuontly ncours in onbos with tl.r.-o faros ofthe trapezoluHlron on each solid aiiKk*. In
botli form and co!.)r it re.seniljles leucite,
but its free-friowinK cry.stals. found in <‘avi-
Ucs in rocks, usually serve lo dIstinKui.sh
It from leucite whiclj as a r<M-k-foitninK
mineral is embedded in a fiiu^nrained rock
muss.

Physical Properties. The hardness is
h 5^2: the specific gravity, 2.27; the lu.ster.
vitreous; the color, colorless or white.

n
“ '‘-'-tlrmts ali.minnm .iliratr

;nd gelLmi.; witi.^.X 'iTw Ir-
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CORDIERITE, MgaA^SisOis

Cordierite, sometimes culled iolile or dichroilc, is a relatively

rare mineral that is occasionally used as a gem. The name di-

chroite comes from a property shown by some specimens which
present different colors when viewed in different directions.

Habit. Cordierite is orthorhombic, but ciystals usually appear
hexagonal because of twinning. It is most commonly in massive
embedded grains.

Physical Properties. Cordierite has a poor cleavage parallel

to the front pinacoid, but in many specimens cleavage is not
observed. The hartlne.ss is and the specific gravity is

2.6-2.06. It lias a \-itreous luster, and the color is various shades
of blue. When viewed in transmitted light, some specimens
show a deep blue color in one direction and a very pale blue color

in another. Cordierite resembles quartz in many of its physical

properties and can be distingui.shed from it with difficulty.

Composition. A silicate of magnesium and aluminum, I\Ig2Al4-

SifiOis. d'here are no easy diagnostic iilow'pipe or chemical tests

for cordierite.

Occurrence. C’ordieritc is an uncommon mineral found in

gneisses and s<'hi.sts and more rarely as an accessory mineral

in granite. In Finland, CJreenlaiul, and Madagascar are notable

localities. Gem mateiial has come from Ceylon.

K.\olimte, Al 2Si-.05 (0 II).j

Kaolinite is an important mineral for it makes up a large part of

the soil mantle that covers such a high percentage of the rocks of

the earth’s crust. It is the chief constituent of kaolin or clay.

Other clay minerals of les.scr importance are dickife, nacrife, hol-

loysilc, and bcidellile. All these minerals are of secondary origin;

that is, they have been derived by alteration of aluminum silicates,

particularly feldspar.

Clay is one of the most important natural substances used in

industry. Common brick, tile, pottery, sanitary ware, and por-

celain are a few of the clay products. The chief value of clay lies

in the ease with whicli it can be molded into any desired shape;

and then, when the clay is heated, part of the combined water is

driven off, producing a hard, inert substance.
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Habit. Kaolinite is monoclinic, but it-s closest approach to
crystals is thin, rhombic or hexagonal-sliaped plates. It is usually
in fine-grained claylike masses.

Physical Properties. Kaolinite has perfect basal cleavage, but,
because of the minuteness of any individual particle, it is seldom
seen. The hardness is 2-2>^; the specific gravity is 2.6. The
luster is earthy. A\Tien pure, kaolinite is white, but it is often
variously colored by impurities.

Composition. Kaolinite is a hydrous aluminum silicate,
Al2Si205 (0H)4 . Although it is a chemical compound correspond-
ing to the formula given, it cannot be distinguished from the other
clay minerals without optical or .x-ray tests.

Occurrence. As already mentioned, kaolinite is a i\ddespread
mineral in the soils of the earth’s surface, but as such it is relatively
impure. In certain places large masses of feldspar have altered
to pure kaolinite which can be mined and manufactured into white
porcelain or china. Some of the kaolinite formed by the weather-
ing of feldspar remains in place to form a mantle of soU over the
rocks. Some of it is washed into the streams and may thus find
Its way into the ocean or a lake to be deposited in layers that on
compaction are called clay. Such sedimentary clay deposits are
usual y impure and thus cannot be used for high-grade china or
porcelain but are used in the manufacture of brick, tUe, and otherceramic products.

Talc, Mg3Si40ioCOH)2

ni^^nfTh
softest of the minerals and is thus placed at the begin-ning of the scale of hardness. It is easily scratched by the fin^rnail and has a slippery, soapy feel. For this reason the rock madeup mostly of talc is called soapstone or steatite

Talc has many uses. In the powdered fonn it is used in theanufacture of paint, paper, roofing material, and rubber as well

^
m cosmetics in the form of face and talcU powd^IZparts f^hioned from talc and then fired in a furnLe t^driv^off

XzT sircar" role:!'!,
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are seen are usually thin plates with a rhombic or hexagonal
outline. It is most commonly in foliated or compact masses.

Physical Properties. Talc has perfect basal cleavage, but it

can be observed in only certain types. Plates of talc are fle.\ible

like those of mica, but, unlike mica, they are not elastic and when
bent will not return to their initial position. The hardness is 1,

as stated above, and the specific gravity is 2.7-2.8. The luster is

pearly, especially in the foliated kinds, and the color in the finest

of these is a beautiful sea-green. There are also white foliated

varieties. The massive material may be white, dark gray, or
green.

Composition. Talc is a hydrous magnesium silicate, MgsSUOio-
(011)0. It is an inert mineral and is unattacked by acids but
yields water on intense heating in the closed tube.

Occurrence. Talc is a mineral of secondary origin formed by
the alteration of magnesium silicates. It occurs most abundantly
in the metamorphic rocks as soap.stone associated udth serpentine

and chlorite. There are many localities in eastern United States

along the line of the Appalachian Mountains where talc has been

mined or quarried. It has also been mined in California.

SeRPENTIXE, Mg3Si206(0H)4

vSerpentine is a remarkable mineral because it assumes a variety

of massive forms (it is not known to occur in crystals). The crys-

tals of serpentine that are found are pseudomorphs, having been

derived from some other mineral by chemical change. Thus the

magnesium-iron silicate, olivine, is often changed to serpentine,

but the form of the olivine may be retained.

Serpentine assumes commercial importance because of the fine

fibrous variety chi-yfiotile, the most abundant type of asbestos.

Although a variety of amphibole is used to some extent as

asbestos, chrysotile is more important and thus enters into the

manufacture of incombustible fabrics. Because of the flexibility

of the fibers it is woven into cloth and gloves to be worn for tending

hot furnaces and suits for fighting fire. The shorter fibers are

manufactured into products for insulating against heat and

electricity.

A massive variety of green serpentine is called serpentine marble

or verdantique marble and is used as a building stone.
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Habit. Serpentine is monoclinic, but, as has been stated,
crystals are unknown. The closest approach to a crystal is found
in the fibrous variety, clirysotile. A pluty type of serpentine is

known as anligorite.

Physical Properties. The hardness varies from 2 to 5 but is

usually about 4. The softer material is easily scratched and often
has a smooth feel, sometimes almost greasy. The specific gravity

PiG. 338. Chrysotilc .Vslwstos in Sori>ciitino, Tlietford, Quebec.

IS 2.2 m fibrous varieties but may be as high as 2.65 when serpen-
tine is massive. Light and dark shades of gi'een may be presenton the same specimen, giving a mottled appearance. The lusterm the massive varieties is greasy or waxlike, but in the fibrous
material it is silky.

Composition A hydrous magnesium silicate, MK,Si20,(0H)..
ron and nickel may be present in small amounts. Wien heatedm the closed tube it yields considerable water and can thus bedistinguislicd from varieties of amphibole that appear simUar, Itis decomposed by hydrochloric acid.
O^cxmrence. Since serpentine is formed by the alteration of

H^ pyroxene, and amphibole
It IS a common and widely distributed mineral. SerpentiL as arock name IS used for those rock masses made up largely of the

It
- exfensL^ y minedat Thetford. Quebec, where it occui^ in seams in a massive serpen-
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tine rock. Some asbestos is found in \'ermont and Arizona, but it
is of little commercial importance.

G.\rxierite

Garnierite is a mineral of secondary origin associated with
serpentine and probably formed by the alteration of nickel-bearing
olivine rocks. It is a hydrous silicate of nickel and magnesium
ha\ ing a bright green color. Garnierite appears to be amorphous
and thus is found as incrustation.s or in massive form. In certain
places it has served as an ore of nickel and as such was mined in

New Caledonia. It has also been found at Riddle, Oregon.

Flo. 339. Fio. 340.

.Vpophyllite Cr3'stals.

Fig. 341.

Apophyllite

Habit. Apophyllite is tetragonal and occurs in square pris-

matic or pyramidal crystals but with a considerable variety in

habit. The crystals may be simple square prisms terminated by

the ba.sal pinacoid and may look like cubes. Other crystals with

these forms may also have the faces of a pyramid lying over the

cornei-s and thus appear similar to the combination of cube and

octahedron. It should be noted, however, that the angle made by

the pyramid (p) and the base (c) is 119® 28', not the same as that

made by p and the prism a which is 128®. Further, it is noticed

on clo.se examination that the faces a have a vitreous luster and are

vertically striated but the base c has a pearly luster and is often

dull.

Physical Properties. Apophyllite has perfect cleavage parallel

to the basal pinacoid, and hence the pearly luster is noticed on this

face. Elsewhere the luster is vitreous. The hardness is

and the specific gravity is 2.3-2.4. The crystals are usually
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colorless or white but may show pale shades of green, yellow, or
rose.

Composition. Apophyllite is a hydrous calcium potassium sili-

cate containing a small amount of fluorine. It differs from the
zeolites with which it is associated by containing no aluminum.
Before the blowpipe it exfoliates, whitens, and fuses to a vesicular
enamel. The name apophyllite refers to this property of e.x-
foliating.

Occurrence. Apophyllite is found associated with zeolites,
calcite, and datolite in cavities in traprocks. Beautiful crystals
have been found in Bergen Hill and Paterson, New Jersey and
in Nova Scotia.

Chlorite Group

The chlorite group is made up of several minerals that are so
closely related that it is impossible for the beginner to distinguish
between them. The principal members of the group clinochlore,
pennmite, and prochlorite are collectively described below under
the heading of chlorite.

Chlorite

Habit. The chlorites are monoclinic and crystallize in tabular
crystals with pseudohexagonal outlines; their habit is similar to
that of the micas. Distinct crystals are rare, and chlorite is most

partT"
^ “ massive aggregates and finely disseminated

Physical Properties. Chlorite has perfect basal cleavage The
cleavage plates can be distinguished from mica, for wheney are bent they show no elasticity; that is, they will not returnto the initial position as in the micas. The hardness is 2-2H-

tht? ''th r™® 1“ chlorine, but

So^ chlori I n™oome chlonte is pale yellow, white, or rose-red.

num
chlorites are hydrous iron-magnesium alumi-

hvLlr^®' ond are unattaoked by

oKbr - given off in the
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Occurrence. Chlorite is a common mineral usually forming
as the result of the altei'ation of such minerals as pyroxenes, amphi-
boles, and garnet. Where rocks containing these minerals have
umlergone metamorphic changes, it is abundant; some schists

are made up almost entii'ely of chlorite. Fine crj'stals of clino-

chlore have been found at the Tilly Foster Mine, Xew York.

Prehxite. C ao.MoSisOioCOH la

Habit. Prehnite is orthorhombic. It is seldom in distinct

crystals hut is usually in crystalline ma.sses with a botryoidal or

mammillary surface, or in groups of tabular crystals showing a

series of faces in parallel position.

Physical Properties. 'I'he hardness is the specific

gravity, 2.8-2.0. The luster is vitreous, and, though the common
color is green, it is sometimes white or gray.

Composition. Prehnite is a hydrous calcium aluminum silicate,

Ca 2Al 2Si 3()io(OH) 2 . It fu.ses rather easily, yields a little water

in the closed tube, and is slowly decomposed by hydrochloric acid.

Occurrence. Prehnite is associate<l with the zeolites and,

like them, is a mineral of secondary origin. It is found lining

cavities in buvsalts and related rocks. Beautiful specimens have

come from Bergen Hill anti Paterson, Xew .Jersey.

Mica Group

The mica group is made up of several closely related members

that have many properties in common. Chief among these

properties is the perfect cleavage, by means of which the micas

may be split into leaves much thinner than a sheet of paper. In

fact, it is difficult to set any low limit to the thickness of a cleavage

plate. These leaves or sheets are usually very elastic and spring

back when bent. Mica crystals are usually platy with an outline

that is either rhombic with angles close to 120® and GO® or hexagonal

with all the angles nearly 120®. The micas are complex aluminum

silicates with potasvsium and hydroxyl and, in some varieties,

sodium, lithium, magnesium, and iron.

Another group of minerals, the brittle micas, is similar to the

micas in appearance. However, as the name implies, the folia

are brittle and not ela.stic as the true micas. The most important

brittle micas are margarite, ottrclitc, and chloritoid.
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Muscovite, KAl3Si30io(OH)2

Muscovite is variously called white mica, common mica, and
potash mica. Plates of it, called “isinglass,” are clear and trans-

parent and have been used for many purposes. Because it is not
affected by heat, muscovite is used for openings in stoves and
furnaces. In the early days when glass was difficult to obtain,
it was even used for the windows of houses, particularly in Russia,
where muscovite was abundant (the old name for the country,
Muscat^, was given to the mineral).

Today most of the uses of muscovite are based on its e.xcellent

properties as an electrical and heat insulator rather than on its

transparency. Many of the small parts used for electrical insula-
tion are punched from sheets of mica. One can see such a part
in the top of each radio tube. Other parts are built up of thin
sheets of mica cemented together and pressed into shape before
the cement hardens. During World War II mica was such a criti-
cal material that many tons of muscovite were fio>\'n from India
to the United States.

Much muscovite that is mined is too fine-grained to be used as
sheet mica” but is called “scrap mica.” This is ground and used

in the manufacture of wallpaper and roofing material. Mixed
with oil it is used as a lubricant.

Habit. Muscovite is monoclinic, but crystals are rare. When
occasionally seen they appear orthorhombic or hexagonal as shown
in Fig. 342. The prisms usually taper sharply and are rough
making the crystals appear dark. However, more light can pass
through in this direction than perpendicular to the basal cleavage.
The structure of the sheets, even when they have no regular shape
conforms to the pseudohexagonal outline; this is illustrated when a
blunt point is held against a sheet and struck a blow with a ham-
mer. A sbe-rayed star with branches intersecting at angles of
60 results. (See the center of Fig. 343.) Tw’o of these branches
are parallel to the prism faces, and the third is parallel to the side
pinacoid. That the structure is pseudohexagonal is shown by
inclusions of magnetite in muscovite that fonn a network alone
lines having the same directions. (Fig. 344.)
Muscovite most commonly occurs in scales or sheets without

^y regular form, its crystallization having been constrained bythe surrounding minerals.
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Besides occurring in distinct plates it assumes forms made up
of minute scales, sometimes in compact aggregates, sometimes with
a featherlike habit, as in plumose mien. Often the plates or scales
are arranged in spherical aggregates.

Physical Properties. As has already been mentioned mus-
covite has highly perfect cleavage parallel to the base permitting

Fig. 342. Muscovite Crystal. Fig. 343. Percussion Figure in

Mica.

tlie mineral to bo .split into e.xtremoly thin sheets. The hardness

is 2-2|^, and the specific gravity is 2.70-3. 10. The luster is

vitreous to pearly. In thin sheets muscovite is colorless and trans-

parent, but in thicker blocks it may be dark brown. Although

smoky brown is the common color, it may be yellow, pink, or green.

Composition- Muscovite is a silicate of aluminum and potas-

sium having essentially the formula lOVlaSiaOio (011)2. It jdclds

a small amount of water when heated very hot in the closed tube.

It is fused with difficulty and usually melts only on very thin

edges. It is not decomposed by acids.

Occurrence. Muscovite is a common and abundant rock-

forming mineral found in scales or plates in granite, gneiss, schist,

and similar rocks. In some pegmatite dikes, where the ordinary

constituents of granite, feldspar, quartz, and mica are coarsely

crystallized, large crystals of mica are found and ma}' be mined

with success. In certain pegmatite dikes muscovite is found in

immense sheets a yard or more across. These dikes are very

interesting to the mineralogist, for in them lie looks not only for
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well-crystallized specimens of the tlnee principal minerals named
hut also for many rarer minerals. Here are found toiiimaline,
beryl, apatite, garnet, and even rarer minerals, such as cohimhite,
microlite, and uranium compounds.
Muscovite has been mined from pegmatite dikes in Maine, New

Hampshire, Connectictit, Xorth Carolina, South Dakota, and to a
les.ser e.xtent in several other states. Much of the mica used in
the United States is imported.

Fig. 344. Oriented Magnetilv Iiidiisiotis in Muscovite.

Biotite, K(Mg.Fe)3AlSi30io(OH)3
Unlike muscovite, biotite has few uses and is of little com-

mercial significance. However, when it lias undergone a slight

WhifJr material,
en fresh biotite is heated tlicre is no visible change, but when

verraicuhte is heated it swells up perpendicular to the cleavagemany times its former size. It appears to puff up leaving air

nT" 'r

" intemsting experiment to heatse\ eral flakes of vermicuhte and watch them apparently wiggleand squirm as they swell up.

Although it may occur rarely

regS^r brnT‘'°
‘‘

regular boundaries or scaly aggregates.
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Physical Properties. Like all tlie micas, the perfect basal
cleavage is the outstanding physical property. The hardness is

234-3; the specific gravity, 2.8-3.2. The luster is bright and
peaily on the cleavage surface, but vitreous on the edges. The
coloi' is dark green, brown, or black. The wide range in color
corresponds to the variation in composition.

Composition. Hiotite is a potassium magnesiumdron-aluminum
silicate, essentially K(^Ig.Fe) 3AlSi30io(OH) 2 . However, some
kinds contain little iron, and other kinds contain much iron and
almost no magnesium. Tlie iron \’arieties have the darker color.

Occurrence. Biotite is one of the common rock-forming
minerals and is found in .small scales in almost all the igneous rocks.
It is pai'ticulaily common in rocks rich in feldspar, such as granite
and .syenite. In some pegmatite dikes it is found in large sheets
but is less common than muscovite. It is also present in gneisses
and schists, usually associated with muscovite.

Phlogoi’ite, IvMg2Al2Sl30,o{OH)2

Phlogopito is a magnesium mica somewhat resembling biotite

in color, but, because it lacks iron, it has desirable electrical prop-
erties. Slieets of it, therefore, arc used for tlie same purposes as

muscovite, chiefly as an electrical in.sulator.

Habit. Phlogopito is monoclinic and occurs in six-sided crystals

which arc often rough tapering prisms. It is found also in flakes

and foliated ma.sses.

Physical Properties. The perfect basal cleavage is the out-

standing physical property. Tlie hardness is 234-3, and the

specific gravity 2.8(5. The color may be j'cllow, brown, green, or

white and often has a copper-red appearance on the cleavage

surface. The “star mica” of northern New York and Canada is a

brown phlogopito which shows a fine six-rayed star when a point

light source is viewed through it. (See Fig. 178, p. 85.) This is

an example of asteri.sm and is explained by the presence of minute

rodlike crystals enclosed in the mica. Tho.se rods lie in positions

parallel to the six-rayed star obtained by percussion (Fig. 343).

Composition. Phlogopito is a hydrous potassium-magnesium-

aluminum silicate, KMg2Al 2Si30io(OH) 2 . Unlike muscovite it

is decomposed by boiling concentrated sulfuric acid.

Occurrence. Phlogopito is characteristically found in meta-

morphosed limestones and dolomites as isolated crystals dis-

seminated through the rocks.
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Lepidolite, K2Li3Al4Si702i (OH,F)3

Lepidolite, frequently called lithia mica, is rare compared to the
other micas and is found almost exclusively in pegmatites. In
certain places it has been mined as a source of lithium for manu-
facture into various lithium compounds.
Habit. Lepidolite is monoclinic; crystals are rare. It is often

found in masses that seem to have a close granular structure.
Individual scales are sometimes large, and occasionally lepidolite
is found in plates like other micas.
Physical Properties. Perfect basal cleavage is present as in the

other micas but is not well shown in the granular compact varieties.
The luster is pearly, and the color commonly pink to lilac, but it
may also be a grayish white or j^ellow. The hardness is 2^-4,
and the specific gravity is 2.8-3.0.

Composition. Lepidolite is a potassium lithium aluminum
fluosihcate; the composition can be expressed by the formula
K2L13AI4S17O21 (0H,F)3. It fuses easily before the blowi^ipe and,
because of the presence of the lithium, it yields a red flame. In
this manner it can be distinguished from muscovite.
Occurrence. As mentioned above, lepidolite is found in peg-

matite dikes where it is associated with other lithium-bearing
minerals. Chief among its associated minerals are the pink and
the green varieties of tourmaline, spodumene. and amblygonite.
It IS found in various localities in Maine; Portland, Connecticut*
the Black Hills, South DakoU; Pala, California.

Amphibole Group

Included in the amphibole group of minerals are several species
plated to each other both chemically and structurally,

although they crystallize in the orthorhombic, monoclinic, and
nclmic systems. Furthermore members of this group resemble
rrespon^ng members of the pyroxene group (p. 260). It is

^erefore important to know how to distinguish members of onegroup from members of the other,

to
use of the optical properties

®“P^*oles from the pyroxenes, but the beginner

S snite ofr'hT
‘*'1 'hiefly on the cleavage.

crvXl f ‘hat the amphiboles crystaUize in three differentcrystal systems, they all have similar prismatic cleavage. The
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intersection of these cleavage planes is at approximately 56® and

124® as shown in Fig. 345. The pyroxenes also have prismatic

cleavage, but the pri.sm faces intersect at nearly right angles

(87® and 93®), as shown in Fig. 340. Thus, with a little practice,

one can quickly tell whetlier the specimen in hand is an amphibole

Fig. 3-15. Cleavage. Fig. 346. Pyrtm-ne Cloavage.

or pyroxene. .Vlt hough there are many exceptions, in gcneml

the amphiboles tend to he long and slender and the pyroxenes are

short and stout.

Only two of the amphiboles. tremolite and hornblende, are

common enough to warrant de.scriptit)n liere. Both of these are

monoclinic.

Thkmolite, Ca2Mg.>>'i8f^22(<^I02

Habit. Tremolite is monoclinic an<l <'ommt)nly in prismatic

crystals. It is found also in blade<l and cohimnar aggregates and

in some places occui's in silky libers that may be used as asbestos.

Physical Properties, 'rremolite has perfect prismatic cleavage

with the two directions intei-sccting at angles of 124® and 56 .

'I'he hardne.ss is 5 4i, aiul the specilic gravity is 3.0-3.3. '1 he color

varies from while to green; the darker git>en varieties are called

aefinoliu-. A closely compact tough variety is nephrite which

furnishes much of the material known Jis jnde. Jade is usually

gr(*cn but some specimens are mottled will) nearly white to dark

green patches.

Composition. The formula for pure tremolite is Ca2MgsSi8022-

(011 ) 2 . However, iron is usually present replacing some of the

magnesium and giN'ing the mineral a green color. The higher the

percentage of iron, the darker the mineral. It is called adinohte

when iron is present in amounts greater than 2 per cent.
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Occurrence. TremoHte is most commonly found in impure
crystalline limestone and dolomite, where it is associated with other
calcium silicates formed during the recrystallization of the rock.
It is present also in certain talc schists. Actinolite occurs most
abundantly in crystalline schists and in certain of them is the
major constituent.

The finely fibrous asbestiform variety of tremolite has been
found associated with metamorphic rocks in eastern United States.
Nephrite, the tremolite wiiich goes under the name of jade, has for
centuries come from the Ivuen Lun Mountains in southern Turke-
stan. Fine-quality jade comes from New Zealand and in recent
years has been found near Lander, Wyoming. Another kind of
jade is a pyroxene, jadeite. It resembles nephrite both in color and
in the tough compact aggregates of fibers in W'hich it occurs. It
can be distinguished from nephrite by its easy fusibility.

Fia. 347. Fio. 348.

Hornblende.

Fig. 349.

Hornblende

monoclinic, and prismatic crystals termi-
nated by a clinodome (r) are common (Figs. 347-349). It istound also in columnar and bladed aggregates.

Properties. As in aU amphiboles hornblende has
perfect cleav^e at angles of 56* and 124*. The hardness is 5-6

sUkvtT ^ generally vitreous but i^

alth^u^b^^/^''^
varieties. The color is dark green to black, and,

edir®^
transmit light on the thin

that”; •
a complex chemical com-

In
sodium, magnesium, iron, fluorine, and waterIn aditmn .t contama aluminum, au element not fomld in tlem^
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lite. Hornblende fuses with difficulty and yields water in the

closed tube.

Occurrence. Hornblende is one of the common rock-forming

mineials and is found in both igneous and metamorphic rocks.

Many of the dark grains di.sseminated through light-colored syenite

and granite are hornblende, and in other rocks this mineral may he

present in amounts large enough to give them a dark appearance.

Much hornblende found in igneous rocks has formed by the alteia-

tion of pyroxene. Many metamorphic rocks are rich in hoim-

blende formed during the process of metamorphism at the expense

of the pj’roxenes.

Pyroxene Group

The pyroxenes form one of the most important of the silicate

groups. As stated on page 257 they are similar to the amphiboles

in many respects. It is important enough to restate here that

the only way for the beginner to di.stinguish between membei'S of

the two groups is by the cleavage. The cleavage of the amphiboles

is at 124® and 50®, and the cleavage of the pyroxenes is at 93®

and 87®. The pyroxene diopside is similar to tremolite both in

its appearance and in its as.sociation, and the pyroxene augite is

likewise similar to hornblende. Hoth these mineials are mono-

clinic, but there is another pyroxene, enstatite, which is ortho-

rhombic.

Enst.M'Ite, MgSiOa

Habit. Enstatite is orthorhombic; all the other pyroxenes

are monoclinic. Crystals are rare, and it is usually massive or

fibrous.

Physical Properties. Enstatite has two good directions of

cleavage at 87® and 93®. The hardne.'w is 5J^, and the specific

gravity is 3.2-3.5. The color of pure enstatite is grayish white,

but when iron is present it may be yellowish, olive-green, or brown.

Bromile is a variety with a bronzelike luster.

Composition. Enstatite is magnesium silicate, MgSiOa, when

pure, but iron may be present replacing magnesium until the two

are in equal amounts. The iron-rich variety is called hypersthene

and Ls darker in color.

Occurrence. Enstatite is a common mineral in the dark igenous

rock.s and is found in pyroxonites, peridotites, gabbros, and both
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iron and stony meteorites. It is found in the United States at
Edwards, New York; Texas; Pennsjdvania; and Webster, North
Carolina.

Diopside, CajMgSi206

Habit. Diopside is monoclinic and is found in prismatic
ci^-^stals showing a square or eight-sided cross section. It may also
be granular.

Physical Properties. Diopside has imperfect prismatic cleavage
at angles of 87® and 93®. A well-developed parting is present in
some crystals parallel to the basal pinacoid. A less common
parting parallel to the front pinacoid is characteristic of the variety
diallaye. The hardness is 5-0, and the specific gravity is 3.2-3.3.
The color is white to light green and, in varieties rich in iron, may
be deep green.

Composition. Diopside is a calcium magnesium silicate
CaMgSizOfl. The mineral hedenbei-gite, CaFeSiaOe, is isomorphous
with diopside but with iron taking the place of magnesium; the
tw'o minerals form a complete isomorphous series.

Occurrence. Diopside is a mineral characteristic of contact
metamorphic deposits where it is found in limestone associated
with garnet, idocrase, tremolite, and sphene. It is also found in
regionally metamorphosed rocks, and the variety diallage is pi-cs-
ent m some gabbros and peridotites. Pale green transparent
ciystals found at DeKalb Junction, New York, have been cut asgemstones.

Augite, Ca(Mg,Fe,Al)(Al,Si)206

Habit. Augite is monoclinic, and crystals with a prismatichabit are common (Figs. 350-353). Wl.en the faces in the prismzone are the front pinacoid, side pinacoid, and prism, as in Fig350, they rnake angles of nearly 45" with each other
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(Al,Si)206. It differs from the other pyroxenes in that it contains
aluminum.

Occurrence. Au^ite is the commonest of the pyroxenes and is

pre.sent as one of the chief dark constituents of many igneous rocks.

Fig. 350. Fig. 351. Fig. 352. Fig. 353.

.Vugitc.

It is particularly characteristic of the dark rocks, such as ba.salt,

gabbro, and peridotite. and is less commonly found in the lighter-

colored rocks, such as granite and syenite.

Spoui’.me.ve, Li.VlSi^Oe

Spodumene Ls a rather rare mineral related to the p\TOxenes

but with a different type of origin and mineral a.ssociation. In

certain places where it occurs abundantly it has been mined as a

source of lithium. Spodumene Ls of particular interest bccau.se

of the great size of some of the crystals, some of which measured

over 47 feet hmg. Fine crystals of a lilac color, known as kunzitc,

and a deep green, known as huUienite, are cut as gems.

Habit. Spodumene is monoclinic and is frequently found in

prismatic crystals with rough faces.

Physical Properties. Spodumene has perfect prismatic cleavage

at angles of 87* and 93*. A. parting, which in .‘some specimens is

more perfect than the cleavage, is u.suallj' present parallel to the

front pinacoid. The hardness is 6l^^-7, and the specific gravity

is 3.15-3.20. The color most commonlj- is white to gray but, as

already mentioned, may be lilac and green in the gem varieties.

Composition. Spodumene is a lithium aluminum silicate,

LiAlSi20o. Before the blowpipe it fuses to a clear glass coloring

the flame red.
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Occurrence. Spodumene is characteristically found in pegma-
tite dikes associated with other litliium-bearing minerals. The
outstanding occurrence is at the Etta Mine in the Black Hills of
South Dakota, where the gigantic crystals mentioned have been
mined. It is also found in various pegmatites in New England.
Kunzite is found in beautiful crystals at Pala. California, and in
Madagascar. Hiddenite has been found at Stony Point, North
Carolina.

Rhodonite, MnSiOs

Rh^onite is named from the Greek word for rose because of its
beautiful rose-red color. It is not a common mineral but is found
rather abundantly in some localities. One of the outstanding
localities IS m the Ural Mountains, where it has been mined and
used as an ornamental stone. Here it is cut into thin slices for the
veneering of table tops, etc.

I

triclinic but closely related ciystal-

mrTiJT X ^ C’-ystals are usually flattened
parallel to the basal pmacoid. Most commonly the mineral is incleavable masses.

Physical Properties. Rhodonite has two directions of prismaticcl^v^e at angles of about 88<* and 92^ The hardness is 514-Qand the specific ^avity ranges from 3.4 to 3.7. Rose-red is the

he color of rhodonite is very similar to that of rliodochrosite themanganese carbonate, but rhodonite can be distinguished fromrhodochrosite by its greater hardness. Both these minerals mav
nosM f

alteration of a black manganese oxide when ex^posed to atmospheric conditions for a short while
Composition. The formula for rhodonite is MnSiOg. Fowlenle

^
the name given to the zinc-bearing variety found It Fr Tv

mens have come from Franklin New i

°*Tstallized speci-

variety is found at Cunmingto’n, MaiSette.®™™'"
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Fig. 354. Pcctolitc, West Paterson, New Jersey.

WOLLASTONITE

Wollastonite is found in crystalline limestone characteristically

associated with diopside, tremolitc, idocraso, and epidote. It is

triclinic but crystals are uncommon; tlie usual occurrence is in

coai-sely cloavablc aggregates. Cleavage parallel to the front and

basal pinacoitls yields fragments elongated parallel to the h

crystallographic a.xis. The hardness is 5-5yz‘) the specific gravity

is 2.8-2.9. The luster is vitreous but may be silky in fibrous

varieties; the color is white to gray.

Wollastonite is calcium silicate, CaSiOs. It is decomposed by

hydrochloric acid and, because of this fact, can be distinguished

from tremolite which appears similar but is insoluble.

Pectolite

Pectolite is not a common mineral but is often found with

prehnite, datolite, and various of the zeolites. It is commonly

in radiated or stellate aggregates or radiating acicular crystals
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(Fig. 354). Distinct crystals are rare; these are triclinic elon-

gated on the b crystal axis and show two cleavages parallel to the
front and basal pinacoids. The hardness is 5; specific gravity,
2.7-2.8. The luster is silky to subvitreous; the color, white or
grayish.

Pectolite is a hydrous calcium sodium silicate, CaaNaSiaOsCOH).
It yields water in the closed tube and fuses easily to a white
enamel.

Chrysocolla

Chrysocolla is a copper silicate formed by the oxidation of
other copper minerals and is thus associated with malachite,
azurite, cuprite, etc. It occurs in cryptocrystalline or massive
aggregates of a blue-green or sky-blue color. Its hardness is

2-4; the specific gravity is 2.0-2.4. The formula is CuSiOa ^HaO,
but chrysocolla usually contains impurities. Chrysocolla re-
sembles turquois but can be distinguished by its lower hardness.

Tourmalintj

Tourmaline is one of the most attractive of the silicate minerals,
and its varieties show a greater range of color than any other
species. Fine-colored transparent crystals not only make superb
mineral specimens but also have been cut and used as gemstones
for many centuries.

Within recent years tourmaline has been used in ceitain scientific
and industrial apparatus. This use, like one of the uses for quartz,
IS b^ed on the property of piezoelectricity. Tourmaline is par-

construction of pressure gauges, and during
World War II tourmaline gauges were used extensively in measur-
ing blast pressures both in air and under water.

Habit. Tourmaline is rhombohedral. It is commonly inverticaUy stnated prismatic crystals which show a trianirular
cross section. The three main faces are those of the trigonalpnsm and the two smaller faces found at each of the points 5 thetna^ e are th(Me of the second-order hexagonal prism. When

about 133 . The drfferent forms at the opposite ends of the
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crystal and the trigonal prism without parallel faces show that
tourmaline belongs to a symmetry class lacking a center of sym-
metry. It should he remembere<l that only crystals without a
center of symmetry show the property of piezoelectricity.

Fio. 356. Fig. 357.

Tuurnmline.

Although tourmaline commonly occurs in single crystals it is

al.so found in radiating groups and in massive aggregates. The

Fig. 358. Fig. 359.

Tourmaline.

massive kinds u.sually show a columnar habit, the mass appearing

as if made up of a bundle of parallel crystals. There are also

varietie.s which are compact.

Physical Properties. Tourmaline has no distinct cleavage, but

the fracture varies from uneven to conchoidal. It is brittle, and

the fracture of a black mass often resembles that of a piece of coal.

Its characteristic fracture enables one to distinguish it from ag-

gregates of amphibole and epidote. The hardness is 7-7|^, and

the specific gravity varies from 3.0 to 3.25. The luster is vitreous,

and the color, as already noted, is e.xtremely varied. Black color
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is commonest, but there are also yellow, brown, blue, green, pink,
and gray varieties; crystals are rarely white or colorless. Not
uncommonly crystals differ in color in different parts. They
may be pink at one end and green at the other, or there may be a
pink center surrounded by a green exterior.

The property of piezoelectricity mentioned above has long been
^own in tourmaline, but only recently has any use been made of
it. When a crystal is squeezed at the ends of the c crystal axis a
positive electric charge is set up at one end and a negative charge
at the other. The charge is proportional to the pressure exerted,
and thus, with the proper recording equipment, it is possible to
measure the pressure.

Composition. Tourmaline is a complex silicate of boron and
alummum with iron, magnesium, sodium, calcium, and lithium
present in varying amounts. There is a rough correlation between
color and composition. The common black tourmaline is rich in
iron, the bro\vn in magnesium, and the pink, green, and blue in
lithium. The pmk variety, called rubellilc, is often associated
With the lithia inicai lepidolite.

The browTi magnesian varieties fuse rather easily to a blebby
enamel, the iron kinds fuse with difficulty, and the lithia variety
IS infusible. If first powdered and then carefully mixed \vith three
times its volume of powdered potassium bisulfate and its own vol-ume of powdered fluorite and the mixture supported on a platinumwe m the bloNvpipe flame, it momentarUy colors the flame green-
this shows the presence of boron.

*

Occurrence. Tourmaline is a common mineral in gneisses
granites, and related rocks but is found especially weU^ievelooedm p^matite dikes. In these dikes the black ^on-rich vSmay be found near the waUs, having formed at the same time ithe enclosmg quartz and feldspar. In many pegmatite dikT<.

but near the center of somedikes fine crystals of the bright.colored gem material mav hoa~B“ Mad ^- ^rZints

an outstanding locality for black ci^stals!*"^*’""*’
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Beryl, BegAIsSieOig

Beryl is the most common mineral containing the rare element
bei>'llinm and can thus be considered an ore of that interesting
metal. Beryllium is much lighter than aluminum or magnesium
and would thus have many uses if only it could be found in larger
amounts. Since the supply is limited, beryllium is used only
sparingly m alloys to which it gives many desirable properties.

However, it is not as an ore of beryllium but rather as a gem-
stone that beryl has attracted attention through the centuries.
The blue-gieen tiqiMimarine and the deep green emerald are the gem

Fig. 360. Fig. 361.

IJeryl.

varieties. Aquamarine is considered one of the semiprecious
stones, but a fine-colored emerald may be of greater value than a
diamond of comparable size.

Habit. Beryl is hexagonal and is one of the few species that is

almost always in distinct and characteristic crystals which aid

in identifying it. The common forms are the hexagonal prism

and the ba.se (Fig. 3()0); more rarely pyramid faces are present

(Fig. 301). Some crystals may reach huge proportions, as at

Albany, Maine, where crystals 3 feet in diameter and 18 feet

long were found.

Physical Properties. Beryl has a poor cleavage parallel to the

basal pinacoid, but it may not be observed in some specimens.

The hardness is 734-8, or a little above that of quartz. The specific

gravity is 2.75-2.80. The luster is vitreous, and in this respect

beryl resembles quartz. The color is usually bluish green or light

yellow, but it may be emerald-green, golden-yellow, pink, white,

or colorless. When beryl is of gem quality various names are

given to the different colored stones. The clear blue-green is
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aquxinuirine, the deep green emerald, pale pink to deep rose mor-
ganite, the clear yellow variety golden beryl.

Composition. Beryl is a beiyllium aluminum silicate, BesAIg-
SigOig. In pink and colorless beryl small amounts of cesium are
usually present replacing beryllium. The color of emerald is
attributed to a minute amount of chromium. It is infusible before
the blowpipe and is not attacked by acids.

Occurrence. Beryl is usually found in granitic rocks or in
pegmatite dikes associated with them. The pegmatites of New
England and North Carolina have afforded many beautiful
specimens. The finest emeralds come from near Muso Colombia
South America; others are found in the Ural Mountains, and some
in North Carolina. Brazil is a source of both beautiful specimens
of aquamarine and many tons of rough crystals used as a source
of beryllium.

Hemimokphite

Hemmorphite, untU recently called cala^nine
zinc silicate. It is a secondary mineral found
portion of zinc deposits, having altered from
sphalerite. It is orthorhombic but rarely found
in isolated crystals. The common habit is in
mammillary or botryoidal masses with crys-
talline surfaces (Fig. 363). Occasionally the
surface is made up of flat tabular crystals pro-
jecting from the mass. The hardness is 4J^-5-
the specific gravity, 3.4-3.5. It is usually
white or slightly yellowish but may be tinged
blue from a little copper. The luster is vitreous
The composition is Zn4Si207 (0H)2H20

which gives 67.5 per cent ZnO. Thus where
abundant it is a valuable ore of zinc.

in America, is a
in the oxidized

Fig. 362. Hemi-
niorphitc.

hemimorphite is

OuviNE, (Mg,Fe) 2Si04

mineral found most abundantly in the dark-colored rocks. Th!

name^^f
variety is cut as a gemstone and goes under the

rarfand ^y all. It IS most commonly in small grains
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dis-seminated through certain igneous rocks. Some rocks are made
up almost e.xclusively of granular masses of olivine.

Physical Properties. There is no cleavage but a pronounced
conchoidal fracture. It has a high hardness of (5.5-7; the specific

gravity is 3.27-3.37. The luster is vitreous, and the color yellow
to olive-green and brown.

Fig. 363. Hemimorphito, Sterling Hill, Now Jersey.

Composition. The formula for olivine, (Mg,Fe) 2Si04 ,
repi'e-

.sents an intermediate member in an isomorphous series, for the

relative amounts of magnesium and iron vary between Mg2Si04 ,

forsterite, and Fe2SiC)4 ,
fayalite. The most common olivines are

richer in magnesium. It is infusible before the blowpipe.

Occurrence. (JHvinc is a rock-forming mineral found in some

rocks only as scattere<l grain.s, but in others it may be the principal

constituent. It is mo.st abundant in the dark rocks, such as

gabbro, basalt, and peridotite. In a certain rare type of rock

known as dunite, it is the only important mineral present. In

addition to its presence in rocks, it is also a common mineral in

some meteorites. One celebrated meteorite found in Siberia in

1749 consists of a spongy ma.ss of metallic iron containing bright

yellow grain.s of olivine. The transparent yellow-green gem

material, peridot, is found on St. .John’s Island in the Red Sea.
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WiLLEMITE

Willemite, a valuable ore of zinc, is commonly found in bright
yellow, apple-green, or brown masses and more rarely in small
colorless or pale green hexagonal cr5'stals. The variety known as
troostile is sometimes found in large flesli-red crystals with a resinous
luster. The hardness is 5|^, and the specific gravity is 3.9-4.2.
It is a zinc silicate, Zn2Si04 . In troostite manganese is present
replacing part of the zinc.

The most notable locality of willemite in the United States is

at Franklin, New Jersey, where it is associated with calcite,
franklinite, and zincite. However, unlike franklinite and zincite,
which are peculiar to Franklin, willemite is found at other locali-
ties. One of the most interesting characteristics of willemite is
its strong fluorescence, and some specimens show a marked phos-
phorescence as well (p. 8G).

Chondrodite

Chondrodite is a silicate of magnesium and iron containing
fluorme. It occurs in yellow grains embedded in crystalline lime-
stone, and also in deep red crystals as at Brewster, New York
where it is associated with magnetite. The hardness is 6-OH-
the specific gravity is 3.1-3.2. It is a member of the humite
group of which norhergite, humite, and clinohumite are the other
members. All these minerals have a simUar appearance and
comijosition. varying only in the percentages of the various
Similar chemical elements.

Garnet

Garnet is the name given to a mineral group made up of severalsubspecies all of which have similar ciystal habits, although theirother properties vary widely.
^

Garnet is^own chiefly through its use as an inexpensive redgemstone. However, the green andradite garnet known as

TlTrr
’ “ ‘•eautiful ’gems. Garnet
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Tliere are, however, massive kinds which require some skill for
their identification.

The common crystal forms are the dodecahedron (Fig. 365)
and the trapezohedron (Fig. 366), or a combination of these two

Fig. 364. Garnet Crystals in Mica Schist.

(Fig. 367). More rarely the dodecahedron may have planes of

the hexoctaliedron (Fig. 3()8). It should be remembered that the
dodecahedron has angles of 120® between two adjacent face.s and

Fig. 365. Fir;. 366. Fio. 367. Fio. 368.

Garnet Crystals.

that these facc.s themselves are diamond-shaped with plane angles

of 60® and 120 ®.

Physical Properties. The hardness is 6)^-7)/^, and the specific

gravity vai'ies from 3.5 to 4.3. The luster is vitreous, and the color,

while most commonly red, t-aries from colorless to yellow, brown,

black, and green.

Composition. ./Vlthough the compositions of the different gar-

nets vary greatly, they can be expressed by the general formula

(8104 ) 3 . In this formula R" may be calcium, magnesium,

iron, or manganese, and R'" may be aluminum, iron, titanium, or

chromium. The subspecies are listed below with their chemical

formulas and specific gravities, but it should be pointed out that

between these there are also many intermediate varieties.
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Name Co^fPOSITION
Specific

Gravity
Pyrope Mg3AJ 2 (8104)3 3.51
Almanditc Fe3Al2(Si04)3 4.25
Spessartite Mn^Al 2(Si04 )3 4.18
Grossul&rite Ca3Al2(Si04)3 3.53
Andradite Ca3Fe2(Si04)3 3.75
Uvarovito Ca3Cr2 (8104)3 3.45

Pyrope, or magnesia garnet, often has a deep red color. When
perfectly clear, it is used as a gem and called precious garnet.
Abnandite, or almandine garnet, includes a large part of the

conunon garnet; the rest of the common garnet is andradite. It
is a silicate of iron and aluminum and is ordinarily red but some-
times black. When clear, it is cut into gems and like pyrope is
called precious garnet.

Spessartite, or manganese garnet, is comparatively rare. It has
a brownish red or hyacinth-red color. One type found in Virginia
IS perfectly transparent ^vith a peculiar red shade and is used as a
gem.

^ossularite, the calcium aluminum garnet, may be colorless,
white, pale yeUow, green, brownish yellow, or cinnamon-brown!
and occasionally rose-red. The commonest kind is brownish red
and IS called cintuimon stone or essanite. The original grossularite
was green and thus received its name from the botanical name fortne gooseberry*

AndradxU is a calcium iron silicate and makes up much of thecommon garnet. The color U various shades of yellow, greenbrmvn to black. Topazolite is a topaz-yellow variety; melaniU

^ fiufd M ® lusteriS louna in the Ural Mountains.

green color. The finest specimens come from the Ural Mountainswhere it is associated with chromite.
^viountains

^ gurnets fuse easUy

oon«Ht T * ™ common mineral found as an accessory

uvarovito, in cracks in rdTro^^e.” 'As^mSed^t
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of this book, garnet is found in rounded grains in streams and
may make up a high proportion of the black and red sand of the

seashore.

Idocrase

Idoerase has until recently been called vesuvianite in America
because the rocks of that famous volcano have furnished some of

the finest specimens. Idocrase is of little economic importance,

but a compact green variety found in California and known as

californite has been used us a gem.

Fio. 369.

Idocrase.

Habit. Idocra.se is tetragonal and occurs in crystals of varied

habit, some highly complex. A simple crystal is shown in Fig.

.370 with a dipyramid, basal pinacoid, and the first- and second-

order tetragonal prisms. It is found also in massive form and in

striated columnar aggregates.

Physical Properties. The hardness is and the specific

gravity is 3.35-3.45. The luster is vitreous, inclining to resinous,

and the color is commonly brown to green. It may also be sulfur-

yellow and bright blue. Transparent crystals have been found

but are rare.

Composition. The composition of idocrase is complex but can

be expressed by the formula Caio.’Vb (Mg,Fe) 2Sio034 (OH) 4 . Boron

or fluorine is present in some varieties, and beryllium has also

been reported. Before the blowpipe it fuses with intumescence.

Occurrence. Idocrase is most commonly found in crystalline

limestones, but also in serpentine and chlorite schists. It is fj*e-

c[uently associated with grossularite garnet, diopside, epidote, and

sphene. It resembles some brown garnet and brown tourmaline

but is more fusible and in crystals is easily distinguishable.
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Epidote, Ca2(Al,Fe)3(Si04)3(OH)

Habit. Epidote is monoclinic and frequently found in crystals
elongated parallel to the b crystallographic axis. (Figs. 371 and
372.) If the long dimension is placed in a vertical position, it is

difficult to find the symmetry plane which shows the monoclinic
character. Epidote also occurs in fibrous or columnar aggregates
and others that are compact and granular.

4

371. Fig. 372.

Epidote.

Physical Properties. Epidote has a perfect cleavage parallel to
«ie base and an imperfect cleavage parallel to the front pinacoid.
Crystals, therefore, break into fragments with the long dimension
parallel to the b crystal axis. The hardness is 6-7, and the specific
gravity is 3.35-3.45. The luster is vitreous, and the color is com-mo^y green. The peculiar yellow-green or pistachio-green of
ordmary epidote is so characteristic that in the majority of speci-
mens color alone distinguishes it from other minerals that it may
resemble. WeU-formed crystals may be black, but, if they have
been bruised or cracked, the green color is usually visible.
Composition. Epidote is a silicate of aluminum, iron, and

calcium. Ca2 (Al,Fe)3 (Si04 )3 (0H). The ratio of iron to aluminum
varies widely. It fuses with intumescence rather easily and, be-cause of the iron it contains, gives a magnetic globule.

ccurrence. Epidote is a common mineral in many ciystalUne
rocta, such ^ gneiss, mica schist, and amphibole schist. Italso IS found m contact metamorphic deposits in limestone. The

the^pS'^^'f 1
*^PP®*i'vand, Austria, and from

UnitPtTst
Alaska. (See Fig. 373.) In the

andwS,
-elated to epidote and belongto the epidote group of minerals. AUanite is a black radioactive
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mineral containing cerium and other rare elements. Clinozoisite
is a white to gray, greenish, or pale red mineial, like epidote in

composition, except that it contains almost no iron.

t

Fig. 373. Ei)idote with Quartz, Princo of Wales Island, Alaska.

Zircon, ZrSi04

Zircon is of interest because of the beautiful gems that have

been cut from it. The common zircon gem is colorless, but red

cry.stal.s called hyacinth arc particularly prized. The blue gems

sold under the name of “.starlitc” are zircons that have been colored

artificially by heat treatment. Becau.se of its high inde.x of re-

fraction, a well-cut colorless zircon resembles the diamond.

Zircon is the chief zuconium mineral and can be considered an

ore of that rare metal, which is used in certain alloys. The rare

mineral badcteleyite, found in Brazil, is al.so an ore of zirconium

and a source of zirconium oxide, which is used in making refractory

bricks.

Habit. Zircon is tetragonal and is almost always found in

small prismatic crystals. The common forms are the first-order

tetragonal prism and pyramid (Fig. 374). More highly modified

crystals also occasionally occur (Figs. 375, 376).
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Physical Properties. The hardness is 7^, and the specific
gravity is 4.7. The luster is brilliant adamantine, and the color
varies from colorless through various shades of reddish brown and
yellow.

Composition. Zircon is zirconium silicate, ZrSi04 . It is in-
fusible and is not attacked by acids.

11
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Fio. 374. Fiq. 375.

Zircon Crystals

Fig. 376.

Occurrence. Zircon is a common aceessoiy mineral in all types
of Igneous rocks but is particularly abundant in granites and
syenites. It usually occurs in thc.se rocks in well-formed crystals,
so tiny that it is difficult to see them well without a microscope!
Larger crystals are sometimes found in cr>'stalline limestone andm various other crystalline rocks. Fine specimens are obtainedm New York, North Carolina, and Colorado, and veiy large onesm Renfrew County, Ontario, Canada (Fig. 377). Because zircon
18 both mechanically strong and chemically inert, it resists thenormal processes of weathering, and in some regions it occurs inthe rock so abundantly that when the rock is weathered away
It 13 left unaltered in the soil. In other places these zircon grains
are washed into the streams and, because of their high specific
gravity, can be washed from the gra^^els after the manner of the

Concentrations of zircon in beach sand havebeen found in Flonda, India, and Brazil.

Datolite, CaBSi04

th^**‘^*
monoclinic and commonly occurs in crystalsthat are complex and difficult to decipher even for the e.xperieSrystallo^apher. The fact that many crystals are nearly eauidi
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Fig. 377. Zircon Crystal in Calcitc, Renfrew County, Ontario.

A kind of dntolite that occurs in massive aggregates re.sembles

porcelain. Some of this type found in tfie Lake Superior copper-

mining region is colored pink by finely disseminated copper en-

closed within it.

Fig. 378. Datolite.

Physical Properties. The hardness is 5-5^, and the specific

gravity 2.8-3. 0. Crystals are usually clear and glassy with a faint

greenish tinge.
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Composition. Datolite is a calcium borosilicate, CaBSi04 . It

yields a little water when heated in the closed tube and gives the
green flame of boron when held in the blowpipe flame, at the same
time fusing easily.

Occurrence. Datolite is a mineral of secondary origin found in
cavities and cracks in basaltic lavas and related rocks. It has
the same origin as and is frequently associated with the zeolites,

prehnite, and apophyllite. In the United States well-formed
crystals of datolite are found in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and
New Jersey.

379- Fio. 380. Fio. 381.

Topaz.

Topaz, Al2Si04(F,0H)2

Topaz is highly prized as a gem mineral, and, although gem
quality material occurs in several colors, the wine-yellow stones
rom Brazil are of most value and are called precious topaz. The
pink color of some gem topaz is usually obtained by gently heating
the dark yellow stones.
Habit. Topaz is orthorhombic and prismatic crystals such as

shown in Figs. 379 to 381 are common. Frequently beautiful
etch figur^ are found on certain faces but lacking on others; thusm a striking manner the difference in crystal structure parallel to
different faces is shown. Although it is usually in crystals, it
occure also in massive crystalline aggregates. Most crystals are
small but some clear and well-formed crystals weighing as much
as 600 pounds have been found in Brazil.
Physic^ Properties. Topaz has perfect basal cleavage. The^rdness is 8, greater than that of any other common mineral with

specific gravity is 3.4-3.6. The
color varies from colorless to white,

straw-yellow, wme-yellow, pink, bluish, and greenish.
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Composition. Topaz is an aluminum fluosilicate, Al2Si04-

(F,0H)2. It is infusible and insoluble.

Occurrence. Topaz is associated with granites and is frequently

found in related pegmatite dikes. Minerals commonly occurring
with it are: tourmaline, cassiterite, beryl, quartz, and feldspar.

It i.s found also in cavities in rhyolite lavas as in the Thomas
Range, Utah. Fine wine-yellow and pale blue crystals have been

found in Siberia. Other outstanding localities are Brazil (ex-

tremely large crystals), Japan, and Mexico. In the United States

well-formed crystals have been found in California, Colorado, and
Maine.

Axikite

Axinite is a rather rare borosilicate of aluminum, calcium,

manganese, and iron. It occurs in triclinic crystals, often with a

sharp edge. The hardness is 6]^-7, and the specific gravity is

3.27-3.35. The luster is vitreous, and the color clove-brown,

violet, gray, green, or yellow. It is found in cavities in granite

and in tlic contact zones surrounding granitic intrusions.

Fig. 382. Chiastolitc.

Andalusite, Al2Si05

Andalusito is named from the locality where it was identified,

Andalusia in Spain. 'I’he most interesting variety is that called

chiasiolUc. In this, parts «)f the crystals are white, and others

contain carbonaceous impurities and are black. The.se inclusions

are arranged in a regular manner to give a cruciform design in

cro.ss section (Fig. 382). The form on the cross section is a little

like the Greek letter x, and this resemblance has given it the name

chiastolite.

Andalusitc lias been mined in large quantities in California for

use in the manufacture of highly refractory porcelain, such as that

used in .spark plugs.

The compound AUSiOs is polymorphous; that is, there is more

than one substance with this composition; sillimanite and kyanite

have the same chemical formula as andalusite.
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Habit. Andalusite is orthorhombic and is usually in coarse
prismatic crystals. The crystals are usually embedded and may
be seen only when the surrounding rock is weathered away.
Physical Properties. The hardness is 7»^. and the specific

gravity is 3.1G-3.20. The luster is vitreous, and the color varies
from white or gray to pink, brown, or green.

Composition. Andalusite is an aluminum silicate, AJgSiOs. It
is infusible and insoluble.

Occurrence. Andalusite is formed most commonly by the
regional metamorphism of shales into crystalline schists. The
crystals are surrounded by fine-grained micaceous rock that
weathers easily and leaves the andalusite protruding. Much
andalusite, such as that found in New England, has been altered
to fine-grained muscovite and, therefore, does not have the high
hardness of the original mineral.

In the United States it is found in California, Maine, New
Hampshire, and Pennsylvania. Chiastolite is found at Lancaster
ana btenmg, Massachusetts.

blLLlMANITB

SUlimanite occurs in orthorhombic prisms that are usually
long and slender. Sometimes they are aggregated into parallel
groups that may be fibrous. Hence the name fibrolite has beenused for the mmeral. Sillimanite has a very perfect cleavage
parallel to the length of the prUms. The hardness Is 6-7, and the
specific gravity is 3.23. The luster is vitreous; the color, pale

asThat Oflnd T composition is the same

in gn:islrndtchL'is.

ilYANITE, AlgSiOs
Kyanite is Mmed from the Greek word for blue because of itsb^e color When it is transparent and of a rich colorX gems

of high“ualirrefrac^X'''^‘‘‘“"“''’
“ “

JXhXltuo tlfeSX'^^^ front-pinacoid cleav-

^..an any oi
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crystallogiapliic direction, for parallel to the length of the crystals
it is 5, but across the crystals it is 7. The specific gravity is 3.50-
3.00. The lustei- is \itieous to peaily. Home bladed crystals
may bo a fine blue througliout. but others show a cential blue
strip between i)aler or even colorless sides. It may also be white,

gray, or grecai.

Composition. .Vluminum silicate, like andalu.dte, Al 2Hi05. It

is infusible and inscjlublo.

383. i\yHi>itc and Siuuroliti.* (dark) in Mica Schist,

St. (.iutliurd, Switzciland.

Occurrence. Kyanite is foutui in gntusses and schists, usually

as an accessory mineral, l>tit in some {)laces it makes up a high per-

centage of the rock. Fine specimens have come from Switzerland.

In Xortli Carolina and northern Cleorgia it is minetl for use as a

refractory.

Staurolite, Fc.\l5Si20i2(0H)

Staurolite is named from the Creek words meaning cres.s and

sloiiv bocaust* of the remarkable crosses formed by its twinned

crystals. (Figs. .384, .385.) It is not unusual in a Christian

country for superstition to atbich great importance to these “cross

stones’’ or “fairy stones.” As a result the right-angle twins have

been ma<le up into amulets and sohl f<* totirists. In certain places

the demand has e.xceeded the supply, and the natives carve crosses
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out of fine-grained mica schist to sell to the unsuspecting customer.

Habit. Staurolite is orthorhombic. Single crj'^stals are not
rare, but it b more common to find twins with two crystals crossing

each other nearly at right angles (Fig, 384) or at an angle of nearly
60“ (Fig. 385). More complex twins, of the same inteipenetration

type, occur also where three or even four crystals are grouped
together.

Physical Properties. The hardness is 7-7 Vi, and the specific
gravity is 3.65-3.75. A poor cleavage is present on some crystals
parallel to the side pinacoid. The luster is vitreous, and the color
is reddish, yellowish brown, brownish black, or gray.
Composition. Staurolite is a silicate of iron and aluminum,

FeAl6Si20i2(0H), but is often impure. It is infusible and in-
soluble.

Occurrence. Staurolite occure frequently with garnet, tourma-
line, kyanite, or sillimanite in mica schist and gneiss. It is foundm many localities in New England, and very perfect crystals are
lound m Fannin County, Georgia, and in North Carolina.

Sphene, CaTiSiOs

Sphene, formerly called titanite In the United States, takes its
from the Greek word meaning wedge, in allusion to the

charactenstic type of crystal. Clear crystals of sphene can be cut

in .1,

^ such high quality is rare. In certain places

abun^M"^ u ^ I^ussia, where sphene isab^dant, it is mined as an ore of titanium.

monoclimc and frequently in ^^'ell-fo^mededge-shaped crystals as shoum in Figs. 386 and 387. It may also
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be lamellar with a well-defined parting plane parallel to the pyr-
amid.

Physical Properties. There is prismatic cleavage as well as the
parting mentioned above. The hardness is 5-53^; the specific
gravity is 3.4-3.55. The color is usually various shades of yellow
to brown but may also be gray, green, or black. The luster is

resinous to adamantine.

Composition. Sphene is calcium titanosilicate, CaTiSiOs. It

fuses with difficulty (4 in the scale) and is only slightly attacked
by hydrochloric acid.

Fig. 386.

Sphene.

Fig. 387.

Occurrence. Sphene is one of the common accessory minerals

in igneous rocks and as such is found in tiny crystals disseminated

through granites, syenites, and nephcline syenites. It is found

in larger crystals in metamorphic rocks and crystalline limestone.

As mentioned above, sphene is found on the Kola Peninsula,

Russia, in large quantities. Here it is mined as a granular ag-

gregate of crystals associated with nepheline. Fine crystals have

come from St. Oothard, Switzerland; Zillertal, Tyrol; Arendal,

Norway. In the United States crystals have been found at

Riverside, California, and at several localities in New York.



CHAPTER VIII

On the Determination

of Minerals

To the beginner it will seem a difficult thing to become so
familiar with the many different mineral species as to be able to
recognize each of them at sight; it is difficult, in fact impossible,
even for the trained mineralogist to be always prompt and sure in
his determination. For there are a large number of distinct
species, between 1,500 and 2,000, many of them very rare, and not
a few appear in a great number of varieties. The varieties some-
times depend upon fundamental differences of chemical composi-
tion, as among the garnets; and sometimes upon less essential
distinctions of habit, color, and state of aggregation, as ^\^th the
varieties of quartz, calcite, and fluorite. Hence it is obvious that
the properties that can be seen at once, without aid of careful
tests, are often insufficient to determine a mineral positively.
The experienced mineralogist, although he learns to know minerals
so well that he can name most of them at sight, is ever distrustful
of himself and often hesitates to give the name quartz to a speci-
men having the appearance of this common species without for
example, a confirmatory test of hardness. Confidence and hasty
judgment belong to those who have little experience and a scanty
knowledge of the difficulties of the subject.
On the other hand, to recognize most of the minerals that arehkely to be collected on a mineralogical excursion or to be obtainedby exchange ^vlth other collectors is generally easy even for thebeginner. For the number of common species is small, and quartz,feldspar, mica, calcite, barite, and, among the metallic speciesgalena, sphalerite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite are constantly prel

285
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senting themselves. Althougli their properties vary somewhat
widely in different specimens, they are usually distinct, and in
movst cases a simple test will suffice for identification.

Fiist of all, then, the mineralogi.st should know the common
species well, for the chances are many times greater that an un-
known specimen is one of them rather than a rare and little-

known species. It may be rare, even a new one not before de-

scribed and not given in any of the books; but this is a chance that

does not often happen. A real difficulty, that even much ex-

perience docs not entirely remove, lies in the fact that at any large

mineral locality there are likelj' to be manj-^ nondescript specimens
that .show few distinct properties. The.se may be mixtures of

several species, and often tliey arise from chemical decomposition

of well-known minerals. About such specimens it may perhaps

be impo.ssible to s:iy anything defirute; in fact, exhaustive micro-

scopic, .\-ray, and chemical work are often needed to prove their

identify. In such cases the beginner may well turn to someone
moje experienced for counsel.

'I'lie best way, tlien. is for one with a specimen of an unknown
mineral in hand to think of the common species first and of others

that may suggest themseh'es afterward, running over in mind or

by reference to the book the properties observed and those of the

species to which it is provisionally referred. Care should be

e.xercised not to decide too hastily, but to give each property full

weight. Do not gi\e the name albite to a specimen of barite be-

cause it is in tabular glassy crystals, and overlook the fact that it

is much tc)o heavy as well as too .soft. Do not give the name

beryl to a crystal of apatite because it is a green hexagonal prism,

and overlook the fa<'t that it is much too soft. Finally, do not

hesitate to confess ignoranci'—this the experienced mineralogist is

e^•er ready to do, and it is this fact that enables him from time to

time to identify some r:ire anil interesting species and perhaps

occasionally one new to .science.

In th(* systematic ilelermination of an unknown specimen the

fii-st step, as was insist eil upon in Chapter II, is to learn all that it

is [)ossibIe to learn about it by looking at and handling it. It has

already been shown that in this way its habit may be at least

part ially iletermined
;
also its cleavage, if it shows any; and finally

its lustei’, color, degree of transparency, etc. But at the same time

the other senses must be kept on the alert, so that, for example, if
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the specimen is particularly hea^^ or light, greasy to the touch,
etc., all these points will be quickly perceived and duly regarded.
Then a touch with tlie point of a knife blade will show something

as to the hardness. This, it must lx; lepeatcd, should be done
carefully so as not to injure the specimen. If the mineral is not
scratched by a knife, it will be well to see whether it is scratched
by or will scratch the smooth surface of a quartz crystal.
At the same time as the test for hardness, the streak, or color of

the powder as seen best on a surface of ground glass or unglazed
porcelain, must be noticed. Also, if the blade of the knife is

magnetized, the distinguishing character of magnetite and pyr-
rhotite will show itself at once. The careful determination of the
specific gravity requires more time and may be postponed until
the blowpipe has been used, but a rough estimate of weight
should already have been made by the hand.

Further, when all the properties mentioned have been noted, it
will often be necessary to make some chemical tests (read care-
fully pp. 117 to 119). A fi-agment for e.xamination can generally
be obtained without injurj' to the specimen by a careful blow with
a light hammer. This, powdered and placed on a w’atch glass
with a little strong hydrochloric (or nitric) acid (p. 118) will
effeiA^esce with a nearly odorless gas (CO2 ) if it is a carbonate.
The solution obtained w'ill give the chemist the means of learn-

ing more (e.g., the presence of copper, p. 118), and if tlie specimen
IS insoluble, even wiien finely powdered and heated in acid, that is
also an important bit of information.
The blow-pipe tests may come before or after the other chemical

emmination, and these liave been so fully explained in ChapterVI that they need not be repeated here. A careful study of thischapter wUl have given the student full command of this part ofthe subject and his experience should have taught him w hat orders beat for the different tests. He will have learned, for examplethat a mineral with metallic luster should be tried first in the opentube. If sulfur is present (the mineral being a sulfide) it willb^iyen off as sulfur dioxide (pp. ns, 118), and at the same timea^nic, antimony, and mercury will show themselves (p 116)The closed-tube trat may be made next and then the charcoal
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the sulfur, arsenic, or antimony, the residue may he tested for
copper, cobalt, etc., with borax on the platinum wire.
A mineral with nonmetallic luster may be tried first in the for-

ceps, and the degree of fusibility, the flame coloration, and other
phenomena noted (p. 100), Then an examination should be made
on the platinum wire in the borax bead.

Note, finally, that to obtain correct and concordant re.sults the
pure mineral must be experimented upon. In many specimens
two or more .species are so clo.sely mixed that it needs sharp eyes,
aided by a magnifying glass,* to separate them; thi.s is particu-
larly true of metallic minerals. Many species commonly occur
in an earthy mass so that it is difficult to obtain absolutely pure
material. In that event the quartz or clay will often do no harm
if its presence is noted and the results interpreted correctly. A
fragment of cinnabar is entirely volatile on charcoal or in the tube,

but frequently it is associated with a gangue of clay, and then this

will of course be left behind. Such a fragment heated in the glass

tube often yields water which comes from the nonessential gangue.

Even if at the beginning it seemed as if very little were known
about a specimen, the careful use of the eyes, the hand, and the

various tests which may be made in a few minutes will give a pretty

complete table of its properties, and these may be used to fill out

the blank list as suggested on p. 121. Usually, unless the .specimen

is \-ery rare and unusual, it will be possil)le to suggest the name of a

species with the description of which it is to be compared. Where
this method of attack yields no definite result, the determinative

table.s on the following pages may be employed.

It should be pointed out that one should not rely completely on

determinative tables, for in using them there is a tendency merely

to make the observation and look it up in the table, rather than to

sum up mentally the properties which should indicate a given

species.

DETERMINATIVE TABLES

In the following tables the minerals are grouped according to

their physical properties; quickly made physical tests on an un-

known specimen give the necessarj' data to use them.

The first division is on the basis of luster: (1) metallic and sub-

* Every mineralogist should have a pocket magnifying glass, for even good

• ves often need a&sistunce, es|KTially in examining small crystals.
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metallic, (2) nonmetallic. In the first group are placed those
minerals that have the appearance of a metal and are quite opaque
even on their thin edges. Most of these minerals have a colored
streak that may be quite different from the color of the mineral,
and thus this property is used in grouping the metallic minerals.
The second group includes all those minerals with a nonmetallic
luster; those that will transmit light on their thin edges. These
in general give a colorless or light-colored streak which in only
a few cases is diagnostic. Thoiefore, streak is not used in the
grouping of the nonmetallic minerals.
The tables are next subdivided according to hardness. For

metallic minerals the divisions are: (1) less than 2*^; (2) greater
than 214, less than 53^; (3) greater than For nonmetallic
minerals the divisions are: ( 1 ) less than 2^; (2) greater than 2^,
less than 3; (3) greater than 3, less than 5H; (4) greater than 5^.
less than 7; (5) greater than 7. These limits are used because it is
^sy to determine them. For e.xample, 2^ is the hardness of the
fingernail, and minerals scratched by the fingernail are in the first
division—under 2)4. A copper coin has a hardness of 3; the
knife blade, 5^; and a quartz cr>'stal, 7. Thus without special
equipment it is possible to determine in which subdivision to look
for the name of the unknou-n specimen. As stated earlier in this
book, caution should be used in making the hardness test. Make
sure that the scratch made by the knife blade is truly a scratch
and IS not merely steel that has been taken off by a hard mineral.

thJV'-r
the scratch both ways; that is, try to scratch
"^‘“eral after scratching the mineral with the

imile. Finally, it should be pointed out that the state of aggrega-
tion may influence the hardness determination. For example
ciystals of hematite have a hardness of 0, but when the mineral iscompact and m a pulvemlent aggregate it has a hardness of only

grouDin hardnessgroupings in the tables*

f further subdivision is made on

However, a finely aggregated mineral may show no cleavage eventhough coarse c^-stals have perfect cleavage. ^Vhen such I con

inh* wT*™ ''®ted under both headings.
It should be remembered that the tables are far from complete.
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although all the common minerals are listed. Thus it is possible,
although unlikely, that the unknown specimen may be a rare
mineral that is not listed. Further, since only the physical prop-
erties are used, it is quite impossible by use of the tables alone to
identify all the minerals. Sometimes one will find that the data
he has apply to two or three species. These minerals should then
be looked up in the chapter on Description of the Mineral Species,
and a blowpipe or other tests should be made to determine them'
definitely.

In order to make the tables as compact as possible, the following
abbreviations are used: H. = hardness, G. = specific gravity.
On page 291 is given a general outline of the classification.

After determining the luster, the hardness, and the presence or
absence of cleavage, one should consult this outline to find on
which page in the tables the name of the unknown specimen
appears.
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OUTLINE OF DETERMINATIVE TABLES
Metallic or Submetallic Luster

1. Har^^ less than 21^. Can be scratched by the fingernail and in general
will leave a mark on paper. Page 292.

2. Hai^ess greater than 2H, less than 5^- Can be scratched by the knife
blade, but cannot be scratched by the fingernail. P^e 293.

3. H^dness greater than 5J^. Cannot be scratched by the knife blade
rage 295.

NovMfSTAiLic Luster
1- Hardn^ than 2^. Can be scratched by the fingernail.. Prominent cleavage. Page 296.

. No prominent cleavage. Page 296.

2. Hardn^ greater than 2^, less than 3. Cannot be scratched by the fingernail but can be scratched by a copper coin.
**

. Prominent cleavage. Page 297.

. No prominent cleavage. Page 298.

3. Hardn^ greater than 3. less than 5^. Cannot be scratched bycom but can be scratched by the knife blade.
<t. Prominent cleavage. Page 299.
6. No prominent cleavage. Page 301.

a copper

4. Hardness greater than 5H. less than 7.
blade but can be scratched by quartz,
o. Prominent cleavage. Page 303.
h. No prominent cleavage. Page 304.

Cannot be scratched by the knife

6. Hard^ ^tcr than 7. Cannot be scratched by quart*.. Froininent cleavage. Page 306.
. No prominent cleavage. Page 306.
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METALLIC OR SUBMETALLIC LUSTER
Hardness Less Than
(Will leave a mark on paper)

Color Streak H. G. Remarks Name

Black Black 1-2 4.7 PMbrous aggregates Pyrolusite

p. 174

Black Black 1-lH 2.3 Greasy fcc\ Graphite
p. 137

Blue-

black

Black 1-lM 4.7 One good cleavage Molybdenite

p. 157

Black Gray-
black

2H 7.G Good cleavage in

3 directions
1

Galena
p. 141

Bluo-
hlack

Gray-
black

1

2 BOne good cleavage Stibnitc

p. 151

Red Rod 2-2^ 8.1 Adamantine luster

1

Cinnabar
' p. 149

Ited lied-

b^o^^'n

1 plus 5.2 Earthy Hematite
p. 165

^'ellow-

brown
Yellow-

browTi
1 plus 3.6-

4.0
Earthy Limonitc

p. 175

Gray-
black

Gray-
black

2-2H 7.3 Easily sectile Argentite

p. 139

Blue Black lH-2 4.6 Platy masses or

coatings

CovelUte

p. 140
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METALLIC OR SUBMETALLIC LUSTER
Hardness to 5^

(Cao be scratched by a knife)

Color Streak H. G. Remarks Name
Gray-

black
Black 4.7-

5.0
Tetrahedral crj'sfcals or

massive
Tetrahedrite

p. 159

Gray-
black

Gray-
black

2H-3B Imperfectly scctile Chalcocitc

p. 140

Steel-

Gray
Black 2-2*^ 7.3 Easily soctilc Argentite

p. 139

Gray-
black

Black 3 4.4 Usually shou'B cleavage Enargite

p. 160

Cray to

black
Black 2H 7.5 Good cleavage in 3

directions
Galena

p. 141

Tin-

white
Gray-

black B Usually in Gbrous
masses

Arsenic

p. 132

Tin-

white
Gray-

black
2 8.0-

8.2
Fuses easily, one
cleavage

Sylvanite

p. 158

Brass-

yellow
Tin-

white

Gray-
black

2H
1

1

0.4 Puses in candle
flame

Calav&rite

p. 158

Copper-
11^

Black 7.8 Usually massive Niecolite

p. 148

Brownish
bronze

Black 3 BTarnishes purple Bomite
p. 141

Bronze Black 4 4.6 Magnetic Pyrrhotite

p. 147

Brass-

yellow
Black 3V^-4 4.1-

4.3
Sphenoidal crystals,
commonly massive

Chalcopyrite

p. 145
Brass-

yellow
Black 3-31^ 5.5 Usua^y in radiating

bairlike crystals
Millerite

p. 148
Black Gray to

black
4 4.3 In fibrous or crystal-

1

line
- -

Manganite
p. 177
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METALLIC OR SUBMET.^LLIC LUSTER
HAiiDXEss TO 5}^ {ContiniLed)

(Can be scratched by a knife)

Color Streak H. Remarks Name

Black BroTSTi to

black
4.6 Pitchy luster Chromite

p. 169

Brown to

black
Brown to

black
5-5M 7-0-

7.5
One perfect clcAvage Wolframite

p. 219

Black Black 5-6 3.7-
4.7

Botrj'oidal, massive Psilomelane

p. 180

Brown to

black

Bro^n 3.6-
4.1

Dodecahedral cleavage;

may be red

Sphalerite

p. 144

Black Red-
brown

4.8-
5.3

Massive, reniform or

micaceous
Hematite

p. 165

Red to

black

Red 2H 5.85 Fuses in candle flame.

Good cleavage.

Pvrargj'rite
’p. 158

I?cd Red 6.0 Massive or in isometric

crj-stals

Cuprite

p. 162

Red Red 2-2M 5.55

1

Fuses in candle flame.

Good cleavage.

Proustite

p. 158

Brown to

black

Yellow-
brown

3.6-
4.0

Massive Limonite
p. 175

Brown to

black

Yellow-
brown

5-5H 4.37 Radiating fibers, one

cleavage

Gocthite

p. 175

Red Red 2M 8.1 Earthy, granular. May
show cleavage.

Cinnabar
p. 149

Copper-
red

Copper-
red

2 >-^3 8.9 Malleable. Tarnishes

black.

Copper
p. 128

Silver-

white

Silver-

white
2>^3 10.5 Malleable. Tarnishes

black.

Silver

p. 126

Silver-

white
Gray 4-4 14.-

19.

Malleable Platinum
p. 130

Silver-

white

Silver-

white

2-2 9.8 Good cleavage, sectile,

easily fusible

Bismuth
p. 133

Gold-
yollow

Gold-
yellow

2>i-3 15 0-

19.3

Malleable ^Gold

P. 124
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Hahdness Greater Than

(Cannot be scratched by a knife)

Color Streak

Tin-

white

Tin-

white

Tin-

white

Black

Black

Black

Copper- |Black
red

Brass-

yellow

Pale

yellow

Black

Black

Black Black

Black

Black

I
Brown to

black

[Brown to
black

H.

5H-6

5U

5-5H

6-6

6-6H

5H

Black Brown to
black

5-6

Brown to
black

Dark
brown

Brown to
black

Dark
brown

5H

Black Dark
brown

6

Black Red-
brown

6K-6

Brown to

black
Yellow-
brown

5-5H

Brown to
black

Yellow-
brown

G.

6.2

6.9

6. .33

7.5

5.0

4.9

5.18

9.0-
9.7

4.7

3.7-
4.7

7.0-
7.5

4.6

5.15

4.8-
5.3

4.37

Remarks

- Usually massive^
granular

- Usually massive

3 Frequently in isometric

crystals

Usually massive
]

Massive and in isomet-
ric crystals

‘‘Cock^s comb^* crystals, I

radiating masses
common

; strongly magnetic P

Pitchy luster. Massive 1
granular.

Platy crystals, massive; i:

may be sliglitly mag-
nctic

Massive, stalactitic p
botryoidal

One perfect cleavage

Pitchy luster C

Associated with zincite Fi
and willcmite.
Slightly magnetic.

Radiating reniform. H
Rarely in crystals.

Massive Lj

« A

Name

Arsenopyrite
p. 156

p. 154

p. 154

p. 148

p. 152

p. 155

p. 168

p. 222

p. 166

p. 180

p. 219

p. 169

p. 169

p. 165

cleavage
Ooethite

p. 175
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Hardness Less Than

(Can be scratched by the hngernail)

a. Shows good cleavage

Color H. mm Remarks Name

Brown, yellow,
green, white

2-2H 2.76-
3 0

Cleavage flakes elastic;

tabular crystals
Muscovite

p. 253

Dark brown to
black

2H-3 2 . Oo-
3 0

Cleavage flakes elastic

;

common black mica
Biotite

p. 255

Yellow-brown,
green, white

21^-3 2.86 Cleavage flakes clastic.

May show copperlike
reflection.

Phlogopite
p. 256

Green 2-2 mm Cleavage flakes flexible

but not elastic

Chlorite

p. 251

WTiite to

dark green
1 2 7-

2.8
Grea^sy feel. In

foliated masses.
Talc

p. 247

\\'hite, gray,
green

2M 2.30 Sectile. Pearly luster
on cleavage. Flexible
but not cystic.

Brucite
p. 180

C’olorless or
white

2
1

1.90
i

Soluble in water;
bitter taste

Sylvito

p. 182

Colorless or
white

2 2 32 In crystals, fibrous or
massive without
clciivagc

Gypsum
p. 217

White 2-2H 2.6 Claylike. Will adhere
to the dry tongue.

Kaolinite
p. 246

Lemon-yellow U$-2 3 49 Resinous luster. Pale
yellow streak.

Orpiment
p. 150

h. Shows no prominent cleavage

Pearl-gray
or colorless

2-3 5.5 Perfectly scctile.

Turns brown on
exposure to light.

Cerargyrite
p. 183

Palo yc‘llow l.‘^2>^ 2.05-
2.00

Burns with a blue
flame

Sulfur
p. 133

Yellow, brown,
!

gray, white
1-3 Earthy, may be in

rounded grains
Bauxite

p. 178

White 1 1.95 Usually in rounded
masses, “ cotton balls’*

incxite
p. 205

Green to white 2-3 2.2-
2.8

Usually in crusts and
earthy masses

Garnierite

p. 250

Deep red
to Orange

lJ^-2 3.48 Earthy. Fusible in

candle flame.

Realgar
p. 150

206



XONMKTALLIC Ll'.STEK
Hardness Greater Than 2^, Less Than 3

(Can be scmtclied by a coppcT coin)

a. Shows good cloat-age

Color

Lilac, gray,

white

Pink, gray,

white

Colorless or

white

Colorless or

white

Colorless, white
RAtely rod, blue

Colorless, white

Colorless, white,

blue, gray, red

Colorless, white,
variously tinted

Colorless, white,
pink

Colorless, white,
blue, yellow, red

Colorless, white,
blue, red

Colorless, white,
when impure,
gray and brown

H. G. Remarks

2i^-4 2.8-

3 0
Usually ill small scales

and irregular sheets.

One cleavage.

3^5 3.0-

3.1

Associat<‘d with emery.
One cleavage.

3M E(Tervc.sccs in cold

hydrochloric acid.

One cleavage.

3 1.95 T^’O cleavages jielding

1

splintery frogmeats

2H 2.1-

2.3
3 clea^•ages at right

angles. Common salt.

2 1.99 3 clca%’agcs at right

angles. Bitter taste.

3-31^ 2 89-1

2.98
1

3 clea\'ages at right

angles. Usually mas-
sive.

3 2.72
1

3 cleavages not at I

right juigles. Effer-

vesces in cold acid.

33^ 2.S5
1

Cur\’ed crystals^ mas-
sive. 3 cleavages not
at right angles.

3-33^ 4.5 4Cleavage in 3 direc-

tions. Pearly luster

on base. I

3-33^ 3.90 (Cleavage in 3 direc- <

tions. Gives crimson 1

flame of strontium.

3 6.2- L
6.4

idamantinc luster. L
Massive or tabular I

crystals. I

Name

Lepidolite

p. 257

Margarite

p- 252

Witherite

p. 199

'Kornite

p. 205

p. 182

p. 187

p- 212

p. 216

297
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NONMETALLIC LUSTER
Hardness Greater Than 2^, Less Than 3 (Continued)

b. Shows fio prominent cleavage

Color H. B Remarks Name

Colorless or

white
2-2H 17 Soluble in water. Fuses

in candle flame.

Borax

p. 204

Colorless or

white

2.95-

3.0

Massive. May show
ixseuclocubic parting.

Cryolite

p. 183

Colorless, while.

Brown wlieii

impure

3-3 Vi 6.55 Adamantine luster.

Effervesces in nitric

acid.

Cerussito

p. 200

Colorless or

white*
1

4.3

1

Massive or in radiating

masses. Effervesces

in ucid.

Witherite

p. 199

Colorless or

white*

2-2 'A 2 6 Compact, cartliy Kaolinite

p. 246

Yollow, brown,

gray, white

1-3 2.0-

2.55

Rounded grain and

earthy masses

Bauxite

p. 178

Yellow, Kreeii,

wliite, brown

2.33
1

1

Usually in radiating or

globular aggregates

Wavellite

p. 211

Dark Rreen,

yellow, gr(H*n,

wliite

2-5 2 2 Massive usually mot-

tied. Fibrous in chrys-

olite asbestos.

Serpentine

p. 248

Green to

tunjuois-blue

2-1 2 0-

2.4

Massive compact. Gives

test for copper.

Chrysocolla

p. 265



NONMETALLIC LUSTER
Hardness Greater Than 3, Less Than

G. /Shows good cloavage

Color H. G. Remarks Name
Blue,

gray, green

5-7 3.56-
3.66

Bladed aggregates.
H. «= 5 i>arallel to
length. H. = 7 across

Kvanite
p. 281

•

White, yellow,

brown, red
2.1-
2.2

In sheaflike aggregates.
Cleavage parallel to
length.

Stilbitc

p. 243

Colorless, whito^
green, yellow

4J.^5 Pearly lu-ster on cleav-
age. Pseudocubic
cry.stals.

Apopliyllito

p. 250

yellow,
red

3H-4 2.18-
2.20

Pearly luster on cleav-
age. Crystals tabular.

Houlandito
p. 242

Colorless, white 4-4M 2.42 One perfect cleavage.
Decrepitates in
candle flame.

Colemanite
p. 20G

Colorless, white 3H 4,3 Effervesces in cold acid.
Gives green flame.

Withcritc

p. 199

Colorless, white 2.95 Effeiwesces in cold acid.
Pseudohe.xagonal
twins.

Aragonite
p. 197

Colorless, white,
gray

5-5 2.8-
2 9

Usually in cleavable
masses

Wollastonite
p. 264

Colorless, white 5-5H 2.25 Slender prismatic crys-
tals; radiating groups

Natrolite

p. 244
Golorless, white 3>^ 3.7 Effervesces in cold acid.

Prismatic crystals.
Strontianite

p. 200
White, pale

green, blue
4H“5 3.4-

3.5
In radiating groups ]

rarely showing clea^'-
age

Romimorphito
p. 209

White, green-
black

5-6

1 Crystals usually slender. /

2 cleavage directions
at 55'’.

Vm])hibolo

group
p. 257

n bite, green,
black

5-6 3.1- C

3.5
Crystals usually short 1
and stout. 2 cleavages
at nearly OO®.

*yroxono
group
p. 260

Kose-red,

pink^brown mUsually massive; p
cleavable

Ihodonito

p. 263
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NOXMKTALLIC LUSTER
Hardn'ess Greater Than 3, Less Than oH

a. Shows good clcarage (Continued)

Color H. G. Remarks Xanoe

(\)lorU‘ss, white,

variously tinted

3
1

2.72 EfTcn'esccs in cold acid

3 cleavage directions

not at right angles.

. Calcite

p. 187

(’ol<irIess, white,

pink
2.S5 Crystal.^ curved rhom-

boliedrons. IVarly

luster.

Dolomite
p. 11)2

Wliite, yellow,

^ray, brown
3

'

2-5 3 0-

3.2
In denst‘ compact
masses or ch^avable

aggregat<*.s

Magnesite
p. 11)3

Light to dark
brown

3>2-i

El
C'leavalde massc^s. Mag-

netic after heating.

Siderite

p. 1115

IMnk, red,

brown
3J2-*!2

1

1

3 .
45-

3 <)()

In cl<*avable masses Rhodocrosito

p. 15)5

Brown, green,

blue, wliite

5 4 35-
4.49

ElTervesce.s in cohl

acid. In botryoidal

aggregates.

Smithsonite

p. 11)6

White, yellow,

red

4 5 2 .
95-

2.15
In rhomhohcdral

crystals

Chaba;5ite

p. 244

Colorless, white,

blue, gray, red

3-3 > 2 2.89-
2.9S

Csually in fine aggre-

gates without cleav-

age

.\tihvdrite

p. 216

('o lorless, white,

blue, yellow, red

3-3 > 2 4 5 Froquontly it) platy ag-

Krfgat4*s. Pearly lus-

ter. 3 cleavages.

Barite

]>. 212

(’olorless, white,

red. blue

3-3 • 2 3 . 95 Gives crimson flame.

3 cleavages.

Celestite

p. 215

Colorless, viokd,

green, yellow,

brown

4 3.1s (’ul)ic cry.stals with oc-

tahedral cleavage.

Fluorite

p. IW

\\'hit<», pink, gray,

green, brown
o-O HiH Prismatic cry.stals. 4 !

poor cleavage direc-

tions.

•>capolitc

p. 240

Yelh)W, brown,
black, red

3 > 2-i 3.9-
4.1

Ilesinous luster. Dodec- !

ahedral cleavage.

f?phalerite

p. 144

Blue, white,

gray, green

5} 2^0 2 15-

2.3

Massive or embt'dded *

grains in ruck.

^odalite

p. 239
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XOXMETALLIC LUSTER
Hardness Greater Than 3, Less Than 5^^ (Con/inwJ)

b. Shoua no prominent cleavage

Color H. G. Remarks Name
Colorleiss, pale*

green, yellow m Usually in brilliant

crystals
Datolitc

p. 277

White, groen,

blue
4H-5 3.4-

3.0
Usually in radiating

crystal groups
Hemimorphito

p. 269

White, pink,

gray, green
5-0 2.65-

2.74
In prismatic crystals;

granular or massive
Scapolito

p. 240

Colorless, white 3 '4-4 2.05 Efferve.sces in cold acid,

Radiating crystals.
.Vragonite

p. 197

Colorless, white 5-53.^ 2.27 Usually in tra|>czolio-

drons embedded in

rock

Analcime
p. 245

Colorless, white

1

3! 2^ 3.7 Eff(*rvcsce.s in cold acid.
Prismatic crystals,

massive.

Strontianite

p. 200

Colorless, white 3H-5 3.0-
3.2

•

Commonly in dense
com]>act m^isses

Magnesite
p. 193

Colorless, white 3H 4.3 ElTcrvcsces in cold aci<l.

In radiating mjvswes.
^

Withcrite

p. 199

Colorless, white 6-5,' 2.25 In slender i)rismatic
crystals in rock
cavities

Xutrolitc

!•. 244

White, graj'ish

red
4 2.6-

2.S
C sually massive Alunito

p. 117

May be any
color

5-C 10-
2.2

Conchoidal fracture Opal
p. 231

BrowTi, green,
blue, white

5 4.35-
4.40

Effervesces in cold acid.
In botryoidal masses.

Stnithsonito

p. 196

Brown, gray,
green, yellow

5-5^ 3.4-
3.55

Adamantine to resin-
ous luster. Wedge-
shaped crystals.

Spheno
p. 284

Colorless, white,
yellow, red,

brown

3 2.72 Effervesces in cold acid, i

May bo fibrous, fine
granular.

Calcito

p. 187
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Color

Light to dark

NONMETALLIC LUSTER
Hard?^ess Greater Than 3. Less Than 51^

b. Shows no prominent cleavage {Continxted)

Remarks

White, yellow,

green, brown

orange,

red, green

Yellow, brown,
gray, \vlnt<*

(tit^on, blue,

brown, violet

Name

3 83'
3 88

4^-5 5.9-
6.1

In compact concretions. Siderite

Becomes magnetic on p. 195
heating.

Adamantine to vitreous ScheeliU'

luster. Usually in p. 220
square tabular crys-

tals. Fluorescent.

6.8 .Adamantine luster. In

square tabular

crystals.

Wulfenitc

p. 221

1-3 2.0- In rounded grains and Bauxite
2 . 55 earthy masses p. 1 78

5 3.15- In hexagonal prisms, Apatite

3-20 also massive p. 207

Green, brown,
yellow, gray

34 6.5- In he.xagonal crystals Pyromorpliito

7- 1 often cavernous p. 208

^'ellow, gr^*<.*n,

white, brown

Bla(‘kish grt'en,

y«*llow*gn.*en,

white

Green, wliite,

gray, brown

3 ’ 2^ 2 . 33 Characterist ically in Wavellite

radiating aggregates p. 211

54

2.2

3 9

4 2

Massive variety mot^
tied green. Fibrous

variety aslwstos.

Massive, associated

with zincite and
franklinite.

Fluonvseent.

Serpentine

p. 248

\^^illemite

p. 271

\Miite, gray,

1)1 ue, green

Azure-blue,

grc'enisli blue

liright green

54-6

34-4

2 15

2.3

— Massive or in embedded Sodalite

3
4.0

grain in rock p« 235)

Massive, associated Lazurite

with pyritc p* 240

Mammillary, fibrous, Malachite

associated with azu- p- 201

rite. Effervesces in

cold acid.

314^ 3.77 In Kinail crystals with Azurite

malachite. Effervesces p. 203

in cold acid.



XONiMETALLIC LUSTER
Hardnkss CiREatj:r Than Less Than 7

a. Shows good cleavage

Color H. G. Remarks Name
White, gray,

lavender, green
6H-7 3.35-

3.45
In thin tabular crystals

Associated \Nith
emerj'.

. Diaspore
p. 175

Grayish green,
brown

6-7 3 23 In long slender crystals
in schists

Sillimanite
p. 281

Yellowish to
greeii-blsck

6-7 3 35-
3.45

Cleavage parallel to
length of crystals

Epidote
p. 275

Blue, gray,
green, white

3.56-
3. 66

Bladed aggregates.
H. = 5 parallel to
length. 11. as 7 across.

Kyanite
p. 281

green,
blue

6 In clcuvable masses
resembling feldspar

Amblygonite
p. 211

Colorless, white,
gray

5-5}^ l^sually in cleavable
musses

Wollastonite
p. 264

Colorless, wliitc b-bH 2.23 In .‘slender prismatic
crystals in rock
cavities

Natrolite
p. 244

White, gray,
red, green

6
1

2.54-
2.56

In cleavable massosand
irregular grains in
rocks

Orthoclase
Microclinc
p. 233

Colorless, white,
gray

6 2.62-
2.76

III cloavablo masses and
irn^gular grains in
rocks. Show stria*
tions on one cleavage.

Plagioclase
p. 236

White, gray,
pink, green

0H-7 3.15-
3.20

In flattened striated
crystals. Found in
pegmatites. 2 cleav-
ages at nearly OO®.

Spodumone
p. 262

White, green,
black

5-6 3.1-
3 5

In stout prisms and
irregular grains in
rock. 2 cleavages at
nearly 90®.

Pyroxene
group
p. 260

Brown, green,
bronze, black

bH 3.2-
3.5

Crystals usually pris-
matic. Fibrous and
massive; 2 cleavages
at nearly 90®.

Enstatitc
p. 260

Red, pmk,
brown

11TT_

bH-^ 3.58-
3.70

Usually massive, cleav-
ablc to compact: 2
clcavagcsat nearl.v90®.

Rhodonite
p. 263

White, green,
black

5-6 3.0-
3.3

Urystals slender may be .

nbrous—asbestos

;

2 cleavages at 55^

rVmphibole
group
p. 257Bme, gray,

white, green
2.15- i

2.3
Massive or in embedded
grams; 6 cleavage
directions.

Sodalito

p. 230
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XOXM CTALMC LUSTKH
Hardness Greater Than 5^. Less Than 7 {Continu&i)

<>• ^how--i no prominenl clciwage

Color H, G. Remarks Name
Colorless, white

~ ^5H 2.27 In tru;x.*zohedral crys-
tals in rock cavities

Analcime
p. 245

May be any color 5-fi 1 . 9- Conchoidiil fracture.
2.2 May show play of

colors.

Opal
p. 231

Colorless, green,
yellow

2.8- Usually in brilliant
3-0 crystals in ruck

oivities

Dutolite
p. 277

Gniy, white,
colorless

5H-6 2.45- In traiK‘zoheclrul cry.s-
2 50 btlsembedded in darl

rock

Leucife
< p. 238

White, pink,
gmy. green

5-6 2.05- In prismatic crystals,
2-74 granular massive

Scapolite
p. 240

Colorless, white,
variously colored

7
1

2-G5 In crystals with hori-
zontal striutions on
prisms. Massive.

Quartz
p. 223

White, gniy,
greenish, red

5H-6 2 .
55-

2. Go
CJroa.sy luster. A rock

miiuTal, usually mas-
sive.

Ncpheliric

p. 239

Veliow, brown,
orange

6-6 'a 3. 1- Occurs in grains in
3 . 2 crystalline liniostono.

Chon<lrodite
p. 271

lirown, yellow,
red, green

7 2.65 Waxy luster. May bo
lining cavities.

Chalcedony
p. 227

Blue, bluish
green, gix^en HD Usually found in reni-

form and stalactitic

inass<»s.

Turquois
p. 212

Green, gray,
white

6-0
'lj 2.8-

2 . 1>5

Ueniform and stalacti-

tic with crystalline
surface

Prefinite

p. 252

Green, wliite,

gray, brown
S'ii 3.6-

4.2
Massive and in dis-

seminated grains.

Fluoresces.

Willemite
p. 271

Green, brown 6,' 2-7 3.27-
3 . 37

Usually in di.ss(uninnt<‘d (

grain.s in dark igneous
rocks

Dlivine

p. 269

Black and
variously colored

7-7 '2 3.0-
3.25

In crystals with trian-

gular cross s<*cti<)n.

Single crystals may
show several colors.

rourinaline

p. 265

Green, brown,
yellow, blue

63 ^ 3.35-
4.45

In square prismatic I

crystals, columnar,
massive

docnisc
p. 274

Brown, gray,
green, yellow

6K»-7 3 27- 1

3.35
[n wcdge-shaj>ed cr>"s- .A

tals

A'inito

p. 280
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NONMETALLIC LUSTER
Hardness Greater Than Less Than 7

6. Shows no prominent cleavage {Continued)

Color H. G. Remarks Name
Brown to

black
7~7H 3.65-

3.75
In prismatic crystals
and penetration twins
found in schists

StauroUte
p. 282

Rod, brown,
green

7H 3.16-
3.20

Square prismatic crys*
tals. May IxJ altered
to mica. Black cross
in cross section
(chiastoUtc).

Andalusite
p. 280

Brown, gruv,
green, yellow

6-5H 3.4-
3.55

Adamantine luster.
Crystals wedge-
shaped.

Sphenc
p. 284

Brown to
black

t t 4 t «

6-7 6.3-
7.1

May have reniform sur-
face. Prismatic crys-
tals rare.

Cixssiterite

p. 171
1

Itcddish brovtn
to black

6-6H 4.18-
2 25

Prismatic crystals ver-
tically striated

Rutile
p. 173

Blue, colorless 7-7H bb In embedded grains re-
sembling quartz

Cordierito
p. 246

Azure-blue,
greenish blue

5-6H 2.4-
2.45

Usually massive. Asso-
ciated with pyrite.

Lazuritc
p. 240

Blue, green,
white, gray

5H-6 2.15
2.3

Massive or in embed-
ded grains. Poor
cleavage.

Sodalite
p* 239



NOXMETALLIC LUSTER
Hardnkss Greater Than 7

a. iShoiis good cleavage

Color H. G. Remarks Name

Colorless, yellow,

pink^ blue, green

$ 3.4-

3.6
One perfect cleavage.

Usually in crystals.

Topaz

p. 279

Brown, gray,

greenish gray

6-7 3.23 In long slender crj'stals.

Found in schists.

Sillimanitc

p. 281

White, gray,

pink, green

614-7 3.15-

3.20
In flattened striated

crystals. 2 cleavages

at nearly 90“.

Spodumene
p. 262

Colorless, yellow,

rod, black

10 3.5 Adamantine luster. In

octahedral crystals;

4 cleavage directions.

Diamond
p. 134

Colorless and
almost any color

9 4.0 .Adamantine luster. No
cleavage but good
parting at nearly 90®.

Corundum
p. 163

b. Shows no prominent cleavage

Colorless, white,

variously colored

7 2 . 60 Crystals show horizon-

tal striations on

prism faces.

Quartz

p. 223

Colorless and
almost any color

9 4.0 Adamantine luster.

Parting fragments

nearly cubic.

Corundum
p. 163

Red, black, blue,

green, brown
8 3.6-

4.0

Commonly in octahe-

dral crystals

Spinel

p. 167

Gre(‘n, yellow,

pink, colorless

7‘a-8 2 .
75“

2.8
In hexagonal prisms.

Poor basal cleavage.

Beryl

p. 268

^'ellowish to

emerald-green

3.65-

3.8

Frequently in tabular

striated crystals

Chrysoberyl

p. 171

Hlack and
variously colored

3.0-

3.25

In slender prismatic

crystals with trian-

gular cross section

Tourmaline

p. 265

Green, gray,

white

6M-7 3 3-

3.5

Massive, closely com-

pact, diincult to

break

Jadeitc and

Nephrite

p. 258
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NONMETALLIC LUSTER
Hardness Greater Than 7.

6. No prominent cleavage (Continued)

Color H. G. Remarks Name
Green to brown 3.27-

3.37
Usually in disseminated

grains in dark igne-

ous rocks

Olivine

p. 269

Reddish brown
to blftck

G-7 6.8-

7.1

May have rvniform sur-

face. Prismatic crys*

tals rare.

Cassitcrite

p. 171

BroTO, red,

green
7>!J 3.16-

3.20
Square prismatic crys-

tals. Cross section

may show black cross

(chiastolitc).

Andalusito

p. 2S0

Brown, green,

yellow, gray
6H-7 mm

fil
In wedge-shaped crys-

tals with sharp edges
Axinite

p. 280

Brown to

black
7-7H 3.65-

3.75
111 prismatic crystals

and cruciform twins.

In schists.

Staurolite

p. 282

Brown, red, gray,

colorless
7H 4.68 Usually in small pris-

matic crystals
Zircon

p. 276

Brown, red,

yellow, green
^H-7H 3.5-

4.3
Usually in dodecahe-
drons or trapezoho-
droDs

Garnet

p. 271





APPENDIX I

List of Common j\Iinerals ^rrang^ed j4ccording to
Prominent Elements

Carbon

Hydrogen
Arsenic

Antimony

Bismuth

Molybdenum

Gold

Platinum
Silver

Mercury

Copper

Lead

Diamond.
Graphite.

Ipc (and water).

Native arsenic.

Realgar and orpiment, arsenic sulfides.

Native antimony.
Stibnite. antimony sulfide.

Native bismuth.

Molybdenite, molybdenum sulfide.

Wulfenite, lead molybdate.
Native gold.

Calaverite, gold telluride.

Sylvanite, gold-silver telluride.

Native platinum.

Native silver.

Argentite, silver sulfide.

Pyrargyrite, sulfide of silver and antimony.
Proustite, sulfide of silver and arsenic.
Cerargyrite, silver chloride.

Native mercury.
Cinnabar, mercury sulfide.

Native copi>er.

Chalcocite, copi)er sulfide.

of copper and iron.
Tetruhednte. sulfide of antimony and copper.
Cuprite, cuj)rous oxide.
Malachite and azurite, carbonates of copper
Dioptase and chrysocolla, silicates of copper
Galena, lead sulfide.

‘

Jamcsonito and bournonite, sulfides of antimony and leadP>TCmorphite. lead phosphate.
Mimetite, lead arsenate.
Vanadinite, lead vanadate.
Cerussite, lead carbonate,

300



310 Appendix I

Anglesite, lead sulfate.

Crocoite, lead chromate.

Wulfenite, lead molybdate.

Tin Cassiterite, tin dioxide.

Titanium Rutile, octahedrite, and brookite, all titanium dioxide.

Ilmenite, ferrous titanate.

Uranium Uraninite.

Torbernite and autunite, uranium phosphates.

Iron Native iron.

Pyrrhotite, iron sulfiile.

Pyrite and marcasite, iron disulfides.

Arsenopj’rite, ii-on sulfarsenide.

Hematite, iron scsquioxide.

Magnetite, magnetic iron oxide.

Franklinite, iron-zinc-manganese oxide.

Chromite, iron-chromium oxide.

Goethite and limonitc, hydrated iron oxides.

Siderite, iron carbonate.

Also columbite, wolframite, and triphylite.

Nic’KEI. Millerite, nickel sulfide.

Niccolite, nickel arsenide.

Garnierite, nickel silicate.

Cobalt Linnaeite, cobalt sulfide.

Smaltite and cobaltite, arsenides of cobalt.

Erythrite, cobalt arsenate.

Manganese Pyi-olusite, manganite, and psilomelane, oxides of man-

ganese.

Rhodonite, manganese silicate.

Rhodochrosite, manganese carbonate.

Zinc Sphalerite, zinc sulfide.

Zincite, zinc oxide.

Franklinite, iron-zinc-manganese oxide.

Willcmite and hemimorphite, zinc silicates.

Smithsonitc, zinc carbonate.

Aluminum Corundum, aluminum o.xide.

Spinel, oxide of magnesium and aluminum.

Cryolite, fluoride of aluminum and sodium.

Turciuois and wavellite, aluminum phosphates.

Amblygonite, phosphate of aluminum and lithium.

Calcium Fluorite, calcium fluoride.

Calcitc and aragonite, calcium carbonates.

Apatite, calcium phosphate.

Anhvdrite, calcium sulfate.
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Gypsum, hydrated calcium sulfate.

Scheelite, calcium tungstate.
Magnesium Brucite, magnesium hydroxide.

Magnesite, magnesium carbonate.
Boracite, magnesium borate.

Dolomite, calcium magnesium carbonate.
Barium Barite, barium sulfate.

Witherite, barium carbonate.
Strontium Celestite, strontium sulfate.

Strontianite, strontium carbonate.
Sodium and Halite or rock salt, sodium chloride.
Potassium Borax, sodium boi-ate.

Syivite, potassium chloride.
Silicon Quartz, silicon dio.xide.

Opal, hydrated silicon dio.xide.

The silicate minerals, too numerous to list here are
grouped together in' this book under sUicaUs in the last
section in descriptive mineralogy.



APPENDIX II

Most Important Minerals for a Small Collection

The following list includes the names of the minerals that it is

most important for the young mineralogist to have in his collec-

tion; they are printed in saiall capitals. To these aie added,

in ordinary type, a number of others which are also important,

but less so; they may well be pi-esent in the cabinet of the

school or academy.

(lOLD in quartz

Silver

Copper
Sulfur
Graphite
An ore of silver

Clmlcocite

Bornite

Galena
Sphalerite

Chai.coi'yrite

I^YRRHOTITE

Niccolite

Millerite
CiNNAHAR
Or[)inrent

Stirnite

I^RITE

Marcasite
Arsenopyrite

Molybdenite

Smaltite

Tetrahedritb
Cuprite
Zincite

Corundum
Hematite
Spinel

Magnetite

Franklinite

Chromite
Cassiterite

Rutile
Goethite

Manganite (or pyrolusite)

Briieite

Halite

Ciyolite

Fluorite

Calcite (several varieties)

DoLO.MITE
Magnesite

SiDERITE

Rhodocrosite

Smitiisonite

Aragonite
Strontianite

Witheritc

Cerussite

Mai.achite

Azurite

Apatite
IVromorphite
Amblygonite

Wavellite

Barite
Celestite

Anglesite
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Anhydrite

(SVPSU.M

Wulfenite

(^UAKTZ (several varieties)

Opal
OllTHOC'LASE

Albite

Oligoclase

Labradoritc

Ncplicliiie

Sea polite

Heulandite

SxiLIilTE

ClIABAZITE

Natrolite
Analdme
Talc
Serpentine

Garnierite

ArOPHVLLITE
Chlorite

Prehnite

Muscovite
Biotite

Lepidolite

Amphibole (sevcitil varieties)

Ih'ROXENE (several varieties)

Spodumene
Rhodonite
Tourmaline
Beryl
Hemimorphite
Olidne

^^illemite

Garnet
Idocrase

Epidote
Zircon

Datolite

Toj)az

Andalusite
Kyanite

Stauroutb
Sphene

If the student limits himself to specimens, as advised on

Tarent ,

'"''‘''''ng the species mentioned will not occupy

cost, rioin time to time additional specimens can be obtSnedby excliange or purchase.
ootained

Of tliG minerals in tlie above list %

purdiased for a veiy small expenditure of money
^

tetmt" Se“ctrt'rVaLi;L“' I'
"’ '’‘'alcopyrite,

ite, nttUe, PyrH^ al^tZlr 1 in’
P^™n)o^Plnte, cassitei-:

rhodonite, sphalerite, corunlm,’ ciyrte mtOTit^rr;brucite, barite, celestite
» nuorite, calcito, apatite,

(almandite), tourmaline, natrolite.'
(flctinolite), garnet

eittr HthUim, such as

smaltite; one containing chromTum " eTtaming vanadium, such as vanftdin:+ .

^ cbromite; one con-
such as uraninite (pitchblende) or autunitr

'^°*^*^*‘**"® umnium.





Index

The words in bold face tyj)e arc the oames of the c-oniiuon ntin(*rals deseril>ed
in detail in the text-

Acid, snhihility in, 117

Adamantine luster, 82
Adulariu, 234

ARute, 227

Agate mortar, 103

Aggregates, mineral, 59
Alabaster, 217
Albite, 236
-AJbite twinning, 233, 236
Alexandrite, 171

Allanite, 275
Almandite, 273
Aluminum ore, 178
Amazon stone, 233
Amblygonite, 211
Amethyst, 227
Amorphous, 17

Amphibole group, 257
Analcime, 245
Anataso, 173

Andalusite, 280
Andosine, 23G
Andradite, 273
/Vngles, nieasurcment of, 44
Anglesite, 216
Anhydrite, 216
Ankcrito, 193
Anorthite, 236
Antigorite, 249
Antimony, 132

Antimony glance, 161
Antimony, test for, 107, 112, 113, 116
Apatite, 207

Apophyllite, 250
Aqua regia, 126

Aquamarine, 268
Aragonite, 197

315

Arlmresceiit gnuips, 57

Argent ifertms galena, 143
Argentite, 139

Arsenic, 132

Arsenic, tests for, 107, 112, 113, 116
Arsenical pyrites, 15t»

Arsenopyrite, 150

Artificial twinning, 50
Asbestos, 248, 25S
Asterism, S5

Atomic weights, table of, 94
Augite. 261

Aulunilo, 223

Avonturinc, 227, 237
Ajdnite. 280
Azurite, 203

Babbitt metal, 151

Baddelejdte, 276
Balas ruby, 167

Barium, «.rcs of, 190, 212
test for. 107

Barium chloride, 64
Btisjil pinacciid, 29, 33, 39, 42
Bauxite, 178
Bavono twinning, 233
Beam iNilanco, 78
Beidellite, 246

Bifitite. 255
Bismuth, 133
Bismuth, test for, 114
Bismuthinite, 133
Black lend, 137
Blackjack, 144
Bloodstone, 229
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Ulowjjipo, 101

u-se of, 104

lil<>w|>i|)e analysis, order of tesis,

IMcnvpipe flame, 97, 105

Hlowpipe tests, 100

Hliio c<ipper carlionate, 203
Hliie«ix)und, 130

llliK'joIin, 185

Hoj; iron ore, 177

Horates, 204

Borax. 204

Jlorax liead colore, 110
Bomite, 141

Boron, test for, 107

Bort, 137

Botryoidal asKiegates, 61
Bracliydome, 40

Brimstone, 134

Brittle mica, 252

Brittleness, 75

Broiiiyrito, 183

Bronzite, 200

Brookite, 173

Bruclte, ISO

Buns(‘n burner, 101

Bytowiiito, 236

C’admium, 145

Calamine, 269

C^ayarite, 15S

'CalcitCj

t(*sf 107
C nlifornilo, 274

C*a|iillary j>yritcs, 148

(‘arhoruicld,

Carbonates, IS7

('urlshacl twinning, 233

( arnofite, 223

Cassiterite, 171

Cat’s eye, 171, 227

C’ave cleiKj.sifs, 191

Celestite, 215

('otiior of synimetry, 20

Cerargyrite, 183

Cerussite, 200

Chabazite, 244

(4ialee<loriy, 227

Chalcocite, 140

Chalcopyrite, 145

128 ('liiileolriehito, 162

(’lialk, 191

I Charcoal, use of, 111

Cliarecml block, 102

Chemical elements, 92, 94
C’heinical foriimla, 95
(’hcrnical i>roportie.s, 92
Chemic'al tests, 117

Chert , 229

(’liiaslolite, 280

Chhnane, <letection of, 118

Chlorite, 251

Chondrodite, 271

(Miminic* iron ore, 109

rChromite, 109^
C'hromintn, test for, 110

Chromium ore, 109

Chrysoberyl, 171

ChrysocoUa, 265

Chrysolite, 2()9

Clirysopraso, 229
Chrysotile, 24S

Cinnabar, 149

Cinnamon stone, 273

Citrine, 227

Classes, crystal, 21

(1assifi<*ation, mineral, 122

Clay injnstone, 195

(1euval)lc aggregates, 59

deavage, 69

dinochloie, 251

ditKiliuinito, 271

dinozoisite, 275

C/losed tube tests, 116

Closed tubes, use of, 114

C'oball, ores of, 154

tost for, 110

Cobaltite, 154

Cockscomb pyrites, 155

Colemanite, 206

C'olloform aggrogjifes, 61

C’ollophanitc, 208

Cedor, 82

borax bead, 110

flame, 107
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Columnar, 59
Common opal, 2S1

Compart 59
('oiM'ontrir aggregates, 60
Conclioidal fracture, 71

Concretions, 62
('ontnet goniometer, 45
Contact twin, 54
Coppor, ores uf, 128, I JO, 146, 160,

162, 201, 203
tost for, 107, no, 111, 118

C’oppcr glance, 140
Copper i)yrUes, 145

C’opper sulfate, G4
Cordieritej 24G

(Co^ndum, 103 3
Cotton Imlls, 205
Covc'llitc, 140
Cristobalite, 230
Cryolite, 183

Cryptocrystallinc, 18
Crystal aggregates, 53
Crystal axes, 21
Crj'stal chemistry', 99
Crystal chisses, 21
C'ry'stal form, 22
Crystal growing, 63
Crystal Imhit, 13
Crystal irregularities, 46
Crystal symmetry, 20
Crystal systems, 21
Oystalline, 16
Cube, 22
Cuprite, 162

Cymopliane, 171

Dannile, 157
Datolite, 277
Decrepitation, 106
Denjantoid, 273
Dendrites, 63
Dendritic groups, 57, 62
Density, 75

of common metals, 80
Desmino, 243
Determination of minerals, 285
Determinative tables, 288

Diallage, 261

•Diamond . 134.
'

Diamufid drills, 137
Diamond pipes, 136
Diaspore, 175

DiaUunaceous earth, 232
Dialomite, 232
Dichroisin, 88
Diehroite, 246
Dickite, 240
Dihf.xagonal dipynunid, 35
Dihcxagonal dipyramidal class, 33
Dilicxagonal prism, 35
Diopside. 261

Dipynimid. 30, 34, 35, 39
Disphenoiil, 31
Dlfetragoiinl tlit»ynunld, 31
Ditetnig«.iial clipynuuidal class, 28
Ditetragorial ]>risni, 31
Dodccaiiedron, 23

pentagonal, 27
Dogt(K)t h spar, 187
Dolomite. 192

Dome, brachy-, 40
clino-, 42
macro-, 40
monoclinic, 42
ortho-, 42

orthorhombic, 40
Double refraction, 88
Dnisy (pmrtz, 225
Dry Iwne ore, 196
DuctUity, 74
Dunite, 270

Earthy fracture, 72
lOInslicity, 75
Kleetricnl properties, 90
Elements, chemical, 92, 94

native, 124
Eleolite, 239
Emholite, 183
Emerald, 268
Emery', 163

Enstatite, 260
Epidote, 275
Ery’thrite, 164
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Ks^<»nitc, 273

Klch fixtures* 17

Exfoliation, 108

I'al.^e topaz, 227

Fayalite, 270

Feldspar, 232

Felclspatlioids, 238
Ferborite, 220

Fibrous aKtfrcKatos, 59
File, 103

Flame e^doration, 107

Flexibility, 74

Flint, 229

Flos ferri, 02, 198

Fluorescence, 86
Fluorite^ 1H4 - .

^

Fluorspar, 1H4

Foliated autfre^ates, 59
FooFs iinUl 125, 146

Forceps, 102

examination in, 106

Form, crystal, 22

Forsterito, 270

Fowlerite, 263

Fracture, 71

Franklinite, 109

Froiberjiite, \iy0

Fusibility, scale of, 106

Cluhnite» 168

G^na,
Garnet, 271^'

Garnierite, 250

Cioolo^o', 4

(loyseritc, 232

(fibl>site, 179

(iliiss lubes, 103

(ilobiilar atftfrcisatos, 61

Goethite, 175

Gold, 124

( xoltl, ores of, 124, 158

(rolden b<*r>’l, 269

( j<»niometer, 45

(Jraiiular an^re^rates, 59

firajdiic granite, 235

Grapliic Iciluritiiu, 158

Graphite, 137

dray copper, 159

Greasy luster, S2

Green copper carbonate, 201

Grt*ennckjte, 145

Grossularite, 273

Gummitc> 22^3
^

' Gypsum, 217^^

Habit, cr3*stal, 13

Hackly fracture, 72

Haliclos, ISl

Halite, ISl

Halloysite. 240

Har<Iness, 72

scale of, 72

Heat, properties depending on, 89

Heavy spar, 212

Hedenbergite, 261

Heliotrope, 229

Hematite, 165

Henumorphite, 269

Heulandtte, 242

Hexagonal basal pinacoid, 33

Hexagonal dihexugonal dipjTamidal

class, 33

Hexagonal dipyramid, 34

Hexagonal prism, 33

Ilexagonal-scalcnohedral class, 36

Hexagonal system, 32

Ilexoctahcdnd class, 21

llexoctalieilron, 25

Hextet ra liednd class, 26

Hiddenite, 262

Horizontal prL<m, 40

Horn silver, 183

Hornblende, 250

Horseshoe magnet, 103

Huebnerite, 220

llumite, 271

llyaeinth, 276

Hyalite, 2:11

Hyalophane, 2:15

Hyiicrsthene, 260

Ice. 161

Iceland spar, 189
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Idocrase, 274
nmenite, 16G

Impalpable aggregates, 59
Industrial diamouds, 137

Infusorial earth, 232
Insoluble minerals, 119

Intumescence, 108

lodyrite, 183

lolite, 246

Iridescence, 85
Iridium, 130

Iron, 131

Iron, meteoric, 132

ores of, 165, 168, 175, 195
tests for, 110, 112

Irrm pyrites, 152

white, 155

Irregularities of crystals, 46
Isometric system, 21
Isumorplusm, 99

Jasper, 229
Jolly balance, 77
^

^Kaolinite, 246 ^
Kemite,"205
Kidney ore, 61, 16S
Kimlierlitc, 136
Kunzite, 262
Kupfemickel, 148
Kyanite, 281

J^jjadoritc, 236J
Lake^pper, 129
Lamellar aggregates, 69
Lapis lazuli, 240
Lazurite, 240
Lead, native, 141

ores of, 141,200
test for, 114

Lepidolite, 257
Leucite, 238
Limestone, 190
Limooite, 175

Lithia mica, 257
Lithium, test for, 107
Lithopone, 144, 212

Lodestone, 89, 168

Luster, 81

Macrodoine, 40

Magnesite, 193

Magnesium, ores of, 192, 193

Magnet, 103

MagTietic_properties, 89
'Ji(Iagnelate,_168J

Malachite, 201

Malformed crj'stals, 46

Malleability, 74
Mammillniy’ aggregates, 61

Mancbaeh twinning, 2^14

Manganese, ores of, 174, 177, 180, 195
test for, no, 111

Manganite. 177

Marble, 190

Marcasite, 155

Marialitc, 241

Martite, 165

Massive aggregates, 59
Meionite, 241

Melanite, 273

Mercuo', ore of, 149

tests for, 114, 117

Metallic luster, 81

Metals, native, 124

Meteorite, 131

Mexican on>’x, 191

Mica group, 252
Micaceous aggregate, 59
Microcline, 233
Micromount, 12

Milky quartz, 227
MiUeiite, 148

Mimetite, 210
Mineral, definition of, 4
Mineral aggregates, 59
Mineral association, 354
Mineral classification, 122
Mineral collection, 9
Mineral determination, 285
Mineral occurrence, 354
Mineral species, 3

description of, 120
Mineral veins, 372
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Minonjlog>\ j^cience of, 4

Mispickol, loi\

Molybdenite, 157

.Molylidonuni, ore^^ of, 157, 221

te>t for, 110, iU
Monoclink' domes, 42

Monorlinie |>inaeoi<l>, 42

Monncliiiie prism, 41

Monoi linir prismatic* c*huv<, 41

Monoclinir pyramids, 43

Moiioi'Hnir system, 41

MoiioiiiUKTalie niek, 3

Mooustorn*. 237

Morjrariite, 2tH)

Moss ;i;:ativ.227

;^Muscovite, 25jr3

NiM iite, 240

Nat iv(M*lomenfs, 124

.\a(iv(* metals, |24

Native non metals, 133

Native seini-metals, 132

Natrolite, 244

Needk* zeolite, 244

Nepheline, 239

Nepheline syetiitc, 239

Niccolite, I4K

Niek<*l, ores of, 147, 148, 250

test for, 110

N^jKle metal, 120

Nonmc'tallie luster, 81

Noninetals, native, 133

Norherjiite, 271

t tetahedrite, 173

Octahedron, 22
( ><l<»r, 1)1

Oligocla^, 23fi

Olivine,

Onyx, 22S

Opal. 2;il

( Ipaleseenee, 84

()paf|M<*, 84

( )pen tube tests, 1 IG

( )p<*ri tubes, use of, 114

<)ptieal i)roperties, 87

Oriental amethyst, 104

Index

Oriental topaz, 1G4

Orpiment, 150

Orthoclase, 233

Orthod<jme, 42

Orthorhonihic dipyramid, 30

Orthorhomhie pinaeoids, 39

Orlhorliomhk* prism, 38

Ortliorluunhic system, 38

Osmium, 130

Oxidc's, 101

Oxidizing flame, 105

Palladium, 130

Parallel irroiiping, 50

Paramorph, 53

Peaeoc*k ore, 141

Pearl spar, 193

Pearly luster, 82

Pectolite. 2M
Penefratiem tNvin, 54

JVuninite, 251

Pentlandite, 147, 149

Percentage eomp<^J^iti(>n, 98

Peridot, 2f)9

Phlogopite, 25G

Plionolite, 239

Pliosplaife rock, 207

Phosphates, 200

test for, 107

Pliosphorescence, 86

Phos|>horite, 207

Physical pnipertics, 09

riezoeloetric ity, 90

Pinacoid, 29, 33, 39, 42

Pinacoidal class, 44

Pitchblende, 223

Placer cleposifs, 12G

Plagioclase feldspar, 230

Plaster of Paris, 217

Platinum, 130

Platinum wire, 103

use of, 109

Play of colors, 84

Pleoclm)i'«m, 88

l^himbago, 137

Plunuise mica, 254

Plush copjicr, 162
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Polianite, 174

Polymorphi:5m, 09

Polysynthelie twins, 55

Pori)hj'ry copper, 140

Potash feldspar, 2-33

Potassium, tost for, 107

Potassium alunu 64

Pota.^sium ferrieyanidc, 64

Prase, 229

Precious opal, 231

Prehnite, 252

Prism, dihexagonal, 35
ditetragonal, 31

hexagonal, 33

monoclinic, 41

orthorhombic, 38
letnigonnl, 29

Prt>chlorite, 251

Proustite, 158

Pscudornorph, 51

Psilomelane, ISO

Purple copper ore, 141

Pyramid, nionoclinic, 43
Pyraiyyrite, 158

P^te] 152'“2^

Pj'ritos, arsenical, 156
capillar>*, 148

cockscoiiib, 155

iron, 152

wiiitc Iron, 165

l^j’^ritohedron, 27
Pyroelectricity, 90
Pyrolusite, 174

Pyromorphitc, 208
Pyrope, 273
Pyroxene group, 260
Pyrrhotite, 147

<^artz. 223 j

Quartzite, 223

Quicksilver, 140

Radiated aggregate, 60
Radium, 222
Reactions on charcoal, 143
Realgar, 150

Red copper ore, 162

Red neher, 1 65

Hwlucing flame, 105

Rcfnietion, dimhle,

Reniforrn aggregates, Gl

Resinous luster, 82
RItudium, 130

Rhodochrosite, 105

Rhodonite, 263

Rhoml)ie-«lii>yramidal class, 3S
RIioinl>ie dodeeahodron,

Uhoinhohedron, 36

Roasting, 110

Rock cr>'stal, 226

R«>ck salt, ISl

Rose f|iiartz, 227

Riii>elli1c, 267
Ruby, 163

Ruby copper, 1G2

Ruby silver ores, 158

Rtiby zinc, 145

Rutile, 173

Salt. 181

S;dt domes, 182

Sand crj’stals, 191

Sandstone, 223

Sapphire, 163

Sardonyx, 229
Satin spar, 218

Scale of fusibility, 106
Scale of hardness, 72
Scalenohedron, 37
Scapolite, 240
Scheelite, 220
Scrap mica, 253
Secondao’ twinning, 66
Sectility, 74
Selenite, 218
Selenium, test for, 113
Scmi-metals, native, 132
Serpentine, 248
Sheet mica, 253
Siderite, 195
Silica, separation of, 118
Silicates, 223
Siliceous sinter, 232
Silicificd wood, 229
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Silky luster, 82
Sillimanite, 281

Silver, 12G

Silver, cires of, 127, 158,

Silver ^rlance, 139

Srnalt, 154

Srnaltitc, 154

Smithsonite, 106

Stiioky quartz, 226

Snow crystals, 15

Soapstone, 247

Soda ash, 181

Soda-Hrno feldspars, 236
Sodalite, 230

Sodium, test for, 107

Soluhility in acid, II7

Spathic ore, 105

Si)ear pyrites, 155

Species, mineral, 3

Stjccilic gravity, 75

S()ecular hematite, 105

S|)Ocularito, 1C5

Spcrr>'lito, 131

Spessartite, 273

Sphalerite. 144

Sphene, 284

SpiegeJeisen, 169, 174

Spinel, 167

S()incl ruby, 167

Spined twin, 167

Splintery fracture, 72

Spodumene, 262

Spring de{>osits, 191

Stalactites, 191

Slala<*titic form, 02

Stalagmites, 191

Stannite, 171

Star mica, 256

Star ruby, 104

Star sapi)liire, 104

Slarlito, 276

Staurolite, 282

Steatite, 247

Stellated jiggrcgatos, 60

Stibnite, 151

Stilbite, 243

Streak, 83

160, 183

Stream tin, 172

Strontianite, 200

Strontium, ores of, 200, 215

test for, 107

Suljeonchoidal fracture, 71

Sulfates, 212

Sulfides, 138

Sulfosalts, 139

Sulfur, 133

Sulfur, separation of, 118

tests for, 114, 110

Sunstone, 237

Superphosphate, 207

Sylvanite, 15S

Sylvite, 182

Symmetry, crystal, 20

SyinmctrN* axis, 21

Symmetry* center, 21

Symmetry plane, 20

Systems, crystal, 21

Tabulation of mineral properties.

121

Talc, 2-lZ_J
Taste. 91

Tellurium, test for, 113

Tenacity, 72

Tennant it e, 100

Tetragonal basal pinacoid, 29

Tetragonal dipyramicl, 30

Tetragonal ditotragcmal dipyramidal

class, 28

I'etnigonal prism, 29

Tetragonal system, 28

Tetrahedrite, 159

Tctnihedron, 20

Tetrahexahedron, 25

Thormolu minesc*enco, 87

Tiger-eye, 227

Tin, tests for, 113

Tin dioxide, separation of, 118

Tin ore, 171

Tin plate, 171

Tincalconitc, 205

Titanic iron ore, 166

Titanium, ores of, 166, 173

test for, 110
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Topaz, 279
false, 227

Topazolite, 273
Tourmaline^ 255

Trun-slui’CiU, 84

Transparency, 84
Trupozoliodron, 24
Travertine, 191

Tremolite, 258

Triholuminesoence, 87
Triclinic pinaeoidal class, 44
Triclinic system, 44
Tridymite, 230
Troostitc, 271

Tufa, 191

Tungstates, 219
Tungsten, ores of, 219, 220

test for, 110

Turkey-fat ore, 196

Turquois, 212
Twin axis, 64
Twin crystals, 63
Twin plane, 54

Ulexite, 205

Uneven fracture, 72
Uranophane, 223
Uraninite, 222
Untnium, 223

test for, no
Uvarovite, 273

Valence, 96
Vanadinite, 210

V'anadium, test for, 110

Variegated copper ore, 141

\>rdantiquo, 248

Wnnieulito, 255

^’esuvianito, 274

\’iciDal plane, 61

Watch glass, 103

Water, 161

Water, tests for, 117

Wavellite, 211

Waxy luster, 82

Wernerite, 241

White iron pyrites, 155

Willemite, 271

Witherite, 199

Wolframite, 219
WoUastonite, 264
Wood opal, 231

Wood tin, 171

Wulfenite, 221

Zeolites, 241

Zine, ores of, 144, 163

test for, 113

Zinc blend, 144

Zincite, 163

Zircon, 276


